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with the mere representation of identity. Fashion should be understood
as much more than that. The book argues that we should view fashion
through a heterogeneous prism, one that enables us to think critically about
the open-ended, experimental and limitless potential of fashion. In order
to do this, a system is presented that allows the study of fashion in both
its creative and destructive capacities. This is achieved by examining the
potential connections related to fashion, in which social, environmental and
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The purpose of this book is to move beyond the association of fashion

mental concerns appear entangled. To overcome fashion’s environmentally
mental approach is needed, one which enables us to think about fashion’s
affective qualities before the representation of identity comes into play.
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destructive and socially exploitative dimensions, it is argued a different
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Introduction
No theory or history of fashion fails to take personal
appearance as its starting point and as
its central object of investigation.
Gilles Lipovetsky (1994 [1987]: 16)

T

his study of fashion fails. It declines to foreground an essentially
human, cultural, or socio-historical perspective. It does not predomi-

nantly examine fashion as a practice deployed to express, perform, or
ily understand what the clothes we wear may signify. There is, however,
no reason to regard the above as a negative stance towards fashion, its
theories, or this dissertation itself. Failing to follow accepted and familiar
paths of thinking introduces new and experimental possibilities, and may
this context, also means to venture out in a radically different manner
without ignoring or disabling existing theories about the clothes we wear.
I will hence question what may precede and supersede personal appearances, rather than taking them as a starting point.
What more may be detected about the clothes we wear than what they
and what may be said about fashion’s capacities before one assigns them

9

a representable meaning? And can we think about fashion in a manner
that succeeds to address the multiple levels in fashion theory, ranging
from the relation of clothing to the body to fashion’s ethical problems? It
were these initial questions that led to the idea that fashion theory may

the essence of this dissertation, after which I will return to a more systematic and academic manner of exchanging its major corpus.

Wearing a School Uniform
The onset of adolescence more often than not comes with experiencing
dramatic changes in self-esteem and self-consciousness. My personal
experiences seemed unique at the time, yet were not any different from
those of other adolescents through time. All my peers, like me, experimented with identity performance and tried different styles of clothing
in order to find out where we could connect with others. I recall dying
my hair, black, then blonde, then henna orange and back to brown. I also
adopted clothing styles that could be categorised as being ‘preppy’,
‘new wave’, ‘arty’ and ‘hippy’ to name but a few. At secondary school,
lunch breaks were used to discuss and comment on the styles and items
of clothing worn, and in doing so we tried to make sense of our changing bodies and attitudes. However, much of that changed when I moved
to Australia, aged sixteen, and enrolled with Sacred Heart College, a
Catholic girls school near Melbourne. From then on, I needed to wear
a school uniform and since my cousin had just completed secondary
school, I was offered her woollen blazer, skirt, jumper and tie, and all I
needed to buy were two blue shirts and two pairs of grey stockings and
socks.
As one can imagine, this was quite a transition. The uniform was
mainly navy-blue and attending school during those first weeks meant
encountering over one thousand girls dressed alike. My world became
navy-blue. I vividly remember a dream I had during the first week of
college. In this dream the world appeared to me solely in shades of
blue. I still recall the image of blue strawberries that, even though I was
dreaming, has never left me. After a few weeks I grew used to wearing
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the school uniform and even thought it was quite convenient not having
to think about what to put on in the morning. Casual clothes were worn
after school hours and during the weekends, times at which I would not
often see my peers. I had fewer clothes, did not change my styles much
any longer, and settled for jeans or shorts and a plain top. Apart from the
blue-coloured dream, I cannot recall feeling deprived of the chance to
express myself through the clothes I used to wear.
The debates for and against school uniforms are manyfold, but one of
the major reasons for the introduction of school uniforms is to create
a levelling of social statuses, which can be communicated through
clothing, and a sense of belonging to and unity of the shared community
of the school. In order to ensure unity within the community uniform
policies are designed and – more or less – monitored through set rules.
The rules that came with the wearing of my former school uniform were
clearly stated and most probably differ little from the general rules:
‘College skirt – mid calf length’, ‘Blue Summer dress – no shorter than
5 cm above the knee’, to name but a few.1 These rules ensure rigidity by
creating clear codes to which all students must abide. In addition, the
wearing of a uniform creates a clear territory to which all the students
attending a particular school must conform and which differs – since
each school or college has their own uniform – from all other school
territories. Monitoring the rules is, however, not an easily accomplished
task when one is confronted with more than one thousand girls that apparently look alike.
I write ‘apparently’ because after a few weeks of wearing the uniform,
I noticed that there were many differences to be detected which would
either not be noticed by the staff or were regarded as being too small to
cause a problem. Being taller than most, the uniform skirt that was handed to me by my cousin did not meet the required length, for instance. No
teacher ever commented on this fact, and what is more, fellow students
labelled a skirt under the required length as ‘cool’. Jewellery would be
worn under shirts, popping out at times; hair would be worn loose; a sock
would drop; a shirt would get untucked – small instances in which we
would succeed at bending the strict rules and as such created our own

1

From: http://www.shcgeelong.catholic.edu.au/Enrolment-uniform_more accessed March 2013.
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little secretive territories.
Breaking with the uniform rules would most often happen outside
school premises. Although the uniform rules applied in all instances
where it is being worn, hence also outside school premises, we took our
blazers off when it was hot as soon as the school’s gate was out of sight.
I even recall hiding under the fire stairs of the mall where cigarettes
were smoked whilst still in uniform, an action that would certainly have
severe consequences when discovered. A friend being picked up by
her boyfriend in his car, immediately kicked her socks down, pulled the
shirt out of her skirt, and loosened her hair when leaving the premises.
I am not sure whether she did or did not stick her middle finger into the
air before jumping into the car, and perhaps it is not important whether
she actually did; the whole scene breathed the air of breaking loose and
escaping to life outside of school, regardless of the fact that a uniform
was being worn.

Fashion and Appearance
Before introducing a perspective upon fashion that moves beyond representation of identity, and presenting my main questions and aims, I
will discuss and question common views and theories in which fashion
is regarded as a means to represent identity. This enables one to develop
an understanding of what I am attempting to move beyond, and indicates
why such a perspective may be particularly suitable for studying fashion.
Since the turn of the century, within what one may call ‘fashion theosociologists. Joanne Entwistle, for instance, writes about fashion as an
embodied social practice (2000). Diana Crane, furthermore, examines
the ages (2000). And Yuniya Kawamura addresses fashion as an institutionalised social system (2005). In addition, the subject has been picked
up by anthropologists, such as Daniel Miller and Sophie Woodward,
while fashion’s ecological problems are, for instance, addressed by Kate
Fletcher (2008), to name but a few.
In her seminal work Adorned in Dreams, Fashion and Modernity,
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scholar Elizabeth Wilson, however, emphasises that in order to overcome
overtly simplistic interpretations of fashion, one must attempt to study
the phenomenon from several perspectives at once (2003 [1985]). If we
want to avoid “the reductive and normative moralism of the single sociological explanation” whilst seeking “to go beyond the pure description of
the art historian” one, according to Wilson, must combine aesthetics, social theory, politics, and psychology to explain fashion (2003 [1985]: 11).
There is, however, one aspect that is left unchallenged in the theories
mentioned above. All scholars regard fashion an essentially cultured
human practice, and as such comply with the words of French philosopher Gilles Lipovetsky, quoted at the start of this chapter, in which he
emphasises the fact that all fashion theories start with, and centre upon,
a focus upon personal appearance. Fashion hence is studied for the
ways in which it is worn and embodied to reveal information about the
individuality or identity performances of the wearer. In addition, and as
Wilson pointed out, fashion must also be characterised for its contradictive, irrational, ambiguous, and paradoxical nature. Or as Wilson writes:
“fashion, the child of capitalism, has, like capitalism, a double face”,
with which she emphasises that fashion can, for instance, be liberating
and constraining at the same time (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 13). Fashion
may, furthermore, be experienced as an obsession with false and surface
expressions, whilst what we wear may also connect to our intimate emotions and can succeed in expressing individuality. And lastly, fashion allows us to adorn ourselves with pleasure, whilst this is done at the cost of
exploiting workers in developing countries (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 13-14).
The challenge is therefore to adopt yet another take on fashion, which
allows us to view it from a multitude of perspectives at once, and which
is able to take the open-ended, essentially ambiguous, and double-faced
character of fashion and dress into account. Before introducing such
a dynamic perspective to fashion, I would like to illustrate the ways in
which we more commonly think about the clothes we wear and how they
may represent the identity of a wearer. Doing so does not only clarify a
dominant or common perspective upon fashion and its relationship with
representation of identity, it also illustrates how I arrived at the idea that
existing theories about fashion may be in need of radical elaboration.

13

Creatives wear Black
Fashion is commonly viewed as revolving around representation of identity, and as such what we wear is regarded as indicative of who we are, or
represent ourselves as being, at a certain time and place. Some representations of identity in fashion are clear and susceptible to little change.
Wearing a uniform, for instance, may signify authority, belonging, and
mains evident. Other fashionable representations of identity are subtler,
change more frequently, and may be predominantly recognised by peers,
fellow (sub)cultural members, or connoisseurs alone. Wearing a certain
brand, cut or style of clothing, for instance, may be recognised by some,
but not by all others one comes across. Fashion’s relationship with identity is, in addition, ambiguous and meanings are never settled; they may
be paradoxical or even ironical. Wearing an army jacket, for instance,
may just as well signify a passion for the military as it may indicate the
opposite: a deep contention that peace is what we need to strive for.
On a daily basis, however, we tend to adhere some more or less rigid
meanings to the appearances of those we come across, and we do monitor our own looks. When entering a new workplace, one will most likely
assume that the only man present that goes dressed in a suit and tie is the
owner or director.2 When dressing for a special occasion, we will often
think more carefully about what we wear, and we perhaps even avoid
people that have seen us dressed in it before. While on the street, we tend
to label people according to their dress, often without lending them more
assumptions are right. And adolescents are extremely aware of their
looks and the ways in which their peers relate to those. The wearing of a
certain fashion brand may, for instance, grant one a membership of the
popular group at school – or not.
I found myself in a situation in which clothing was associated with

2

For an elaboration upon neckties and expressing one’s power, see Graeber,
David (2015) ‘Dickheads, the Paradox of the Necktie Resolved’ in The Baffler
No. 27, 2015. Web: http://www.thebaffler.com/salvos/dickheads, accessed
April 2015.
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the identity of the wearer a few years ago, during a seminar at the
Amsterdam Fashion Institute. Several speakers had been asked to address the public about their ‘passion for fashion’. One speaker said that
she loved fashion because she regarded it a tool with which people communicate their identities and she enjoyed ‘reading’ these. “Creatives, like
photographers, architects, and designers, for example, most often wear
black”, she said.3 There I sat, dressed in black from tip to toe and admittedly regarded myself as a creative person. The words spoken nevertheless puzzled me and an intuition occurred that there must be more to
fashion than representation of identity. The idea that the way we dress
is (or may be) telling about who we are (or pretend to be) is omnipresent and often regarded a prerequisite for studying fashion, as described
above. The idea that creatives wear black, however, is also a cliché, and as
such may be questioned.
If identity can be represented through the clothes that are being
worn by someone, one must also question what the concept of personal
identity entails. What does ‘being someone’ encompass? Who are you?
Is there an ongoing unity or core to your being that can consequently
be represented by the clothes you wear? Those are philosophical questions we do not think about often, and it seems that existing theories of
fashion presume the idea that there is a ‘self’ that can consequently be
represented. But what if there does not happen to be such a core to our
being? What if the idea of an ongoing identity is an image of thought that
is mainly convenient, reassuring, and helps us to make sense of the world
surrounding us? Then we may, at least in thought, also undo the belief in
an ongoing unity of being and think about what we are left with. Doing so
is admittedly complicated and may even seem an ‘unnatural’ endeavour.
It will, however, also allow a radically different perspective upon what
the clothes we wear may do and say apart from – or even before they are
assigned the task of– communicating who we are.
In addition to complicating the idea that we have an identity, the

3

Although I have tried to retrieve whom exactly spoke these words, I have not
succeeded in doing so. Since the idea that fashion is indicative of the identity
of the wearer is such a persistent one, and the idea that creative people wear
black clothes may be regarded as a cliché, I believe this information is not
crucial for the line of my argument.
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identity of items of clothing and that of a colour can then also be ques-

can make place for more ambiguous and extended ones that take into
account that items of clothing, their brands, styles, or colours do not
what something represents. The schoolgirls leaving the premises dressed
in uniform, presented at the beginning of this chapter, for instance,
exemplify the multitude of contexts and perceptions one may experience.
What someone or something is, is hence dependent upon the context in
which and by whom or what it is perceived. Businessmen or mourners at
a funeral dressed in black will most likely not be primarily regarded for
their creativity. A perception of colour is, in addition, dependent upon
the light source and the visual organism that views it.4 What something
or someone is, can hence also be superseded by how a colour, an item
of clothing, the body on which they are worn, and a perceiver function
together temporarily. Meanings would then become less stable, less universal and subject to constant change, depending upon where and how
they appear in conjunction with each other, which may be regarded as
characterising fashion.
which other entities it appears with in time and place, one may question
how wearing black clothing became to signify creativity.5 It is then most

4

I am indebted to Arjen Kleinherenbrink for this example, see Kleinherenbrink
(2014) ‘Alles is een Machine – het Systeem van Gilles Deleuze’, in: Wijsgerig
Perspectief: Deleuze, Vol. 54 (2), pp. 6-13.

5

Scholar Elizabeth Wilson argues that due to the many casualties of the First
World War, wearing black to signify mourning ceased to be demanded since
it was regarded pretence. Wilson, furthermore, writes that “[s]ince we have
ceased to wear mourning, black has established itself as the colour of anger
rather than of sorrow, the signal of aggression and revolt. It has been associated not only with the fascists but with the anarchists too; not only with existentialism, but with the Dutch and Danish radical ‘provos’ of the early 1960s,
while the continental equivalents of teddy boys were known as ‘blousons
noirs’.” (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 189). She, in addition, emphasises that revolutionaries, such as the groups mentioned above, turned to wearing black »
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likely to conclude that people who are regarded creative have dressed in
black more often or more obviously than people who are not considered
guess as to what the cause may be and it may even differ from individual
to individual and from situation to situation. What can be said is that
once it became noticeable that creatives dressed in black more often
than in other colours, the colour has become associated with – and as
for instance, choose to dress actors in black for a commercial or movie
that is intended to reach a creative public, the association between black
clothing and creativity is reinforced, becomes widespread, and may even
turn into a cliché. If, however, photographers, designers and architects
started predominantly wearing another colour, say white, they would
most probably eventually be successful at undoing – and thus decoding
– the association between black and creativity, and new conjunctions of
meaning are temporarily established.
The dynamic perspective presented above reveals fashion’s ambiguous nature well and leaves room for examining its characteristics without
useful for discovering how fashion works; it provides us with a concept
that seeks to address the production
is also a manner of thinking that may be said to be as dynamic as fashion
itself, with its constant ephemeral change, its imitative character, and its
relation with capitalism through constant commercial reinforcements of
codes, images and practices that have come about more spontaneously,
experimentally, and creatively. It may, however, be more complicated to
develop a perspective upon ourselves that moves beyond the concept of
an ongoing identity. But doing so will also open up a perspective upon
our relation with the clothes we wear that is as multifaceted and ambiguous as we may be. Let me elaborate on the reasons why it is in fashion
that such an attempt to move beyond identity must be made, and how
one may accomplish such a perspective, in the following.

» since it is regarded dramatic and flattering, as well as subverting the bourgeois association of black dress with sobriety (Ibid.).
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Fashion beyond Identity
The question of what more there may be to fashion apart from its signifying qualities does not stand on its own. Although it is perhaps a welcome

of identity and the essentially ambiguous and double-faced nature of
fashion, there are other related and perhaps even more serious reasons
for questioning fashion’s relationship with identity. Whilst we habitually
think of ourselves as possessing an ongoing identity, the fashion industry
reinforces such a thinking by emphasising that we can use clothing to
represent who we are or how we would like to be regarded.6 Typically fast
fashion retail chains such as Primark, H&M, ZARA, and Forever 21 offer
their customers new items and styles of clothing every ten to fourteen
days in limited quantities (Taplin 2014). The frequent change of inexpensive but fashionable items of clothing on sale, in its turn, caters for
encouraged to purchase a large quantity of clothing to cater for the different appearances and styles in which we represent ourselves to others.
The items of clothing, however, are increasingly regarded as disposable,
not because they have been worn out, but merely because new styles and
items are available with which we can represent our being.
Although we may enjoy the versatility offered to us by the fashion
industry, two accompanying problems must be associated with this
practice. Firstly, and as widely known since the collapse of the Bengalese
Rana Plaza sewing factory in 2013, the conditions of the workers, that
retailers, are everything but enjoyable. Dangerous facilities, long hours,
child labour, and low wages are the prices paid for the manner in which
the fashion industry operates. In addition, both the disposing of items of
clothing in the West as well as poor monitoring of environmental regulations in developing countries where our clothes are produced lay heavy
claims on worldwide ecology (Greenpeace 2012).
With this knowledge, the question of what more there may be to
fashion apart from its signifying qualities can be extended to incorporate
6
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See Chapter 3.

the associated problems and one may conclude that the way in which
fashion operates today entails not only a relentless focus upon the ego;
its economic motor also amounts to ecological destruction and an ethical
approach which favours the appearances of Western consumers over the
conditions of the workers in developing countries. The question I endeavour to clarify in this dissertation therefore becomes threefold:
How may one think about fashion differently and incorporate its essentially ambiguous nature to move beyond a perspective that focuses
upon representation of identity? And how may such a thinking allow one
to address fashion’s problematic relation with ecology, as well as its
exploitative ethical approach?

Since this dissertation aims to examine a perspective upon fashion that
does not solely or predominantly concentrate on what fashion may
signify, it also seeks to consider fashion’s capacities beyond that of communicating the identity of the wearer. The ‘beyond’, however, should not
be regarded as a denial or dismissing of a concept of identity per se. Even
endeavour of opening up a fuller, more complex, and more dynamic peralso allows a focus upon those corporeal and material connections that
create new expressions and extend the concept of fashion. It, in addition,
enables fashion to be regarded through a heterogeneous prism in which
existing representations do not determine the principle examination. And
lastly, freeing fashion from representation in favour of the connections
that are being made, allows one to include the problematic relations with
the environment and workers, which are established before and after we
dress ourselves in popular Western fashions.
In order to come to a radically different way of thinking about and
relating to the clothes we wear, the insights offered by French philosopher Gilles Deleuze (1925 – 1995) and his fellow author and French
psychoanalyst, Félix Guattari (1930 – 1992) prove most productive.
Their rhizomatic, philosophical system declines to view reality through
language, identity, history, or psychology, et cetera would entail. Deleuze
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and Guattari instead encourage a thinking in which reality emerges from
interconnected elements in endless movement, interaction, and transformation. They are hence not focussed upon what is, but upon which
capacities may be detected when elements temporarily connect and produce affects which can be coded but also decoded and connect elsewhere.7
Such an interconnected, dynamic, and rhizomatic style of thinking, in
addition, foregrounds what happens and what the involved elements can
potentially do, rather than labelling them and subordinating them to one
distinct and homogeneous perspective or system of thought.
Thinking fashion through Deleuze and Guattari’s prism then entails
adopting a multifaceted perspective that allows one to think about what
fashion may do, and question what its potential capacities are. As such it
may be regarded a heterogeneous manner of thinking in which distinct
one is enabled to examine the numerous interactions and transformations that occur between the elements that comprise fashion. Wilson’s
claim that fashion must be regarded from several different perspectives
spectives order an inquiry, but on the contrary, fashion may be thought
in all its complexity, ambiguity, and contingency for its capacity to create
new expressions, and to affect and be affected. Such a perspective beyond
only allows one to think about differences that precede identity, but is
also a philosophical system that enables one to incorporate all potential
capacities, processes, and forces that may be related to, and are at work
within, fashion.
As such fashion’s affective dimension can be regarded as appearing
interconnected with its socio-ethical and environmental issues through
what Guattari has coined as ‘the three ecologies’: mental ecology, social
ecology and environmental ecology (Guattari 2000 [1989]). That is to
say, it is my contention that the manner in which we relate to fashion
mentally – whether or not we regard it a means for representing our
identities – is inseparable from fashion’s socio-ethical effects and its
environmental issues. Focussing on fashion’s affective dimension, rather
7

In this context Jean Cocteau’s famous words “La mode, c’est ce qui se démode” reflect the coding and decoding dynamics inherent to fashion well.
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than foregrounding its representational capacity, may hence very well
prove to be an effective manner to address all processes one can relate to
producing, wearing and discarding items of clothing.
In the context of fashion theory, such a way of thinking about fashion
encompasses a different approach and breaks with the tradition mentioned by Lipovetsky at the start of this chapter in which personal appearances are the starting point for an examination.8 It is, in addition, a
way of thinking about fashion that incorporates the idea that Deleuze and
Guattari draw from Dutch philosopher Benedict de Spinoza (1632-1677).
Whereas Spinoza, Deleuze and Guattari emphasise that we do not know
what a body can do, we may extend that idea to fashion, and emphasise
that we do not know anything about fashion until we know what fashion
may do (Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 284). Rather than aiming
to reach an understanding of all of fashion’s capacities, I thus follow
Spinoza, Deleuze and Guattari’s idea that the capacities of bodies and
fashions are unlimited, open-ended and as such also always open to
development and innovation. We may think we know what fashion is, but
since we do not know what it can do, a limiting of fashion to representation also places limits on the consideration of its capacities and potential
expressions. I will hence examine what can be said about fashion’s capacities, how they relate to, or exist apart from, other elements and their
capacities and create compositions that can create new fashion realities
that can be destructive as well as constructive, depending on the actions
and passions that are exchanged or composed in conjunction.
This is therefore a heterogeneous study of fashion that succeeds to
overcome viewing fashion as being bounded by one restricted model of
thought, whether it be sociological, historical, aesthetical, economic, or
psychological. It, in addition, seeks to foreground what fashion’s capacities may be, and what they may do before (and apart from) what fashion
may signify or represent. As such it is a study of fashion without bounds,

8

During the completion of this dissertation the forthcoming publication of
Thinking Through Fashion. A Guide to Key Theorists (2015) by Agnès Rocamora
and Anneke Smelik (eds.) was announced. This publication features a chapter
entitled ‘Gilles Deleuze: Bodies-without-Organs in the Folds of Fashion’ by
Anneke Smelik, which may adopt a similarly different approach to traditional
fashion theories.
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limits, and ‘ends’ that examines and highlights the never-ending ongoing connections, transformations, and experiments that characterise the
double-edged and dynamic phenomenon of fashion.

Method and Structure
Deleuze and Guattari do not stand alone in their alternative approach to
viewing reality on the basis of interconnectivity, focused upon transformation and transposition rather than, for instance, assigning traditional
rational thought, representational or rhetorical structures a prerequisite
for knowledge and insight. In order to develop a sound understanding
of their often complex philosophical concepts therefore a number of
what one may call their predecessors and the impact of their theories
on rethinking fashion are examined. French sociologist Gabriel Tarde
(1843-1904), Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711-1776) and German
philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900) may be regarded
which precedes and surpasses larger representational structures one may
recognise in society.9
Furthermore, and after elaborating upon the approximation of the
ways in which the terms ‘fashion’ and ‘identity’ are being used within this
Fashioning Identities) presents the reader
with an overview of classical fashion theories revolving around clothing
and dress as means to recognise, convey, or deceive identities. Through
a close literary analysis, the chapter chronologically examines how the
emphasis upon dress as identity marker originated in ancient Rome and
Greece where consumption was regulated by, and bound to, the social
rank of the wearer. A leap is then being made to the late nineteenth
century when the rise of industrial facilities caused a larger population
to be within reach of fashionable dress, and issues of class, differentiation and imitation emerge. These issues will be examined by comparing

9

German mathematician and philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716)
and French philosopher Henri-Louis Bergson (1859-1941) must also be recognised as having influenced Deleuze and Guattari. I, however, have chosen not
to include their theories in this dissertation.
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the theories of sociologists Georg Simmel, the aforementioned Gabriel
Roland Barthes’ famous, yet failed, attempt to systemise the meanings of
fashion.
theories in fashion in which its ambiguous, contradictive, and irrational character is foregrounded and related to representation of identity.
The seminal works of scholar Elizabeth Wilson and philosopher Jean
Baudrillard are discussed and an overview of the ways in which fashion
theories regard fashion as an essentially social, cultural, or psychological
phenomenon is presented. The latter is elaborated with scholar Llewellyn
Negrin’s argument that the fashion industry and its advertising and marketing campaigns are largely decisive in directing which identity performances are favoured, recognised, and generally adopted.
The second chapter (Undressing Plato) problematizes a philosophiforms or ideas, the self, and their eternal and unchanging character. It
characterised by change, invention of the new, and ephemerality. First,
the empiricist philosophy of David Hume is examined as an alternative
prism through which one can view fashion. His emphasis upon bodily
sensations, preceding mentally constructed ideas, is related to fashion’s materiality and its relation with the body. In addition, Friedrich
Nietzsche’s philosophical appraisal of art, intuition and experiment is
examined and related to the avant-garde designs of, for instance, contemporary Japanese designer Rei Kawakubo. And lastly, Gilles Deleuze
and Félix Guattari’s philosophical concepts that distinguish delineating,
identifying and representing forces from those that extend, open up, and
liberate, are introduced. It becomes clear that, with Deleuze and Guattari,
fashion can be examined for all its corporeal, material, technological, and
experimental creative aspects without needing to fall back upon the identity of the wearer. In addition, phenomena characteristic of fashion, such
as change, ambiguity, affect, and paradox are shown to be major aspects
of Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy that make it so appropriate for the
study of fashion.
In the third chapter (A Delineated Fashion), the fashion industry will be researched phenomenologically for its emphasis upon
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representational identity through the construction of brand identities,
and the communication thereof through the Web, magazines, and in
stores. Fashion brands are examined for the ways in which they (as well
age readers to discover their style types through identifying with a limited
number of style categories. The change or alteration of the appearances
of items of clothing with which certain styles can be represented, and
with which consumers are encouraged to identify, is studied for its
limitations and its contribution to overconsumption of clothing. In addition, Deleuze’s concept of difference in itself is contrasted with those of
identity and representation as deployed by the fashion industry. It is suggested that Deleuze’s concept of societies and people as being connected
through three types of lines opens up a way out of a predominant focus
upon identity and enables a perspective upon creativity, multiplicity, and
a constant becoming, which precedes, transforms, and interacts with
more or less rigid and representational forms of identity.
Through an analyses of fashion’s systems, the ethical and ecological
problems associated with its traditional preoccupation with representation of identity will be foregrounded in the fourth chapter (Clothed
Connections). By comparing Deleuze’s concept of desire, which is
productive and transformative, to the common idea of desire which is
adjacent concept of assemblage (agencement) will be deployed to analyse
the connections that are being made and the processes involved in the
production of a pair of jeans.10 Whilst following the molecular connections that are established with, for instance, the water used during the
cultivation, spinning, and weaving of cotton, to the dyeing, washing, and
aging can be portrayed. In addition, the ethical problems of exploitation
one must relate to fashion surface when focussing upon the risks workers
are faced with during the entire production process. As such fashion’s
affective dimensions are inextricably linked to its ecological and ethical
downsides.
The second part of this chapter explores the potential future
10 See Chapter 4 of this dissertation for an elaboration upon the concept of
affective assemblage in which fashion’s capacities are foregrounded.
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trajectories that fashion may take, guided by a thinking in connections.
It is, furthermore, suggested that what items of clothing may represent
needs to be tied to (and appears entangled with) what they may potentially do. Through a focus upon what happens when elements form connected assemblages, a method is suggested for analysing fashion for all
processes and forces involved. Within this system, fashion’s unactualised
(and as such virtual) potential functions as the fertile ground for fashion’s
ambiguous character. And lastly it is demonstrated that it is here that
fashion’s new expressions and functions arise.
In the concluding chapter, Félix Guattari’s The Three Ecologies
(2000 [1989]) will be deployed to interconnect the social, mental, and
environmental issues related to fashion. It will be argued that changing
our mental stance towards fashion by opening up a thinking that moves
beyond the representation of identities can mobilise a change in the way
fashion is perceived socially and fully map its environmental problems.
Having recaptured the answering of my threefold main question, attention is, furthermore, given to visionary designers that draw attention to
new material, experimental, creative and productive connections that are
accomplished by the garments they have designed. As such a rhizomatic
analysis is suggested in which fashion’s problems, desires and future creative potential appear interconnected, and are approached in a manner
that conceptualises the multiple levels of fashion theory.
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1.

Fashioning Identities
I shop therefore I am.
Barbara Kruger (1987)

W

hen we wake up in the morning with a fresh day ahead, we will
at one point or another need to get dressed, especially when the

activities of the day require us to leave the house. As sociologist Joan
Entwistle has convincingly argued, “human bodies are dressed bodies” (2000: 6 [original emphasis]). Almost all of our public activities,
whether they are work or leisure related, require us to appear dressed.
Consequently, we tend to dress with a certain occasion in mind and may
ing the day, and who we will encounter whilst doing so. Many people will
change into different clothes when arriving home from work, either to
keep their more formal work clothes clean, to feel more comfortable, or
to practice sport, for instance. Sometimes we say that we have nothing
to wear, but there evidently are clothes in the wardrobe that would get
occasions too often and experience the need for ‘something new’, or there
activity we are to undertake.
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Apart from dressing for certain activities, one may also experience
a more personal or individual approach related to dressing oneself. We
often show preferences for certain styles of clothing, certain colours,
cuts, brands, fabrics, types of shoes and accessories that we may relate to
our sense of identity or personality. “That dress is so you!” for instance,
addition, fashion brands draw attention to the power of communicating your identity through their apparel. The French mainstream fashion
brand Éram, for instance, launched their Spring/Summer 2014 campaign
with the slogan: “Play with fashion, play with yourself”, presenting real
similar clothes and shoes. Indian casual wear brand Parx used a similar
tactic in their 2009 men’s campaign, displaying fully dressed bodies with
coat hanger heads and the slogan: “Who do you want to be today?” And
Dutch high street fashion brand We presented the slogan “We is Me” in a
black and white commercial featuring a young man named Julian who we
see in his several moods, activities and at different times during the day,
always dressed in clothing by We.1
Figure 1.1
Éram, Play with
Fashion, Play with
Yourself,
by HAVAS 360,
Paris, France 2014.
Photograph: Elena
Redina.

1

See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGHey7uWzNY for the ‘We is Me’
commercial, accessed May 2014.
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Figures 1.2 and 1.3
Parx, Hanger-heads, “Who do you want to be today?”
by Dentsu Marcom, Mumbai, India 2009.
Photograph: Vinay Mahidhar, © Raymond Next.

Figure 1.4
“We, Julian”
Film stills: Orchestra Advertising Agency, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 2005.
Director: Toby MacDonald.
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What is it about the relationship between the clothes that we wear
and the person we supposedly are? Who is the ‘yourself’ we are encouraged to play with by Éram? How does Parx help someone to be who he
wants to be? And how can a fashion brand claim to be ‘me’? When we
selves in the clothes that are available to us in our wardrobe? These are
the questions that lead me to examine the relationship between fashion
and identity in this chapter. I will research what has been written about
this relationship between what we wear and who we supposedly are, and
examine how this relationship has been theorised throughout what one
may call the history of fashion studies. May one detect certain systems by
which fashion constructs the identity of a person? Or is dressing oneself
a more ambiguous game to play, as suggested by the Éram advertisement
mentioned above? Before researching what has been written about fashion’s relationship with who someone is, or wants to be, however, there is
a need to clarify the concepts of fashion and identity as they are applied
throughout this dissertation.

Fashion and Identity, Charging the Terms

vestment, dress, there are many words one can use to describe the cloth
that is used to cover and adorn the body. But what does the term ‘fashion’
add to the list? In which ways is it different to all the terms listed above
and when and why is something called fashion? In this section I shall
explore a number of different perspectives upon what fashion may be,
in order to charge the term and clarify how I will use it throughout my
research.
The Bloomsbury (formerly Berg) journal Fashion Theory, edited by
tion of the embodied identity” (Steele 1997: 1). This suggests that fashion
person tangible or visible within a certain culture. One could then add
that when clothes are put to use and as such presented to other people
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to represent the identity of the wearer they are considered to be fashion.
The Encyclopedia of
Clothing and Fashion further complicates matters since it reveals that
both clothing and fashion are regarded for their identity shaping qualities
within a shared culture. Or as anthropologist Joanne Eicher writes:
Dress functions as a silent communication system that provides basic
information about age, gender, marital status, occupation, religious
affiliation, and ethnic background for everyday, special occasions and
events, or participation in cinema, television, live theatre, burlesque, circus, or dance productions. What people wear also can indicate personality characteristics and aesthetic preferences. People understand most
clearly the significance and meaning of clothing, costume, and dress
when the wearers and observers share the same cultural background.
(Eicher 2005: 270)

culturally constructed identity marker. Both ‘dress’ and ‘fashion’ are thus
recognised for communicating the identity of the wearer and more seems
to be needed to be able to distinguish the two terms.
Cultural studies scholar, Elizabeth Wilson equates fashion with
change when she writes that:
Fashion is dress in which the key figure is rapid and continuous changing of styles. Fashion, in a sense is change, and in modern western
societies no clothes are outside fashion; fashion sets the terms of all
sartorial behaviour – even uniforms have been designed by Paris dressmakers; even nuns have shortened their skirts; even the poor seldom
go in rags – they wear cheap versions of the fashions that went out a
few years ago and are therefore to be found in second-hand shops and
jumble sales.
(Wilson 2003 [1985]: 3)

Apart from enabling us to represent our identity, fashion is thus characterised by a succession of change. The clothes we use to reveal, at least
partly, who we are, are susceptible to changing and prevailing modes,
styles and tastes. These changes may be rapid and continuous on the one
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hand. On the other hand, the examples Wilson provides us with (uniforms, nuns, the poor) are to be characterised by subtle or slow changes
in style. This brings forth the question how the change Wilson relates to
fashion comes into being. Who or what initiates the changing of styles
and tastes in dress?
Steele uses the example of fashions in children’s names to undo the
idea that changes in fashion are solely due to changes in society “and/or
2005b: 13). She writes that children’s names are not promoted by advertising companies yet are prone to changing fashions. Steele, furthermore,
suggests an “internal taste mechanism” is at work within sartorial fashion
and change.2 That is to say that changes in fashion can be the result of
accomplishment of active marketing and promoting of new styles, shapes
and colours. Wilson, in addition, advocates viewing fashion “through several different pairs of spectacles simultaneously – of aesthetics, of social
theory, of politics […]” (2003 [1985]: 11). Although this study adopts such
an array of perspectives in the next section when researching fashion’s
relation to the communication of identity, it is important to complete the
exploration of a concept of fashion for this research project. We therefore
turn to yet another source: the introduction to Fashion Theory: a Reader
by visual culture theorist Malcolm Barnard (2007: 2-4).
In his introduction, Barnard questions what fashion is, adopting a
philosophical perspective. That is to say he critically studies the principle
concept of what fashion is. Firstly, he takes on a practical perspective and
writes that one could say a certain item of branded clothing is thought to
be a fashion item – a Balenciaga coat, for example. In addition, Barnard
includes the idea that “[f]ashion is what people wear” (Barnard 2007: 2).
However, Barnard rightly comments that both explanations assume that

2

Steele refers to Stanley Lieberson’s study into how taste affects the choice for
children’s names, see, for instance, Lieberson and Bell (1992). Lieberson and
Bell suggest the choice for certain names can be connected to the gender of
the child and the race, social class and education of the parents, and as such
state that “cultural and structural conditions drive taste choices” (Lieberson
and Bell 1992: 549). Although I do not dismiss their ideas and findings, I argue
that there is much more that may influence a concept as complicated as taste.
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one already knows enough about what fashion is to identify examples of
it such as the branded item of clothing and the clothes people wear. He
furthermore states that there is a tendency for ‘fashion’ to be confused
or combined with ‘the fashionable’. What people wear can thus be called
fashion’ at the moment. Barnard, however, does not expand upon the
supposed idea of change involved with fashion which can be related to
‘the fashionable’; he does write that “the inclusion of being in fashion into
the meaning of fashion, is probably [also] unavoidable” (2007: 4).
Secondly, Barnard concentrates on fashion as a noun, which is
distinguished from fashion as a verb. The latter indicates “the action of
making or doing something”, whereas fashion as a noun is more confusing since it is used interchangeably with words such as ‘dress’, ‘style’
and ‘adornment’, and can also be related to consumer goods in general:
cars, mobile phones, and food are just a few examples of goods that are
regarded as potentially fashionable. In this sense ‘fashion’ must be seen
as a characteristic of western modernity, or as French philosopher Gilles
Lipovetsky writes: “[…] I view [fashion] as an exceptional process inseparable from the origin and development of the modern West” (Lipovetsky
1994 [1987]: 15). Whereas for Lipovetsky fashion is not limited to clothes
and dress alone and in its broadness is characterised by “a particularly
brief time span”, Barnard puts less emphasis on change as a fundamental
quoting Anne Hollander:
everybody has to get dressed in the morning and go about the day’s business… [w]hat everybody wears to do this has taken different forms in
the West for about seven hundred years and that is what fashion is.
(Hollander 1994: 11, quotation in Barnard 2007: 3)

Barnard elaborates upon the idea that fashion, in the sense of ‘what
people wear’, includes ‘clothing’ and “all instances of what people wear,
from catwalk creations, through High Street and outlet purchases, to
police and military uniforms” and therewith adheres to Wilson’s idea
that even wearing a uniform is to be considered part of fashion (Barnard
fashion, in addition to dealing with ‘what people wear’, must be regarded
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as a cultural practice.

relation between the fashion industry, its marketing and branding strategies, and individuals. What people wear does also change through time,
and as such styles, looks, and fashions may alter due to individual preferences or motivations, the suggestions made to them, or a combination
of the two. The idea that the causes of changes in fashion are necessarily
cultural, as Barnard, Lipovetsky and Wilson maintain, can, however,
be questioned and this study seeks to look beyond fashion as a necessarily cultural practice in the chapters to follow. In addition, one may
remark that although fashion’s origin and development can be situated
in the West (Lipovetsky 1994 [1987]: 15), its effects reach out far beyond
the West alone. Apart from the fact that the majority of the clothes we
wear are produced in developing countries, western styles of dress are,
for instance, increasingly adopted by eastern populations (Wilson 2003
[1985]: 14).
Fashion, as I would like to ‘charge’ the concept for my research
project, hence revolves around all processes and forces involved in the
actualisation of what people wear, and thereafter. And although my focus
does lie upon what most people currently wear on a day-to-day basis in
western countries, the effects this practice has in non-western countries
will not be omitted in the remainder of my examinations. Fashion’s relation with the communication of identity, however, is the subject of this
chapter: I will thus follow Barnard, Steele, Lipovetsky and Wilson here
ing the perspective of fashion as a cultural practice. Barnard refers to
sociologist Joanne Entwistle’s notion of fashion as an embodied practice
when he writes that: “[t]o say that the fashioned body is always a cultured
body is also to say that the fashioned body is a meaningful body, and
that it is therefore about communication” (2007: 4). As said, this is a
useful perspective for this chapter, which explores the manners in which
fashion theorists have commented on which meanings can be conveyed
through fashion. Nevertheless, my research is ultimately aimed at moving
beyond such a meaning. I will therefore in subsequent chapters challenge
Barnard’s notion that “there can be no simple, uncultured, natural body”
(Ibid.) and argue that we may think beyond the boundaries of culture and
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meaning. However, before being able to do so I have set myself the task
to map what has been written regarding fashion, communication, meaning, and representation of identity in order to know what exactly we are
trying to move beyond.

Intertwining Fashion and Identity
Look rather and see if it now seems to you so certain that tomorrow you
will be what you assume you are today. My dear friend the truth is this:
they are all fixations. Today you fix yourself in one fashion, tomorrow in
another. I shall proceed to tell you how and why.
(Luigi Pirandello 1988 [1926]: 41)3

tory. Identity, however, is also a term we commonly use to discern who
or what someone or something is. The consequences and genealogy of
philosophical thought guided by the concept of identity will be addressed
in the following chapter. In this part, how and why fashion and the concept of personal identity became understood as bearing such a persistent
relation with each other is researched. It is my aim to show that clothing
oneself caters well for the plethora of selves that is imposed upon us by
the social sphere in which we shape our lives and beings. In order to arrive there, I see the need to begin with questioning the idea of having or
being an authentic self. And I will suggest that, however we collectively
tend to couple a performance of our identity (or perhaps identities) with
some stable and continuous being, the two cannot convincingly be placed
on the same footing.
others have also developed their understandings of who we are. The two
might not overlap, and what is more, several others may have several

3

The indicated page numbers for Pirandello’s One, No One and One Hundred
Thousand, refer to the Dutch edition of this novel. The translations from Dutch
into English are my own.
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different ideas as to what characterises us and makes us into who we are.
Perhaps dressing differently for certain occasions pertains to this idea
our attire. Most people dress differently for work than for leisure, for into others. Who are we then, how did we arrive here, and is an escape possible or desirable? These questions lie at the heart of Luigi Pirandello’s
novel One, No One and One Hundred Thousand (1988 [1926]). Vitangelo
Moscarda, the protagonist of the novel, starts a search for his genuine
self after Dida, his wife, has pointed out that his nose is placed slightly
off centre. Once aware of a fact that Moscarda had never noticed himself, he realises that he is someone different for his wife than he is for
himself. He is not ‘one’ persona, but he is as many different ‘ones’ as the
number of people that have an external perception of his being, perhaps
as many as one hundred thousand as the title of the novel suggests. In
addition, Moscarda comes to realise that, apart from the many people he
is through the perception of others, there is no one self to be found. One
equals no one. Or as Pirandello writes:
I knew, moreover, that by placing myself under new conditions of life,
by appearing to others tomorrow as a doctor, let us say, or a lawyer, or a
professor, I should no more than before have found myself either one to
all or an individual to myself, as I went about in the garb and performing
the functions of any one of those professions.
(Pirandello 1988 [1926]: 151)

others, Moscarda decides to eliminate all that society has provided him
with to construct his identity. He divorces his wife for he feels he is not
the person she imagines him to be. He uses the money he inherited from
his father to build a house for the poor, discards all his material belongings, and refuses to continue to behave in the manner society expects of
him. He is declared insane and moves into the poorhouse surrounded
roundings far away from the identities society demands him to perform.
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[A name] is fitting for the dead. For those who have concluded. I am
alive and I do not conclude. Life does not conclude. And life knows nothing of names. This tree, tremulous pulse of new leaves. I am this tree.
Tree, cloud; tomorrow book or wind: the book I read, the wind I drink. All
outside, wandering.
(Pirandello 1988 [1926]: 189)

Pirandello’s protagonist undoes all socially constructed ties that bind him
to human life, enabling him to blend with other forms of life (such as the
through reading.
The concept of identity as being socially and culturally constructed
is also the key subject in Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble, Feminism and
the Subversion of Identity (1990). Comparable to Pirandello’s Moscarda,
Butler is set to demonstrate that what we regard to be our ongoing and
somewhat stable identity, is in fact a socio-cultural construction. Identity,
creation erected within the bounds of human language, understanding,
and acceptance. These bounds are limiting for they cause someone like
Moscarda – who becomes a tree, rather than identifying with socially
accepted categories such as profession, family, or class – to be excluded
from society: Moscarda is labelled insane. Butler takes on a similar stance
but concentrates on the apparent naturalness of sex and gender being
divided – yet also limited – into the binary opposition between male and
female sexes and genders. Although it is not my aim to contribute to gender debates in particular, I do suggest examining her thoughts, since they
may clarify how the construction of identity became a seemingly natural
feature of social life.
Even though we may have grown accustomed to thinking we possess some inner unity that we call our personal identity, which remains
relatively stable and unchanged throughout our lives, there exists no
ground for this experience outside language. In other words, the fact that
we have a name and call ourselves ‘I’ does not account for the existence
of some unchanging, stable and continuous being. Or as Butler writes:
“the ‘coherence’ and ‘continuity’ of ‘the person’ are not logical or analytic
features of personhood, but, rather, socially instituted and maintained
norms of intelligibility” (Butler 1990: 23). What is more, the idea of
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possessing an identity that pertains through life resonates Descartes
distinction between mind and body. Our bodies clearly change throughout life; would an ongoing identity then reside within the mind, operating somehow independently from the changing body? Is it desirable and
even possible to separate the two? Although I will examine the more
philosophical consequences and effects of language upon our thinking
extensively in the next chapter, it is important here to understand that
living within the political and linguistic bounds of a society and culture
tions and idea of ‘self’. Through social politics and in language a continuity and an essence is erected for our identities where there is actually only
change to be experienced.
If we are to view others and ourselves as contingent, discontinuous
persons? Would those typical expressions not hint at an underlying identity? According to Butler, who is inspired by Friedrich Nietzsche, we must
reverse our reasoning and realise that “identity is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results” (Butler 1990:
we consequently learn to recognise his or her characteristics, but rather
characteristics, looks and deeds that assemble the individual to begin
with, and as such also construct the identity of the person. Where then,
does the ostensible naturalness and necessity of experiencing ourselves
as possessing an ongoing, stable identity come from? According to Butler,
social and cultural constructions such as gender and identity conceal the
fact that they are mere constructions and they successfully do so since we
collectively believe in their naturalness and necessity even though they
nicely recognisable categories (Butler 1990: 178).
Following Butler, we can remark that if the common concept of the
existence of a stable, unifying identity is in fact a construction, we cannot
speak of the expression of an identity. What would be ‘expressed’ and
construct, it is, like Butler’s concept of gender identity, also not expressed
but performed and as such an act (Butler 1990: 180). If viewing identity
may seem unnatural, it does however satisfactorily explain the popular
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claim that fashion enables us to construct and communicate an identity.
The clothes we choose to wear thus strengthen the belief in a somewhat
gin with. Fashion and identity hence become intertwined, and the clothes
we wear become shorthand for who we are. However, the idea that the
clothes we wear express some inner unity, stable being or authentic ‘self’
clothes we choose to wear enable us to create and fortify the belief in an
nicating who we are by means of our attire, and change our identity by
means of changing the way we dress.
Butler, furthermore, is interested in how the concept of gender identity came into being, and she questions how we came to take for granted
the idea that we are either male or female. Apart from the concept of
plains that “a stylised repetition of acts” causes the institutionalisation of
a stable identity (Butler 1990: 179). With regard to fashion, we may conclude that by adopting certain styles of dress and repetitively wearing a
particular style of dress, we succeed in fortifying the belief that there is a
continuous inner being for others and for ourselves. There are, however,
no grounds for such a belief, and as a matter of fact the cause and effect
need to be reversed: it is through dressing ourselves that we, amongst
other practices, construct the idea of the existence of a stable inner core
to our identity and not vice versa. Clothing thus does not express who we
are, it moreover aids us to believe – and draws others into believing –
there is an unchanging, stable foundation to who we are.
Now an understanding of the way fashion and identity are intertwined and essentially performative has been developed, researching
what has been written about the relation between fashion and identity
in particular is of interest. In order to create a focus of research for the
following section, one more insight that Butler and Pirandello provide us
with may be helpful. Since there are, according to Butler, no grounds for
an internal continuous being and there are only performances of identity
that are consequently internalised, then there cannot be ‘a doer behind
the deed’ - a concept Butler borrows from Friedrich Nietzsche (Butler
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1990: 33, 181).4 If there is no ‘doer’, no ongoing identity, the ‘deed’ becomes of primary interest and one may question what a body and fashion
may do. The elaboration of this question will, as mentioned earlier, be
addressed in the remainder of my dissertation. In the following, however,
the ways in which the clothes one wears are regarded for the identity they
provide the wearer with will be explored.

Fashion’s Systems of Significance
In the previous section, I developed a perspective upon fashion and
identity which denies the idea that the one can communicate some inner
‘authentic self’ through dress, since such a self cannot follow from the
socially constructed identity which we may communicate through our attire. We, nevertheless, have grown accustomed to believing that such an
outer performance stands for our inner perceptions. We have, to reiterate Judith Butler, internalised and as such naturalised the idea that our
being. In the following, I will examine how this concept of fashion iden-

being has developed; which meanings have pertained through time and
what has been emphasised? This section will concentrate on the attempt
dress laws, thereafter in the systemisation of fashion in written language.
The significance of language for the evolution of culture lies in this, that
mankind set up in language a separate world beside the other world, a
place it took to be so firmly set that, standing upon it, it could lift the rest
of the world off its hinges and make itself master of it.
(Nietzsche 1996 [1878]: 16)

4

See Chapter 2 for an extensive account of Nietzsche and the concept of
identity.
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The central theme in the quotation above lies in the fact that, according
to Friedrich Nietzsche, language has a tendency to lead us to believe that
the world we inhabit can be mastered by rendering it into words. With
words we order, signify and categorise the things surrounding us and,
subsequently, are able to differentiate human beings from animals, for
instance. Language allows us to make sense of the world; it enables us to
wise have remained too obscure to even begin to comprehend. Morality,
or what we regard as being good or evil practices, relies heavily on
language, as do perhaps all other practices that are exclusively human.5
Apart from spoken or written language, one may also regard certain
language in the sense that such systems may also be used to order, label,
I therefore suggest examining the ‘languages’ of fashion that have
been proposed and which have been used in trying to order or make
sense of what clothes may signify. I limit myself to systems

-

tion in relation to the construction of meaning in this section, although I
approach these systems from a range of disciplines and paradigms, such
as the socio-historical perspective upon sumptuary laws; the socioeconomical and philosophical perspectives upon fashion and imitation;
On the one hand, a multiplicity of perspectives enables me to show the
development of how fashion and identity are intertwined through time.
On the other hand, it may show where the wish to regulate and order
fashion’s performances of identity falls short and a different kind of
thinking is needed to come to terms with the complex relationship between fashion and identity.
In this light, the development of dress codes is of particular interest.
Designed to regulate the appearance of individuals according to sociological variables – such as gender, age, class, occupation, religion, or
ethnicity – dress codes may have come to be internalised and appear to

5

We must, however, also bear in mind that in subordinating our practices to
language we implicatively consider ourselves superior to creatures that do not
use language in a sophisticated manner. I will return to this characteristic in
the following chapter, when discussing Nietzsche’s philosophy in more depth.
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be ‘natural’ or at least necessary, yet may be regarded as social constructions just like fashion or gender identities are in fact constructed. That
is to say, dress codes are in effect a means to control the individual
appearances of people in certain situations and divide the social world
into more or less distinct categories. Today, we may recognise feeling
either underdressed or overdressed according to a fellow public that has
interpreted the social demands that come with dressing for an occasion
differently. As such, we will usually take into account whether we are
dressing for work or for leisure, and whilst doing so, we will think about
or ‘play’ we are to undertake. Am I dressing for a meeting at work, or for
lecturing a large group of students? Am I joining a barbecue in the park
or a marriage celebration? Does the social assembly require me to wear a
dress; may I play with an appearance that does not suit my age; how do I
strengthen my occupational role? All these questions indicate that when
participating in social or public events the prevailing dress codes – at
least partly – direct our decisions.
How did dress codes that pertain to sociological variables come into
being? Where can we locate them and what was the motivation to enforce
them to begin with? I suggest starting by researching the earliest known
form of dress regulations in the following section, bearing in mind and
questioning how these early sociological codes and rules may have had
their effects on the way we dress today. In addition, I will examine what
role the concept of imitation may have played in fashion’s dynamic structure, and lastly, I will question and examine the attempt to grasp fashion
and identity in written language.

Rules and Regulations: Sumptuary Laws
Apart from the fact that we all must be dressed when in public places,
contemporary Western cultures know no legislation that dictates what we
out-dated, inappropriate or dirty clothes; covering your private parts sufextravagantly over-dressing, cross-dressing or adopting an otherwise
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legislation other than those of indecency.6 Within schools, workplaces,
sports clubs and youth movements such as the Scouts, for instance, either
uniforms are compulsory, private corporate legislation is enforced, or
dress codes –

– prevail. One may ask

to where the regulation of what is considered appropriate apparel can
be traced when adopting a historical perspective. That is to say, how
can fashion history inform us about how clothing and adornment have
become indicative of our sense of ‘self’? I suggest studying the rules and
regulations that are known as sumptuary laws to discover the early origins of our modern dress codes.
Sociology and law scholar Alan Hunt provides us with an extensive study of the history of sumptuary law in his Governance of the
Consuming Passions (1996). Whilst tracing the history of the laws that
curb a passion for consumption in general, he focuses on the particular attempt to regulate dress directed at controlling social appearances
(Hunt 1996: xii). Sumptuary laws can be traced back as far as the early
sixth century BC, when the Athenian ‘laws of Solon’ restricted elaborate
consumption, the size of funerals, and the food that was to be eaten during the ceremony. Similar funeral restrictions existed in Rome, but the
Lex Oppia from 215 BC included the regulation of women’s dress, limiting the amount of gold that was to be worn, for instance, and therewith
shifted attention from funeral regulations to women’s vanity and luxury
6

Although no general legislation is in place, there have been several recent
occasions of restrictions in dress that offends people. Calson Analytics of
Australia (see: calson.com.au) provides several examples of the 1990’s were
offensive texts on T-shirts were banned as well as the following case: ‘In
December 2008 a Northampton (UK) magistrate imposed a five-year Asbo
on a 59-year-old man who went out in public dressed as a schoolgirl. Peter
Trigger had recurrently waited near a primary school. The antisocial behaviour order banned him from wearing a skirt or showing bare legs on a school
day at specific times, with Northampton Borough Council commenting that
“We appreciate that Mr Trigger has a right to dress how he likes, but not if it is
causing distress or alarm to others, particularly young children, which is the
case here”.’
A second, and more recent example, is to be found in the mayor of the Dutch
city of Tilburg, who decided it is forbidden to wear leather motor jackets with
club logos (such as Hell’s Angels) in the city centre from 1 May 2014.
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consumptions of both foods and dress (Hunt 1996: 18-20).7 In medieval
Europe, the regulation of dress, ornamentation and personal appearance
became the common target of sumptuary law and continued to remain its
focus during the late Middle Ages (Hunt 1996: 27). The restrictions were
typically targeted at two distinct aspects: limitation of expenditure (the
of certain types of cloth, colours, or dress style for particular social categories. Peasants, for instance, were restricted to wearing one colour only,
either black or grey (Ibid.). Hence, apart from advocating theological and
economical modesty in medieval Europe, the laws may also be regarded
as an attempt to ensure that social categories remain recognisable and
As the nation-state replaced the feudal model of society in the
sixteenth century, governments realised it was their task to ensure a
“manifestation of citizenship [in which] clothes act as a system of signs
century Italian, English, and French courts issued laws describing in
great detail which materials were reserved for clothing which classes. In
1533, Henry VIII, for instance, passed an act stating that the use of the
colour purple and of gold in clothing or decoration (including that of
one’s horse) was to be reserved for the king and his relatives (Cox 2006:
6). Apart from reserving colours and materials for the king, the act designates which materials and colours may be worn by dukes, earls, barons,
lords, knights, garters, mayors and gentlemen, including graduates of
universities, all the way down to legislating what servants could wear:
And that no serving man waiting upon his master under the degree of a
Gentleman use or wear any guarded Hose8 or any cloth above the price
7

The relation between death and fashion, as the shifting focus of the early
sumptuary laws also implies, is an interesting one and has, amongst others, been addressed by Elizabeth Wilson (2003 [1985]: 58). For an elaboration
upon this subject see Caroline Evans’ ‘This Vertigo of Time Defeated: Fashion
Photography and Melancholy’, in Vestoj, the Journal of Sartorial Matters. On
Material Memories No. 1, 2009.

8

The ‘Hose’ mentioned in the text above is a ‘[t]ube of fabric, usually of expensive lightweight material, cut on the bias and sewn to fit the foot and »
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of 20 pence the yard in his Hose except it be of his masters wearing
Hose upon pain of forfeiture of 3 shillings 4 pence.
(Henry VIII 1509, translated by Cox, 2006: 8)

However dated such legislations may seem, Hunt undoes two myths
often related to sumptuary laws that are of particular interest in the light
of this research project. First, he is convinced sumptuary law has not died
with the rise of modernism during the midst of the sixteenth century, but
is still present in, for instance, corporate legislation on what to wear and
what not to wear within a workplace. Second, he carefully analyses the
rise and enforcement of sumptuary laws in relation to the rise and availability of changing styles of dress – often called fashion.9
Although Hunt does not disregard the importance of sumptuary laws
in medieval Europe to either grant the higher feudal categories certain
prohibit certain lower categories of people to wear certain dress styles,
he focuses on the sixteenth and seventeenth century when there was
a great rise in the volume of sumptuary laws “and dress codes become
29, 33). As the nation-state replaced the feudal model of society, in the
sixteenth century, governments realised it was their task to “construct an
order of appearance that allowed relevant social facts, in particular about
social status, gender and occupation, to be ‘read’ from the visible signs
disclosed by the clothes of the wearer” (Hunt 1996: 42). Hence, we may
view sumptuary laws as the imposition of semiotic dress codes, designed
to easily recognise and distinguish a person’s wealth, work and gender on
the basis of his or her attire.
Hunt relates the emergence of these imposed codes to the wearing of a uniform which makes it possible to precisely read the rank,
function and grade of the wearer, which itself can be traced back to

» lower leg’ (Cox 2006: 8).
9

Alike Wilson, Hunt associates the transition from fashion as a verb (le mode
in French) to fashion as a noun (la mode) with the growth of cities, trade and
capitalism commencing in the fourteenth century in Europe (Wilson 2003
[1985]: 22).
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the development of medieval enclosed armour. Such armour obscured
human features, such as hair and eye colour and thus a complex semiotics of heraldic symbols was erected (Hunt 1996: 61). The imposed codes
cannot solely be found in the symbolic details of, for instance, military
uniforms, but also in what Hunt names “ritualised social relations and
activities” such as weddings, funerals and job interviews. One will most
likely not attend a wedding in a pair of jeans: even though there are no
these codes of etiquette. In addition, we may think about workplaces in
which dress and grooming codes are enforced. The above leads Hunt to
conclude the following:
[T]here is today much more regulation of dress and appearance than
was ever the case when sumptuary legislation was most abundant in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. (…) Today the mantle of sumptuary
ethic has been picked by employers and it is employment institutions
that are now the primary sites of modern sumptuary regulation.
(Hunt 1996: 383)

From the quotation above, imposed dress codes within a workplace –
Hunt’s modern sumptuary laws – may be seen as an attempt to regulate
recognisability and offer systems of distinction through which one can
read the profession, rank and status of an employee. In addition, we seem
to have internalised sumptuary ethics when it comes to dressing for certain occasions such as weddings and funerals, for instance.
As indicated above, there is a second myth that Hunt is set out to
unmask: the idea that sumptuary laws are essentially medieval and
designed to protect hierarchical structures by preserving old codes. Hunt
indicates that the most intensive phase of sumptuary law must be related
to the growth of European cities such as Florence, Venice, Paris, London
As Elizabeth Wilson demonstrated, the growth of the cities, increased
trade and thus the emergence of early capitalism with the demise of
feudalism and the rise of urban bourgeoisie during these centuries, created the modern notion of fashion as the changing of styles. “It was only
out-dated clothes and those who could afford to do so discarded clothing
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simply because it had gone out of style” (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 20). In addition, the growth of cities as well as the fact that class membership and
freely acquired economic wealth replaced the importance of pedigree,
this became what wearers would signify through their apparel. And as
such, sumptuary law “became reactivated as a means of holding out the
prospect of stabilizing recognisability in the new urban world of strangers” (Hunt 1996: 141).
With the advance of capitalism at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, sumptuary laws proved to be unattainable. As a larger group of
people was able to climb the social ladder through newly acquired wealth,
conspicuous consumption was brought within wider reach (Hunt 1996:
357). Growing consumption of luxury goods, furthermore, increased economic turnover and the larger the number of people that could afford to
spend their wages on clothing, the greater the economic development of
a country would be. In addition, the ideas of Scottish political economist
and philosopher Adam Smith on the liberation of economics and free
trade had become popular (Smith 2007 [1776]). Rather than designating
one’s pedigree by means of luxurious materials in dress, class membership, individualism, and freely acquired economic wealth became what
wearers would signify through their attire.
Whereas sumptuary laws were originally enforced to distinguish
nobility acquired by birth, and as such a means of recognising certain
social distinctions that had little to do with what one had actually done to
acquire wealth since it was simply inherited, they maintained and even
gained popularity when feudalism was replaced by society based on class
acquired through wealth gained from trade. The new mercantile class,
similarly, wanted to be recognised and distinguished from the labourers for their wealth without much regard for how they had acquired
it. I therefore suggest turning to the concept of imitation in relation to
fashion and identity in order to further examine what exactly it was the
wealthy classes strived to communicate.

Fashion as Imitation
If you are in need of a new coat you may go shopping for one in shops
you would normally look for clothes. But perhaps you feel inspired by
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streets, on the Web, or in a magazine and think it would suit you too
ing others to suit yourself – to provide yourself with a fashion identity to
perform? If there is, as Friedrich Nietzsche argued, no ‘doer behind the
deed’, and no essential core to our personality, how is imitation involved
yet interesting process, I would like to suggest examining the concepts
of fashion and imitation by concentrating on three sociologists that have
written about fashion and its relationship with imitation, albeit each in
Firstly, and related to the hierarchic sumptuary laws, I will research
the views of American economist and sociologist Thorstein Bunde Veblen
as presented in his 1899 The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic
Study of Institutions. Secondly, I will elaborate on the concept of imitation of the socially more powerful or wealthy by adding the perspective
of German sociologist and philosopher Georg Simmel, drawn from his
1905 text ‘Philosophy of Fashion’, in which he views the fashion system
as a dynamic interplay of imitation and differentiation. And lastly, I will
look into the social sphere at large as operating along the lines of the
fashion system by examining French sociologist Gabriel Tarde’s concept
of fashion-imitation versus custom-imitation as presented in The Laws of
Imitation (1903).
All three works named above were written around the turn of the
nineteenth century when, due to the Industrial Revolution (between late
eighteenth and mid nineteenth century), modern modes of production,
had sustained a large and wealthy bourgeoisie that used dress both “as an
indicator of social conformity, and, paradoxically, also individualized to
the wearer’s taste and personality” (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 35). I therefore
social conformity and individualisation through the elaborate concepts of
imitation by Veblen, Simmel and Tarde. Beginning with Veblen’s account
of ‘Dress as the expression of the pecuniary culture’, I will focus on the
awareness he raises about the effects of a society based on class-structures, in which a small number of people possess the largest amount of
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dress, as well as imitation and, ultimately, wastefulness.
As the title of his chapter on dress suggests, Veblen explores dress
as an expression of pecuniary culture. He, in other words, writes about
Veblen writes that the display of one’s wealth through the apparel that
is worn is “more obviously present, and is, perhaps more universally
practiced in the matter of dress than in any other line of consumption”
(2007 [1899]: 11). That is to say that if one wants to communicate one’s
wealth to others on the streets of a city, for instance, dress is something
that comes to the eye immediately and is carried around wherever one
wealth primarily as a waste of money and time, or as he calls it: ‘conspicuous waste’ (Ibid. 113). In addition, and more far-reaching according
to Veblen, is the fact that a wearer of elegant clothing also communicates
that he or she has no need to take on any kind of productive labour. He
reveals his disdain for inherited wealth or wealth acquired through other
than productive labour when he writes that:
Much of the charm that invests the patent-leather shoe, the stainless
linen, the lustrous cylindrical hat, and the walking-stick, which so greatly
enhance the native dignity of a gentleman, comes of their pointedly
suggesting that the wearer cannot when so attired bear a hand in any
employment that is directly and immediately of any human use.
(Veblen 2007 [1899]: 113)

Veblen names ‘conspicuous leisure’ and must be regarded a waste of time
for the wearer is unwilling or unable to contribute to productive employnot allow the wearer to undertake any manual labour since they are too
costly and fragile or disable the movement of the wearer. Leisurewear, in
in French)
and to show one does not need to involve oneself in physical labour.
Veblen, furthermore, seems visionary when he adds that the reputability of the goods worn is more important than the protection the clothes
also offer. This reputability, which Veblen names the ‘spiritual need of
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dress’, not only accounts for the change involved in fashionable clothing,
it may also indicate the way we today choose to adhere to certain (luxury)
clothing brands for their reputation rather than for any other characteristic. There is a striking difference, however, between the usage of
reputable goods in 1899 and our day and age in which labour has largely
reserve reputable clothing for work, and our typical leisurewear consists
of jeans and a T-shirt, for instance. The latter are often more suited to
the physical activities we may call our hobbies, whereas the former are
predominantly worn to work and parties. Nevertheless, reputability in
the form of preferring certain clothing brands for leisure remains present
and therewith the possibility to signify one’s wealth even when wearing
more comfortable leisure wear that would actually be suitable for manual
labour.
Although indicating wealth and time for leisure are the two identity
markers Veblen adheres to elegant clothing, he continues his chapter by
focussing on the idea of imitation. Veblen writes that lower class women,
who are normally required to wear clothing suited for manual labour, imitate the higher leisure classes by wearing restraining clothes, such as the
corset, when on holidays (Veblen 2007 [1899]: 122). In addition, a growing wealthy leisure class lies in wait for increased imitation of the highest
class. According to Veblen, subtlety and knowledge about the “spiritualisation of the scheme of symbolism in dress” then becomes important
for the highest class (Veblen 2007 [1899]: 124). In other words, one
needs the time and skills to obtain knowledge about the delicate details
that symbolically communicate wealth in dress in order to distinguish
oneself from the imitations of the lower wealthy class. Veblen regards the
time one needs for gaining knowledge about advertising responsible for
keeping up with what is needed as signifying the highest wealth in this
subtle manner (Veblen 2007 [1899]: 123, 124). The fact that lower classes
continue to imitate the higher classes, furthermore, causes the restless
search for more and more symbolic and subtle innovation by the highest
class, ultimately mainly contributing to the ‘conspicuous waste’ Veblen
relates to fashion, imitation and change.
Whereas, according to Veblen, it is always the highest pecuniary
classes that lead and decide what dress is fashionable, which the lower
classes then imitate, this is certainly not comparable to today’s fashion
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culture. We may use reputable brands to signify our wealth. However,
it seems that we are less occupied with communicating that we have

simply adopting the looks of the wealthy. Today, one may even choose
to adopt the looks of the poorest in society to signify fashionability, as a
number of designers have shown from John Galliano in his Spring 2000
collection to Vivienne Westwood’s 2011 Fall collection, drawing inspiration from the homeless which became a trend called ‘Homeless Chic’.10
In addition, if the perusal of advertisements, mentioned by Veblen, may
still consume our time, it is no longer considered something we need to
‘study’. Advertisements are, furthermore, ubiquitous, which replaces the
idea of studying them with choosing which ones to adhere to. Perhaps in
this day and age, time and skills are mainly needed to be aware of what
is in fashion and to dress accordingly. I therefore suggest we look into
Georg Simmel’s more dynamic account of fashion and imitation in the
following paragraphs. Simmel also regards fashion as a class struggle
whereby the highest classes set the pace of what is fashionable and abandon this once the lower classes have appropriated their styles (Simmel
1997 [1905]: 189). He, however, adds a more abstract notion of wealth
to his ‘fashion system’ when he writes about the “wealth of inexhaustible possibilities” in the opening paragraph of his ‘Philosophy of Fashion’
(Simmel 1997 [1905]: 187).
Since, for Simmel, fashion is socially motivated but “not denied absolutely to anyone”: although a worker may envy the rich and may never
be as wealthy, he, however, can psychologically ‘feel’ rich by adopting
the clothing style of the wealthy persons he envies (Simmel 1997 [1905]:
193). According to Simmel, fashion operates along lines of connection
and differentiation; one connects with a certain group, and therewith differentiates from another group. Once workers connect with the wealthy
class by adopting their clothing style, the wealthier class will seek to

10 For more information and an ‘evolution of Homeless Chic see: http://jezebel.
com/5452006/the-evolution-of-homeless-chic/ , accessed May 2014. In addition,
one may remember Cheng Guorong, a Chinese homeless man who received
worldwide attention for his inspiring style and became a fashion icon when
photographed by an amateur photographer in 2009.
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differentiate from this style and will adopt a new style. Simmel accounts
this process as responsible for the nature of change inherent to what
fashion is. A similar opposition, however, is at work within each individual; we all imitate others and therewith socially adapt ourselves to the
ruling social environment, but we also seek to differ from the group we
imitate by differentiating from it individually. Or as Simmel writes:
Fashion is the imitation of a given pattern and thus satisfies the need
for social adaptation; it leads the individual onto the path that everyone
travels, it furnishes a general condition that resolves the conduct of
every individual into a mere example. At the same time, and to no less
a degree, it satisfies the need for distinction, the tendency towards differentiation, change and individual contrast.
(Simmel 1997 [1905]: 188,189)

The above can convincingly be related to our current concept of belonging to a certain group through the way we dress. The Exactitudes project
by Dutch photographer Ari Versluis and stylist Ellie Uyttenbroek, for
instance, provides us with an overview of (currently) 144 of such social
one they recorded, feature twelve people, presented on one page, dressed
and positioned alike, ranging from ‘Gabbers’ (which initiated the series)
with their shaven heads and coloured tracksuits photographed in 1994
to the 2013 ‘Topshoppers’ photographed in St Petersburg, wearing plain
coloured polo shirts and Bermuda pants. At a glance all individuals on
each of the two pages look alike. However, a closer look reveals what
Simmel names “the tendency towards differentiation, change and individual contrast”. Only one of the twelve ‘Topshoppers’ wears a watch, for
instance, and therewith individualises from his group membership whilst
at the same time dressing so much like the other eleven members of the
group that he may convincingly be regarded as willingly conforming to
the fashion imitation of the group.
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Figure 1.5
01. Gabbers –
Rotterdam 1994
Photograph: Ari
Versluis & Ellie
Uyttenbroek /
Exactitudes

Figure 1.6
144. Topshoppers – Saint Petersburg 2013
Photograph: Ari Versluis & Ellie Uyttenbroek / Exactitudes

Simmel’s idea of simultaneous imitation and differentiation provides
us with an interesting system for thinking about the dynamics involved in
fashion as an identity marker, for it leaves space for individual deviation
from the norm. However, my example of members of certain ‘fashion
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groups’ or subcultures simultaneously connecting and differentiating
from the group they belong to was inspired by Simmel’s essay, it does
not follow his persistent thought that fashion is essentially a form of
social interaction that is characterised by a trickle-down movement from
the upper to the lower classes. In other words, Simmel regards fashion
as striving for prestige in the form of imitating the wealthy, much like
more than one needs and thus labelled it conspicuous consumption.
Nevertheless, the communication of prestige, social status and wealth
through the display of luxury goods and clothing can still be recognised as part of fashion’s successful enterprise in communication of the
presumed identity of the wearer. What more does fashion signify about
the identity of the wearer, apart from imitating the looks of the higher
classes? I suggest examining Gabriel Tarde’s concepts of identity and
imitation (1895/1903) for an answer, for a system of fashion may surely
entail more than outer imitation of the wealth of others alone.
Tarde’s 1903 Laws of Imitation is so fraught with the term ‘fashion’,

as Gilles Lipovetsky argues (1994 [1987]: 227). However, before looking
into how Tarde’s concept of fashion-imitation may enrich the ideas of
imitation in relation to fashion as put forth by Veblen and Simmel and
described above, it is important to develop an understanding of what precedes imitation of one individual by another. I therefore suggest examining Tarde’s concept of identity as developed in his 1895 Monadology and
Sociology
need to clarify how ones and things are to be seen in Tarde’s view.
“To exist is to differ” Tarde writes (2012 [1895]: 40). In the same
paragraph he contrasts difference, which is the starting point of existence, with identity as a point of departure, and states that the latter is
merely a “minimal degree of difference” (Ibid.). Tarde herewith emphasises the fact that identifying someone or something is in fact bypass– be
detected in a person or a thing. We are not exactly the same today as we
were yesterday; two ostensibly similar items of clothing do differ when
looking at them and thinking about them carefully; and knowledge of
remarkable ideas may change the way we think and lead our lives. What
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then replaces identity for Tarde? How are we to distinguish between differences if we cannot identify difference to begin with? Tarde’s solution
lies in the alternative for the verb ‘to be’, which he willing trades for ‘to
have’ as an indicator of more spiritual properties and qualities. Or as
Tarde phrases it:
The verb to be means in some cases to have, and in others to be equal
to. ‘My arm is hot’: the heat of my arm is the property of my arm. Here is
means has. ‘A Frenchman is a European, a metre is a measure of length’.
Here is means is equal to. But this equality itself is only the relation of
part to whole, of genus to species or vice versa, that is, a kind of relation
of possession. In these two meanings, therefore, being is reducible to
having.
(Tarde 2012 [1895]: 52 [original emphasis])

properties. On the one hand, one must think in relations that are to be
detected. What we say to be a metre thus has a relation with the standard
metre. Being someone then consists of the relations or properties one has
rather than in what or who someone is, not just in the literal sense, but
also in the having of ideas, events, aims, tastes, literature read, desires,
beliefs, and so on. The relation involved with the verb ‘to have’ is, in addition, necessarily reciprocal; it is hence not primarily ‘my arm’ that is hot
in the example above, it is heat and the arm that are each other’s property
in a mutual chain of contact.
Tarde’s emphasis upon the relations or connections that are present,
and constitutive of existence, differs drastically from the starting points
of Veblen and Simmel who take the identity of the people as their point of
departure and as such focus upon what someone is. Tarde’s concept can,
in addition, be connected with Nietzsche’s notion of there being no ‘doer’
ing which consequently represents itself. Deeds, in other words, are not
merely actions performed by a being (person). Deeds are what happens
between one ‘body’ and another, and as such also imply a focus upon
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rather than returning to a ‘doer’ by emphasising who is the chief actor.11
There are, in other words and according to Tarde, only constantly changing relations and connections that come into existence, and he herewith
succeeds in avoiding falling back upon representation of the individual
identity.12
Tarde thus opens up a perspective upon fashion that revolves around
more than outer looks and being. Thinking about fashion through the
prism he adopts would entail thinking about the connections that are
being made between skin and fabric, for instance. In addition, one could
consequently question what happens in between the two, much like the
connection of the sun and arm resulting in a hot area. This perspective,
however, clearly also has its implications when studying Tarde’s concept
of imitation, for it is already apparent that since representation of identity is ruled out, imitation must be about more than simply copying the
outer appearances of someone more wealthy than us. I therefore suggest
turning to his Laws of Imitation (1903) with this idea in mind.
In the ‘Preface to the Second Edition’ of Tarde’s book on imitation, he
facts that his criticisers did not see suited for such a usage (Tarde 1903:
choose a neologism or “stretch the meaning of some old term” and once
again explains how he uses the term when he writes that the meaning
of imitation in his works is “that of the action at a distance of one mind
upon another” (xiv). In other words, imitation for Tarde is about ‘what
is had’, the relations or connections that are being created: desires and
beliefs, ideas and thoughts, aims and tastes, and so on. He, furthermore,
stresses the fact that imitation takes place ab interioribus ad exterioria,
11 By the term ‘body’ I do not refer to human body alone or per se, but rather to
an entity that is capable of connecting with another entity, such as a ray of
sun and the skin, for instance.
12 Unlike his fellow-countryman, colleague sociologist and contemporary Émile
Durkheim (1858 -1917) who was interested in large representational structures
in society, Tarde focuses on “the little imitations, oppositions, and inventions
constituting an entire realm of subrepresentative matter” (Deleuze and
Guattari: 2004 [1980]: 241). Tarde’s ‘microsociology’ may hence be regarded as
inspiring Deleuze and Guattari to their concept of micro-politics (Ibid.).
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from the interior to the exterior, and therewith starts in non-material
and non-personal beliefs and desires that actively or passively, willed
or not willed spring from our brain. And consequently, he emphasises
That is to say, in order for something to be regarded as a sign, say luxury

of certain items of clothing. What is more, Tarde allows for a much more
quotation above thus may very well refer to a more abstract striving for
power and hence prestige through the display of goods than the actual
gathering of these goods. Imitation, furthermore, must be regarded as being a positive and productive concept for Tarde, for it is a potential cause
ideas that replace the old.
Within societies, Tarde distinguishes between custom-imitations
that are conservative, mostly local, traditional, and relatively stable, and
fashion-imitations that are extra-national, sometimes even global and responsible for innovation and change. In addition, he emphasises that ultimately “new fashion endeavours will become rooted in custom” (Tarde
1903: 368). This entails that Tarde is convinced innovative ideas and
practices will become custom ideas and practices and will in turn make
place for new innovations. It is, however, important to realise that for
Tarde ‘fashion-imitations’ with their innovative character are not limited
to innovations in dress alone. He applies the term of fashion to the whole
beliefs which are consequently manifested in outward practices of which
dress is only an example, albeit an important one. It is thus not so much
imitation of outer signs that Tarde describes, but rather the spreading of
less tangible qualities that he likens to the spreading of contagious germs:
At the same time, too, every germ of imitation which may have been
secreted in the brain of any imitator in the form of a new belief or aspiration, of a new idea or faculty, has been steadily developing in outward
signs, in words and acts which, according to the law of the march from
within to without, have penetrated into his entire nervous and muscular
systems.
(Tarde 1903: 369)
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Tarde, like Veblen and Simmel, regards the process of fashion imitation
as initially descending from higher classes to the lower ones in society
(Tarde 1903: 368). “Only the wealthy classes are able to have costly
lessons and make hazardous experiments. But when success is assured
the gain becomes general” (Tarde 1903: 219n2). The wealthy classes can
thus, according to Tarde, afford to experiment and hence introduce innovations, which are in turn adopted by the lower classes when they have
proven successful. Tarde, however, moves beyond the top-down perspective when he states that imitation will eventually lead to democratic
equality in which all classes fuse into one (Tarde 1903: 369). He thus
creates space for further development than solely from higher to lower
classes and authorities, and ties the idea of reciprocity to that of fashionvery unequal rank meet frequently” beliefs and desires will be imitated
more democratically and in both directions (Tarde 1903: 379).
As remarked before, Tarde provides us with a prism that enables a
moving beyond identity and as such brings about many more ideas and
to his ideas in due course. Here, I would like to conclude by quoting
Tarde’s views upon the dynamics of imitation in a democratic society.
What is contrary to personal pre-eminence is the imitation of a single
man whom people copy in everything. But when, instead of patterning
one’s self after one person or after a few, we borrow from a hundred, a
thousand or ten thousand persons, each of whom is considered under a
particular aspect, the elements of thought or action which we subsequently combine, the very nature and choice of these elementary copies,
as well as their combination, expresses and accentuates our original
personality.
(Tarde 1903: xxiv)

The citation above echoes the central theme of Luigi Pirandello’s novel
One, No One and One Hundred Thousand (1926), which I described
when introducing Judith Butler’s concept of identity as a social construct.
Tarde, in addition, provides us with a system with which we may begin
to think about the dynamic ways in which we have unique personalities;
never through whom we are but through always changing and differing
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relations and imitations that are created. It is thus not the simple imitation of outward signs we may draw from his work, but, more importantly,
the originating thoughts and actions that we also unknowingly imitate
and consequently combine.
Unlike Tarde, Veblen and Simmel’s theories and even sumptuary
social structures. One must agree upon the fact that a material, colour, or
ticulated ideas, and this involves a translation of signs into some form of
language, before it can be applied to recognise and distinguish one from
another. I will therefore examine what may be detected about fashion,
identifying practices and language in the next section.

Fashion as Language
In an article written years before his renowned book The Fashion System
(1967), which may be considered classical fashion theory, French theorist
Roland Barthes deploys the semiotic theories of Swiss linguist Ferdinand
de Saussure to write about the relationship between fashion and language
(Barthes 2006 [1957]: 8). Saussure, in the study of human languages,
distinguishes between language as a social institution, independent of
individual interpretations and usage, which he names langue, and language as an individualised act, which he names parole (Ibid.). That is to
say, one may speak and write in, for instance, English and Dutch; those
are langues in Saussure’s perspective. Yet the way an individual uses the
languages of Dutch and English, may mix words or grammatical structures from one language with another, or may otherwise have developed
certain personalised expressions, words, and stylistic pronunciations may
be regarded as Saussure’s parole. Barthes proposes to use Saussure’s
distinction for studying the dynamics of fashion:
to identify an institutional, fundamentally social, reality, which, independent of the individual is like the systematic, normative reserve from
which the individual draws their own clothing, and which, in correspondence to Saussure’s langue, we propose to call dress. And then to
distinguish this from a second, individual reality, the very act of ‘getting
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dressed’, in which the individual actualises on their body the general
inscription of dress, and which, corresponding to Saussure’s parole,
we will call dressing. Dress and dressing form then a generic whole,
for which we propose to retain the word clothing (this is langage for
Saussure).
(Barthes 2006 [1957]: 8/9)

In other words, when we admire certain items of clothing online, in magazines or in stores, we are admiring dress; the fabricated products generated by the fashion industry, which may be regarded for their systematic
character. The moment we get dressed and combine an item of dress with
our body, our personal style and taste and with other items of clothing
and accessories, we individualise and functionalise dress. The systematic character of dress hence loses its force through the way one actually
wears it. Clothing, for Barthes, incorporates both dress and dressing,
which in their turn, are regarded for their reciprocal character. Barthes
uses the example of broadness of shoulders to illustrate this point. “This
is part of dressing when it corresponds exactly to the anatomy of the
wearer; but part of dress when its dimension is prescribed by the group
as part of a fashion” (Barthes 2006 [1957]: 9 [emphasis added])13. When,
for instance, power dressing became popular amongst women working in
ders were dressing themselves, whereas women who used blazer jackets
with shoulder pads were following fashion and as such would be part of
dress.
It is important to realise that Barthes – when constructing the theory
for The Fashion System (1967) – is interested in creating a systematic
and linguistic sociology of fashion and hence focuses on the langue of
clothing: dress, and those instances of dressing that have succeeded
in becoming dress. In the foreword of his elaborate account of fashion
studied through semiology, Barthes motivates his choice for the system of
(written) language as organising principle for his research when he writes
that “[m]an is doomed to articulated language” (Barthes 2006 [1957]:
xi). For Barthes, human language is the foundation of meaning; it is in

13 I will elaborate on who and what Barthes regards as ‘the [fashion] group’
below.
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language that meaning is constituted. What is more, Barthes chooses to
focus on the written language used in fashion magazines to describe the
items of clothing found also in photography. To exemplify this choice, it
is insightful to follow Barthes’ distinction between what he names ‘real
clothes’, ‘image clothes’, and ‘written clothes’.
stores, closets and on oneself. He refrains from examining any meaning adhered to real clothes, since “language is not a tracing of reality”
(Barthes 1990 [1967]: 5)14. That is to say, Barthes regards language as
unsuitable to trace the meaning of actual clothes being worn. Barthes
instead argues that one would need to examine the technological aspects
of the manufacturing process as can be found in seams and pleats,
for instance (Ibid.). Sight is reserved for Barthes’ image clothes, those
magazines. It is, however, written clothes that become Barthes’ object of
research. Written clothes consist of the text a magazine uses to accompany the image; “This romantic white dress is a must-have for summer”,
for instance. Barthes favours the written language above the language
of photography or the functionalised practice of wearing clothes since
written fashion provides him with “a true code”, which is a translation of
(Barthes 1990 [1967]: 8). Whereas real clothing is burdened by practical
considerations, such as that the reasons and hence meaning of wearing a certain item of clothing may be manifold, image clothing entails a
transformation of the garment since it is a rearrangement of the given
through photography.15 An image, furthermore, may represent a ‘frozen’
moment: within this moment the possibilities for interpretation are still
as manifold as are its possible meanings. Barthes hence levitates the
status of text (written garment) above that of an image (iconic garment),

14 Barthes here refers to Andre Martinet’s Éléments de linguistique générale
(1960) in which it is argued that there is ‘no necessary correspondence between physical reality and linguistic function’ from: http://www.cairn.info/zen.
php?ID_ARTICLE=LING_451_0061 (accessed May 2014).
15 Barthes refers to this transformation through photography by naming it the
‘plastic qualities’ of image clothing (Barthes 1967: 8).
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and writes that “the primary function of speech is to immobilise perception at a certain level of intelligibility” (Barthes 1990 [1967]: 13 [emphasis added]). He, at least in his search for a semiotics of fashion, feels the
this ground in written fashion.
Rather than questioning the consequences of developing a perspective on such a basis for the relevance of my research project (in which I
am primarily interested in moving beyond the communication of identity
of the wearers, and thus in real clothing), I suggest examining two other
points Barthes makes: the ‘fashion group’ mentioned above, and the role
Barthes designates to fashion magazines when it comes to the creation
of meaning. To begin with the latter, we saw above that Barthes chose
written fashion as a basis for his semiotics because he regarded language
as most suited for rendering precise meaning. In his foreword, however, he questions the origin of the abundant use of language in fashion
magazines and asks why it interposes, through the medium of the fashion
magazine, “such a luxury of words, (not to mention images), such a
network of meaning” between the item of clothing and its user (Barthes
1990 [1967]: xii). The reason, according to Barthes, is an economic one.
He writes that there is a different consciousness for producers than there
is for consumers; the latter desiring the object (item of clothing) as in
dreaming of it, the former creating the name (written fashion) and selling
its meaning. By multiplying and changing the meanings of items of clothing, the producers will multiply and change dreams and desires on the
side of the consumer and as such succeed in maintaining an economically
successful system of sales. Or as Barthes writes:
In order to blunt the buyer’s calculating consciousness, a veil must be
drawn around the object – a veil of images, of reasons, of meanings; a
mediate substance of an aperitive order must be elaborated; in short, a
simulacrum of the real object must be created, substituting for the slow
time of wear a sovereign time free to destroy itself by an act of annual
potlatch.
(Barthes 1990 [1967]: xii)

Apart from magazine editors, Barthes regards designers, experts and
manufacturers as belonging to the fashion group and responsible for
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determining and changing what he designates the vestimentary code. The
real dress code, that is the meaning of the actual clothes worn by people
“must conform to the norms (as obscure as they may be) of the fashion
group” (Barthes 1990 [1967]: 41). Barthes emphasises the authority of
the fashion group in relation to assigning meaning to clothes, when he
writes about fashion as ‘Law’. He says that contrary to spoken language,
which evolves through time, meaning in fashion is actively changed each
year (by the fashion group). In this sense he regards the signifying character of fashion as arbitrary; someone (the fashion group) has to state
what is ‘in’ fashion and what the meaning of the items of clothing entails
by connecting written metaphors to certain items of clothing (Barthes
1990 [1967]: 269). Analysing these written metaphors leads Barthes
to conclude that “Fashion is a monarch whose realm is hereditary, it
is a Parliament which renders femininity obligatory” (Ibid.). Although
Barthes does not emphasise a trickle down movement of meaning from
the wealthy to the lower classes, he does assign a hierarchic position to
the fashion group, which is nevertheless also motivated by economic
force.
For Barthes the meaning of fashion is, furthermore, arbitrary, constituted and actively changed by fashion professionals with authority
(mainly magazine editors in his account). Today, however, authority does
not rest with magazines solely. Through weblogs, social networks and
even by encountering others on the street, we may notice that there no
longer is ‘an authority’ to which we can assign the fabrication of what is
‘in’ fashion and which meaning one adheres to certain items of clothing.
That is, to follow Barthes, fashion’s parole (the manner in which individever before. In addition, within Barthes’ Fashion System there is only
room for ‘dressing’ (parole) once it has become part of ‘dress’ (langue).
But is it not dressing what we do with clothing, the manner in which we
functionalise and use it when we dress ourselves? However ambiguous,
open and arbitrary the meanings we perhaps adhere to fashion may be, it
is the way we use clothing and what it does for us that cannot be grasped
that simply in a system. Barthes seems to agree upon such a perspective
when he writes that his book may disappoint:
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[I]t would have been more agreeable to analyze a system of real Fashion
(an institution which has always held a lively interest for sociologists)
and apparently more useful in establishing the semiology of an independent object, one in no way related to articulated language.
(Barthes 1990 [1967]: x)

his reliance on the written – and as such ‘articulated’ – language of the
fashion magazine has led him to conclude that since fashion is always
present-oriented, the fashion system is necessarily arbitrary since
“clothing is not in itself a system of meaning, as language is; in terms of
substance, the support represents the materiality of the item of clothing,
as it exists outside of any process of meaning” (Barthes 2006 [1969]: 115,
116). Thus, although Barthes emphasises that the meaning we attach to
clothing is arbitrary, present-oriented and prescribed by fashion magazines, the materiality and affects one may associate with wearing clothing
cannot be grasped in an independent system of meaning. Today, one can
also recognise the arbitrarity of meaning related to clothing; what is in
fashion one year, will be regarded (and described as) passé the following, although, it is no longer just fashion magazines that present us with
fashion’s meanings. The process has become much more democratic
since individual blogs and social media enable many more individuals to
participate in creating the short-lived meaning of certain items of clothing. That leaves us with Barthes’ hint to focus on the affective qualities of
clothing, which is something I will certainly do in subsequent chapters.16

Systems of Signification for Fashioning Identities?

laws, fashion as imitation and fashion as a written language – through
the texts of what may be regarded as classical authors within fashion
theory – a number of provisional conclusions may be drawn. Firstly,
apart from Tarde and Barthes’ perspective, fashion as described in the
former section centres around the communication of economic status
16 See, for instance, Chapter 4 (Clothed Connections).
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nobility during the late Middle Ages to the wealthy classes in Veblen and
Simmel’s accounts of fashion as communication, the focus has been on
how individuals strive for increasing their wealth. Even Tarde recognised
that the wealthy class possess the time and money needed to experiment
with innovations in fashion, which – when successful – would trickle
down to lower classes. He, however, also envisioned a more democratic
situation in which people of different status meet often, exchange ideas
occurs in a trickle up or trickle down manner. This is perhaps a sound
vision for today’s situation, although it has taken decades after Tarde
shared his ideas for the situation to change and to become more dynamic
than simply imitating the looks of the wealthy. One may hence conclude
that fashion originated from, and persisted to, mainly communicating the
tions in dress.
one’s identity, Barthes concluded that language cannot trace reality, yet
is the only means by which we can convey a meaning that may be drawn
from what we wear. A meaning that, in his theory, is constructed by those
with fashion authority. Perhaps we can conclude this part by referring
back to Nietzsche’s remark which was cited when discussing fashion
and identity as appearing intertwined. He emphasised that language
constructs a second world, alongside the one in which we exist and – to

life at all: money. Currently, however, the situation is quite different. We

language and the meaning of fashion performances today has, obviously,
become much more complex, and, to follow Barthes: appears essentially
arbitrary. I will therefore, in the following section, concentrate upon what
more ambiguous sense which characterises contemporary fashion theory.
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Fashion’s Ambiguous Play
In the above, we have seen that although there have been many attempts,
in one way or another, to systemise the construction of meaning in relation to fashion and fashion’s manner of constructing our identities, from
– none of
up with the construction of meaning in relation to fashion through playing with metaphors, as Barthes suggested. In this part I will therefore
research what has been written about fashion as ambiguous play with
meanings. Firstly, Jean Baudrillard’s rather critical account of meaning
in relation to fashion’s play will be examined. By comparing his view to
which there may be room for meaning, yet not without losing sight of
what consequences our playing with identity may have. In order to establish the latter, the critique Australian art and design theorist Llewellyn
Negrin phrased in reaction to Wilson will be taken into account.

Enchanted Simulation
For French post-structuralist philosopher Jean Baudrillard, all one can
there is “no longer any determinacy internal to the signs of fashion”
(Baudrillard 1976: 87). In other words, what clothing may signify is merely ‘fashion itself’, since, according to Baudrillard, there is no longer any
meaning behind the outer signs of dress. Baudrillard hence regards fashion as self-referential; what it is are its signs while those signs construct
what fashion is. Anything may become a sign yet its meaning remains
thermore, are exchanged through products that construct what fashion
is and these products have what Baudrillard names “a form of general
equivalence” that is fashion itself (Baudrillard 1976: 92). That is to say
that, according to Baudrillard, there is no qualitative exchange of value:
fashion’s signs are empty, there is only quantitative exchange of value
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that can be found in the actual price paid for the products. Like Barthes,
Baudrillard emphasises that models are required to communicate what
fashion is at a certain time and place and how and when fashion shifts
signs. He designates ‘the media of fashion’ this task.
In addition, Baudrillard grants fashion no truly creative power: it
cannot produce anything meaningful or truly new precisely because what
fashion is, is reproduced from the media of fashion that operate according to a model. Or as he writes:
All cultures, all sign systems are exchanged and combined in fashion,
they contaminate each other, bind ephemeral equilibria, where the
machinery breaks down, where there is nowhere any meaning [sense].
Fashion is the pure speculative stage in the order of signs.
(Baudrillard 1976: 92)

There is no space for any meaning with regard to fashion and its specuno relation to be found between these speculative signs and what they
may or may not communicate with regard to one’s identity. We play our
‘enchanted’ games by the rules of simulation created by the way fashion
is communicated in words and – mainly – images.
Before turning to a more positive perspective upon fashion, communication and meaning, there are two points that Baudrillard makes
about the limits of fashion when it comes to thinking that I want to take
into account, since they may prove valuable for the development of a new
perspective upon fashion later in this dissertation. Firstly, for Baudrillard
fashion must not be extended beyond the human practices into animal
ion deals solely with human practices (Baudrillard 1976: 90). Animals
do not get dressed, would summarise Baudrillard’s point in an overtly
simple manner. One may, however, question and contest Baudrillard’s
exclusion of animal behaviour and animal-like experiences in relation
to dress, which I will undertake in the following chapter. Secondly,
Baudrillard does not limit fashion to “dress and external signs” (Ibid.).
He sees the logic of change as mediated by models and motivated by economic exchange in all modernity’s practices from art to science, politics
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and revolution, and from media to sex.17 In short, we may conclude that
for Baudrillard we cannot escape fashion since “the alternative to fashion
does not lie in a ‘liberty’ or in some kind of step beyond towards a truth of
the world and systems of reference” (Baudrillard 1976: 99). According to
Baudrillard, changing the way fashion operates requires a deconstruction
This leaves us with a rather grim image; we are trapped in a system
in which we may only communicate through simulation, motivated by
money and end up not ‘saying’ anything meaningful. For Baudrillard,
our fashion discourses are entirely built around meaningless signs and
Baudrillard’s ‘enchantment’ is perhaps best characterised as an animated
pleasure that, however, can never be animistic.18 He thus situates fashion
within an essentially human and as such sociological and cultural sphere.
On may, however, take Barthes’ remark into account and wonder whether the affective qualities of clothing also exclude a move beyond such a
perspective. Clearly there must be more to be said about a phenomenon
we wear on our skin and use on a daily basis to construct our identities. I
cance of fashion.

Ambiguous Play
Elizabeth Wilson rejects Baudrillard’s view on fashion as meaningless
play (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 53). She contrasts his views, which are in her
17 This idea of fashion as exemplary for all aspects of modern culture has been
elaborated upon and described by Gilles Lipovetsky in his 1987 The Empire
of Fashion. Dressing Modern Democracy, New Jersey: Princeton University
Press. Since I focus specifically on how dress may be regarded as indicative
for one’s identity, I choose not to further examine this aspect here.
18 With ‘animistic’ I refer to the philosophy in which all entities living or not are
thought of as having a spiritual essence. Articles to examine animism and
its further consequences and ideas can, for instance, be found in Isabelle
Stengers’ ‘Reclaiming Animism’, e-flux journal # 36, 2012, and Betti Marenko’s
‘Neo-Animism and Design. A New Paradigm in Object Theory’, Design and
Culture vol. 6 (2), 2014.
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people use fashion creatively to communicate their identities, subvert
them, or to express their anger at society, and she argues that fashion
provides us with artefacts that are used to create a pleasurable experience. In addition, she stresses that relying on one theoretical perspective
in order to explain the complex and ambiguous relationship fashion has
with meaning leads to “simplistic explanations that leave us still unAdorned in Dreams,
Fashion and Modernity she sets herself the task to study fashion simultaneously through the perspectives of social theory, through the political
discourses that can be found surrounding fashion, and through its artistic
(aesthetical) qualities.
Before looking into some of Wilson’s examples that may be related
to the perspectives mentioned above, it is also important to review how
and why Wilson choses to use ‘Modernity’ as an umbrella for her multifaceted view on fashion19. Her main premise that fashion is an ambiguous
game when it comes to expressing one’s identity, for instance, derives
from her understanding of modernity and at the same time explains why
she is so opposed to a postmodern perspective upon fashion.20 In a postmodern perspective upon fashion, such as Baudrillard’s, dress and what
it may express is necessarily meaningless since everything is possible
and we merely play with what is at hand. The reason why Wilson relates
fashion to modernity is thus to allow some space for meaning, however
ambiguously perceived, to be preserved. Or as she writes:
[T]he word ‘modernity’ attempts to capture the essence of both the
cultural and the subjective experience of capitalist society and all its
contradictions. It encapsulates the way in which economic development
opens up, yet simultaneously undercuts the possibility both of individual
19 Contrary to art history and media studies, for instance, Wilson traces modernism, or modernistic practices and thought back to where they may first be
detected and hence relates the origin of fashion to capitalism, trade, cities
and modernity back to the 14th century.
20 In the journal of Theory, Culture and Society Wilson and Negrin (see next section) dispute each other’s views on fashion as either modern or postmodern
phenomenon. See: Wilson 2000: 121-125.
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self development and of social cooperation, ‘Modernity’ does also seem
useful as a way of indicating the restless desire for change characteristic of cultural life in industrial capitalism, the desire for the new that
fashion expresses so well.
(Wilson 2003 [1985]: 63)

Both fashion and modernity are regarded for their capitalist structure,
tion. In addition, Wilson emphasises the paradoxical character that ties
modernity, capitalism and fashion together. While we adorn ourselves in
fashionable clothes and enjoy the aesthetic and even glamorous experience that comes with it, we do so at the cost of exploited workers in
in changing styles and playing with our ambiguous identities, we, in addition, lay enormous claims on the environment.21 Wilson hence acknowledges the negative sides of the paradox but nevertheless is determined to
also emphasise the positive aspects of fashion.
From a social and psychological perspective, for instance, Wilson
underlines the power of fashion to, through adopting a certain clothing
style, create a sense of unity and identity in a society that emphasises the
fragmentary character of the self. This recreation of a lost self extends to
Wilson’s political perspective upon gender and identity: when tracing the
history of women’s appearance she writes about how “in the nineteenth
century the bourgeois woman’s appearance was an artistic production”
and identity and appearance became one (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 123).
Much like Lipovetsky’s emphasis upon the manner in which “[fashion]
provides an extraordinary way for human beings to detach themselves
from their cultural and familial roots”, Wilson praises fashion for its liberating and creative aspects (Lipovetsky 1994 [1987]: 190). Women were
and are no longer tied to their hereditary backgrounds and can express
how they want to be regarded by dressing themselves accordingly. In addition, Wilson extends her positive stance towards fashion when adopting a more aesthetic perspective upon its relation with meaning when she
emphasises the importance of the symbolics of objects worn so close on

21 I will return to the environmental claims as well as the exploitation of workers
in subsequent chapters.
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our bodies that they articulate the soul (Wilson 2003 [1985]: xi). How
this articulation of the soul works exactly and what a soul may be remains
unclear in Wilson’s account, but ultimately fashion’s meaning for Wilson
is spiritual, something that is there but can only be sensed, or as she
names it, fashion is ‘unspeakably meaningful’ (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 3;
271).
This unspeakable meaningfulness of fashion is inspired by eighteenth
century Scottish philosopher and author of Sartor Resartus (‘The Tailor
basis of communication well; what one sees in the material aspect of
clothing is not translatable into clear-cut meanings but rather the result
of more spiritual ideas. Or as Carlyle writes:
All visible things are emblems; what thou seest is not there on its own
account; strictly taken it is not there at all: Matter exists only spiritually,
and to represent some Idea, and body it forth. Hence Clothes, as despicable as we think them, are so unspeakably significant.
(Carlyle 2008 [1831]: 49)

Perhaps Wilson herself is most clear about the character of this unspeakable meaningfulness of fashion when she describes that before punk
became a performance “it was tremendously angry, anarchic and destructheir ground in strongly felt urges that cannot be explained rationally or
verbally quite as well as they can be expressed through dress. The spiritual character of the meaning Wilson adheres to fashion than perhaps
rests in inner drives that subsequently become materialised in dress.
She, nevertheless, foregrounds the liberating playfulness we experience
when dressing ourselves and therewith includes a paradox between inner
qualities and outer ambiguous meaning. Perhaps it is time to question
approach its deeper spiritual qualities.

Appearance and Identity
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signs’, and critical of the commodities of consumer culture, Llewellyn
Negrin challenges Wilson’s positive appraisal of fashion’s liberating
possibilities.22 Whereas Wilson argues that playing with a multitude of
identities can liberate and empower individuals for they may creatively
choose to express whatever they want to be, Negrin questions what is left
unchallenged in such a perspective (Negrin 1999: 110; 2005: 3). Negrin’s
answer rests on interrogating the equating of identity with appearance,
and she discovers several downsides to what seems a positive and creative play of identity performances. By focussing on the problems Negrin
associates with fashion as a playful tool, I aim to conclude this part by
showing that thinking in fashioning identities is no longer desirable or
sustainable.
If we can be whoever we want to be, and communicate and play with
our identities through what we wear, we will obviously need the clothes
to do so. We, however, need to also reduce our identity to “an image
which is constructed by the commodities one buys” (Negrin 1999: 110).
This reduction of identity to an image is problematic because it leads us
to predominantly act in ways the advertising industry wants us to: buy
more, change our identities several times a day and according to our
activities, and identify with the stereotypes and models they have created
for us.23 We tend to go out ‘shopping for subjectivity’ and we can do so
endlessly because the advertising industry will always be one step ahead
of us in offering small changes or new seductions.24 Or as Negrin writes:

22 Negrin also criticises Women and Fashion: A New Look (1989) by Caroline
Evans and Minna Thornton; The Empire of Fashion (1987) by Gilles Lipovetsky;
Sex and Suits: The Evolution of Modern Dress (1994) by Anne Hollander; and
Fresh Lipstick: Redressing Fashion and Feminism (2005) by Linda M. Scott, but
I choose to concentrate on Wilson on the basis of their respective articles in
Theory, Culture and Society.
23 More on this mechanism can be found in Chapter 3: A Delineated Fashion.
24 The term ‘shopping for subjectivity’ comes from Lauren Langman’s ‘Neon
cages, shopping for subjectivity’ (1992).
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As is argued, in the context of contemporary consumer capitalism, in
which the constant “makeover” of the self is widely promoted by the
fashion and advertising industries, such a conception of the self, far
from posing a challenge to the dominant ideology, is complicit with it.
While such a concept may once have been subversive in an age where
identity was regarded as fixed by nature or ordained by God, now it
is convergent with the imperatives of late capitalism, which actively
promotes the idea of a constantly transmuting self where the cult of appearance is privileged over all other modes of self-definition.
(Negrin 2005: 2)

mind, her remark that even though advertisements put much emphasis
onto the individual, we have ended up looking rather non-descript and
remarkably alike, is of interest. According to Negrin this is due to diminishing distinctions between classes, gender and work/leisure practices as
well as a result of global advertising agencies such as Saatchi and Saatchi,
distributing their ‘ideal’ images throughout the world (Negrin 2005: 25).
And perhaps our non-descript, rather universal looks of today are also a
reaction to an ongoing stimulation to change, buy, and experiment encouraged by the fashion industry. People grow tired of an ever accelerating and growing choice in what to wear and how to look and may opt-out
trying to compete and settle for rather plain looking casual wear.25
What is more, Negrin regards the emphasis upon the communication of identity through appearance as an essentially unequal practice,
since the body is an important material reality that can be oppressed
through unequal social structures by focussing on gender, race or shape
(Negrin 2005: 52). Say you are an obese Afro-American woman with
your identity yet your body-size, skin-colour and gender will be of great

25 In this light Normcore, a trend predicted by ‘forecasting agency’ K-Hole in
2013 is interesting for it exemplifies exactly the idea of moving away from
exclusivity into ‘hard-core normality’, hence the name Normcore. Please turn
to Chapter 3 of this dissertation for a more elaborated examination of the
Normcore forecast.
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that identity is a limiting construct from the beginning, since before one
can identify someone as performing a certain identity, this identity must
to say that however many different identity categories one may erect
complex or subtle enough to comply with the complex and more spiritual
experiences of the individual.
Negrin writes that although she is aware of the fact that since Butler’s
Gender Trouble (1990) we no longer speak of an interior self nor “in
terms of binary oppositions of male versus female, social reality continues to be organised along these lines” (Negrin 2005: 151). According to
Negrin, there thus occurs a discrepancy between concepts we may theoretically create and social practices that appear much sturdier and harder
to undo. In other words, while philosophically there may be no interior
self to our identities, people do commonly operate along the lines of posfor the unstable basis through, for instance, the reading of horoscopes
(‘I am a Leo and thus…’); through equating our names, date and place
of birth with our origin and sense of continuous being; and by searching
– sometimes rather desperately when young and generally more stable
when older – for a style of dress that resonates our inner values and
beliefs. It is the latter that Negrin advocates in her critical study of appearance and identity when she argues that “[r]ather than being treated
role of bodily adornment as a carrier of meaning needs to be recognised
and more fully embraced” (Negrin 2005: 3). The question, however,
An answer may be found in the importance Negrin adheres to fashion
as an embodied practice. She raises awareness of the fact that bodies
differ and clothing is dependent on the body for communication to take
it is true that a body is mediated by discourse, it is important to realise
that it is not simply a discursive construct but also has a materiality
that exceeds this” (Negrin 2005: 154). She quotes cultural theorist Paul
Sweetman to illustrate her point:
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Fashion . . . involves far more . . . than simply the symbolic manipulation
of codes. When I wear a suit, I walk, feel and act differently, and not simply because of the garment’s cultural connotations . . . but also because
of the way the suit is cut and the way its sheer materiality both enables
and constrains, encouraging or demanding a certain gait, posture and
demeanor, whilst simultaneously denying me the full range of bodily
movement that would be available were I dressed in jogging-pants and a
loose-fitting t-shirt.
(Sweetman 2001: 66, in Negrin 2005: 154)

In conclusion, we may say that apart from developing an insight into the
limitations of reducing identity to appearance, Negrin advocates a perspective in which identity does not equal one’s looks but includes a more
ethical aspect that makes room not only for the values and beliefs of an
individual but also for the deeds that he or she may conduct that cannot
be represented completely in dress, or as she writes: “in celebrating the
dustry which promotes the judgement of people […] by their appearances
rather than by their deeds” (Negrin 1999: 115). Although she, in addition,
advocates regarding the body as a materiality that exceeds discursive
practices, she also opposes a concept of identity as merely performative
since this entails a dissociation from our corporeality. Or as she phrases
it: “[o]ur experience of who we are is unavoidably mediated through the
physical presence of our bodies” (Negrin 2008: 155 [emphasis added]).
moves beyond the simple equation with appearance, Negrin’s perspective
nevertheless remains within the realm of the concept of identity through
its focus upon

bodies. A concept that is, as she argues, limiting

and imprecise, but perhaps also prevents a radically open way of thinking about what fashion and bodies can do rather than what they may
represent.26

26 Negrin herself hints at such a perspective when describing Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari’s (1983) concept of a ‘Body without Organs’ in a footnote, but
does not elaborate upon the idea she describes when writing: “The aim should
be to transcend identity and subjectivity, fragmenting and freeing up lines of
flight, “liberating” multiplicities, corporeal and otherwise, that »
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Conclusion
Even though we often know better, we do tend to judge books by their
cover, bottles of wine by their label and people by what they wear. Books
and bottles, however, have no say in their appearance; their covers and
labels are designed by and for human beings. Graphical designers may
very well operate along the lines of creating what Barthes named a veil,
which is in effect a mere tool to encourage purchase without questioning
whether the message conveyed on the outside has any relation whatsoever with the content. People, however, tend to dress themselves and alby the fashion industry, they may also choose to subvert, oppose, neglect,
or create alternative meanings for the clothes they choose to wear, and
even, albeit in smaller details, for the corporate clothes they are (or feel)
obliged to wear within a workplace. Perhaps one more paradox needs to
be added to Elizabeth Wilson’s account to clarify the way fashion is characterised: the paradox between being and becoming.
Whereas fashion – like people – is open to becoming and change both
ise their existence. When we misjudge a book or a bottle of wine because
their design lured us into purchasing them, we may put them aside or
possibly develop a headache and waste some money as well. Equating
ourselves with the clothes we wear, however, may be more troublesome.
Although the fashion industry has proven its skills and success when it
comes to encouraging us to identify with the products they offer, there
differing relations bodies, clothing and surroundings enter into.
Baudrillard does not offer an alternative since he regards fashion
According to Baudrillard, we play with the signs of fashion and may think
» identity subsumes under the one” (Negrin 2005: 167, N6). In the remainder of
this research report I will attempt to develop such a perspective and clarify its
consequences.
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we are communicating (part of) our identities, but ultimately the signs
are empty and do not succeed in communicating anything meaningful
at all; all we can do with fashion is play meaningless games. Studying
fashion through such a perspective would entail negating the idea that
fashion can communicate meaning altogether. Wilson and Negrin, on
the contrary, are determined to connect meaning to fashion and identity,
however spiritual or embodied this may be. Wilson’s ‘unspeakable meaningfulness’ is hard, if not impossible, to translate but perhaps noticeable
of identities. Negrin, however, is critical of this playing with identities
since it limits who someone is, or performs to be through fashion, to apsome bodily characteristics are favoured above others. Negrin therefore
advocates an extension of the concept of identity to one’s deeds, and
foregrounds an ethical perspective upon these deeds. Apart from including all human bodies in social reality and regarding them equally, such an
ethical perspective would need to include the negative aspects of fashion
Wilson mentions: exploitation of the workers that produce the (cheap)
clothes we wear, and the wastefulness – and therewith the exploitation of
our planet – of a practice characterised by change.
In addition, all theoretical perspectives examined in this chapter, with
the exemption of Gabriel Tarde’s, share the principle of regarding human
bodies as necessarily socially, cultured bodies that are potentially meanwe commonly think and act, perhaps there is more to be detected. Tarde’s
emphasis on existence as necessarily differing is of interest here. We may
than agree with Malcolm Barnard that identity is a product of difference,
it does however not follow that “those who disapprove of fashion are
those who conceive or desire an end to this play of differences” (Barnard
2007: 185). One can disapprove of fashion’s capitalistic, wasteful, exploitative, and limiting character, and, rather than disapproving of a play with
differences, one can disapprove of a play with identities as encouraged by
mainstream brands, but be positive about fashion for how it may succeed
in, for instance, effectively revealing urges of anger and subversion such
as punk did, according to Wilson.
These affective dimensions of fashion that precede representational
structures remain largely unexposed in contemporary fashion theories.
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details and affects that may enable us to experience a spiritual connection with fashion, remain unthought. I therefore seek to move beyond a
perspective upon fashion as essentially human and cultured and will turn
to philosophy in the following chapter to discover what more may be said
about how difference produces identity and as such precedes it. In doing
so, I examine what, for instance, may differentiate human language from
the silent, unspeakable, or spiritual meaning many theorists discussed
in this chapter have touched upon when writing about fashion (Eicher
2005: 270; Wilson 2003 [1985]: 3 & 271; Tarde 2012 [1895]: 52; Carlyle
2008 [1831]: 49).
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2.

Undressing Plato
I couldn’t explain my creative process to you.
And, even if I could, why would I want to?
Are there people who really want to explain themselves?
Rei Kawakubo1

F

ashion is driven by change. It is sensational, both physiologically as
well as in the sense of causing ‘widespread public interest and

excitement’. And it is ambiguous in its meanings. Yet when encounterupon representational symbolics to interpret who it is we have come
across. That is to say, we act along the norms of recognising and codifying strangers by rendering them swiftly, valuing their looks, and assigning them a rating using a number of, more or less, general qualities; age,
gender, race and perhaps profession. In addition, we prepare ourselves
when dressing for social situations by complying with the dress codes of

There is, however, more to fashion than symbolic representation
1

This quotation is drawn from the catalogue of the exhibition ReFusing
Fashion: Rei Kawakubo, see Drener, Hilberry, Miro (eds.) (2008) in the bibliography.
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of identities. As mentioned in Chapter one, cultural sociologist Paul
Sweetman argues that the clothes we wear also affect the way we move
and feel (Sweetman 2001: 66). Wearing high heels and a pencil skirt with
a narrow cut obviously disables certain movements, simply because one
cannot take large steps and needs to balance on a relatively small surface.
Dressing in new clothes can, in addition, cause excitement and make one
feel ‘new’. And one certainly does experience the materiality of items of
clothing, be it a lush sensation a material like silk may cause when in
contact with the skin, or one of irritation when a label or coarse material
does so. Fashion as such is about bodily, material, and mental experiences, and, in addition, about movement. The eeriness Elizabeth Wilson
experiences in a museum of costume and opens her Adorned in Dreams
with, can, furthermore, be associated with the preservation of the ways
in which the bodies that have worn them have affected the costumes
(Wilson 2003 [1985]: 1).
This chapter examines these, what one may call, ‘affective qualities’
that can be detected in relation to fashion. It argues that apart from fashion’s discourses concerning represented symbolics in dress, the materiality of both the body and the clothing, mobility, connectivity, and transformability are crucial concepts that can be deployed to gain insights
into what fashion may do. Since in this dissertation fashion is regarded
for all processes and forces involved in the actualisation of what people
wear and thereafter, fashion is, as examined in the former chapter, not
solely investigated for its signifying character. The focus hence does not
predominantly lay upon what fashion means, what it may convey about
the wearer, or how individuals may experience their dressed bodies. The
following, instead, centres on what may happen between a body and
clothing in movement, how fashion may transform perceptions, and how
examining fashion’s processes and forces entails a focus upon motion,
direction, and mutation.
Such an investigation is necessarily open-ended, since affects, movement, and change cannot be readily limited. This need not be a problem,
on the contrary, it may reveal styles of thinking that have remained
rather underexposed but may comply surprisingly well with fashion’s
limitless character. I therefore suggest we take Dutch philosopher Baruch
de Spinoza’s renowned claim that “we do not even know what a body
can do” and extend it with the idea that we do not even know what
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fashion can do.2 We do not know how future fashions may affect, how
they will change, and how they shall appear as extensions of bodies that
are equally unlimited in their powers. We can, however, commence our
thoughts by creating an opening for the unlimited potential and ambiguity that characterises bodies, fashion, and the living. Before endeavouring this philosophical terrain, perhaps contrasting it with more common
paths of thought serves to develop a sense of how I am attempting to
move beyond identity in this chapter. That is to say, we must know how
Plato dressed his ideas, before being able to undress them and change the
attire of our thoughts.

Plato’s Dress
The renowned School of Athens fresco (1509-1511) by Italian artist
Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino, better known as Raphael, depicts Plato (on
the left) dressed in a mauve coloured toga-like tunic (known in Greek as
the chiton), covered by a bright red draped cloth fastened across his left
shoulder (the himation).3 His pupil Aristotle stands beside him wearing a
similar tunic and cloth, albeit in different colours and appearing slightly
more frivolous due to the embroidered seems of his tunic. Aristotle, furthermore, wears sandals whereas Plato goes barefooted.
Although Raphael’s fresco was created almost two thousand years
after Plato and Aristotle lived, and it remains in question as to whether
they indeed would have worn these exact clothes and how much of their
attire is Raphael’s interpretation, the style of dress was common for the
2

The quotation ascribed to Spinoza here is actually French philosopher Gilles
Deleuze’s. In his Spinoza, practical philosophy (1970) he discusses and
rephrases Spinoza’s words as presented in the Proposition II of Part III of his
Ethics (1678). I will attend to Deleuze’s philosophical concepts in the final sections of this chapter.

3

The Greek terms of chiton and himaton are further explained on: http://
www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/171379/dress/14013/AncientGreece#ref168710, accessed September 2014.
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Figure 2.1
Detail from School of
Athens (1509-1511) by
Raphael
Apostolic Palace,
Vatican City

ancient Greeks.4 When getting dressed, however, Plato will most probably not have reserved much thought, if any at all, to thinking about what
to wear. In this light, Plato’s description of the dialogue Socrates has with
his pupil Simmias in Phaedo (360 B.C.E.) is telling:
And will [a philosopher] think much of other ways of indulging the body,
for example, the acquisition of costly raiment, or sandals, or adornments
of the body? Instead of caring about them, does he not despise anything
more than nature needs? What do you say?
- I should say that the true philosopher would despise them.
(Phaedo, 64e)

Although it is not a major part of my exploration of philosophy in this
chapter, the quotation above does illustrate what philosopher Karen
Hansen has named The Philosophic Fear of Fashion (Hansen 1990).5
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4

See previous note and source.

5

That is to say, I am not researching the philosophical fear of fashion in »

Traditional western philosophy’s disdain for matters of the body, including the senses and therewith visual appearances, and its favouring of the
rational concepts of absolute and eternal truth, knowledge, modesty and
wisdom, explains why philosophers have paid little attention to fashion,
which is characterised by continuous ephemeral change, a focus upon
adornment, the visual, and the body. As generally accepted and also
suggested by Hansen, Plato originated the chasm between fashion and
philosophy one may still experience. His disdain for bodily matters and
emphasis upon eternal and unchanging truths resulted in a long tradition
in which philosophers regarded the ephemeral, the visual, and fashion
and the body as secondary subjects.
One could, however, also turn matters around and remark that fashion does not let itself be captured in philosophical thought that centres
on the soul, seeks an end to reach, and aims for absolute truth. There
are no absolute truths to be found in relation to fashion, which essentially revolves around change and can only reveal ambiguously perceived
meanings. Hence one may question whether the philosophical tradition
commencing with Plato is suited for examining ‘modern’ phenomena
such as fashion, the current conception of the body, and the visual. On
the other hand, one may investigate how, and in which instances, Plato’s
heritage plays its part in the ways we engage with fashion. The way physically different items of clothing are grouped under their common name,
for instance, presupposes an essence to which, say, all dresses pertain.
Similar essences are suggested for men, women, children, and babies and
the related sections in shops (or shops themselves) where their clothing
can be purchased.6 As such one relates to clothing for what it is: a dress
» itself, but rather interested in those philosophies that may show they have
overcome that fear and hence may be of interest when attempting to view
fashion through a prism other than that of identity and representation thereof.
6

In this light it is interesting to note that Facebook has extended the range of
gender options members may choose from to portray on their profile to more
than 70 different categories. In addition, the option to use ‘they’ or ‘their’ »
» as pronouns to be referred to with, rather than the masculine ‘he’ or
feminine ‘she’, is of interest since it indicates a plurality instead of the binary
opposed and singular traditional categories. See, for instance, »
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or a skirt; being either for males or females, for adults or children. When
visiting a store or browsing the Web visitors generally turn to the section
that is suggested to represent their being, without giving it much further
thought. It is an organised fashion that suits us well.7
The current body of work one may name fashion theory, however,
emphasises that fashion’s nature is essentially ambiguous, and therewith
indicates that there must be more than organisation to be detected when
thinking about fashion. Social, historical, psychological, semiological, cultural and anthropological theories of fashion, in addition, do not contest
the idea that fashion is to be considered an essentially human, cultural
and socially informed system.8 Philosophical theories of fashion remain
relatively scarce and do not transcend or question the association of
fashion with identity. Philosopher Lars Svendsen, for instance, examines
the “supposed meaning” of fashion, that is, “fashion’s relevance for the
formation of identities” (Svendsen 2006: 11). He concludes his Fashion:
A Philosophy by arguing that fashion ultimately dissolves identity since
it “pretends to have meaning but in reality has meaning to a very limited
extent” (2006: 157). Svendsen thus adopts an essentially negative stance
towards fashion (echoing the emptiness and meaninglessness Baudrillard
(1976) associated with fashion).9
Philosopher Marie-Aude Baronian approaches fashion in a far
more positive manner in her entry on ‘Fashion and Philosophy’ for the
Encyclopedia of Aesthetics
» http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/ facebookintroduces-more-than-70-new-gender-options-to-the-uk-we-want-to-reflectsociety-9567261.html, accessed January 2015.
7

There are, however, alternatives noticeable. The Amsterdam-based brand
Nobody Has To Know - NHTK, for instance, does not feature sizes in the items
they offer and it neither distinguishes the collection for a male or female
section. From: http://www.nobodyhastoknow.net/about-us.html, accessed
February 2015.

8

See Chapter 1, Fashioning Identities.

9

Svendson’s idea that fashion may have identity-dissolving qualities may, nevertheless, be of interest.
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substance in an object that is supposed to not have any” and regard fashion “a materiality of everyday life, a creative force” (2014: 16). However,
she also suggests that we need to adopt “a serious acknowledgement of
the fact that fashion constructs and forms identities” (Baronian 2014:
15). Although Baronian acknowledges fashion’s creative force, she does
not philosophically extend, nor emphasise, fashion’s potential beyond
the representation of identities by questioning what more these creative
forces may do than providing the means to communicate who we are or
how we would like to be regarded by others.
Philosopher and sociologist Malcolm Barnard, in addition, proceeds
towards a perspective upon fashion that acknowledges that identity is the
product of differences, and as such “the product of a series of relations
however, does not centre his theory of fashion on further examining the
open-ended realm of which the concepts of fashion and identity have
emerged. Barnard, instead, concentrates on grasping the fashioned body
as cultured and meaningful, and therewith focuses upon how fashion
may ambiguously communicate the essentially undecidable and dynamic
identity of the wearer (Barnard 2001: 185; 2007: 186). He, furthermore,
argues that there is no fashion beyond its cultural dynamical play with
meaning (Barnard 2001: 191). One may hence conclude that the aforementioned philosophers regard fashion as an essentially human, cultured
and social phenomenon, and do not question what its capacities are
beyond systemised perceptions.
Arguing that fashion reveals information about whom someone is,
how ambiguous and undecidable this information may be, however,
is someone, which fashion
consequently may communicate. A similar grounding of existence upon
being can be noticed when fashion is deployed to deceive one’s identity
and another is constructed through the clothes that are being worn.
Whereas the latter pertains to the idea that we possess authentic selves,
both points of departure regard fashion within the boundaries of human
culture, and what is more, they assume there is an ongoing unity to our
being. On the other hand, one may remark that philosophical thought,
such as that of Judith Butler (1990) and Friedrich Nietzsche, also argues
foremost a linguistic reduction of experiences, and as such limited. We
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us predominantly from the ‘I’ that perceives it. It is from this perspective
that other ‘Is’ are encountered and systems are erected to distinguish
identities.
As Joanne Entwistle has claimed fashion is about the body (2001:1).
Since the mind-body dualism is no longer common in western post-war
philosophy,10 is it then not precisely in philosophical thought we may
tions” to begin to understand fashion for its creative and material forces
and potential, as advocated by Baronian (2014: 16)? What happens if we
create a concept of fashion that succeeds to surpass culturally constructed concepts such as identity, fashion, and representation? Since fashion
is rarely viewed and thought about from a perspective upon what it may
do beyond the boundaries of human, cultured bodies, it seems we are
in need of new concepts which allow us to do so.11 I therefore challenge
Barnard’s contention that thinking about fashion beyond the boundaries
of cultural practice is to demand “an end or outside to the play of differences” (Barnard 2001: 191). I am convinced an attempt must be made
to create a concept of fashion that enables thinking about the realm of
experience that precedes and succeeds the production of concepts such as
identity, representation, and ultimately fashion itself. That is to say, the
question becomes what fashion’s capacities are before they are assigned
the role of communicating the identity of the wearer, and (in consequent
chapters of this dissertation) what these capacities are after one, for

10 For more information about monist thinking regarding the mind-body see,
for instance, Gabriel Marcel (1950) The Mystery of Being, vol I. Reflection
and Mystery, Great Britain: Hague Gill & Davey Ltd. In particular ‘Chapter V,
Primary and Secondary Reflection: the Existential Fulcrum’ (pp. 90-102) is of
interest in this light.
11 Philosopher and artist Erin Manning does explore the encounters between
textiles (clothing, fabric) and the sensing body in movement. See, for instance,
her article about fashion designer Rei Kawakubo (to whom I will return in this
chapter), titled ‘Dress Becomes Body: Fashioning the Force of Form’ (2014).
In addition, gender studies scholar Stephen Seely has written an article about
affective fashion, “fashion that seeks to harness the body’s capacities for
transformation and connection” (Seely 2013: 248).
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instance, discards items of clothing.
The prerequisites for such an experimental perspective of fashion would be that it allows including the open-ended, unlimited, and
potential qualities that characterise identity, fashion, and bodies. It is
also a perspective that caters for a thinking about fashion, its forces
and processes, before they are regarded essentially human. That is to
say that experiences and the events human bodies encounter cannot be
convincingly limited to an understanding within the realms that are the
result of rendering experiences, events, and encounters into systems that
predominantly focus upon human culture and meaning. I will therefore
in the following sections turn to three philosophers that have taken on
similar endeavours and have extended their thinking beyond the boundaries erected by viewing reality through social, cultural or psychological
systems.
Whereas an undressed Plato would apparently result in the display
of a broad and muscular body when he was young, as an elderly philosopher the sight would most probably be less appealing.12 Plato would
presumably not have been opposed to appearing naked. As described in
the opening of this section, according to Plato a true philosopher does
not care about, nor need clothing, but focuses on a rational and rhetorical approach to reality. Sartorial matters would merely distract him from
his focus on eternal truths, unchanging ideas, and getting to know his
soul. As previously mentioned it is of interest to examine some ‘dissident’
philosophers that reveal that Plato, much like the naked emperor in Hans
Christian Anderson’s 1837 tale, dressed himself in ideas. Truly undressing Plato would thus entail stripping off his ideas and revealing what may
be found underneath.

12 The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy – IEP states that Plato’s given name
was Aristocles and “Plato”, was a nickname after platos meaning ‘broad’,
“perhaps given to him by his wrestling teacher for his physique”, from: http://
www.iep.utm.edu/plato/, accessed April 2015.
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David Hume’s Jumper
A pair of high-heeled shoes that are too tight to move around in comfortably are perhaps worn at times and places where the representational
value of the shoes supersedes the discomfort they may cause. Once home
the shoes will most probably be taken off to offer the now sore feet some
comfort. One is hence prepared to endure physical pain and master it
in exchange for symbolic connotations of elegance, sexiness, or power.
Moreover, after having mastered the initial pain, one often associates the
wearing of high heels with pleasurable occasions and may enjoy the way
the shoes alter one’s posture, height, and movement. There is, in other
words, an ambiguity to be found in the way we relate to fashion and the
move the body more elegantly or to share one’s exquisite taste with others. When there is no reason or motivation to do so one will most likely
choose bodily comfort above representational values.
Whereas conscious thought about fashion may result in a search for
these may be charted, the body appears subsumed and controlled by the
mind. Typically, the body is assigned a secondary position which appears
to be disciplined and guided by the mind. When one is unhappy with
one’s body because of the gaining of weight, for example, thoughts are
assigned the role of recognising the situation, mastering and altering it.
We are consciously aware of the unwanted state of our body and encouraged, by diet advice and workouts, to gain control over it in order to reach
a more desirable state. In such a situation our conscious thoughts are
called upon to change the body: ‘do not eat those chocolates’, ‘you must
exercise’, ‘carbohydrates are bad for you’, are just some common examples in which the mind seemingly prevails. Similarly, the pain or discomfort experienced when wearing high-heeled shoes or too tight clothes can
be overcome or consciously ignored and the mind seems to control bodily
experiences.
If one, however, intends to research what a body and fashion may do,
the apparent prevalence of the mind over the body must also be questioned. What may be said about the forces of the body? Even though one
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must bear in mind we cannot fully know what a body or fashion can do,
it is nevertheless of interest for fashion research to examine its role in
relation to both thought and clothing being worn in connection with the
System of Human Nature
as suggested by empiricist philosopher David Hume (1711-1776) and
examine what his philosophy may reveal about fashion’s affective and
material qualities in relation to our bodies, senses, and ideas.

An Itchy Jumper and Sore Feet
Imagine a Scottish grandmother who has lovingly knitted a brightly coloured jumper for her grandson. The smell of the hand cream she applied
before knitting has infused the yarn, the size is ideal, and the colours of
the wool she used complement the eye-colour and complexion of her
grandson well. Say this grandmother was philosopher David Hume’s and
he would have put on the jumper to protect him from the cold breeze
reminds him of the Sunday afternoons he has spent at his grandmother’s
house. However, soon after putting on the jumper Hume experiences
a rash so intense he can no longer hold his pencil and concentrate on
writing down his thoughts. Instead, he uses the pencil to scratch his neck
and back; he is completely overtaken by the terrible itching sensation,
and ultimately sees the need to take off the jumper in order to return to
his writing. Apart from the fact that the jumper will most probably not be
worn again, one may question how the experience Hume had just underlustrate how Hume mobilises a perspective upon bodily sensations, the
concentrating solely or primarily on conscious judgements. Whether an
itchy jumper caused Hume to think things differently or there were other
in the fact that physical discomfort, such as the rash caused by coarse
wool in the example above, may be so intense that it prevents one to
concentrate on anything else. Whereas traditional philosophy focuses
upon the construction of rational and rhetorical arguments to reach the
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truth, Hume, being an empiricist rather than a rationalist philosopher,
takes the physical or bodily sensations as a starting point for thought.
Examining his theory may hence enable a new perspective upon what
happens when fabric and form encounter a body.
Hume opens his Treatise of Human Nature (1739) as follows: “All
the perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves into two distinct
kinds, which I shall call Impressions and Ideas” (1.1.1).13 Rather than
mainly focusing on ideas and truths, Hume commences his treatise with
the concept of perception, which he then divides into impressions and
ideas. For Hume perceptions may thus be sensory (impressions) as well
as reasonable (ideas). When we come across a dress in a shop, we see
it, feel the fabric, and may think about whether its colour will combine
with a pair of shoes we already own. If one smells the body odour of
another body that has tried on the item one may decide to cast it aside,
even though it did meet all the other criteria that made one go in search

each other; the idea that the dress is what one is looking for may be abandoned due to sensory perceptions that disagree. On the other hand, ideas
of high heels may evoke, is overcome and dealt with. Further following
Hume may gain some insights into his systemising of human nature.
Impressions, Hume elaborates, are “those perceptions, which enter
with most violence and force […] our sensations, passions and emotions”
(1.1.1). Hume may have loved the jumper his grandmother knitted from
many perspectives, the moment he experienced the force of the itching
sensation the wool caused on his skin, he could no longer perceive of
anything else before taking it off. In addition, our passion for shoes may
be so strong we know we have plenty of pairs but cannot stop ourselves
to purchase yet another pair. The initial pain experienced when putting
on high heels may be forceful, but is eventually conquered. Whereas the
former examples of bodily experiences appear so intense they succeed to
overpower all opposing ideas that may occur in the mind, the latter features an opposing character and the mind and its ideas appear stronger
13 All references in this section are from David Hume’s Treatise of Human
Nature (1896 [1739]) and appear as follows: (book.part.section).
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than the initially experienced physical discomfort.14
Ideas, in Hume’s concept of perceptions, are “the faint images of
these [impressions] in thinking and reasoning; such as, for instance,
all the perceptions excited by the present discourse” (1.1.1). A pair of
Christian Louboutin heels with their typical red soles that may be regarded a sign of exquisite taste, are the result of a fashion discourse in which
Christian Louboutin is considered an iconic shoe brand that represents
wealth, power, classiness and fashion savviness. Discourses in fashion
may direct which styles, colours and brands are in fashion at a certain
time and place. For Hume ideas, and thus discourses, are less forceful
(‘faint images’) than the impressions that precede them. This implicates
come into being and secondly, discourses in fashion appear less faint
than Hume characterises them. The question then becomes how initial
sensations of discomfort are transformed into a situation one bears with
due to the discourses in fashion.
Hume’s systemising of human nature in which the senses are regarded a prerequisite for ideas to come into being already marks a break with
traditional philosophical doctrines in which the senses are distrusted and
thought and reason are regarded primary for discovering truth. His systemising of human nature does not end here. Hume distinguishes simple
impressions and ideas from complex ideas. The pain experienced when
simple impression of sensation that will lead to the simple idea that the combination
of high-heeled shoes and one’s feet amount to a painful sensation. Apart
from pain Hume adds pleasure, thirst and hunger and heat and cold to
his list of simple sensations that can be directly connected to bodily experiences and as such lead to simple ideas (1.2.1).
Although thirst and hunger are not yet, nor commonly, connoted with
fashion, the pleasure experienced from the sensation of fabric embracing
one’s skin, from the sound shoes may make when walking, from those
colours that complement our complexions, and the smell of perfumes
can certainly be regarded as directly perceived sensations that lead to

14 It is important to regard the mind (ideas) and the body (sensations or impressions) here as a double bind, i.e. they may be seen as the two ends of the one
rope, rather than as separate entities.
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simple ideas. In addition, experiencing heat and cold are sensations
that most often lead to adjusting our attire. The more forceful the heat
or cold is, the less we are concerned with fashion’s discourses. Very few
people would worry whether the coat that is offered to them when near
to freezing pertains to a fashion discourse. And after running a marathon
in expensive and up-to-date sports attire very few people are concerned
about the look of the silver thermal blanket they cover themselves with
afterward to prevent heat loss occurring too quickly. Whenever possible
and appropriate, people obviously do take off layers of clothing when
confronted with high temperatures.
Apart from simple impressions of sensation Hume distinguishes a
second branch of impressions which he names impressions of

other ideas, this copy or idea of the original sensation “produces new
impressions of desire and aversion, hope and fear” (Ibid.). In other words
simple ideas have an anticipatory character and may lead to a desire to
be regarded taller than one is, or to be able to walk more elegantly, which
high heels may cater for. The Figure below, which schematises Hume’s
writing, may help to clarify his concept – or system – of perception further. As mentioned above, Hume distinguishes two kinds of perceptions:
origin in sensations thus all fashionable discourses must also be somehow traced back to sensations.
Take the idea that wearing high heels is elegant, may signify fashion
savviness, and wealth, as would most probably be the case if the shoes
were designed by Christian Louboutin.15 This idea as a “faint image[s] of
[impressions or sensations] in thinking and reasoning” is, according to
Hume’s theory, the result from the perception of a forceful sensation of
either pain or pleasure.16 If one agrees that the experience of wearing high

15 The prices of a pair of Christian Louboutin’s red-soled pumps range between
€450 and €20,000. From: http://www.infinitee.com/advertising-and-marketingblog/bid/59698/Louboutin-s-Brand-Strategy-More-than-Remarkable-it-sTrademarkable, accessed January 2015.
16 Hunger, thirst, heat and cold are omitted, since these sensations are unlikely »
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Figure 2.2
The System of Perception, David Hume (1739)
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one, the question remains how pain becomes pleasure. Following Hume’s
system, the initial simple idea would be that the high-heeled shoes in
combination with one’s feet result in pain. Impressions of

may

subsequently cause fear of pain or an aversion for high-heeled shoes, but
also a desire
by imaginings that transpose and change ideas (see Figure 2.2). The
association of high heels with pain may transform into the idea that high
heels are sexy through what Hume names the three principles of association: “Resemblance, Contiguity in time or place, and Cause and Effect”
(1.4.1). Memories inform ideas by repeating earlier impressions however,

» to have a relation with the wearing of a pair of high-heeled shoes.
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not without ordering and positioning them.
Say, that after the initial impression of pain, one encounters others
also wearing high heels (resemblance) who do not seem to be in pain,
but on the contrary, enjoy the gained body length they experience. Such
a sighting transposes the initial simple idea of high heels and pain into
the more complex idea that they may also be associated with a pleasure
of appearing taller. The initial forceful sensation of pain has played its
part, but it is no longer directly related to the more complex idea of highheeled shoes as means of gaining height. This transposed and complex
idea is essentially

since it is the result from imaginings, but never-

idea that heels make one appear taller, which now resides in the realm of
ideas and as such is part of fashion’s discourse may lead to subsequent
imaginings (see Figure 2.2). The associative principle of resemblance can
change this initial idea into new ideas, for example that appearing taller
by wearing high heels also entails empowerment. 17 Further associative
resemblances may bring about a complete range of different ideas and
associations that may be related to the wearing of high heels, such as the
idea that they are essentially female, that long legs are more desirable
The associative principle of contiguity (being in contact or proximcally the red-soled Christian Louboutin shoes is the result from them
being worn by actress Sarah Jessica Parker in the popular Sex and the
City 2

18

and transpose the popularity of it to their own aims then may associate the idea of wearing Louboutin heels with sexual allure. Hence, new
imaginings come into being, such as the idea that Louboutin shoes reveal
fashion savviness, fame and enhance sexual powers. In addition these
17 For an account of high heels as empowering rather than submissive see
‘Objectifying Gender: The Stiletto Heel’ by Lee Wright (1989) in Barnard 2007,
pp. 197-206.
18 SEXS AND THE CITY 2 (New Line Cinema, Home Box Office (HBO), HBO Film,
Village Roadshow Pictures, USA: 2010) directed by Michael Patrick King,
screenplay by Michael Patrick King, Candace Bushnell, and Darren Star, featuring Sarah Jessica Parker, Kristin Davis, Cynthia Nixon, and Kim Cattrall.
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associations may, in their turn, result in the idea that these connotations
are not suitable for children and hence heels worn by a child are regarded
inappropriate.
The styles, colours and items or brands of clothing that are fashionable at a certain time, can hence be regarded as Humean ideas. Although
the sensations that caused these ideas to come into being may no longer
be detected since they have been transposed by imaginings and have
become complex ideas, according to Hume, there, nevertheless, must
have been sensations that preceded them. The colours that characterise
the seasons of autumn (deep red, brown, and ochre) and spring (pastels,
white, and green) may be regarded sensations that have led to similar
colours being in fashion in catwalk shows, editorials and shops leading
up to these seasons. It is however also in our nature to transpose and
change ideas - and hence fashion’s discourses - through imaginings. In
other words we may be aware of a certain discourse, such as one initiated
by a magazine, a celebrity or a designer belonging to what Barthes named
the fashion group (1967).19 This awareness or idea will not lead to an
exact copying of the item or style proclaimed to be fashionable. As such
the transposing qualities of Hume’s principles of association explain the
dynamics with which fashion discourses are adopted in society well.
Hume’s third principle of association, the relation of cause and effect,
can also be related to the wearing of high-heeled shoes. Hume himself
causes skin to burn when one comes too near, an inseparable connection
is stored in our memory. When, however, one thinks of more complex
ideas, such as the increased sales of Louboutin shoes perhaps due to its
contiguity in time with the Sex and the City 2

effects

can easily be found in the sense that sales of the shoes raised and they
could be seen worn by celebrities and the fashion savvy. Although one
cannot be certain about the exact cause, no matter how obvious the relation between the popularity of Louboutin’s red-soled high-heeled shoes
and the success of the Sex and the City
may not have been the only reason for the increased sales. The complexity of the associations of ideas and their continuously transposing and
changing nature, causing new ideas to be created from existing ones,
19 See Chapter 1.
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makes it impossible to determine which combination of ideas led to the
success. One could argue that although the effects can be measured, the
causes remain ambiguous due to the complexity of the association of
ideas. Or as Hume writes: “effects are everywhere conspicuous; but as to
its causes, they are mostly unknown, and must be resolv’d into original
qualities of human nature, which I pretend not to explain” (1.4.6).
Returning to the initial question as to how, according to Hume, the
painful experience of wearing high heels is transformed into pleasure, the
repetition of earlier impressions by the faculty of memory is of imporand ideas, memories repeat earlier impressions, but not without ordering
and positioning them. By repeatedly wearing high heels the initial painful
experience is transformed by the faculties of the mind into a pleasurable one which becomes to be believed so strongly that the initial painful
impression of sensation is still present but also overcome, or overruled,
by the mind which contemplates it.20 Appearing taller, moving more
elegantly and perhaps gaining power are therefore positioned above and
before any physical discomfort that may be experienced.
Hume’s system of human nature emphasises the primacy of impressions of sensation when it comes to perceptions; only these occur
naturally in the common sense of the word. All ideas, discourses and
thinking are, in Hume’s account, the result of sensations that have been
transposed into complex ideas by creative imaginings and repetitive
they need to be imagined before coming into being. Human nature in
Hume’s system of perceptions then has a systematic character, which is
coloured by the habits with which we transform sensations into ideas.
In addition, ideas are changed because they may resemble other ideas,
appear at the same time or are regarded an effect of similar causes. The
imaginative causes that we connect to noticeable effects cause a belief in
the superiority of ideas. Apart from using Hume’s system (see Figure 2.2)
to detect how discourses in fashion develop, one can also raise attention

20 I here refer to Gilles Deleuze’s reading of Hume as reflected in Difference
and Repetition. Deleuze writes: “Repetition changes nothing in the object repeated, but does change something in the mind which contemplates it” (2004
[1968]: 90).
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for fashion’s sensational capacities unmediated by ideas, memories and
imaginings. These sensations are perhaps mainly found in material qualities: colours and shapes, smells, tactile qualities, sounds (and perhaps
even tastes) that stop all thought and evoke pleasure with a force as powerful as that of the woollen jumper that prevented Hume to think.
altogether negative. On the contrary, Hume is concerned with the sympathetic effects of imaginings resulting from experiences such as helping
and praising others and enjoying beauty (3.1.20; 3.3.1). However he does
not elaborate his thoughts about the imaginings of artists that may become impressions of sensations for others. Although an artist or designer
may experience sensations that are then transposed into complex ideas,
these complex ideas – which one can also name the artist’s creations –
may also be a source of new impressions of sensation. Independent fashion designers may use a whole range of sensations and imaginings when
designing an item of clothing, many of which they are possibly unaware.
The item of clothing, which is the result of both sensations and imaginations, can in its turn also evoke impressions of sensation that potentially
have never been experienced before. These artistically produced impressions would then be, at least partly, the result of imaginings that become
complex ideas and may potentially arouse new impressions. In this sense,
an arrow could be added to Figure 2.2, running from ‘Imaginings’ to
‘Impressions’. Or, allegorically speaking: Hume forgot his grandmother.
Which is not to say that she was an artist, but that Hume does not mention the possibility that imaginings may lead to new and original impressions rather than to complex ideas alone.21
Although Hume does not emphasise the artistic potential to evoke

21 This is not to say that Hume does not value artistic expressions, on the contrary, his ‘imaginings’ do emphasise the importance of regarding humankind
as inventive species. I do, however, suggest that Hume’s system does not
elaborate upon, nor emphasise the position of an artist (or a grandmother)
that may succeed in producing impressions of sensation. He, in other words,
does not distinguish a concept of ‘artistic impressions’. Also see, for instance,
Dabney Townsend’s elaborate study of Hume’s aesthetics (2001) in which
he writes that “[o]ne of the most striking absences in Hume’s references to
aesthetic emotions is any means of production of art” (2001: 145).
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sensations, he does provide us with a systemising of the typically human
ideas. In other words, our nature has a basis in what we sense, but is also
traditional philosophy does not search for a ground to our thoughts and
regards it an a priori and superior asset of human beings, Hume emphasises that there must be something that makes us think and argues that
example described above in which the sensation of pain and discomfort
is changed into ideas of sexiness, empowerment and fame illuminates the
complexity and ambiguity with which discourses in fashion come into being. Hume enables a perspective upon fashion that allows thinking about
how complex ideas in fashion can be related to imitation (resemblance)
and contamination (contiguity). It is also a perspective that reveals the
essential ambiguity of the causes for changes in fashion well. As such
Hume’s system of human nature emphasises the ever-changing dynamics
of ideas, whilst also reminding us that the grounds for our complex ideas
must be situated in sensations that do not separate us from other sensing
animals. All thinking, knowledge and ideas must be preceded by impresideas to occur and memories may aid our belief in the ability to know the
exact cause of an effect, Hume is convinced that associations of ideas are
22

In this light it

is of interest to examine what Hume has to say about the individual that
perceives the sensations and ideas. I therefore will examine his perspective upon personal identity and question how this relates to the way in
which fashion is engaged with to signify someone’s being.

22 Since Hume reflects upon these issues throughout the first book of the
Treatise, I suggest turning to Deleuze’s summary of his thinking: ‘In his work,
the association of ideas accounts effectively for habits of thought, everyday
notions of good sense, current ideas, and complexes of ideas which correspond to the most general and most constant needs common to all minds and
all languages’ (Deleuze 1991 [1953]: 101).
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The Habit of Saying ‘I’23
Treatise of
Human Nature (1739) to personal identity in which he starts by criticising the traditional philosophical view; those philosophers who without
further proof “imagine we are every moment intimately conscious of
what we call our Self” (1.6.1). Apart from being determined to unravel the
(as examined above) Hume ventures out to do the same for personal
identity. Thus he does not accept an a priori idea of ‘self’. The quotation
above already indicates that Hume regards a philosophical idea of personal identity the result of imagination. This indicates that the concept
along the lines of the association of ideas, guided by inaccurate beliefs in
– and habits of – deploying resemblance, contiguity and cause and effect
to come to thought (see Figure 2.2). We call ourselves ‘I’ and we consequently experience a continuous self; others around us do the same and
strengthen the idea of being someone.
For Hume all ideas must have arisen from an impression and he
searches for the impression that may have initiated the idea of self.
Which impression, one that has entered with force, has led to this idea?
Hume writes that the self is “that to which our several impressions and
ideas are suppos’d to have a reference” (1.6.2). But in his system of human nature there cannot be such an overarching and invariable reference without itself being the result of an impression. That is to say, if
there was such a reference as ‘self’, it must be the result of an unchanging
and constant impression and according to Hume, those do not exist.
Impressions, such as pleasure, pain, passions and sensations “succeed
each other, and never exist at the same time” (1.6.2). Hume concludes
that since the idea of self is not derived from an impression it cannot
truly exist and must be an imagining. We are hence no more than our
perceptions, or as Hume writes:

23 Gilles Deleuze characterises Hume’s philosophy with these words in his
preface to the English-language edition of Empiricism and Subjectivity (1991
[1953]: x).
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For my part, when I enter most intimately into what I call myself, I always
stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold, light
or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at
any time without a perception, and never can observe any thing but the
perception. When my perceptions are remov’d for any time, as by sound
sleep; so long am I insensible of myself, and may truly be said not to
exist.
(Hume 1896 [1739]: 1.6.3)

We are therefore dependent upon our perceptions, which are a combination of impressions and ideas, in which ideas – such as the idea of self
– must be a result of impressions and sensations. Since impressions of
sensation, in succession, inform and create ideas, which are then copied,

a bundle or collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other
(1.6.4). Rather than discovering a principle unity to our being Hume rejects the concept of self and emphasises the rapidity and movement with
which our perceptions constantly change.
The clothes we wear perhaps aid a feigning of unity to our being since
they are most often worn over a longer period of time. We may recognise
clothing. A mother searching for her daughter in a play area full of other
children may spot her due to the brightly coloured T-shirt the girl is
wearing. In addition, items and styles of clothing can become representatives for whom or what someone is. “That dress is so you” is an example
of how we relate items of clothing to an ongoing unity of self. Repeating

seen through Hume’s system of perceptions, pertains mainly to the realm
of ideas in which faint images of thinking and reasoning come into being.
The clothes we wear are, however, also capable of evoking impressions of
sensations, as examined in the former section. Perhaps fashion, viewed
through Hume’s prism, can be said to bear both a rational, thoughtbased, character as a sense-based one, and it is the latter that – partly
due to fashion’s identifying traits – seems neglected when thinking about
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fashion.
The question remains as to why we tend to ascribe an identity to ourselves and the things surrounding us even though no evidence for either
self or identity can be detected. Since in fashion theory and practice the
performance of identity is prevalent (as examined in Chapter one), Hume
may clarify how the tendency to think in order of identities arises, what
characterises it and what an alternative perspective would entail. Having
explained that identity cannot belong to perceptions nor can they unite
them into an unchanging entity, Hume states that identity “is merely a
quality we attribute to [perceptions], because of the union of their ideas
in the imagination” (1.6.15). For Hume the union of ideas takes place
according to a “customary association of ideas” through resemblance,
contiguity or cause and effect (Ibid. [emphasis added]). In relation to
personal identity Hume points out that it is in memory that we discover
and produce identity. In our memories we simplify our perceptions since
we cannot possibly store all perceptions that work upon us, thus we will
seek resemblance amongst different perceptions and hence order them
according to an imagined whole which we call ‘I’.
We can also imagine our future identities, or if we relate this to
identity from the one we have communicated today. Here, according to
Hume, causation comes into play and a second principle of imagination
is at work, for no true causes of complex ideas can be detected (1.4.6).
Causation (or cause and effect) will play a part for only a limited amount
of memories and as such contributes to the simplifying of perceptions
through customisation of them. One can only perceive of an identity by
tions that can convincingly be united to a whole. The idea that wearing
high heels is part of one’s work identity is preserved, whereas the initial
sensation of pain related to the wearing of high heels is forgotten and
overcome along with the reasons why. The clothes one wears on the
basis of the favoured memories and the causation that one can imagine a
future identity inform the ideas. High heels may be adopted for changing
one’s identity through a desire for more success and power. Here high
heels may be regarded as a causative factor whereas this is, according to
Hume, also an imagination.
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Current or future identities are, whether fashion related or not, fully
dependent on imagination which operates by customisation of more complicated and constantly changing perceptions. This customisation comes
about through language:
[A]ll the nice and subtile questions concerning personal identity can
never possibly be decided, and are to be regarded rather as grammatical
than as philosophical difficulties. Identity depends on the relations of
ideas; and these relations produce identity, by means of that easy transition they occasion.
(Hume 1739: 1.6.20)

We are accustomed to using words and this habit causes us to simplify,
limit and order perceptions around a feigned unity we call ‘self’.
In relation to the clothes we wear a comparison with Hume’s theory

is the result of systems of imagination active in human ‘nature’ and wholly dependent on a habitual way of using language to create resemblances,
favouring certain memories over others and feigning an ordered and
ongoing unity, which would exist without being the result from impresthe productive power of imaginations, Hume emphasises that there is
more than imaginative ideas alone. If memories and imaginings are omitted from Hume’s system of perceptions one is left with direct impressions and sensations, unmediated by the associations of ideas. A Humean
fashion could then also be a fashion of the senses rather than a fashion
of ideas. It is as if one views fashion through a prism that does not show
beliefs about what is in fashion at a certain time, nor which meanings our
clothes are imagined to communicate, since these are no more than the
faint images of the forces upon our bodies that impressions of sensations
bring about. Hume’s prism in addition reveals a fashion that can cause
shivers of excitement, warm the heart, or that emphasises a discomfort
enables or disables movement; a fashion of astonishing sights, lovely or
hardly bearable smells, loud or wonderful sounds; possibly in the future
one that you can even taste.
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Fashion’s Forces
Hume breaks with the philosophical tradition that since Plato revolved
around the discovery of truth through reasoning; the development of selfknowledge through contemplation; the revealing the essences of what
something or someone is. Hume questions the nature of knowledge and
demonstrates it rests upon cultural conventions such as language and
may encounter. He emphasises the importance of sensory experiences as
prerequisites for less perceptible ideas. Lastly, Hume shows that it is not
necessarily philosophy’s task to discover the truth, but to reveal the logic
of the system that leads to the habit of saying ‘I’ in order to uncover its
non-existent sensory basis.24
In relation to fashion Hume’s perspective can entail restoring the
importance of directly felt sensory experiences clothes may evoke, rather
than focusing on the linguistically constructed meanings of the items
of clothing we wear. In this light, an insistence upon the linguistically
expressed meanings of fashion results in the emphasis and examination
a belief that has resulted from the principles of association of ideas.
Viewing fashion through Hume’s perspective can lead us away from
meanings and identities that may be related to fashion and may motivate
an examination of the direct impressions of sensation that can be related
to the wearing of clothes on the body; the simple causes and effects that
can convincingly be related. These simple causes and effects are what
clothes can do rather than what they may represent. This entails a focus
upon how affective forces work upon our bodies and senses with such
strength that they are overwhelming and disable thoughtful explanations.25
24 This paragraph summarises, albeit in my words, the list of the new concepts
Hume created according to Gilles Deleuze in his Empiricism and Subjectivity
(1991 [1953]).
25 The focus upon experiences resulting from material forces can be tied to the
phenomenological concept of ‘intentionality’ in which experiences are emphasised as ‘about’ or ‘of’ some object. German phenomenological philosopher
Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) who is regarded the founder of phenomenology, »
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Figure 2.3
PosturAroma 2014
MediaLAB Amsterdam, Cisco, University of Applied Science Amsterdam

Apart from the fact that coarse materials cause the skin to itch,
high heels change the way one moves and wearing certain colours may
emphasise the colour of one’s eyes or complexion, Hume’s emphasis
upon sensory experiences can be inspiring for future fashion designs in
which the sounds and smells, tastes and tactility that bear the potential of
arousing our senses are incorporated for what they may do to the body.
The Amsterdam-based MediaLAB has created a necklace that produces
a slight scent when its wearer slouches so that she becomes aware of her
posture and corrects it (see Figure 2.3).26 The idea behind the necklace
posture are safer in public than those who arch their backs and make
themselves small and vulnerable. The smell the necklace releases is a

» wrote that “Hume’s Treatise is the first design for a pure phenomenology”
(Humes Treatise ist der erste Entwurf einer reinen Phänomenologie). From:
Husserl, Edmund (1923-24) ‘Erste Philosophie’ in Gesammelte Werke, Band 7,
p. 157. Husserl, however, differs from Hume in the fact that the latter regards
the ‘I’ as a fiction, whereas Husserl does not (Ibid.).
26 From: http://medialab.hva.nl/blog/project/womens-safety-nl/, retrieved
September 2014.
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sensation which consequently raises the idea one needs to change pose
and as such works according to the Hume system of perception through
entering with such a force immediate action takes place.
Apart from smell, the sounds clothes make may also evoke impressound instead of visuals to capture the essence of eleven garments from
several Autumn/Winter 2006 collections in a project titled Anechoic.27
Recorded in a professional sound studio, one hears Christian Dior’s
waxed taffeta print dress with stretch tulle drape lining rumbling when
the model puts it on and crumbling when creased. Alexander McQueen’s
tulle dress with metallic embroidery clatters like a waterfall and when
the sleeves touch the embroidered body it is as if rain patters on a roof.
Richard Nicoll’s PVC trousers with side zippers creak and squeak like
down the side zippers sound like a young wild animal trying to scare off a
predator.
still draw attention to the creative and expressive aspects of fashion often
forgotten due to the focus upon more common signifying characterisincorporating sound into garments arise. New York based artist Tesia
Kosmalski’s Staccato Coat (2009) features small speakers integrated
squeaking breaks and other more futuristic techno sounds which can be
heard when the wearer walks and remain silent when she stands still.28
As shown in the accompanying video the sounds create a completely
different relation to claiming public space; the unexpected force of the
sounds the coat creates causes bystanders to move out of the way leaving
the wearer with more space. In so much as Kosmalski shows a new way

27 The Sounds of Clothes: Anechoic (2006) by Nick Knight, Zora Star, Ross
Phillips, Penny Martin and Paul Hetherinton. See: http://showstudio.com/
project/the_sound_of_clothes_anechoic/fashion_films, accessed September
2014.
28 Video of, amongst others, the staccato coat can be found here: http://vimeo.
com/36210369, accessed September 2014.
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in which our clothes may evoke reactions based on the sensory aspects
they arouse, nevertheless it is imaginary ideas that lie at the basis of
such creations. Hume demonstrates the complexity with which ideas
develop, their essentially ambiguous character and the sensations that
precede them. He reveals how a perspective upon the sensory forces of
fashion is overshadowed by a focus upon processual ideas. As previously
mentioned, he does not elaborate upon the fact that artists and designers
may use complex ideas to create garments that in their turn can provoke
the senses. I therefore suggest turning to ‘artist’s philosopher’ Friedrich
Nietzsche and examine the role of inventions in fashion that allow us to
rethink the relations between fashion and the body.

Nietzsche’s New Look
Imagine a tunic-like item of clothing that features three sleeves; a pair of
trousers with separate legs; dresses with stuffed bulbous humps across
the torso, on the belly, back, and shoulders, designs created by Comme
des Garçons founder Rei Kawakubo.29 Or take Hussein Chalayan’s 2000
Afterwords collection, which consists of chairs that transform into suitcases while their covers become dresses and of a side-table that becomes
a cone-shaped skirt. Consider also Issey Miyake’s 1999 A-Poc (A Piece of
Cloth) collection which features tubes of fabric which can be cut into a
complete wardrobe. How would one initiate thinking about these designs
when guided by a principle of identity? Is Chalayan’s design representative of a table or of a dress? Is Miyake’s tubular fabric to be named clothing at all? Why design items of clothing with bulges where the body does
not feature them?
Studying the designs presented above for what they are does not get
one very far. They do not pertain to existing concepts of dress, but rather
present new inventions that may be regarded for their revolutionary

29 Woollen pants with separate trousers (Beyond Taboo Autumn/Winter 01-02);
cotton dress with three ruched and banded armholes (Spring/Summer 1984);
Body Meets Dress, Dress Meets Body (1997)
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Figure 2.4
Body Meets Dress, Dress Meets
Body, Comme des Garçons, Rei
Kawakubo, Spring/Summer 1997
Collection: Kyoto Costume
Institute, photograph: Takashi
Hatakeyama

Figure 2.5
Afterwords, Hussein
Chalayan, Autumn/
Winter 2000
Film stills: Marcus
Tomlinson

Figure 2.6
A-POC (A Piece of Cloth) Issey Miyake, 1999
From the exhibition ISSEY MIYAKI MAKING
THINGS, Museum of Contemporary Art
Tokyo, 2000
Photograph: Yasuaki Yoshinaga
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power. Chalayan’s Afterwords collection may challenge the way we commonly look at tables and skirts. They may change the way we think about
clothes as being worn into clothes that are being carried and may inspire
an examination of the versatility of objects surrounding us.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900) recognised the revolutionary power of art with which new concepts for thinking can be created.
These new concepts may change the ways in which one perceives the otherwise seemingly stable world surrounding us, and challenge a perception in which the difference between a table and a skirt seems clear and
us guided by principles of truth also entails stabilising our conceptions
whereas it may be questioned what is lost in such a perspective. “[T]ruth
is ugly. We possess art lest we perish of the truth”, Nietzsche writes in
1888 (WP 822).30 He implies that art offers us a different and more open
perspective that encourages experiences that are fuller and more abundant than reason may allow. He emphasises the destructive character of
human beings in their relation with the earth when regarding themselves
superior to it through the principles of reason, when he writes:
In some remote corner of the universe, poured out and glittering in innumerable solar systems, there once was a star on which clever animals
invented knowledge. That was the haughtiest and most mendacious
minute of “world history” – yet only a minute. After nature had drawn a
few breaths the star grew cold, and the clever animal had to die.
(Nietzsche 1873, in Kaufmann 1977: 42)

The ways in which we predominantly think about fashion can also be said
to be based upon a striving to gain knowledge about what the clothes we
wear may signify about our identities. And even though it is now widely
agreed that fashion is not a practice that is guided by rationality our
times may be regarded reminiscent of the way Elizabeth Wilson sketches
the attitude during the industrial revolution of the late eighteenth century:

30 ‘WP’ refers to The Will to Power; the number refers to the number of the aphorism.
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The industrial revolution consolidated western faith in the rational and
reinforced the scientific attitude. The ‘real’ was what could be seen,
measured, weighed and verified, and the methods of investigation of the
natural sciences alone seemed correct. [...] Nature no longer seemed so
awesome and mysterious, but became an object for human investigation,
and a source of raw materials to be exploited.
(Wilson 2003 [1985]: 60)

century encourage a perspective for measuring the (consumer) behaviour
of people through analysing their digital data in order to offer consumers
‘personal’ advertisements.31

-

tions in fashion are predominantly geared by the increased possibilities
of measuring the physical activities, size, and temperature of human
beings in relation to garments (Daanen 2014: 25-29). Finally, material innovations, such as the incorporation of nano-particles in clothing know a
Although it remains in question to what extent the new technologies
contribute to the destruction of our planet, it is evident that they revolve
around measuring and identifying, rather than around the creative and
aesthetical potential of fashion. The manner in which the mainstream
fashion industries encourage over-consumption of cheap items of clothing must be directly related to the exploitation of not only natural, but
also human resources.32 It is therefore of interest to examine the redeeming qualities of art that Nietzsche emphasises above. One may question
what is overlooked and neglected when a focus upon representation and
fashion is essentially ambiguous. This would entail that apart from a
perspective upon what bodies and fashion may be – how what they are
can be determined – a perspective upon what they may do, which is less
determined, is required. I will therefore examine Nietzsche criticism of

31 See Chapter 3, A Delineated Fashion, for a more elaborate examination of this
practice.
32 See Chapter 4, Clothed Connections, for extensive research into both the use
of nano-particles as well as the practices of the fashion industries.
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knowledge as well as the powers he assigns to art, in order to discover
how the two approaches may be reciprocally dependent.
Knowledge, expressed in language and focussed on reaching the
truth, aims to identify what things are
categorise and measure the world surrounding us. However, as Nietzsche
emphasises, this knowledge does not come from the objects themselves,
in language. The rendering of objects in language also presupposes a
distance from the objects themselves. Whereas two dresses are strictly
speaking never the same, we render them in language and identify both
items as belonging to the same essence and the concept of what is and
what is not a dress receives our foremost attention. Or as Nietzsche
phrases it:
Every word immediately becomes a concept, inasmuch as it is not
intended to serve as a reminder of the unique and wholly individualised
original experience to which it owed its birth, but must at the same
time fit innumerable, more or less similar cases – which means, strictly
speaking, never equal – in other words, a lot of unequal cases. Every
concept originates through equating what is unequal.
(Nietzsche 1873 in Kaufmann 1977: 46 [emphasis added])

When an experience is rendered in words, becomes a concept and, as
such, is made intelligible, as Nietzsche emphasises in the above, its
uniqueness is subordinated to what may be known about the experience. In addition, the last words in the quotation above are reminiscent
of Gabriel Tarde’s contention that existence equals difference, rather
than compliance to an existing category in language (Tarde 1895: 40).
Nietzsche is set to think about how concepts come about, what precedes
them, and how art may reveal there is more to experience than its rendering in words and rather general concepts reveals.
Expressed in language, something is either a table or a skirt, a piece
of cloth or an item of clothing, a body or a dress. This rendering of objects in words presupposes a distance from the object itself as Chalayan’s
table-skirt, Miyake’s A-POC, and Kawakubo’s Body Meets Dress, Dress
Meets Body demonstrate. A focus upon what objects are also limits
knowledge of them to already known essences expressed in language, be
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it words or numbers, which in turn restricts what may be unique experiences of objects to rational descriptions. Strictly speaking no two (or
more) experiences are the same. Moreover, experiences do not let themselves be captured by the concepts we have designed to grasp them. The
concept of ‘looking good’ implies that there is a certain standard of what a
‘good look’ entails. Since we tend to foreground the standardised concept,
we subordinate a fuller experience also present to that what may be compared to other instances and experiences of what ‘looking good’ entails.
Similarly to Hume, Nietzsche foregrounds the sensuous aspect of
experiences that tends to be overlooked when focussing upon intelligible knowledge (WP 809, 821). However, he does not restrict himself
to physical experiences alone, such as Hume did when emphasising how
pleasure, pain, thirst, hunger, heat and cold work upon the body and lead
to ideas through the transforming qualities of imaginings. Nietzsche does
share with Hume a perspective upon less rational and more animalistic
experiences, but adds the concepts of inner drives and intuition which he
drives and intuitions that, according to Nietzsche, are typically active
when artists create new artistic values that are capable of undercutting
established rational thought (WP 831). In other words, Art can liberate
us from a predominant focus upon what objects and experiences are
through the creation of new objects and experiences with new values,
intelligible thought:
The aesthetic state possesses a superabundance of means of communication, together with an extreme receptivity for stimuli and signs. It
constitutes the high point of communication and transmission between
living creatures – it is the source of languages. This is where languages
originate: the languages of tone as well as the languages of gestures and
glances.
(Nietzsche, WP 809 [emphasis added])

Nietzsche hence emphasises the idea that before there can be languages,
above, this original from which language emerges is above all intuitive,
speculative and contributes to a state of ambiguity. Compared to fashion,
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one could say that before one can determine who someone is, how
fashion may be measured, and what it may signify, there also must be a
source that is evidently more problematic to express in words. One may
acknowledge its presence through the essentially ambiguous character of
fashion.
Fashion revolves around gestures and glances, intuition and the
senses and could it not be here where fashion’s origin is to be found?
When dressing oneself, one does not necessarily rely on rational judgements alone to ‘compose’ one’s attire. Of course slipping into a pair of
jeans and a T-shirt to run some errands does not involve much thought;
these clothes are chosen for practical and rational reasons rather than
for their aesthetic qualities. If, however, one is dressing for a night out, a
to ‘feeling right’. One may turn to books for advise on how to dress for
success, but with Nietzsche, one can remark that the intuition experienced in ‘feeling right whilst looking good’ cannot be grasped in general
advice. When getting dressed for an important occasion and half a closet
of clothes is tried on, ends on the bed, and is recombined before satisfaction is reached, we may become aware of the importance of less rational
forces and drives playing their part. These forces and drives are foremost
experienced intuitively and lead one to experiment before coming to a
desired result. This is an experience general advice cannot incorporate
for it must be uniquely experienced.
Before examining to which extent Nietzsche relates experiences,
intuitions and the play of forces to an individual – and subsequently what
may be said about the concept of personal identity through his philosophy – I propose turning to the work of contemporary Japanese fashion
designer Rei Kawakubo. Perhaps her designs and accounts of the ways
she relates to them can clarify where and how fashion’s forces, drives and
intuitions contribute to new fashions and new ways of relating fashions
and bodies.

Kawakubo the Cat
Comme des Garçons’ owner and avant-garde fashion designer Rei
Kawakubo has often remarked that it is her ambition to “create clothes
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that have never yet existed” (Koda 2008: 35). This already complies with
Nietzsche’s idea that it is through art and artistic creation one is encouraged to invent the new. This in turn allows one to relate to the surrounding world in new manners. Her designs indeed look like nothing one has
seen before. The Comme des Garçons’ Spring 2014 Ready-to-Wear collection features skirts and dresses with padded, tubular shapes; dresses
covered with box-like rectangular cages; a white top with three holes at
the front and back through which black fabric comes pouring out; and
shoes with padded or folded extensions (see Figures 2.7 - 2.11b).
Figure 2.7
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 2
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk

Figure 2.8
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 17
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk
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Figure 2.9
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 15
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk

Figure 2.10
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 15 (detail)
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk

Figure 2.11
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 13 (detail)
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk
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Figure 2.11b
Comme des Garçons, Spring 2014
Ready-to-Wear, look 14 (detail)
Photograph: Vogue.co.uk

When asked about her work process Kawakubo writes that she does
not follow the paths a more traditional designer may. She does not create
mood boards or sketches. She does not start with a concept which is then
carried on throughout the entire collection. Instead she emphasises that
she

moments and clicks rather than searching for her creations

to come into being. Perhaps quoting her at length illustrates her design
process best:
My design process never starts or finishes. I am always hoping to find
something through the mere act of living my daily life. I do not work
from a desk, and do not have an exact starting point for any collection.
There is never a mood board, I do not go through fabric swatches, I do
not sketch, there is no eureka moment, there is no end to the search for
something new. As I live my normal life, I hope to find something that
click starts a thought, and then something totally unrelated would arise,
and then maybe a third unconnected element would come from nowhere.
Often in each collection, there are three or so seeds of things that come
together accidentally to form what appears to everyone else as a final
product, but for me it is never ending. There is never a moment when I
think, ‘this is working, this is clear.’ If for one second I think something is
finished, the next thing would be impossible to do.
(Kawakubo, in: Horn 2012)

In the above Kawakubo emphasises that ‘something’ happens and initiates an idea which consequently prompts other ideas and inspirations to
occur. This is a process that is never complete and Kawakubo’s designs
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have not been consciously imagined but rather have simply happened to
come about.
The process of ‘letting things happen’ explains why she also emphasises that she cannot explain her creative process and does not see the
need to do so if she could (Dresner et al. 2008: 116). Kawakubo seems to
that is already there, should not seek inspiration in fashion itself and
build upon that, but rather create designs that encourage thinking about
the ways in which one relates to fashion and the body anew: “One should
not play with artistic formulas, one has to reformulate life, so that afterward it has to formulate itself” (WP 849).
What Kawakubo does and creates can easily be regarded as based
upon intuition, rather than upon knowledge or rational decision-making.
The magazine called Six, which Kawakubo/Comme des Garçons created
team are intuition-based.33 Six is an exploration of the sixth sense, also
known as intuition. In 2012 Kawakubo and Comme des Garçons teamed
up with creative agency Meri Media and released Moving Six, a digital
application for the Ipad, which features images and photography from
the original printed magazines. The opening sequence of the digital
magazine can be characterised as a surrealist sequence of photographs
of, amongst others, architectural structures, people on the street and
landscapes that appear in sequence, whilst smoke-like graphical shapes
tapping, swiping and scrolling the viewer can engage intuitively with six
different moving versions assembled from the images of the original print
magazine.
Neither the original printed magazine nor its digital, moving version
explicitly refers to Kawakubo or Comme des Garçons’ designs, it is as
Kino-Eye manifesto
“a fresh perception of the world” (Stone-Richards 2008: 99). Part of the
Six,

33 Not all Comme des Garçons collections are chiefly designed by Kawakubo.
She, however, does instruct her team and supervises the process. Junya
Watanabe, for instance, was an important designer for the brand from 1987 till
1992, when he started designing in his own name.
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Figure 2.12
Moving Six still, featuring photographs by Elliot Erwitt, Minsei Tominaga, Andreas
Feinige, Max Vadukul, Karl Blossfeld and Martin Munkacsi, originally published in
Six Number 2, 1988

which was entitled ‘I am a Cat’ (1988). As such Kawakubo suggests that
intuition (which cats presumably possess) leads to seeing the world differently and ultimately helps her to design clothes that do not resemble
anything one has seen before.
Kawakubo may be regarded a Nietzschean artist that displays “an
extreme receptivity for stimuli and signs” while making use of the
“superabundance of means of communication” (Nietzsche WP 809).
The Comme des Garçons website, like the magazine, does not to revolve
around communicating the collections, but reveals yet another manner
of displaying superabundant means of communication. After entering
Raw Vision,
International Journal of Intuitive and Visionary Art, Outsider Art, Art
Brut, Contemporary Folk Art.
Raw Vision further
clicking reveals more collages of artworks and photography published
before in the magazine. Not one item of clothing by Comme des Garçons
can be found and the list of shops that sell the collection, which is mentioned somewhere on the website, is not easily located. One scrolls and
clicks through pages simply titled with a year – ranging from 2008-2014,
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Figure 2.13
Screenshot from
Comme des
Garçons website
(retrieved 2014)

at the time of writing – followed by ‘Comme des Garçons’ which exemplify the collaboration with the artists featured. Once again there is no
image of Comme des Garçons’ collection but the webpages are dedicated
to the works of stop motion animators the Quay brothers (2009), Chinese
artist Ai Weiwei (2011) and Joseph Grocker, a young freelance illustrator
from Brighton. In issue 83 of Raw Vision Kawakubo explains her collaboration with the artists by stating that she wants to experience “the power
one can feel when discovering something that is beyond what is seen or
felt normally” and this is, as described above, exactly what she aims to do
with her collections.
Artist and philosopher Erin Manning, in her philosophical exploration of Kawakubo’s renowned Body Meets Dress, Dress Meets Body
collection (1997), also emphasises that Kawakubo’s designs allow one to
look at clothing and the body differently (see Figure 2.4). Manning writes
that we have a tendency to “abstract a body from the textiles that cover
it” and this becomes problematic when faced with Kawakubo’s designs
(Manning 2014).34 Abstracting a body from the bulbous shapes featuring
the Body Meets Dress collection, leads to questioning whether Kawakubo
is drawing attention to deformities and our conception of beauty, or
whether she is intentionally insulting the body. As Manning writes, such
questions are the result of an habitual way of looking in which fabric

34 All quotations from Erin Manning come from The Funambulist, an online
research platform edited by Léopold Lambert, and therefore no page numbers
are mentioned. See: http://thefunambulist.net/2014/03/13/the-funambulist-papers-51-dress-becomes-body-fashioning-the-force-of-form-by-erin-manning/,
accessed September 2014.
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clothes”, however, invites one to adopt a new perspective and regard the
body and the dress as “complicit partners”. Or as Manning writes: “See
textile in the moving, as an active shaping of what a body can do” (2014).
The Body Meets Dress collection may create awareness of the fact
that we tend to distil the body from its surroundings and clothing.
Additionally, it invites one to adopt a different perspective in which body,
movement, and material appear together. If one experiences Kawakubo’s
collections as such, one may recognise similar bodies, silhouettes and
movement on the street:
See the movement that was made invisible by the tendency to abstract
textile from body. See the backpack, see the cross-body purse. See the
puffy coat with the baby underneath, collar slightly open for its head.
[…] Wonder at how quickly just yesterday you were always able to see
this body-dressed-for-winter as a body separate from its dress, at how
quickly you unburdened the skin-envelope from its Michelin-Man coat.
And note in surprise what Kawakubo’s work has given you: a new mode
of perception.
(Manning 2014)

Human knowledge, one may conclude, has its limits; inventions, intuitions, fashions, and bodies do not. With Nietzsche and Kawakubo one
may begin to see that the limitless openness, which characterises artistic
creation, enables adventures, surprises and new ways of seeing. One does
not necessarily need to dress in Kawakubo’s designs; even in relation to
the clothes one wears, one can experiment, invent, and create new bodies, fashions and movements, albeit perhaps not as forceful as Kawakubo
seeking; creating rather than adopting what exists already.35

35 In this light Gilles Lipovetsky’s description of open fashion (known in France
as le look) is of interest. He writes that “[r]unning counter to all aligned fashions, including the antiseptic preppie code and the code of casualness, the
‘in’ look of the 1980s encourages the sophistication of appearances, the free
invention and alteration of one’s self image; it reintroduces artifice, play and
singularity” ((1994 [1987]: 106).
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Deeds rather than Doers
In the former, we saw that Nietzsche argues that logic, rational thinkand that we favour a rational principle to our relation with the natural
world rather than perceiving the dynamic forces and changes that also
play their part. The question remains as to how he regards the subject
in this philosophical thinking. Since we are ‘the clever animals’ we must
attempt to question what we have lost when we gained knowledge, truth,
and intelligible meaning. In the following I will therefore elaborate on the
idea of there being ‘no doer behind the deed’, to which Nietzsche incharacter of gender identity (Butler 1990: 33, 181). I will also research
what Nietzsche may teach us about fashion’s prejudices when it comes to
communicating personal identity.
Nietzsche’s critique of the expression of truth in language and reducing objects to names and identities resembles Tarde’s emphasis on
difference when it comes to recognising existence (1895: 40). Nietzsche’s
philosophy also shows a resemblance to Hume’s systemising of
human nature and it inspired Butler to state that “identity is the effect
of discursive practices” (Butler 1990: 24). But Nietzsche’s philosophy is
also foremost a genealogy that exposes how we have become to believe
36

The

title On the Genealogy of Morals (1887) is striking in this sense, as is the
preface of the book in which Nietzsche emphasises that we question what
we have experienced, what our life is, and what our being is afterward
(GM 1 or Nietzsche 1887: 15). Nietzsche indicates that we have concepts
of what life, experience and self is. He considers it his task to unravel
how these concepts came to guide the way we think and act. He is set to
restore (or revalue) a manner of thinking that he deems lost due to our
predominant focus upon knowledge and language: “we are not ‘men of
knowledge’ with respect to ourselves” (Ibid.).
In The Will to Power Nietzsche devotes several aphorisms to ‘Belief
in the “Ego” - ‘The Subject’ in which he describes how and why we have

36 Nietzsche often uses these words interchangeably see, for instance, WP 481.
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focuses on which characteristics of ‘being’ are necessarily maintained
and which perspectives are unnecessarily overshadowed by our belief in
who we are. In similar vein, language and logical thought have overshadowed more animalist instincts; they have obscured our concept of
self. Or as Nietzsche writes: “[t]he subject is not something given, it is
something added and invented and projected behind what there is” (WP
logical concepts or, as Hume names them, ideas.37 Both philosophers also
foreground the importance of experiences preceding knowledge and emphasise their non-identical character. Since strictly speaking no two experiences are alike and nothing in the physical world remains the same,
the One, whether it concerns personal identity or identifying objects, is
a logical invention that is added to experience and as such considered a
Two things are of importance in this light. First, Nietzsche does
not deny the usefulness of logical inventions such as identity. Second,
he nevertheless regards it necessary to destroy the logical concepts of
identity, subject, being and ego. To begin with the latter, it is of importance to stress that Nietzsche holds the psychological belief in the subject,
the belief in a stable and ongoing self, responsible – and required – for
the foregrounding of the subsequent belief in knowledge and meaning
(traditional philosophy), morality and God (religion) and the laws of
nature (science) (GM 6, 2, 13-14). The idea that fashion can reveal our
identities must also be regarded as the result of a belief in such a stable
self. Fashion, as such, is then limited and foremost regarded as a means
to (more or less logically) communicate the belief in a stable and ongoing
self, whereas it may do much more than this and may change the ways in
which we perceive movement, bodies and clothing.
Through regarding ourselves stable unities we have erected and
emphasised a whole system of fashion that is based upon making unequal
things, thoughts and events equal. Nietzsche contests the notion of the

37 For a more extensive account of the similarities between Nietzsche and Hume
see Craig Beam’s Hume and Nietzsche: Naturalists, Ethics, Anti-Christians
(1996). Beam notes that since Hume (Anglo-American) and Nietzsche
(Continental) are philosophers of different intellectual traditions they have
hardly been compared.
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since it is through regarding ourselves as one, or as ‘I’, everything surrounding us is also measured along the lines of identity and representation:
[T]he presuppositions of reason (…) sees doers and deeds all over: it
believes that will has causal efficacy: it believes in the ‘I’, in the I as
being, in the I as substance, and it projects this belief in the I-substance
onto all things – this is how it creates the concept of the ‘thing’ in the
first place… Being is imagined into everything – pushed under everything
– as a cause; the concept of ‘being’ is only derived from the concept of
‘I’…
(Nietzsche 2005 [1888]: 169)

Through unmasking the concept of ‘I’ as a logical invention that directs
the way one perceives ‘things’ Nietzsche opens up a perspective for the
plural, instinctive and chaotic aspects that are also part of reality. In
relation to the unity of the subject this entails illuminating ‘the subject
as multiplicity’ (WP 490). A belief in knowledge makes way for the belief
in the body (WP 491). Belief in being is replaced by a focus upon becoming (WP 518). Nietzsche thus re-evaluates those aspects of life that have
lost attention and urgency due to the primacy of the logical concept of
the subject and restores the value of a plurality of bodies, forces, senses,
instincts and nuances.
Thinking about fashion through Nietzsche’s prism would also entail a
revaluing in which fashion’s signifying system is elaborated by a thinking
that includes those less easily understood – but nevertheless experienced
– forces, senses and instincts. It would be a philosophy of fashion that
for what they can do. Whereas it is useful to recognise people and things
for their being and, as such, through the logical invention of identity; it
is through the experiment and risk taking, which characterise artistic
practice, that logical perspectives are challenged, may become unsettled
and change. Truth, logic and identity can then also be regarded as in need
of new inventions, unsettling designs and change to ensure constant and
Fashion is experiment, inventing things anew, constantly introducing
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new items of clothing, new styles, new colours and new designs. In addition, when getting dressed we may also experiment by trying out different
combinations. Intuition can be detected when we do not exactly know
regarded for what it reveals about the person and body wearing it. With
Nietzsche we may conclude the two ways one relates to fashion – one
invention, experiment and intuition drive change and cause seemingly
a manner of looking at fashion does not only explain its ambiguous chartion, which can only occur afterward; showing that what fashion is today
will not necessarily be as certain tomorrow.
What we may know, say, and signify with fashion has its limits and
with Nietzsche one could say that it is at this limit where it meets its unlimited grounds and can connect with a thinking that characterises what
happens, rather than what is. We may, however, question what more may
be said and thought about the intuitive, open-ended and unlimited realm
Nietzsche assigns to art. I therefore suggest we turn to French philosopher Gilles Deleuze whose concepts resemble Hume’s and Nietzsche’s,
but may allow an even fuller perspective upon forces and processes one
can detect in relation to fashion.

Gilles Deleuze’s Never-ending Dress
French philosopher Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995) was not known for his
interest in fashion.38 Even though he is often depicted wearing a hat
there is nothing remarkable about the way he dressed. His philosophical

38 Deleuze did have extraordinary long nails, this, however, was assumedly to
protect his fingertips that were painful to touch due to a skin disease. From:
Shatz, Adam (2010) ‘Desire was Everywhere’, in London Review of Books, Vol.
32, No. 24, pp. 9-12. Web: http://www.lrb.co.uk/v32/n24/adam-shatz/desire-waseverywhere, accessed May 2015.
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music. He has written extensively about cinema (1983; 1985) and devoted
books to artist Francis Bacon (1981) and authors Franz Kafka (1975)
and Marcel Proust (1964). Perhaps most importantly in the light of this
chapter, Deleuze’s earliest works concentrate on his interpretation of
David Hume (1953) and Friedrich Nietzsche (1962). In addition, current
scholars are increasingly drawn to Deleuze’s philosophy. Elizabeth Grosz
and Rosi Braidotti, for instance, take on a Deleuzian approach to feminism; Claire Colebrook and Ronald Bogue examine literature through
a Deleuzian prism; Patrica Pisters and Patricia Mac Cormack focus
upon cinema; Adrian Parr and Andrei Rachman on architecture; Simon
O’Sullivan on art; Ian Buchanan on music; Betti Marenko on design;
Laura Cull on performance art; and Erin Manning on dance, to name but
a few.
Since Deleuze’s philosophical concepts are increasingly deployed to
study contemporary cultural practices, as well as the thought that he may
be regarded, at least to some extent, a successor of Hume’s empirical and
Nietzsche’s transcendental philosophies, has lead me to conclude this
chapter by examining what his philosophical concepts may do for studying fashion. Whereas Hume advocates sensory experiences as prerequisites for knowledge, and Nietzsche elaborates upon art and its intuitive
drives and forces, I suggest inquiring how Deleuze’s concepts may offer
another perhaps even more dynamic perspective upon what fashion may
do and how this may work.

Weaving, Felting and Patchwork Quilts
Whilst researching theories of fashion in the former chapter, Elizabeth
Wilson’s concept of fashion as ‘unspeakably meaningful’, ambiguous and
paradoxical may be regarded as an ‘end point’; there seems nothing more
to be said about what fashion may be. Though one may well question how
this works. That is to say, on the one hand fashion is regarded as signifymate, intuitive and perhaps immanent quality to fashion that cannot be
discussed as easily. It is the latter that Nietzsche found in art, and Hume
assigned to the senses. How do these two realms operate? How do they
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questions will not only provide us with the means to think about fashion’s
several ‘faces’, it will also allow the development of a dynamical perspective in which its unspeakable and meaningful qualities are regarded for
what they do, how they facilitate each other and how forces and processes
develop between the two.
The conceptual pair of ‘the smooth and the striated’ which Deleuze
and fellow author and psychoanalyst Félix Guattari introduce in the last
chapter of their A Thousand Plateaus may very well serve to mobilise a
thinking about fashion that examines the dynamical forces and processes
that characterise it (Deleuze & Guattari 2004 [1980]: 524). The model
suggested by them may give the unspeakable a ‘voice’, or perhaps better:
its role and force may be detected. I therefore suggest examining the
characteristics Deleuze and Guattari assign to the smooth and the striof space as a dynamic interplay between nomad forces that may move in
(striated). In this section entitled ‘The Technological Model’ Deleuze and
Guattari dwell upon techniques used to produce textiles to visualise their
conception of space as dynamical and interconnected. It may therefore
provide one with an entry into their complex and conceptual thinking
and writing by using examples anyone thinking about fashion will be accustomed to.
By introducing the concepts of the smooth and the striated Deleuze
and Guattari create a manner in which to grasp the spaces or territories
upon which also fashion may work. Whereas the striated is characterised by horizontal and vertical lines, much like in the practice of weaving, the nature of the smooth is open-ended, cuts across horizontal and
whilst felting.39 It is, however, important that although the smooth and
the striated appear to be oppositional, their opposition is by no means
simple and one may say that they cannot be compared since their natures
are fundamentally different and as such incomparable. Deleuze and
Guattari emphasise that the smooth and the striated spaces only exist in
39 Deleuze and Guattari introduce the examples of weaving and felting, to which
I will return shortly (2004 [1980]: 524).
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mixture, “sometimes causing a passage from the smooth to the striated,
sometimes from the striated to the smooth, according to entirely different movements” (Deleuze & Guattari 2004 [1980]: 524). Bearing this in
mind, I suggest following Deleuze and Guattari in their analysis and attending to the concepts separately and thereafter focus upon the constant
interplay and dynamics of their respective forces.40
Firstly, Deleuze and Guattari discuss weaving as the construction
of a striated space and refer to Plato’s use of the model of weaving as
the paradigm for the ‘Royal Sciences’ that deal with that which can be
calculated, measured and operates according to laws (Deleuze & Guattari
2004 [1980]: 525). Any woven fabric, they explain, consists of vertical
these. The technique of weaving entails that the fabric is closed on at
inserted. A woven fabric typically has a top and a bottom side. A woven

manner of envisioning the natures of spaces. A woven fabric displays an
ordering

-

zontally (mobile).
Secondly, the technique of felting is used to sketch an impression
through rubbing the strands with warm water and soap. Felt can as such

elements, but rather distributes a continuous variation” (Deleuze &
Guattari 2004 [1980]: 525). Smooth space can be said to be the space on
which ‘ambulant’ or ‘nomad’ sciences operate; those sciences that do not
have ‘metric power’ and rely on intuition, experimentation and creation.41
Weaving and felting, striated spaces and smooth spaces, and royal
and nomad sciences do not, as mentioned above, appear strictly and

40 I have hence constructed my examination similar to the way in which Deleuze
and Guattari have done so.
41 See Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 410-413 for a more elaborate treatment
of the Royal and Nomadic Sciences.
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neatly divided. The pairs exist only in mixture (Deleuze & Guattari 2004
[1980]: 524). They do not appear in a hierarchy; one is not better than
the other, just different (Deleuze & Guattari 2004 [1980]: 410). Deleuze
and Guattari’s discussion of techniques of fashion as smooth and striated continues by examining the interlacings (mixtures) that one may
notice. Knitting, for instance, creates a more dynamic striated space, less
rigid than weaving. Whereas a piece of crochet is more open and can be
extended in all directions and may entail the creation of smooth space, it,
nevertheless, may also have a centre (typically when the work displays a
circular shape). In other words, in crochet and knitting we can still recognise the smooth and the striated, when thinking about the techniques,
however, the presence of the one in the other can also be detected.
Figure 2.14
Detail of Cornwall
stuffed quilt, early 17th
century
Photograph: The
West Kingdom
Needleworkers Guild,
Quilt Treasures of Great
Britain

Finally, Deleuze and Guattari use the techniques of embroidery and
patchwork to show how particularly the latter enables thinking about
how smooth space may emerge from a striated one. They describe how
the seventeenth century settlers in America brought plain quilts with
them from Europe. These quilts were embroidered with several themes,
often stuffed, and typically made out of one type of material (see Figure
2.14). Deleuze and Guattari regard these quilts that relied heavily on the
technique of embroidery as predominantly striated spaces.
the quilt has a clear top and bottom, is not open for extension and as
such demarks a closed whole. Toward the end of the seventeenth century,
however, the patchwork technique “was developed more and more, at
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Indian chintz” (Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 526). The scarcity of
textiles brought about a different manner of constructing a patchwork
quilt with a wide range of differently shaped pieces of fabric. Contrary to
the stuffed quilt, the so-called ‘Crazy Quilts’ can
and in all directions, do not have a clear top or bottom, and as such display a predominantly smooth space (see Figure 2.15).
Figure 2.15
Jubilee Quilt, 1878
Photograph: Worthing
Museum and Art Gallery,
West Susse

Deleuze and Guattari insist that the development of the stuffed quilt
into the crazy quilt – and therefore the emergence of smooth space from
striated space – needs to be related to the migration of people from
Europe to America, the scarcity of textiles and the increased importation
of foreign fabric. Thus movement and speed (or lack thereof) become
important vectors that may cause a change of technique and alter the
nature of a space.42
Obviously, Deleuze and Guattari do not limit themselves to needlework; they develop similar models based upon music, the sea, maths,
physics and art, in which they examine the striation of smooth spaces
and how in the course of this process forces are developed that allow new
smooth spaces to emerge. Or as they write:

42 In this light Fragment Textiles (2009) by Dutch designers Berber Soepboer and
Fioen van Ballegooien is of interest. In search for a more sustainable fashion,
they created small squares and stars made out of wool that feature a slice
on each side into which another square or star can click and hold. The cloth
created by linking hundreds of squares or stars, which are also detachable,
is hence changeable in colour and shape. See: http://berbersoepboer.nl/#21,
accessed January 2015.
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What interests us in the operations of striation and smoothing are precisely the passages or combinations: how forces at work within space
continually striate it, and how in the course of its striation it develops
other forces and emits new smooth spaces.
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 551)

It is the constant interplay between movements of striation and the reimpartment of the smooth on striated spaces that allows examining the
processes and forces at work within time and space. Although one may
conclude that smooth space with its potential, its open-endedness and its
material forces is preferable to the organised matter, measurements and
limitation of striated space, Deleuze and Guattari distance themselves
from that idea. They conclude their chapter by stating that one should
Guattari 2004 [1980]: 551).43 That is to say, a smooth space is by no
means ideal, it is the dynamic interplay of spaces and forces in which one
is inseparable from the other that can be detected everywhere and which
is of interest.
It may already be noted that even though smooth spaces are by no
means ideal, their interplay with, and presence of them within, striated spaces entails a different manner of looking at reality. Rather than
assigning one dominant perspective through which one may examine
reality, Deleuze and Guattari instead focus upon the ways in which

and transformative forces (smooth). How and when spaces, such as the
development of the quilts, transform is, furthermore, dependent on other
elements. Without the migration of people, the scarcity of textiles and
the import of new textiles the developments would have been otherwise. Deleuze and Guattari hence offer a perspective which itself may be
extended endlessly and one could question the role of means of transportation (of people and textiles), the way the ocean (smooth space) is

43 This remark can also be regarded as referring to Nietzsche’s concept of
art and the idea that it is art that may save us from the truth. Deleuze and
Guattari, however, emphasise that the smooth – which may be related to art –
always already contains the potential of the striated, and vice versa.
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navigated (striated) and even the availability of needles and scissors.
One could also question what studying fashion would entail when
examined through the concept of smooth and striated spaces. Deleuze
and Guattari do mention a broader perspective upon textiles than the
patchwork and quilting example presented above. They write that “fabric
integrates the body and the outside into a closed space” (Deleuze and
Guattari 2004 [1980]: 525). With clothing we close our bodies off from
the outside and with the fabrics we use to decorate our houses we close
the outside off and striate space. On the other hand, one’s habitat may
also conform to outside space, as is the case with tents, boats, and igloos
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 528). Clothing may also connect the
body to the open smooth space in which it moves. While wearing a black
shirt when walking in the sun, for instance, the shirt will absorb the heat
and pass it on to the body, which in turn is connected to the sun.
Moreover, smooth and striated spaces and particularly their mixtures and interlaces can account for the ambiguities apparent in fashion.
Comme des Garçons’ designer Rei Kawakubo, whose work was discussed
in the former section, may be regarded as someone who creates open
spaces for fashion. By constantly seeking inspiration outside fashion itself
she succeeds in breaking away from existing and striated ideas of what
fashion may be in order to explore what its capacities are. One can nevertheless also purchase Comme des Garçons’ perfumes, T-shirts, rucksacks
and shoes that comply with existing ideas of commercial fashion businesses and that are striated. One may notice that the smooth space in
fashion ensures that its meaning is never settled. If meanings are settled
and as such become striated, forces will inevitably come into play which
enable new smooth spaces to emerge.
It is the ongoing dynamics, the movements, the forces and processes
that all play their part in Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of the smooth
and the striated that serve well to develop a perspective upon fashion
that does not foreground what it is, but rather incorporates what happens
and what it may do. In addition, Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of the
smooth and the striated offer a perspective upon the forces and trajectories that are involved in changing fashions. One could say that sumptuary
laws that regulated which materials and colours could be worn entailed
a striating of space; laws closed off and organised what was worn in the
public space. Since there are also forces present that will result in an
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overthrowing of the laws, one could also say that space was smoothed
due to the fact that people did not comply with the laws and eventually

regarded as a striation of space, which is opened up and becomes smooth
when one does not need to be wealthy in order to adopt the appearances
of those that are. And lastly, the smooth and the striated and their interplay of opening and delineating forces may be regarded as concepts that
allow further analysis of the ‘unspeakably meaningful’ quality Elizabeth
Wilson adheres to fashion and its modern ambiguities.
The conceptual pair of the smooth and the striated – in which two difthe other opening it up, disorganising, and fragmenting it – reappears
throughout Deleuze and Guattari’s works, albeit in different constellations and related to different practices and purposes. Arborescent
thought and rhizomatic thinking, majorities and minorities, extensive
and intensive groups, in each pair there is a force that organises, and a
second one – with a different nature – that breaks with organisations and
wanders away, but that will eventually be re-organised, re-territorialised
and re-presented. The dynamics of a Deleuzian focus upon the forces and
processes involved in what we wear may prove utmost to be appropriate
for studying fashion anew. I therefore propose further examining a number of Deleuze and Guattari’s other philosophical concepts to research
where, when, and how fashion’s capacities may extend. Before doing so
concepts of self and personal identity.

Multiple Becomings before Unity of Being
In the opening paragraph of A Thousand Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari
but also acknowledge that they can be regarded as multiplicities. They
are ‘several’, form a ‘crowd’ and have been ‘multiplied’. They consider
themselves for their pre-personal qualities and connections instead of
predominantly for their identities and concentrate on the dynamics of
change, potential and multiplicities, rather than a presupposing a stable,
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unchangeable one-ness for themselves. They also recognise the fact that
they are habitual creatures that use names and language, but at the same
time seem to want to open up the rigid models of common thinking in
identities. Or as they write:
The two of us wrote Anti-Oedipus together. Since each of us was
several, there was already quite a crowd. Here we have made use of
everything that came within range, what was closest as well as farthest
away. We have assigned clever pseudonyms to prevent recognition.
Why have we kept our names? Out of habit, purely out of habit. To make
ourselves unrecognizable in turn. To render imperceptible, not ourselves,
but what makes us act, feel, and think. Also because it’s nice to talk like
everybody else, to say the sun rises, when everybody knows it’s only a
manner of speaking. To reach, not the point where one no longer says I,
but the point where it is no longer of any importance whether one says
I. We are no longer ourselves. Each will know his own. We have been
aided, inspired, multiplied.
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 3-4)

Scholar Claire Colebrook writes that Deleuze and Guattari create themselves anew and no longer accept existing and already adopted values and
assumptions: “We destroy common sense and who we are in order to become” (Colebrook 2002b: xvii). Being someone, as Deleuze and Guattari
suggest in the quotation above, entails the idea that what makes us act,
feel and think can be known, perceived and recognised. If, however, one
takes into account that we do not know what a body or fashion can do,
we cannot completely know ourselves or fashion either; what we are, and
what fashion is, is preceded by continuous becomings.
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of becoming (devenir in French)
echoes Hume’s concept of self as a bundle of constantly changing perceptions. It may be compared to Gabriel Tarde’s concept of ‘having relations’
rather than being someone. Instead of presupposing a linear concept
of identity for which events and experiences are related to the ‘I’ that
precedes and perceives them, Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of becoming resembles the limitless, open and constantly changing characteristics
of smooth spaces which can be extended endlessly. Or as Colebrook
writes: “the self that contemplates is nothing other than the singularities
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it perceives” (2002b: 155). These singularities are much like Hume’s
perceptions; affects and intensities, which include ideas, expressions,
sounds and movements which may even only be sensed and as such are
not necessarily substantial, but always involve transformations. It is not
the ‘I’ that is transformed that characterises becoming, but the connection with the transformative potential a body may encounter.
Whereas the concept of personal identity may be regarded as a widely
adopted assumption and having a name enforces the idea that we are
real name for oneself also entails a thinking that moves beyond
the personal:
It’s a strange business, speaking for yourself, in your own name, because
it doesn’t at all come with seeing yourself as an ego or a person or a subject. Individuals find a real name for themselves, rather only through the
harshest exercise in depersonalization, by opening themselves up to the
multiplicities everywhere within them, to the intensities running through
them. [...] One becomes a set of liberated singularities, words, names,
fingernails, things, animals, little events: quite the reverse of a celebrity.
(Deleuze 1990: 6)

It is through attempting to depersonalise oneself that one may open up
and experience all the pre-personal multiplicities and intensities that ensure continuous becomings. These multiplicities within may be quantitative, such as the number of blood cells, viruses, and bacteria a body may
carry. They may also be qualitative, such as intuitions, affects and beliefs.
The latter may be related to the concept of smooth space, as examined
above, whereas the former bears a relation with striated space (Deleuze
and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 534]. Deleuze and Guattari hence illustrate
how before speaking of a person there are also prepersonal forces to
be detected, from which a stable identity is derived. They emphasise
that there are also intensities that run through these multiplicities to be
detected, able of temporarily connecting with them. A dormant virus may
wake up due to a harsh wind cooling the body; sounds may move us to
tears; the sun, a dress and a colour may together bring great happiness.
Intensive multiplicities affect and change when they encounter other
multiplicities and these forces, processes and becomings may be noticed
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before a concept of identity comes into being. Assigning ourselves an a
priori identity and regarding our surroundings from this point of view entails obscuring the forces and processes that are also always there. When
one regards items of clothing worn primarily as representative for the
identity of the wearer, the less quantitative, non-representational aspects
that are also present are easily omitted. What can be said about fashion’s
capacities if a perspective upon the fertile ground that precedes and conDeleuze and Guattari, I suggest further examining the encounters, connections, forces and processes that precede the manner in which fashion
is organised. Or as they write:
There are only relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness
between unformed elements, or at least between elements that are
relatively unformed, molecules, and particles of all kinds. There are only
haecceities, affects, subjectless individuations that constitute collective
assemblages. [...] We call this plane, which knows only longitudes and
latitudes, speeds and haecceities, the plane of consistency or composition (as opposed to a plan(e) of organization or development).
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 294)

By emphasising the potentiality of relations, connections and encounters Deleuze and Guattari provide us with a way of thinking the world
differently. By opening ourselves up to a perspective that is not preordered, but characterised for its dynamics, we may enhance our habitual
views and thinking in what is, to discover what constantly becomes. For
fashion, such a perspective would entail thinking about what happens
between a body, clothing and environments.44 It would also enable one
to think about which processes precede a relation of fashion with the
representation of identity. Finally, it implies a thinking about fashion in
which a human being is of no more importance than the subject-less individuations, the multiplicities and intensities, the movements and speeds
which are involved in its becomings. One is not better than the other, just

44 See Chapter 4, Clothed Connections, in which I develop a perspective upon
connections one may detect within fashion through Deleuze and Guattari’s
concept of ‘desire’ which enables and informs ‘assemblages’.
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different. It is the different natures in play that account for ambiguity,
change and creation of new fashions.

Conclusion
Thinking about fashion through a traditional philosophical perspective
in which rational arguments are phrased to examine human beings, their
behaviour and the meanings of fashion does not get one very far. In this
chapter alternative philosophical trajectories have been examined and
these prove more promising for researching what fashion can do. Perhaps
most remarkable is that the philosophies of David Hume, Friedrich
Nietzsche and Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari depart from pre-personal, pre-individual and pre-subjective perspectives. They question what
makes us think. Whereas fashion has always been regarded an essentially
human and as such social and cultural practice, its ties with the forces,
intuitions and affects that are not necessarily human or rational have, to
my knowledge, never been extensively explored.
This chapter shows that there are good reasons for adopting such an
experimental and philosophical perspective of fashion. Hume, Nietzsche
and Deleuze and Guattari convincingly argue that concepts of identity,
culture, language and fashion emerge from pre-personal forces and
processes, which explains their ambiguous characters. With Hume one is
encouraged to think about the sensuous forces involved in what fashion
can do. An itchy jumper, too tight clothing and uncomfortable high heels
arouse our senses with a force that may overpower our rationale and,
that are consequently developed. With regard to fashion, ideas may also
master physical discomfort, which is the case when clothing and shoes
are worn for their appearance. From Hume one may draw the conclusion
wear, though they are nevertheless essentially pretences.
by ideas and imaginings circulating in society, by memories and by
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into desires, aversions, hopes and fears. He illustrates the complexity
of human nature (which is not as natural as the term may indicate) in
which resemblances, contiguities and the relating of effects to causes
obscure the more directly experienced simple ideas that are the result
from experiences of sensation. Causes, according to Hume, cannot be
detected apart from the sensations that make us think. The fact that one
is inclined to relate certain causes to, for instance, gaining success on the
basis of what one wears, explains fashion’s essentially ambiguous character well. Since these causes are contingent and by no means certain, a
whole system of fashionable fabrications can be erected, believed for the
time being and, in due time, will be replaced by new ones.
Whereas Hume does not devote his attention to the production of
art, Nietzsche regards artistic expressions powerful means to overcome
a predominant perspective upon rationally conceived truths. The artist,
or fashion designer Rei Kawakubo in my account, may open up existing
ideas and beliefs and offer creations that challenge the ways in which one
has grown accustomed to view the world. The breaking with ideas of what
fashion is by constantly inventing it anew, as Kawakubo does, encourages
new perceptions upon fashion and the body that focus on what happens
or what is done rather than what it may mean. Nietzsche does not limit
his perspective upon sensations alone, but emphasises the drives and
intuitions artists make use of to invent the world, or fashion, anew. Like
Hume, Nietzsche states that these drives and intuitions cannot be known,
we have no idea where they originate or how they may come into being.
Once again, the absence of a cause results in essentially ambiguous and
contingent creations of which only the effects can be detected.
Lastly, Deleuze and Guattari’s two-fold concept of smooth and striated spaces was examined. The interplay of forces that striate, limit,

meanings as well as the underlying and extending qualities of fashion.
Whereas Nietzsche may be regarded a critic of truths and Hume demonstrated that ideas are largely based upon imaginings, Deleuze and
Guattari create two concepts that actively engage with one and another
and cause changes and transformations to take place. Although smooth
spaces are prerequisites for striated spaces to come about, the smooth
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can also emerge from the striated. As such, what fashion is, is never
settled and dependent upon the interplay of rigidifying and opening
forces at a certain time and space.
Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts, furthermore, enable one to examine
the processes that take place in fashion. They allow one to think about
the interplay and dynamics that characterise fashion and account for its
ambiguity. As such, a perspective upon fashion is developed that shows
how fashion is ambiguous, open-ended and driven by change, but also
grounds its identity shaping characteristics. In addition and like Hume
and Nietzsche, Deleuze and Guattari offer a perspective upon fashion in
which smoothing forces, that are not essentially human, play an important, if not crucial, role in what fashions and bodies may do. In the remainder of this dissertation, I will further examine some of Deleuze and
Guattari’s other concepts that are relevant for fashion. Before doing so it
is of interest to examine fashion’s striating forces in shops, on the Web
and through the pages of magazines. Such an examination may clarify
how a perspective upon fashion as representation of identities has come
to prevail, which results this perspective brings about and how thinking
differently may alter these.
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3.

A Delineated Fashion
We’re told businesses have souls,
which is surely the most terrifying news in the world.
Gilles Deleuze1

People are being trained by the media to be perfect consumers of mass
manufactured rubbish.
Vivienne Westwood2

W

hereas Hume, Nietzsche and Deleuze argued that what fashions
and bodies may do is essentially open-ended, unlimited and

revolves around experiment, the mass fashion industry seems to mainly
promote fashion as a means with which we can represent our identities.
Rather than opening up a multi-faceted perspective upon what fashion
may do, mainstream fashion brands hence encourage relating to fashion
communicate our being. Relating to fashion for its representational powers, however, does not stand on its own. As examined in Chapter 1 most,

1
2

From: ‘Postscript on Control Societies’ in: Negotiations (1995 [1990]: 181).
From: http://www.ethicalfashionforum.com/fact-cards/6-fast-cheap, accessed September 2014.
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if not all, fashion theories examine fashion for its representational qualities. In popular thinking a similar view upon fashion as a means to represent identity is adopted. To illustrate this common concept of fashion, it
The Language of Clothes (1981), in which
novelist Alison Lurie sets out to develop a vocabulary and grammar of
dress. Although I have argued, aided by Elizabeth Wilson and Malcolm
Barnard, that dressing is too complex and ambiguous to be put into a
interpret on a daily basis well. Think about the following:
Long before I am near enough to talk to you on the street, in a meeting or
at a party, you announce your sex, age and class to me through what you
are wearing – and very possibly give me important information (or misinformation) as to your occupation, origin, personality, opinions, tastes,
sexual desires, and current mood.
(Lurie 1981: 3)

While emphasising that there is more to fashion than it being a system
of communication, I am nevertheless interested in how this idea became
so persistent, as any scholar is curious about the world around them as
a found object. We do think about what we wear and whether our attire
suits the occasion and renders us in a representational manner. We also
do judge others by their appearances.
Looking good for whatever occasion you are faced with has, in addition, never been as easy and cheap as it is today. By simply walking into
one of the ubiquitous fast fashion chains, such as ZARA, H&M, Forever
able item of clothing to your taste for very little money. Since fast fashion
companies do not invest in designing the clothes they sell, but rather
copy the latest trends from the catwalk shows at an amazingly fast pace,
one no longer needs to spend the now relatively high price for a fashionable designer item but may look as if one did.3 However, cheap fashion
does come with its costs. By examining what British waste operators
coined as the ‘Primark effect’ it becomes clear that the low prices paid for
3

See, for instance, http://www.collegefashion.net/fashion-news/fashionablyinformed-fast-fashion-copycats/, accessed November 2014.
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fast fashion clothing also result in the items of clothing being regarded as
disposable (House of Commons 2010: 20). With an increase in consumers that have a primary interest in receiving value for their money and
kilograms of clothing are discarded per year in the United Kingdom alone
(Wrap 2012: 11). Apart from wanting to purchase cheap clothes without
much trouble, most consumers value novelty over durability and generally part with their clothes as easily, and to some extent as thoughtlessly,
as they obtained them (Wrap 2012:11).4
Philosopher Simon Blackburn argues that brands actively promote
overconsumption and encourage vanity, self-esteem and pride. L’Oréal’s
“Because I’m Worth It” catch phrase not only contributes to identity
politics, but also appeals particularly to the post World War II generation that “has so shamelessly implemented the idea that greed is good”
(Blackburn 2014: ix). Consumers, in other words, are not only encouraged to emphasise their being, they are convinced the more ways of doing
so the better it is and as such believe that “because they are worth it,
their predations of the common good give them no more than they are
due” (Ibid.). Mainstream fashion branding hence does not only help us
to forget there is more to fashion than representation of identities, it also
actively reinforces the idea that communicating our identities through
fashion, changing them frequently, and having fun while doing so is
regarded the norm of society. Through these practices fashion brands
indirectly help us to forget at what costs cheaply produced goods are
possible. Since we are worth it the urgency to think about related issues,
such as whether the people that produce our clothes and cosmetics, the
generations to come and our environment are of equal worth, seems to
diminish or at least becomes bearable.
Canadian author and social activist Naomi Klein regards post-World
War II branding responsible for encouraging us to increasingly think
in the power of communicating identities through fashion (Klein 1999:
23). In addition, other members of what Barthes has named the fashion
group, such as magazine editors, style-advisors and forecasting agencies, may contribute to shaping the habit of our thoughts (Barthes 1967:
4

The Wrap report (2012) shows that only one-third of consumers indicate that
they value durability over low costs.
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41). We may question how we have internalised and as such naturalised
the idea that fashion can represent our being, much like Judith Butler
showed how this process works in relation to gender identity (1990). In
order to do so, I suggest examining the ‘languages’ spoken by the fashion
industry. Moreover, the motives behind slogans such as ‘We is Me’,
‘Play with Fashion, Play with Yourself’ and ‘Be whoever you want to be’
can be questioned.5 Mainstream fashion brands are obviously not truly
concerned with aiding us to perform our identities in a free and playful
manner and one may question whether there can be more to fashion than
their incentives based on the gaining of capital.
The seriousness of the problems caused by overconsumption in the
form of fast fashion products asks for a profound criticism of the related communication strategies that dominate the ways we think about
fashion. On the other hand, one may question where and how fashion’s
creative and open-ended potential may be detected and where the system
erected by the fashion industries is transformed. As said, I suggest we
turn to fashion’s commercial promotion of representational practices
experimental, creative and transformative capacities may be found and
cure.

Selling Fashionable Representations
Fashion branding and marketing revolve, at least partly, around deciding
clothing- and lifestyles, style-personalities and consumer behaviour are
analysed in order to connect the brand’s communication strategies –
ranging from retail environment, visual merchandising, (print-) advertising to all sorts of online communication – with the intended, typical

5

See Chapter 1 for a more elaborate description and illustration of these fashion slogans.
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and visualised, to assist magazine editors in directing their articles and
images to the tastes and preferences of the typical reader.6 This character
ideal customer created by a brand
engineer, or is assembled out of the average characteristics of the existing customers. Descriptions about sex, age, education, income, marital
status, reproduction, hobbies, interests and brands used, are all included
to represent a larger target group and to make sure a reader or customer
recognises himself or herself in the articles, images and communication
sent out.7
While some brands will employ brand managers to discover what
their typical consumers want others, typically larger, global brands, may
turn to market research companies of which the Nielsen Company is
the largest in the world with a revenue of almost US$5,000,000,000 in
2011.8 Nielsen provides its clients with the information that enables them
to ‘read’ their consumers and does so through measuring media engagement; consumer neuroscience (“responses at both the conscious and
spend and who’s just window shopping?”).9 Although the costs for brand
Nielsen Company Online Store
packages informing clients about the media landscape, local and global
market reviews can be purchased for between US$50o and US$1,500.
6

See, for example, the 2011 Dutch Documentary about a popular women’s
magazine Aldus Libelle – Juul Bovenberg (VPRO). The editors say they write
for someone that they imagine being their girlfriend; which appears to be 35+,
female, white, wearing heals, not too sexy and not too petty. She used to be
called ‘Ellen’ and even though they have ceased naming such a specific typical reader, the practice remains stereotyped.

7

Dutch magazine specialist and former creative director at Sanoma Publishers,
The Netherlands, Rob van Vuure claims to have coined the term ‘IJkpersoon’,
which translates to typical customer. See: <www.ijkpersoon.nl>, accessed
September 2013.

8

From the 2011 Honomichl Top 50 Report, by Jack Honomichl, retrieved online
September 2014 through: https://www.ama.org/Documents/Hono.pdf

9

Information and quotations from www.nielsen.com, accessed September
2014.
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The market research company aids brands to grow on the basis of gaining
knowledge of their typical and potential consumers, or as Nielsen states:
consumers so that we can then help you innovate, communicate and
activate with those consumers in mind”.10
zines regularly present their readers with an overview of several typical
style personalities. These categorically arranged representatives advise
readers on what to wear and what to buy to suit their personal style.
Ranging from relatively simple categorisations and names to more eccenlimited number of
different dress styles that suit the type-descriptions. An insight into what
to wear to suit one’s personality cannot only be found in fashion magazines. A growing number of personal style advisors inform their clients
along the same, somewhat shifting, line of several different fashion types.
These personal style advisors either operate from large retail brand stores
such as Top Shop and, more recently, H&M; from their private businesses; or as corporates through the Web and social media. Fashion brands,
magazines and life-style advisors seem to know us better than we do.

Brand Identities, Best Friends we Take for Granted
Fifteen years after the publication of Naomi Klein’s No Logo, with which
she wanted to sow “the seeds of a genuine alternative to corporate rule”,
Starbucks has opened a laboratory for coffee experience in their new
concept store in Amsterdam; McDonald’s has replaced its red and yellow looks for more environmentally friendly looking green, yellow and
woodwork; fast fashion retailers Forever 21, Topshop, and Primark have
opened their shops in Amsterdam to compete with the twelve H&M
stores already present. The suspicion and rage towards multinational
corporations, Klein saw developing at the time, seems to have vanished
or is at most stuck in its infant phase, particularly when it comes to the
young people she counted on to initiate change. Whereas consumers are
10 From: http://www.nielsen.com/uk/en/solutions.html, accessed September
2014.
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free to choose differently and turn away from multinational corporations
in favour of smaller, more local products, the masses seem to conform to
a “because I’m worth it” mentality.
Klein assigns branding an important role in this process. She sketches
a brief history of branding and locates its birth at the end of the 1940s
when companies moved from the creation of products to the creation
of brand-images (Klein 1999: 20-23). Additionally she differentiates
between advertising and branding by emphasising that although advertising can conjure feeling, branding entails corporations embodying a
more complicated meaning of their own. Brand strategist and author of
Designing Brand Identity (2009) Alina Wheeler likens a brand identity
to that of a person when she names the four most important questions a
brand should take into account: “Who are you? Who needs to know? How
of a brand identity being similar to that of a person becomes even more
powerful in her description of what a strong brand identity may do for a
brand:
As competition creates infinite choices, companies look for ways to
connect emotionally with customers, become irreplaceable, and create
lifelong relationships. A strong brand stands out in a densely crowded
marketplace. People fall in love with brands, trust them, and believe in
their superiority. How a brand is perceived affects its success, regardless of whether it’s a start-up, a non-profit, or a product.
(Wheeler 2009: 2)

In the quotation above a brand becomes a person one may fall in love
with, that is irreplaceable and trusted. Brands, of course, are not people.
They are carefully created to bear characteristics similar to those we attribute to people. Wheeler, however, implies that in order for products to
sell they require a person-like brand identity with which consumers can
identify and which they are encouraged to befriend. Moreover, Wheeler’s
‘brand imperatives’ indicate that we must “acknowledge we live in a
branded world” and brands need to “build on perceptions, preferences,
dreams, values and lifestyles” by means of a brand identity that may
be used “to create sensory magnets that attract and retain consumers”
(Wheeler 2009: 11).
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Say you are in search of a new pair of jeans and faced with the task
of choosing one pair from at least sixty different brands present. In
order to simplify the complex task to choose a particular brand companies create a brand identity. This brand identity is representational of
the brand. It directs all its communications from the labels attached to
the clothing to the website design and is presented as the surplus value
of the items of clothes being sold under the brand’s name. The brand
identity design must differentiate and embody the intangibles that matter to most consumers so they can connect emotionally with the brand.
According to Moira Cullen, senior director global design at The Hershey
Company, these intangibles are: emotion, context and essence (quoted
in Wheeler 2009: 6). Marketing expert Rohit Bhargava says that the essence Cullen refers to is the brand’s personality: “the unique, authentic,
and talkable soul of your brand that people can get passionate about”
(quoted in Wheeler 2009: 82). Although the intents of Cullen’s ‘essence’
and Bhargava’s ‘soul’ are not ontologically formed, they do remind us
of Plato’s essence present in the ideal Forms and the soul. In this light
brands may be regarded as functioning the way Platonic Ideas do: all representatives of a brand need to relate to this essence to ensure effective
communication of its singular identity.11
Brands need to differentiate and compete with other brands and the
intangibles that differentiate one brand from another must be communicated rapidly and effectively. Consumers are not willing to spend much
time deciphering the messages sent out by the many different brands
and consequently need to be able to grasp complex qualities the moment
they are confronted with them. In order to get their message across to
the consumer, a brand, and likewise the items of clothing presented by
the brand, will adopt representatives the consumer can easily relate to.
When in search of a new work coat a businesswoman will most likely be
attracted more by a high-end fashion label such as Jil Sander with its

11 The critical review by blogger Jong-Moon Kim of Apple’s introduction of the
IPhone and the Apple Watch are of interest here. Kim criticises the many
shapes, colours, and wristbands consumers may choose from, and writes: “[t]
here should have been just The One that people call “The Jesus Watch” like
the second coming. It’s easy to fall in love with The One” [original emphasis].
See: http://jiggity.com/steve.html, accessed September 2014.
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minimalist brand identity, than by that of more adventurous outdoor
brand The North Face. The brand identity design will ensure her an easy
task – once she has found her appeal in Jil Sander, the businesswoman is
likely to engage in a lifelong relationship with the brand, as Wheeler emphasises (2009: 2). While a consumer is encouraged to regard oneself as
he or she is also encouraged to see the brand as an authentic representative of the related essence. One may conclude that fashion brands are
constructed and communicate with consumers, encapsulated in a focus
on representatives that relate to an essence reminiscent of the Platonic
Idea. From beginning to end the fashion brand, the items of clothing and
the consumer centre upon identity and representatives.
Klein reserves the term ‘lifestyle philosophers’ for the branding teams
of companies that were so strongly “branded to the bone”, that they successfully survived the 1993 Wall Street declaration of the “death of the
brand” (Klein 1999: 28).12 She names Nike, Apple, the Body Shop, Calvin
Klein, Disney, Levi’s and Starbucks. Fifteen years later we may expand
the list with internationally renowned fast fashion lifestyle brands such as
H&M, Gap, Abercrombie & Fitch and Jack & Jones.13 The importance of
providing consumers with a lifestyle they will emotionally embrace as if it
were a best friend forever has taken over the focus on the product itself.
As Klein writes:

12 See Klein 1999: 23-28 in which she describes what is known as “Marlboro
Friday” in marketing circles: the day (2 April 1993) on which Phillip Morris announced a price cut of 20 cents for its cigarettes and therewith indicated that
the name of a product alone was not sufficient to maintain a leading position
in the market. Many other household brands saw their stock prices fall and
realised promoting their products did no longer suffice for maintaining the
position of a successful brand.
13 Sources: United States based Office of Textiles and Apparel, American
business research company D&B Hoover’s and the International Textile
Manufacturers Federation. From: http://www.statisticbrain.com/fashionindustry-statistics/, accessed September 2014.
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Tommy Hilfiger, meanwhile, is less in the business of manufacturing
clothes than he is in the business of signing his name. The company is
run entirely through licensing agreements, with Hilfiger commissioning
all its products from a group of other companies: Jockey International
makes Hilfiger underwear, Pepe Jeans London makes Hilfiger jeans,
Oxford Industries make Tommy shirts, and the Stride Rite Corporation
makes its footwear. What does Tommy Hilfiger manufacture? Nothing at
all.
(Klein 1999: 34)

quotation above, expressed through the lifestyle that is communicated
is that which lends the products their representational character, rather
than the actual product. We are encouraged to identify with the advertatives of our own lifestyles. Since the clothes we wear are considered
representational of our identity and are so closely and intimately related
to our body, it is no surprise fashion serves as an excellent vehicle for the
emotional adoption of designed styles of living and meanings we believe
in.
An interesting development in this area is the phenomenon of brand
extensions, or brand stretching, which entails that a brand develops
a product line not normally associated with the product(s) the brand
sells. Car brand BMW has launched the BMW collection under the name
‘BMW Lifestyle’, implicating that the representational value of the car
brand may be used for more than selling cars alone. If you identify with
the brand and are willing to spend your money on a car perhaps you
will also identify with the clothing and accessories BMW has to offer. As
BMW writes in the introduction to its 2013-2014 lookbook:
Driving a BMW conveys the true excitement, at any time on any surface.
The BMW Collection is just as versatile. From comfortable casual wear
to smart business accessories, enjoy the variety, the comfortable tailoring and the sophisticated design of the BMW Collection. […] BMW quality and attention to detail make a product a Lifestyle item.
(BMW Lifestyle 2014: 04 [emphases added])
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Representing yourself by choosing to drive a BMW car, because you may
regard yourself a smart businessperson who values good quality and
sophisticated design, can now be extended to what you wear. The items
activities and upper-class leisure such as yachting and golf, which feature
in separate categories in the catalogue; the Men’s Jacket and the Ladies’
Trench Coat are presented as “ideal companion[s] for leisure and travel”
(BMW Lifestyle 2014: 06).
Apart from BMW, there are many more strong brands that have
started to sell clothing and accessories: Samsonite sells Outerwear;
National Geographic offers adventure wear; perhaps most notoriously the
tobacco companies’ bypassing of advertising prohibitions through selling
shoes (Camel boots) and clothing (Marlboro, Philip Morris). Vice versa
successful high fashion brands extend their brand identities to furniture,
interior decorating (Christian Lacroix, Rick Owens and Martin Margiela),
or hotels and resorts (Armani). It does seem we live in a branded world in
which lifestyle branding, rather than the actual products a fashion brand
sells, provides us with the representations of our identities. However,
one may question what an alternative approach could be, and I therefore
propose examining a brand that has approached things differently, in the
following. After having done so, I will return to research where and how
fashion’s persistent relation with representation of identity is reinforced,
and what may be the main motive to do so.

Do
In the spring of 1996 Dutch communications agency KesselsKramer initiated a brand they called do. In the introduction to the book One Hundred
and One Things to Do (2006), they explain that traditional brands
increasingly want to “do it all for you” (2006: 5). Based on the brand’s
personality, services are hence extended, as described above: BMW and
Mini offer clothing, bags and accessories; ZARA offers curtains, tableware and related interior decorating items; H&M has extended its main
brand to up-market fashion with COS, Monki (for young fashionistas),
Cheap Monday (high fashion for low prices) and & Other Stories (focusing on ‘the complete look’ and offering cosmetics, shoes, accessories
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alongside clothing).14 According to KesselsKramer these brand extensions
or innovations are “not interesting thought[s] on the world but rather
[…] an extra way to earn” (Ibid.). The extra services or product-lines
offered need to obey the original brand, rather than operating along the
lines of intuition. It is here KesselsKramer locate the moment brands
depart from their human characteristics; brands are carefully constructed
to resemble human traits, but unlike humans, lack intuitive decisionmaking. KesselsKramer’s answer to this hiatus is ‘do’, a brand without
transforming any product offered under the brand’s name. It is a brand
collaborations, ideas and participations: “[Do,] the ever-changing brand
that depends on what you do” (2006: 7 - 9).
Apart from organising a workshop for art and design students,
KesselsKramer challenged marketing and product managers to question
given formats with their book do84.15 In collaboration with Dutch design
network Droog and a number of designers they initiated do create which
features a series of products that share the common trait of being incomplete. Designer Marijn van der Poll created do hit, a hollow metal cube
that comes with a sledgehammer, which must be used to hit the cube
into a chair. Jurgen Bey created a kitchen chair of which one of the legs
is considerably shorter than the other three and to which a support must
be added before one can use it: do add. And designers Frank Tjepkema
and Peter van der Jagt created a porcelain vase, lined with rubber that
must be smashed before use: do break. But the item that adheres most
to fashion is KesselsKramer’s do shirt, a shirt acclaimed about 400 times
too large for anyone to wear, which encourages owners to use it for other
purposes than wearing alone.16 Or as they put it:

14 From: http://about.hm.com/en/About/facts-about-hm/about-hm/hm-group.
html#cm-menu, accessed October 2014.
15 See: http://www.kesselskramerpublishing.com/catalogue/do84/, accessed
October 2014.
16 The do shirt measures 135 cm across and is 175 cm in height, whether the
acclaimed “400 times too large” is accurate may hence be disputed, it is nevertheless much too large to wear as a T-shirt.
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do shirt transforms the humble tee. Much, much more than just an
ordinary item of apparel. do shirt has dozens of potential applications:
picnic blanket, straightjacket, bridal gown, baby bib, mop, headdress,
and duvet. It is especially recommended to maximum-security prisoners
– simply knot several do shirts together to create a handy rope, allowing
you to clamber from your cell and break for freedom. In fact, one of the
few things do shirt isn’t very good at is being a t-shirt.
(KesselsKramerpublishing.com)17

Figure 3.1
Do hit for Droog,
Marijn van der Poll
(2000)
Photograph: Gerard
van Hees
Figure 3.2
Do break for Droog,
Frank Tjepkema and
Peter van der Jagt
(2000)
Photograph: tjep.com

17 From: http://www.kesselskramerpublishing.com/catalogue/doshirt/, accessed
October 2014.
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Figure 3.3
Do add for Droog, Jurgen Bey (2000)
Photograph: Studio Makkink & Bey
Figure 3.4
Do shirt, do/KesselsKramer (2000)
Photograph: Maurice Scheltens

do’ brings
a fresh creative way of thinking to what consumers may do with the
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Figure 3.5
Do shirt, do/KesselsKramer (2000)
Photograph: Maurice Scheltens

product range, and its insistence on the actions and creativity of the
consumer all break with the way brands commonly operate. Do focuses
on what a brand and its products may become after consumers engage
with them, whereas most brands are focussed upon communicating and
maintaining their designed identity.
Even though the do shirt can still be purchased through the Droog
design web page and store, KesselsKramer have ceased working on
the brand itself. The dosurf.com website can no longer be visited and,
although the agency continues to work for commercial parties as well as
do, apart from
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the publication of their 2006 book One Hundred and One Things to Do.
that focussed on experimentation and participation, rather than ensuring solid revenues and aiding the rebuilding of the economy. The latter
is more effectively achieved by brands with clear identities with which
consumers can identify. Although brands play an important role in emphasising fashion’s representational character, there must be more than
brands alone for this aspect to have become so paramount. It is therefore
of interest to examine in which other instances the predominant focus
upon representation of identity is emphasised to ensure consumers have

Adventureless Advice
In September 2011 Vogue US published an editorial photographed by
Steven Meisel titled Playing to Type
full-spread pages read as follows: “Exquisitely captured by designemerged from the fall [2011] collection”.18 The fashion types presented by
Vogue are intended to communicate with more fashion conscious consumers but, nevertheless, rely on representational categories to organise
the large amounts of designs that feature the complete fall collection of
nation of the category: the Bourgeoisie are “daring social swans”; the
Artisans form the “eccentric crowd”; the Subversives are “true individuals”; the Modernists are “chic urban minimalists”. Only the Romantics
can rely fully on the actual clothing (which features light colours, lace,

18 From: http://www.fashioneditorials.com/playing-to-type-caroline-trentiniarizona-muse-more-us-vogue-september-2011-steven-meisel/, accessed
September 2011.
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Figure 3.6
‘Playing to Type.
The Romantics’
American Vogue,
September 2011
Photograph:
Steven Meisel

Figure 3.7
‘Playing to Type.
The Modernists’
American Vogue,
September 2011
Photograph:
Steven Meisel

Figure 3.8
‘Playing to Type.
The Bourgeoisie’
American Vogue,
September 2011
Photograph:
Steven Meisel
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Figure 3.9
‘Playing to Type.
The Artisans’
American Vogue,
September 2011
Photograph:
Steven Meisel

Figure 3.10
‘Playing to Type.
The Subversives’
American Vogue,
September 2011
Photograph:
Steven Meisel

Whether fashion conscious Vogue readers will actually identify with
Vogue’s editors Grace Coddington and Michael Philouze, in collaboration
with photographer Steven Meisel, saw the need to categorise the designs
according to what they thought they represented. The readers may recognise themselves in one of the styles and descriptions they are provided
rather than having to examine the complete autumn 2011 collection by
themselves.
Another means of making an easier choice between numerous options
offered by fashion brands can be found via the Web. Online personal style
service and web store StyleSetGo writes that the founders created the
website because they realised they were lacking time to carefully think
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about what to wear, they wasted money on clothes they never wore, and,
perhaps most notably, because “[they] love the idea of online shopping,
but retreat after a few minutes realizing that there are THOUSANDS
of apparel sites on the web”.19 The choices one is offered when wanting to buy new clothes are so abundant one no longer knows where to
begin. Personal style advisors, such as StyleSetGo, make choosing easier,
quicker and more effective since they base their advice on your personality type, often taking the styles of the actual items of clothing you have
purchased through their website into account when suggesting new
items.
On the StyleSetGo blog wardrobe consultant Sandi Mele reveals that
sporty, classic and dramatic.20
colours, styles, prints and fabrics that suit each style. Put into a table the
basic StyleSetGo indicators of style personality appear as follows:
Alluring

Feminine

Sporty

Classic

Dramatic

Cut

Low cut /
revealing

Draping

Loose /comfortable

Tailored

Structured /
geometric

Colour

Sensual
(black)

Soft, muted

Basic (pale
yellow)

Crisp white

Bold, bright

Style

Lace-up

Bow-tie

Polo

Button up

Peplum

Print

Animal

Floral

Stripes

Polka-dot

Graphic

Fabric

Lace

Silk

Cotton

Cashmere

Leather

Figure 3.11
Table of StyleSetGo indicators of style personality.
Source: StyleSetGo.com, table is the author’s own.

The method behind choosing these particular characteristics for the different categories is not explained. It seems, however, as if the paring of

19 From: http://www.stylesetgo.com/contents/content/1, accessed September
2014.
20 From: http://www.stylesetgo.com/blog/understanding-fashion-personalities/,
accessed September 2014.
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the result of a common sense idea or deductive practices. The representatives hence are what most people would regard appropriate for a certain
personality. There does not seem to be a sound foundation for the meaning adhered to the different cuts, colours, styles, prints and fabrics, other
a limited amount of types. It is, however, rather paradoxical that you may
Mele describes herself as a feminine fashion personality but emphasises that combining all the characteristics named under the category at
once would create an overstatement. She thus recommends we mix characteristics from different categories. She writes that her awareness of the
fact that she is a feminine fashion personality enables her to challenge
herself by adopting elements that would normally represent another
personality. As Mele phrases it:
Being aware of my tendency to buy all the same types of clothing
enables me to consider the image I am portraying (dainty, soft, and delicate) versus the image I WISH to portray (energetic, driven, fun-loving).
Layering my favorite lace blouse with a bright, structured blazer allows
me to combine the clothing I love with clothing that communicates the
way I want others to perceive me.
(Sandi Mele, wardrobe advisor at StyleSetGo: 2013)21

What StyleSetGo therefore does is combine the way you would normally
dress, with a more challenging style and advice. In addition, they provide
you with advice as to which new items they can offer that will suit your
existing preferences.
The main website of StyleSetGo offers visitors the opportunity to regand having provided basic details about height, body size and age, you
different items of clothing on the basis of whether you would or would
not wear them. Consequently, you are designated your personal fashion
style and offered a ‘mix and match’ wardrobe from which the suggested
21 Ibid. (see previous note).
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items can be bought online directly. Although the website does not state
with which brands they collaborate, in the ‘frequently asked questions’
retailers”. StyleSetGo’s main goal is not to make women feel better, to

Since subscribers receive weekly personalised style advice they are indirectly encouraged to update their wardrobe regularly. Moreover, because
or details from other styles and as such resembles the way you would normally shop and dress, one may conclude that an utmost effective personal
relationship with several brands is potentially developed.
Websites that base the communication of products upon your personality, such as StyleSetGo, work differently than brands do, but do ‘speak’
the same ‘language’. Rather than creating one brand identity which must
communicate with a number of different, but still basically resembling
consumers, lifestyle websites claim to offer truly personal advice as to
what you will most probably want to purchase. Take Archetypes.com they
claim “[t]he philosophy of archetypes is recognised by scholars world22

The main idea of

the website seems that it will enable you to discover who you are, what
your pattern of behaviour is and, as such, will make your life easier. Or as
Archetypes writes:
Once you know your archetypes, the world becomes much easier to navigate. Based on your archetypes, you can make more inspired choices
about everything from relationships to excelling at work to choosing a
piece of clothing. Through the prism of those archetypes, the world is
clearer. You can live a truly empowered life knowing which doors you
should walk through and which are best left unopened. Knowing your
archetypes gives you the vocabulary to help you understand yourself and
others better.
(Archetypes/about/theconcept: 2014)

Similarly to StyleSetGo you are asked to register through providing your
22 From: https://www.archetypes.com, accessed September 2014.
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e-mail address. You then complete a test that determines which combiintellectual, caregiver, visionary, creative, athlete, rebel, royal, performer,
spiritual, tastemaker, explorer and advocate. Say you are a visionary,
caring intellectual then you are invited to explore the so-called families
the scholar/student, the judge, the geek, the scientist, and the more
shadowy members such as the know-it-all, the liar and the misanthrope.
So far the website’s intentions seem genuine; perhaps we do learn more
about our behavioural habits by reading about related types and connecting with other members with similar archetypes. The subject matter
you are offered on the basis of your archetypes ranges from relationship
advice, meditation, dreams and inspirational quotes, to which television channels you may want to watch. You can connect to other members of the Archetypes community and view their posts and the articles
and images they have ‘liked’ through placement of a ‘me’ icon under
the item. The possibility of purchasing lifestyle products based on your
archetype(s), ranging from fashion to products to enhance your beauty,
to get to know yourself better.
A little more research, however, indicates that Archetypes is not primarily here to help us to get to know ourselves, but rather it is the other
way around: they are interested in what interests us. Archetypes has an
represent one or more of the featured archetypes. For every purchase
mission fee. By gaining knowledge of what represents me, Archetypes
23

is thus able to address me in the utmost personal and dynamic manner.
Once again, as was the case with StyleSetGo, Archetypes has developed a
manner of offering its members highly personalised advertising messages. That commerce is Archetypes’ main goal, and that the manner
in which its members connect with each other helps them to offer the
right products to the right people, may also become clear when taking

23 From: http://chapter11cases.com/2013/11/02/archetypes-inc-company-behindarchetypes-com-files-for-bankruptcy-protection-in-delaware/, accessed
September 2014.
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a closer look at the content of the website. For example, when reading
the entry placed under the intellectual family member ‘The Philosopher’
Archetypes writes: “Aristotle was the original Intellectual Philosopher
argued that material abstractions possess the most fundamental kind
of reality”.24 This quote makes no sense at all. It was obviously not Plato
who followed Aristotle but vice versa.25 Their ideas considering philosophy hence appear as clichés without real references that are subsequently
easily confused.
Apart from providing inaccurate – or plainly wrong – content, the
modus operandi displayed by personal style websites does not stand
on its own. As emphasised in media theory, our online behaviour is
of increasing corporate value (van Dijck 2013; boyd 2012; Lovink
2011; Pariser 2011; Schäfer 2011).26 The brands and events we like on
Facebook, the fashion items we pin on Pinterest, and the images we post
on Instagram are just some of the examples through which our preferences can be measured, monitored and eventually monetised through
offering us highly personalised products to purchase. Whereas membership of platforms such as Archetypes is voluntary and one may opt out
whenever one likes, it is unlikely we will quit or lessen our online activities in the future. Similar to Archetypes, Facebook and Google give us the
impression they are just catering for the things we are interested in, but

24 From: https://www.archetypes.com/article/intellectual-family-philosopher,
accessed September 2014.
25 In addition, consider the description of The Misanthrope by Archetypes: “They
tend to love facts and information more than friends and members of their
own families, who they see as obstructions to the pursuit of their passions,
whether they’re scientific experiments, hobbies or marathons of intense
study”. From: https://www.archetypes.com/article/shadow-archetypes-misanthrope, accessed September 2014.
26 The name ‘boyd’ is not capitalised because danah boyd has officially changed
her name to be written without capitals. She regards the capitalisation of
names and the ‘I’ as too foregrounding of being someone, which in her opinion
obscures other factors that are in play. More information can be found on her
website, here: http://www.danah.org/name.html, accessed November 2014.
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meanwhile their main incentive is to satisfy their advertisers by encouraging us to visit their websites. As Internet activist Eli Pariser points out,
the problem lies in the inductive, algorithmic method used to measure
our online behaviour (2011a: 7). Based on algorithmic calculations all
human actions are organised into predictable patterns, whereas the true
revelations, adventures and ideas in life are often the result of unpredictable incidents. As Pariser phrases it by quoting from Fyodor Dostoevsky’s
Notes from the Underground (1864):
All human actions will then, of course, be tabulated according to these
laws, mathematically, like tables of logarithms up to 108,000, and entered
in an index … in which everything will be so clearly calculated and explained that there will be no more incidents or adventures in the world.
(Dostoevsky 1864: VI)

moves them, turning to the Web for answers will – no matter how personalised, calculable and ultimately limited – lead to an unadventurous,
riskless account of who you may be.
Fashion brands and magazine editorials that emphasise a relation
between fashion and representation reinforce a concept of fashion that
indeed lacks a perspective upon intuition, invention of the new and adventure, as KesselsKramer emphasised. Fuelled by motives of increasing
do, is hence neglected
in favour of what they may signify. Brands, as such, generally dislike
adventure and risk-taking and invest in images, clothing and representations that will attract a large number of people rather than a few.
Individuals, however, may dress to their liking and are free to experiment, create their own clothing, and can be as adventurous as they dare.
The question remains whether they actually do so and provide us with an
alternative to the ‘safe’ looks promoted by the fashion industry.

Looking Alike

‘trend forecasting group’, has since May 2011 published four reports on
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their website (khole.net). Each report resembles the reports actual trend
forecasting bureaus create; featuring artistic and clear-cut imagery, short
slogans and analysis of actual and predicted changes in society. Trend
forecasters, however, do not publish their reports for free, let alone make
them publically accessible through the Internet.27 Then there is the name
of the group: K-HOLE. The term is associated with the effect large doses
of Ketamine may cause: “a state of wildly associated experiences in which
said to be experienced” (Pai and Heining 2007: 62-63). K-HOLE does
appear to be something different than what it says it is. Some further
research reveals that the group, founded by Greg Fong, Sean Monohan,
Emily Segal, Chris Sherron and Dena Yago, consists of artists that use
the language, design principles and ideas of the corporate world for their
projects.28 Combined with the “wildly associated experiences” to which
their name refers, this may indicate how to approach their work. Perhaps
they can be regarded as diagnosticians of society; resembling the visual
appearances of trend forecasting agencies, the content they provide us
with is not so much a forecast, but rather an interpretation of what is
already happening. Similarly, they do not intend to reveal which trends
will be in fashion the coming year. They provide the reader with their
interpretation of what they call “the crisis of being special” in a tonguein-cheek manner of speaking.29
In October 2013 K-HOLE released its fourth report entitled Youth
Mode: a Report on Freedom in collaboration with Box 1824, a Sao
Paolo-based research organisation. In this report they argue that youth

27 In this light the announcement of the ‘Death of Fashion’ in March 2015 by
trendwatcher Lidewij Edelkoort is exemplary. She wrote an anti-fashion manifesto that was only to be shared during her expensive trend seminars, and as
such not publically accessible. For my analysis of, and comments about her
action see: https://fashionunited.uk/news/fashion/is-fashion-dead-the-discussion-continues-a-lecturers-response/2015032715993, accessed March 2015.
28 From: http://tmagazine.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/19/out-there-consumerculture/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0, accessed September 2014.
29 From: http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-10/18/serpentine-89plusmarathon, accessed September 2014.
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has little to do with age these days, “it’s about being youthfully present
at any given age” (K-HOLE 2013: 7). That is to say, no matter what age
someone is, each and everyone is interested in engagement with newness, experiment, being critical of the past, changeability, avoidance of
groups, rebelliousness and freedom (K-HOLE 2013: 11). These are all still
rather obvious characteristics one associates with an attitude of youthfulness. K-HOLE, however, examines two recognisable lifestyles in society
and questions whether they meet the criteria for the Youth Mode they
want to promote. First ‘Mass Indie’, a style of dressing and living that
can be characterised by independence (the ‘Indie’), is explored. K-Hole
recognises the celebration of difference by those that may meet the
criteria of leading independent lives, but points out that the presumed
independence is still actually a group activity, a subculture and one that
is practised on a large scale (the ‘Mass’). They remark that the celebration
of difference by so-called independent minds has in fact become a mainstream activity. Everyone considers him or herself unique and strives for
individuality. Fashion retailers are aware of the fact and offer it prepackaged to their consumers. As K-HOLE writes: “[w]hether you’re soft
grunge, pastel goth or pale, you can still shop at Forever 21” (K-HOLE
2013: 15). Since the act of dressing differently has been picked up by fast
fashion retailers such as Forever 21, Top Shop and H&M, whether or not
aided by marketing research companies such as Nielsen, one may indeed
question how independent the “Mass Indie” style is. This leads K-HOLE
to conclude that:
There’s a limited amount of difference in the world, and the mainstreaming of its pursuit has only made difference all the scarcer. The anxiety
that there is no new terrain is always a catalyst for change.
(K-HOLE 2013: 16)

What does K-HOLE mean by “a limited amount of difference”? It is important to note that K-HOLE is referring to life-styles; the way you communicate your personal identity through what you wear, what you eat,
and which music you prefer, for instance. Dressing in accordance with an
independent life style then does not comply with such a style being available on a large scale (through fast fashion retailers) and being adopted
by many people at the same time (the mainstreaming). The large-scale
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adoption and availability of the ‘Mass Indie’ lifestyle may be characterised by a limited amount of difference since ultimately the adoption of
the Indie lifestyle is a group activity of which the members of the group
will recognise what falls within and without the limits of what it means
to be Indie. The items of clothing that represent an Indie lifestyle are
available through fast fashion retailers and although they provide a wide
limited. Hence, K-HOLE ridicules the Indie lifestyle, since rather than
negotiating the idea of lifestyle itself, calling oneself Indie is precisely
pertaining to existing expectations and not as independent as it seems.
dence of the Indie lifestyle is found in ‘Acting Basic’, or as they write: “If
the rule is to Think Different, being seen as normal is the scariest thing”
(K-HOLE 2013: 23).30 In other words, Acting Basic becomes an effort,
something that takes courage, when surrounded by people that are trying
to be exceptional. According to K-HOLE, the initial courage, however, too
often ends up becoming a routine in which the narration of who you are
is rather the denial of complexity than a true resolution and mastering
of sameness (K-HOLE 2013: 25). The problems K-HOLE sees in a notso-independent ‘Mass Indie’ lifestyle and a routinely performed ‘Acting
Basic’ way of life, leads them to the introduction of their solution: “The
New World Order of Blankness” called “Normcore” (K-HOLE 2013: 27).
The term ‘Normcore’ may sound much like acting basic, being normal at
your core, or simply dressing like most others. There is, however, more
to be said about K-HOLE’s youth mode lifestyle. Several of the slogans
they present us with under the heading of ‘Normcore’ direct towards
a move away from representing oneself through a lifestyle altogether.
“Consumption has never been a chance for absolute self-actualisation”,
and thus we are better off opting for a certain blankness in dress, in the
way we speak and in the communication of our beliefs which leaves space
for other ways of expression. K-HOLE:

30 K-HOLE is obviously referring to Apple’s (misspelled) slogan ‘Think Different’
and its products that have (ironically) also become ubiquitous.
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In terms of boring conversations that have the potential to be interesting, Mass Indie is like talking about the dream you had last night,
whereas Normcore is like talking about the weather. Both allow significant emotions to be revealed in casual settings. But no matter how
vividly you describe it, your dream ends with you, while the coming storm
affects us all.
(K-HOLE 2013: 32, emphases added)

A non-deterministic lifestyle hence leaves room for adaptability, connection and misinterpretation. To illustrate this point, K-HOLE features
a man dressed in a dark suit, seen from the back, with a pink Mickey
Mouse backpack across his shoulder (K-HOLE 2013: 33). One can only
guess whether he is waiting for his young daughter to return, could not

and as such connect with him through other means than the more directly visible styles of ‘Mass Indie’. This, according to K-HOLE, opens up
a perspective of “true freedom, the grace of maybe and an unconcerned
attitude towards being authentic” (K-Hole 2013: 30-34).
The above may sound interesting as an exploration of fashion beyond
representation of identity, but one must question whether non-representational attitudes and style of dress will really lead to freedom, connection with others on the basis of indeterminable details in dress and thinking about oneself beyond the perspective of an ‘authentic’ ‘I’? K-HOLE
is a group of artists and not a true forecasting agency, perhaps they are
indeed foremost diagnosticians of society; they reveal what is going on
in society and provide the movement with a positive twist. K-HOLE’s
Normcore echoes Llewellyn Negrin’s appeal to focus on deeds rather than
looks.31 However, it may also be seen as a sign of “taking anonymity to
a next level”, as Fashion Blogger for The Guardian Lauren Cochrane argues.32 Moreover, the way the fashion industry reacts to the phenomenon
of dressing ordinarily is of importance. As Swiss fashion journalist Jeroen

31 See Chapter 1.
32 See: http://www.theguardian.com/fashion/fashion-blog/2014/feb/27/normcore-the-next-big-fashion-movement, accessed September 2014.
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van Rooijen writes in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, brands selling clothing
stream fast fashion brands, such as Vero Moda, Jack & Jones, Superdry,
Abercrombie & Fitch, Gap and Esprit that produce their clothing cheaply
in Asia and as such contribute to the exploitation of workers. Van Rooijen
also argues that Normcore should not be regarded a trend, but rather a
warning towards the ever accelerating changing of trends implied by the
mainstream fashion industry:
Normcore may nowadays truly be a phenomenon of the Zeitgeist – it is
not yet a trend, but foremost an Art Backlash. Normcore is the result of
oversaturation and success of the textile desertification by discounters
granting credit; causes a more aggressive bargaining and robs fashion
of all senses of enchantment. Foremost Normcore is a warning to the
fashion branch, that with its enormous tempo and ever-shorter living
trends has lost its connection with the people.
(Van Rooijen 2014 [my translation])

Van Rooijen contrasts K-HOLE’s optimistic stance with the more serious one of reality. We do indeed increasingly look alike, but rather than
gaining interpersonal connectivity while doing so, we lose much of the
enchantment fashion has to offer. In addition, it can be concluded that
in the act of trying to represent as little as possible, we are still occupied
with representation. Or as Elizabeth Wilson wrote: “[t]o be unfashionable is not to escape the whole discourse, or get outside the parameters”
(Wilson 2003 [1985]: 5). The American multinational fashion brand Gap
launched their 2014 campaign with the slogan: ‘Dress Normal’, in which
they, obviously, advise consumers to buy Gap products to do so.33 To
dress in a Normcore style hence still entails all the problems that were associated with fast fashion at the start of this dissertation: exploitation of
workers and the environment, and a limited self-conception. In addition
and equally important, it takes much of the creative potential one may
associate with the practice of dressing away.

33 See, for instance: http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/gaps-new-celebrity-adstell-us-dress-normal-what-does-mean-exactly-159703 for a critical comment to
Gap’s 2014 campaign. Accessed November 2014.
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Figure 3.12
Dress Normal, featuring actress Zosia Mamet
Photograph: Gap Inc.

Figure 3.13
Dress Normal, featuring actress Elisabeth Moss
Photograph: Gap Inc.
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A Delineated Fashion
For his photographic project, Menschen des 20. Jahrhunderts (People
of the 20th Century), created between 1910 and approximately 1940,
German photographer August Sander developed a cyclic model of society.
He photographed people from different classes of society and arranged
his series of portraits accordingly. The peasant class forms the basis of
society, “hence his title for the series of 12 peasant portraits, StammMappe I” (Misselbeck 2009: 1)34. The group of skilled workers represent
the foundation of civic life and depicts lawyers, bankers, soldiers, shopowners and members of parliament. Thereafter come the intellectuals:
musicians, artists and poets. “The cycle closes with the Letzte Menschen,
the insane, gypsies and beggars” (Ibid.). Sander’s images show that
could more often than not easily be drawn from the way you dressed.
Master craftsmen are portrayed with the tools of their trade, in aprons,
or work attire; a member of parliament wears a black overcoat and holds
an umbrella; the farmers, sometimes portrayed in their Sunday best, are
recognisable through their somewhat worn or creased suits. Many things
have changed since. Economics and politics have become globalised and
based on knowledge rather than (manual) labour. Work takes place in
lifted. Traditional crafts and folklore costumes have largely disappeared.
Sander’s Menschen des 20. Jahrhunderts may be regarded a visual preservation of passed sartorial practices.
As examined in the former section, fashion has not ceased functioning as a tool for recognition, a means of representing one’s identity. We,
however, no longer primarily need to identify with our professions. And if
corporate wear forces us to dress according to the rules of the workplace
people can still exert their freedom to dress to their likings outside work
time. It seems impossible to distinguish between farmers’ wives, professors, artists and crafts people on an average Saturday afternoon in a city.
As I have shown above, occupational dress has, to a large extent, been

34 The term “Stamm-Mappe” is Sanders’ and would literally translate to “tribeportfolio” or the more common “archetypes” in English.
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replaced by dress that represents a selected lifestyle.35 Brands carefully
chart the preferences of their intended target group, so that consumers,
on the basis of their preferences and lifestyle, develop a friendship-like
relation with the brand. Brands can thus represent who we are, or at least
how we want to be perceived by others. When we are unsure which style
advising platforms on the Web. What has also changed is the fact that
brands, market research companies, lifestyle advisors and trend watchers
are fuelled by the mechanisms of advanced capitalism. A successful brand
needs to reach and sell its products to a large amount of people. Advisors
make a living out of selling items of clothing a consumer had perhaps
never thought of and trend forecasting agencies, whether prank or true,
are only granted success insofar their predictions hold.
The problem with representational categories, as much in Sander’s
times as it is now, is that they are necessarily limiting; not all farmers,
lawyers, nor insane dress alike. Moreover, to be represented through
dress entails conforming to known and as such existing types of presentation. On the other hand, new presentations (looks or styles of dress) will
be named and labelled in order to function as possible re-presentations
for future identifying practices. This is a fashion based on determination,
in which for certain represented meanings to become recognised, that of
a certain style of dress representing a certain type of personality, for incame before the sign.36 That is to say, farmers dressed in a certain way

can be purchased, readily made into signs by the mainstream fashion
industry. Our class or occupation no longer exclusively or predominantly
determines how we should dress. Choices have multiplied and so have
representations. However, we primarily make use of the representations
offered to us by popular fashion brands, perhaps alter them slightly to

35 The Exactitudes project, as described in Chapter 1 illustrates the representation of lifestyles through dress well.
36 I am referring to Gabriel Tarde’s “The signified comes before the sign”, see
Chapter 1.
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our liking, but, generally speaking, tend to judge others and ourselves by
way of the constructed signs of the industry – which thereafter have beof people themselves, but rather by the clever marketing mechanisms
of the fashion industry. Or to rephrase K-HOLE’s remark: whatever you
like.
I suggest we call the focus upon representation of identities in fashion, 'A Delineated Fashion’. Such a perspective upon fashion is curtailed
by representative signs, and does not encourage one to take fashion’s
open-ended, affective qualities that may also be experienced into account.37 Style categories, archetypes, brand identities, and personality
style types, furthermore, offer an organisation of the general meanings
attached to the clothes we wear that can be measured – as the Nielsen
Company emphasises – in the pursuit of increasing revenues. The idea
behind a delineated fashion is hence closely related to obtaining informawell as online; and translating this information into person-like emotions
that will move the senses. We-fashion’s “We is Me” commercial may
be moving in its representation of many different character traits that
may be adhered to one individual, but it is mainly so designed that we
befriend the brand, rather than one would experience this emotion when
actually wearing an item of clothing purchased at the store.38
In the former chapter it was argued, aided by Hume, Nietzsche and
Deleuze, that what arouses our senses or affects us cannot be (or does not
lend itself to be) exactly pinpointed. What fashion and bodies can do is
open-ended, rather than to be measured and translated into an experience related to the actual clothes we wear. Facebook’s ‘people-based
marketing’ which tracks all online activity, including those on mobile

37 Also see Chapter 4, in which the concepts of ‘desire’ and ‘assemblages’ are
discussed and the process of overcoding is related to the fact that what
clothing, material and bodies represent appears distinct from their affective
qualities.
38 See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGHey7uWzNY, or turn to Chapter 1
for a collection of film stills from this video.
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devices such as our phones and tablets, may translate this information
into preference categories and personalised advertising, it can only guess
what intimately motivates people.39 Although the director of monetising
their services through Facebook), Brian Boland states that measurement
is a key tool to reach potential customers, there must be more than measurables to account for complex emotions.40
Measuring, identifying, re-presenting and signifying practices presuppose a standard, a unity to which the analysed relates. Since the fashion
industry is primarily interested in what makes people buy clothing this
will most likely be the standard market research companies such as
Nielsen and Atlas use. In order to analyse which people, characterised by
advertising strategies to purchase certain brands of clothing, one must
simplify their motives into a standard. Our activities and preferences, our
emotions and the way we relate to clothing are all translated into a system that measures what we buy, for what traceable reason, and how often
relate to the items of clothing we wear on a more personal and intimate
What fashion and bodies can do, however, does not lend itself to be limtechniques may lead us to buy certain brands of clothing; they reveal very
little about the intimate affects we may also experience when wearing
clothes and which do not lend themselves to be systemised as easily.
I will elaborate on the idea of moving beyond a delineated fashion in
the remainder of this dissertation, here, to conclude this section, one may
say that the mainstream fashion industry, in pursuit of more revenue,
has offered us so many variations of – essentially the same – choices
at such a frequency, that consumers seem to have grown tired from the
sheer amount of options available. Representational dress comes to its
own limit in Normcore’s blank, non-descriptive uniform of jeans and

39 See: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-02-28/facebook-buys-microsoftatlas-ad-placement-tool-in-google-combat.html
40 Ibid., see previous note.
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chino’s, t-shirts and hoodies for men, and skinny-jeans, plain tops and
practical jackets for women – for which they, nevertheless, shop frequently at Abercrombie and Fitch, Esprit, Gap, or Superdry. One may,
however, question whether difference is as limited as K-HOLE stated in
their Normcore pamphlet. I therefore suggest turning to Gilles Deleuze’s
philosophy of difference to examine what may underlie and precede
representational aspects related to fashion in the following.

Dogmatic Thought and Creative Potential
In the third chapter of his dissertation, titled Difference and Repetition
(1968), Deleuze examines what he names “the Image of Thought” (2004
[1968]: 166-7). This image, which presupposes our thinking in general

identify what or who someone is, we distinguish it (or the person) from
what it is not. Determining that this is a dress, that is a jacket, this is a
woman or a man, in other words, entails differentiating between men
and women, dresses and jackets by means of taking into account what
something or someone is not. Such a binary opposition in thought and
language, according to Deleuze, refers to the traditional philosophies of
both Kant and Descartes in which the words ‘I think’ found the basis of
all our thinking without themselves referring to an origin (2004 [1968]:
169). The thinking subject, its identifying and representational practices
and reasonable thinking, is thus presupposed without further proof. The
ognition of the identities of objects; we unify our perceptions, memories,
imaginations, and understandings through the ‘I think’ presupposition
in order to recognise other people and objects as being either identical or
(negatively) different.41

41 Note that Deleuze’s argument here echoes Nietzsche’s who also regards
personal identity the cause for viewing reality for its representations. See
Chapter 2.
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According to Deleuze, the foregrounding of both a continuous being
(‘I’) as well as the primacy of thought (reason above senses) has resulted
in the erection of a world in which intelligible knowledge rules our
experiences. He, furthermore, names four characteristics (postulates) of
representational thought, namely: we seek for identity in concepts (1),
opposition in predicates (2), analogy in judgements (3), and resemblance
in the perception of objects (4) (2004 [1968]: 174). We, in other words,
commonly ask ourselves what something is, what it is not, what it is like,
and what else resembles it on the basis of a groundless presupposition
(the ‘I think’). Traditional philosophy, in addition, also operates on the
basis of this dogmatic image of thought, and “is left without means to realise its project of breaking with doxa” (2004 [1968]: 170). That is to say,
although it is inherent to philosophy to question everything that seems
natural and obvious, it has no tools to break with the presupposed ‘I
think’, precisely because it founds the basis of philosophy itself. Deleuze,
however, has set himself the task of creating a philosophy without any
presuppositions and takes as his “point of departure a radical critique
of this Image [of thought] and the “postulates” it implies” (2004 [1968]:
167). His philosophy is a philosophy that seeks to move beyond the
limitations the presuppositions of a thinking subject implies. Deleuze is
interested in that which precedes thought and identity.
On a more practical level, and perhaps directly connectable to the
way we commonly relate to fashion, Deleuze points out that operating
along the lines of recognition, we do not solely recognise objects as being
of a certain kind, we also learn to recognise the values that have been
attached to those objects. Recognition hence becomes a recognition of
(hierarchical) values, such as that a golden ring is more valuable than a
silver one; a pair of Louboutin shoes is more valuable than a pair from
Primark; acclaimed art is more valuable than that of an unknown artist.
Deleuze emphasises that this recognition of objects and their values leads
to a struggle for honour, wealth and power (2004 [1968]: 172). One may
also think about the fashion industry, its brands and consumers in relation to struggles for honour, wealth and power as ‘a delineated fashion’
strive for wealth (revenues), honour (loyalty) from their consumers and
power over other brands and its consumers (competition). Individuals
may also strive for honour through fashion by wearing certain brands
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that are regarded honourable or rare (vintage) items that will be recognised and envied by their peers; power may be represented by wearing a
(power) suit or a uniform; wealth is perhaps one of the foremost charac42

What is Deleuze’s alternative to the dogmatic image of thought and
how may this affect the concept of a delineated fashion, based upon
representation and identity? As explained above, difference in the light
of representation always also implies a negative; it is this and not that.
Deleuze, however, suggests the concept of positive difference, a difference
dinated to sameness or what things are. Deleuze’s concept of difference
hence is a ‘difference-in-itself’, which scholar Cliff Stagoll describes as
“the uniqueness implicit in the particularity of things and the moments
of their conception and perception” (Stagoll 2005: 75). Difference, rather
than subjectivity and thought, is what all aspects of reality evidence, “and
there is nothing ‘behind’ such difference: difference is not grounded in
anything else” (Ibid.). Thinking about difference as the foundation of
reality opens up a whole range of new potential perceptions, perspectives,
and a plurality of sensations. Or as Deleuze writes:
Representation fails to capture the affirmed world of difference.
Representation has only a single centre, a unique and residing perspective, and in consequence a false depth. It mediates everything, but
mobilises and moves nothing. Movement, for its part, implies a plurality
of centres, a superposition of perspectives, a tangle of points of view, a
coexistence of moments which essentially distort representation.
(Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 67)

The single centre that Deleuze presents in the quotation above may be
seen as an identity to which all related representatives refer in order to
determine who or what someone or something is. It is, in addition, reminiscent of the way in which brands operate through referring all their
communications back onto the single centre of their identity. Deleuze

42 Also see Chapter 1, in which ancient sumptuary laws that prevented lower
classes from wearing certain expensive materials, and Thorstein Veblen’s
conspicuous consumption were discussed.
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designates this single centre - in my research brand identity – a false
depth that merely mediates between the essence, or identity and its representations. Instead, he advocates viewing the world through a prism of
potential centres and
perspectives which all exist at the same time and appear entangled in
each other.
Deleuze suggests that apart from identifying someone or something
and determining who or what we are faced with, one may detect other,
Identity and representation can be regarded as constructing striated,
chapter, if one thinks along the lines of what fashion’s capacities may be,
representational thinking is necessarily limited for it foregrounds and
emphasises one way of analysing fashion: through what it is and what
this may mean. Adopting a plurality of centres, on the other hand, entails
questioning what fashion may become, what it may do in connection with
other elements and, as such, incorporates non-representational affects,
forces and intensities that appear differently in each case, rather than
conforming to a neat system of organisation.
furthermore, regard fashion for its plurality of centres. Such a plurality would alter the idea – and main discourse – of there being only one
fashion at a certain time and place, and would open up a perspective
upon a multitude of fashions existing alongside each other. The superpositioning of perspectives enables viewing one way of looking at fashion
besides other ways, which are not neatly organised but appear tangled
and mixed. Apart from thinking about how to dress, for instance, we
also dress ourselves intimately and may be moved by a colour, a matefashion is, may very well be the result of the actual existence of a multitude of perspectives, which prevent representation. Fashion, so occupied
with representatives, cannot be represented itself in a neat and single
is, and the way we dress ourselves, changes
constantly which makes the concept of representation a poor tool for
analysis. A question remains how we relate to fashion, its industry and
where one may discover a motor for change, which characterises fashion.
I will therefore turn to Deleuze’s concept of ‘being made up of lines’ for a
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further analysis.

Made up of Lines
“Whether we are individuals or groups, we are made up of lines and
these lines are very varied in nature” (Deleuze & Parnet 1987 [1977]:
124).43 With these words Gilles Deleuze and his former student Claire
Parnet start the fourth part of their book titled Dialogues. They discuss
called ‘rigid segmentary lines’, the second ‘supple segmentary’ and the
ligne de fuite in French) (Ibid.). These lines are
entangled, yet in order to understand their status and characteristics I
will follow Deleuze and Parnet and discuss them one by one.44 Moreover,
I suggest connecting the three types of lines to fashion, to the ways in
which dress codes come about and change, and to fashion branding and
marketing through the media. Although fashion brands and items of
clothing are not individuals, brands are considered to possess human-like
qualities and items of clothing are often seen as potential identity markers (Wheeler 2009: vi, KesselsKramer 2006: 5). Studying the lines in
relation to what fashion may do, can, reveal where and how the transformative and creative forces that have the potential to change fashion can
be found. Such a study can be regarded a schizoanalysis of how fashion
functions, or as Deleuze and Parnet write: “[w]hat we call by different
names –schizoanalyses, micro-politics, pragmatics, diagrammatism,
rhizomatics, cartography – has no other object than the study of these
lines, in groups or as individuals” (1987 [1977]: 125). A schizoanalysis
of fashion hence allows for taking the dynamics involved in the way we
relate to fashion into account.
43 A similar description is being made in A Thousand Plateaus (Deleuze and
Guattari 2004 [1980]: 215). I have, however, chosen to use the text by Deleuze
and Parnet for reasons of conciseness and accessibility.
44 The ‘entangledness’ of the lines must be related to Deleuze and Guattari’s
concept of assemblage (agencement) (2004 [1980]). For reasons of clarity and
comprehensibility, however, I concentrate on examining this specific concept
in the following chapter.
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When we speak of ourselves as belonging to a certain category wheth-

and Parnet characterise as the line of rigid segmentarity. It is perhaps the
most common and easily detectable manner of organising the complex
society surrounding us into clear-cut segments. I am a woman, mother,
lecturer, Dutch-Australian, Amsterdam-based individual, and as such
recognition and reassurance in relation to other individuals. Apart from
the several groups one belongs to, the course of a life can also be divided
into several segments; one is born, grows up to be a toddler, a child, a
segments used, as well as the apparent phases in life, and can map them
through the way we speak about them: “Make sure you behave yourself
at school”; “I do not speak about private matters when at work”, are just
some examples. Deleuze and Parnet, furthermore, write about the three
characteristics of what they call ‘molar lines of rigid segmentarity’ and
although it is tempting to immediately connect rigid segmentary lines
to fashion, perhaps developing a more complete picture before doing so
enables a more thorough understanding.
First, the molar lines of rigid segmentarity create segments that depend on what Deleuze and Parnet name ‘binary machines’. These binary
machines can be connected to varied aspects and points of view. Such as
that I am a woman and not a man from a gendered point of view, and in
the perspective of race I am white, not black, in that of age I am an adult,
not a child. In a similar vein, from a perspective of subjectivity something
is mine or not mine, and I function either in private or in public spheres.
The binary machines thus operate in a dichotomist manner, dividing
the segments in two opposed parts: one is either man or woman. What
is more, Deleuze and Parnet write that the binary machines also operate
diachronically and thus are capable of changing over time whilst offering us “successive choices; if you are neither black nor white, you are a
half-breed” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 128). In short, these binary
machines ‘cut us up’ into clear segments that in their turn cut across each
other, and if there is no suitable segment a new one is created.
Second, the clear-cut segments that are being created are characterised by various devices of power that code them and
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a certain segment

territory. Physical appearance can, for instance, be seen
as the device of power that has coded the segments of man and woman,
Deleuze and Parnet distinguish what they name ‘abstracts machines’ that
overcode the diverse segments and regulate their relationship. Taking
the different segments of male and female as an example, biology forms
such an abstract machine that “organizes the dominant utterances and
established order of a society” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 129).
Deleuze and Parnet follow Foucault in their referral to the apparatus of
the State as the concrete assemblage that realises the abstract machine.
It is thus not the State that overcodes the rigid segments, this is realised
by abstract machines such as that of biology and its study of physical appearances mentioned above. The State, as Deleuze and Parnet write, is in
an interdependent relationship with the abstract machines and realises
its effectiveness
female segments, the State apparatus strengthened the focus upon the
separated male and female segments by, for instance, disqualifying
women apt to vote till the late nineteenth century, or by regulating that
public spaces must have separate toilets for men and women.
In a certain sense this second characteristic of rigid segments seems
needlessly complicated. Why distinguish between devices of power,
abstract machines and the apparatus of the State for detecting rather
answer may lie in the fact that Deleuze and Parnet write that they are not
so much interested in how things are or should be ideologically, but all
the more in how things are organised (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]:
145). The analysis of the organisation of how segments come about
through the powers that code the diverse segments, the over-coding
abstract machines and realisation by the State allows them to show the
overcoding abstract machines ensure the organisation of dominant perspectives, they produce molar aggregates: “the segments which prevail
over the others” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 129). Deleuze and
Parnet write that perhaps information sciences and the humanities are
such overcoding machines that provide the State with their services.45
45

An important question that I will address in the next section is whether »
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that all the lines involved enclose a plane of organisation. That is to say
that there is no room for uncut, undetermined, unplaced or molecular

The organisational aspect, furthermore, entails the territorialisation of
As a matter of fact, the majority of custom practices work along the line
and subjects into clear and signifying segments. Yet Deleuze and Parnet
seek to move beyond this rigid segmentarity in order to discover where
mutations take place and creative transformation may occur. Therefore,
the concepts of two more lines are created: lines of supple segmentarity
I suggest examining the lines of rigid segmentarity one can detect in
fashion. The ‘map’ that can be drawn by following these lines of rigid segmentary will enable a perspective upon the way fashion is organised in its
maintaining rigidity has been established, we also know more precisely
what and where we would need to move beyond in order to encounter the
more creative potential of fashion.

Rigid Segmentarity in Fashion
tion to the wearing of clothes and to the way fashion brands operate. One
generally dresses differently for work than during the weekend. Men do
not appear in dresses whereas women do and many people save their best
clothing for special occasions. Dress codes hence pertain to the concept
of rigid segmentarity; the divisions are clear, well adopted and understood by most people. Breaking with these codes in situations one is not
expected to will most likely result in awkward reactions from onlookers.
In addition, there is clothing which is regarded appropriate for certain
» one can detect abstract overcoding machines in the way fashion is being
organised within society.
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stages in life. Babies are often dressed in soft pastel colours, infants
in louder ones, businessmen appear in blue, grey or black, and many
brides dress in white. This is a territory in (and socio-cultural practice of)
fashion where little to no changes occur. The question remains, however,
whether these segments that can be recognised and related to the wearing of certain items for certain occasions or stages in life actually enclose
a ‘plane of organisation’. One can dress babies or brides in black; some
infants look like mini versions of their parents and do not wear bright
colours; men may choose to wear a dress. Dress codes can hence also be
decoded and new codes may come into being, as such dress codes are less
rigid than they appear.
Apart from the coding of the segments, Deleuze and Parnet write
about abstract machines that they regard as overcoding these segments:
The abstract machine of overcoding ensures the homogenization of
different segments, their convertibility, their translatability, it regulates
the passages from one side to the other, and the prevailing force under
which this takes place.
(Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 129)

If we now look at the fashion industry, we may question which ‘abstract
machines’ overcode existing ideas related to fashion and what the prevailing force under which this takes place may be.
Regarding fashion brands, one notices that in stores the diversity
of clothing on offer is divided into different sections. Take H&M, apart
from creating the rather obvious segments that are labelled ‘women’,
‘men’ and ‘kids’, as well as the different size categories, the ‘kids’ secboys, girls and babies), ‘masquerade’ (dressing up clothes), ‘cartoons
‘conscious- sustainable style’: segments that enable parents to make a
selection they identify with for their children.46 In addition, there are sections for sportswear, business wear and nightwear. The manner in which
clothing is displayed hence echoes Deleuze and Parnet’s example of rigid
segmentarity.
46 From: http://www.hm.com/gb/department/KIDS, accessed October 2014.
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of this chapter, fashion brands communicate the value of the items of
clothing grouped under the umbrella of the brand’s name through their
brand identity. This brand identity encourages customers to identify
themselves with a certain brand. As such, brands can once again be seen
as creating rigid segments and occupying different territories, through
their brand identities; both Nike and Adidas sell sportswear but invest
their brands with different person-like characteristics and in doing so
create separate segments. It is this distinguished segment that they
encourage consumers to identify with. Fashion brands can hence be
regarded as ‘abstract machines’ that overcode and reinforce the diverse
segments through communicating their identity as an identity the wearer
may adopt through the wearing of the branded clothing.
Take a simple white T-shirt. The design of such a T-shirt is not likely
to stand out from all the other white T-shirts that are being offered in
the market. Whether the logo printed on the inside of the T-shirt reads
Target, Hugo Boss, or Comme des Garçons motivates respective prices
on the attached tags ranging from €4.95 to €49.95 up to €99,95. Or as
Malcolm Barnard writes, using a similar example: “[f]ashion, the ‘product itself’, takes a back seat in the account of fashion […] and graphic
design, the label, the packaging and advertising enable the shirt to communicate something that these members of cultural groups will be interested in, […]” (2007: 514).47
Hugo Boss’ branding (the graphic design, label, packaging and advertising) is likely to pay ten times more for a T-shirt than someone who does
not identify with Hugo Boss. Likewise, the branding and label of Comme
des Garçons might cause an architect to pay twenty times the amount
of money for a plain white T-shirt.48 Brands thus overcode certain and
distinct segments in order to enable fast and easily recognisable choices
47 Barnard’s quotes appear in his introduction to a chapter by Tamsin Blanchard,
originally published in 2004 in Fashion and Graphics, London: Laurence King.
48 T-shirts for many fast fashion companies are produced in Bangladesh, as are
those for Armani, Hugo Boss and Ralph Lauren (see: http://online.wsj.com/
articles/SB10001424127887323998604578567522527553976, accessed November
2014). Comme des Garçons’ T-shirts are made in Japan, which may account for
some extra costs and better quality amounting to a connotation of luxury.
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for their consumers.
What Barthes named ‘the fashion group’, consisting of professionals
in fashion such as stylists, visual merchandisers, personal shoppers for
celebrities and bloggers overcode the segmented lifestyles. Take the
binary opposition of male and female clothing. A successive choice to
these segments would be a more or less androgynous look, such as high
fashion brands Saint Laurent (designer Hedi Slimane)49 and Loewe (designer Jonathan Anderson) presented.50 While Saint Laurent and Loewe
overcode the concept of androgyny by presenting more feminine looks for
men and the iconoclastic Le Smoking for women (Yves Saint Laurent),
or unisex styles that can be worn by both sexes (Loewe), the trend is also
overcoded by magazine and newspaper articles, blog entries and fast
fashion stores, amongst others, that communicate the looks to a wider
public.
Apart from the brands that overcode representational segments and
take up their distinct territories, it remains a question where to detect the
‘apparatus of the State’ – the third aspect Deleuze and Parnet distinguish
as characteristic of the rigid segmentary line. Even though the state will
have its say when it comes to the designs of, for instance, police uniforms,
it does not seem likely that the ‘apparatus of the State’ has much interest in the way brands, magazines and people choose to represent their
identities. Although there may be economic aspects related to the fashion
business of interest for the State, I here want to suggest the ‘apparatus
of the State’ within fashion may be detected by questioning what or who
constructs and maintains the identity segments in fashion. Deleuze and
Parnet write that:

49 When Hedi Slimane was appointed as YSL creative director in 2012, he
rebranded the brand as Saint Laurent. Le Smoking, however, is a design from
before Slimane’s rebranding and as such part of the Yves Saint Laurent brand
name.
50 See, for instance: http://www.vogue.co.uk/fashion/trends/2014-15-autumnwinter/borrowing-from-the-boys, accessed October 2014.
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[the abstract machine of overcoding] does not depend on the State, but
its effectiveness depends on the State as the assemblage which realises it in a social field (for example, different monetary segments, different kinds of money have rules of convertibility, between themselves
and with goods, which refer to a central bank as State apparatus).
(1987 [1977]: 129)

What then is fashion’s ‘bank’, the apparatus that ensures effective communication of societal segments? Could marketing strategy companies
such as Nielsen and Facebook’s Atlas be regarded responsible for maintaining the rules of convertibility, which enables categorising people on
the basis of their characteristics, stereotypes and behaviour?
Through adhering to market research all different types of commercial fashion brands that have been characterised for communicating their
own brand identities with which consumers are encouraged to identify
can be regarded as ‘enclosing a plane of organisation’. Theories of market
segmentation, as put forth by amongst others, Philip Kotler and Kevin
Keller are supportive of the segmentary plane of organisation (Kotler and
Keller 2012). They suggest dividing the market “into groups of consumers
or segments with distinct needs and wants” and in order to “develop the
best marketing plans managers need to understand what makes each segment unique and different” (Kotler and Keller 2012: 213). Based on four
major segmentation variables – geographic, demographic, psychographic
and behavioural segmentation – Kotler and Keller create a detailed
used to identify consumer markets (see Figure 3.14 below).
Major Segmentation Variables for Consumer Markets
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Geographic region

Pacific Mountain, West North Central, West South
Central, East North Central, East South Central, South
Atlantic, Middle Atlantic, New England

City or metro size

Under 5,000; 5,000-20,000; 20,000-50,000; 50,000-100,000;
100,000-250,000; 250,000-500,000; 500,000-1,000,000;
1,000,000-4,000,000; 4,000,000+

Density

Urban, suburban, rural

Climate

Northern, southern

Demographic age

Under 6, 6-11, 12-17, 18-34, 35-49, 50-64, 64+

Family size

1-2, 3-4, 5+

Family life cycle

Young, single; young married, no children; young married,
youngest child under 6; young, married, youngest child 6
or older; older, married with children; older, married, no
children under 18; older, single; other

Gender

Male, female

Income

Under $10,000; $10,000-$15,000; $15,000-$20,000; $20,000$30,000; $30,000-$50,000; $$50,000-$100,000; $100,000+

Occupation

Professional and technical; managers, officials, and
proprietors; clerical sales; craftspeople; forepersons;
operatives; farmers; retired; students; homemakers;
unemployed

Education

Grade school or less; some high school; high school
graduate; some college; college graduate

Religion

Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, other

Race

White, Black, Asian, Hispanic

Generation

Silent generation, Baby boomers, Gen X, Gen Y

Nationality

North American, Latin American, British, French,
German, Italian, Chinese, Indian, Japanese

Social Class

Lower lowers, upper lowers, working class, middle class,
upper middles, lower uppers, upper uppers

Psychographic
lifestyle

Culture-oriented, sports-oriented, outdoor oriented

Personality

Compulsive, gregarious, authoritarian, ambitious

Behavioral occasions

Regular occasion, special occasion

Benefits

Quality, service, economy, speed

User status

Nonuser, ex-user, potential user, first-time user, regular
user

Usage rate

Light user, medium user, heavy user

Loyalty status

None, medium,

Readiness stage

Unaware, aware, informed interested, desirous, intending
to buy

Attitude toward
product

Enthusiastic, positive, indifferent, negative, hostile

Figure 3.14
‘Major Segmentation Variables for Consumer Markets’
Source: Marketing Management 14, Philip Kotler and Kevin Lane Keller (2012: 215)
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Market segmentation hence divides the fashion market into – what
they provide us with resonate perfectly with Deleuze and Parnet’s examples of rigid segmentation and cut up society in life phases. Where
Deleuze and Parnet use the example “Now you’re not a baby anymore”
(1987 [1977]: 124), Kotler and Keller have created a more detailed segmentation for practical use and distinguish seven different age segments
under the heading of ‘Demographic age’ in the table above. It becomes
clear Deleuze and Parnet’s idea of diachronical operation (if you are
neither a nor b, then you are c) – caused by the binary machines that cut
across segments – is omnipresent in Kotler and Keller’s segmentation.
See, for instance, under the heading of ‘race’: if you are not White or
Black, you must be either Asian or Hispanic.
Whereas brands may be characterised by their rigid segmentarity
they do evolve and change. Items of (branded) clothing may have different meanings in different contexts. And lastly people do not always dress
according to the ruling dress codes. Dressing oneself, the behaviour of
brands, and the meanings adhered to items of clothing hence require
a more dynamic system of interpretation than through that of rigid
segmentarity alone. I therefore propose taking the other two lines into
lignes de fuite),
in the following section, to incorporate the complex and transformative
characteristics one may associate with getting dressed.

Territories, Supple Lines of Segmentation and Lines of Flight
At the start of the fourth chapter of Dialogues (1987 [1977]), Deleuze
which they describe the rigid segmentary line in detail. The natures of
the second and third lines, however, are seemingly treated as one and
then distinguished by “the movements of de-territorialisation and the
processes of re-territorialisation” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 134).
Before it can be decided whether one is faced with a supple segment or
to study the processes of territorialisation, re-territorialisation, and deterritorialisation as described by Deleuze and Parnet.
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As concluded above, rigid segmentary lines form a plane of organisation and thus erect a territory in which items of clothing are overcoded
represent their identity through that of the brand. Kotler and Keller’s
table of market segmentation proved to be a striking example of such a
rigid organisation since it dealt with many – if not all – of the categorisations Deleuze and Parnet characterise as being rigid. Where Deleuze and
Parnet do not explicitly criticise rigid segments,51 novelist and philosopher Luis de Miranda does not restrain himself when he writes:
Each molar line corresponds to a territory in which a code can be applied
at almost no cost. This behavioural code that obtains gratification without superhuman effort comforts human laziness in the idea that there
must be something good in the exterior order, the hyper-normed society,
that overcoding is the only way to organise a society.
(De Miranda 2013: 113)

De Miranda’s emphasis on ‘the exterior order’ and on a society preoccupied with normativity, can be convincingly connected with the representation of identities through market segmentation and perhaps may
tion without effort’ can explain why large groups of people adhere to
territories nicely. Rather than experimenting with the un-coded, unfamiliar possibilities that fashion has to offer, many people actually conform
to the exterior order erected by marketing theorists. Albeit, this does not

51 Deleuze and Parnet do, however, emphasise that each line has its dangers,
and remark that the danger of rigid lines must be tied to power (pouvoir) (1987
[1977]: 138). Deleuze and Guattari, furthermore, write that “[t]he man of power
will always want to stop the lines of flight, and to this end to trap and stabilize
the mutation machine in the overcoding machine” (2004 [1980]: 252). One
could then say that market research companies, such as Nielsen, and marketing managers, such as Kotler and Keller, assert their power and overcode and
simplify the complexity of emerging affects to ensure them a place within the
segments.
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mean that people remain on one territory or within one segment: they
may marry, move, see their income increase or decrease and they may
territories that can be easily recognized and coded.
consumers are encouraged to see their clothing as representative for who
they are. By encouraging consumers to switch or combine several different ‘identities’ the fashion industry nevertheless makes use of similarly

overcoded territory to another. Encouraging a shifting of territories can
be regarded the core business of the mainstream fashion industry: buy
more, change styles, follow trends and express yourself along the categories that fashion brands provide you with. In order to discover more creative, less rigid ways in which fashion also operates we must thus move
beyond these territories and may even escape them altogether. Hence,
rather than concentrating on the molar lines and their territories, I would
like to move on to two other aspects related to territorialisation: those of
reterritorialisation and deterritorialisation. In doing so, I follow Deleuze
and Parnet’s advice and will compare “the movements of deterritorialisation and the processes of reterritorialisation” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987
[1977]: 134).
As said above, Deleuze and Parnet characterize the supple lines and
made after one has examined whether the line succeeds in undoing – or
escaping from – the molar territory (deterritorialisation) or only moves
ful un-grounding or effective deterritorialisation is characteristic of the
anew: reterritorialisation after relative deterritorialisation. Deleuze and
Parnet thus characterize the lines for their effects, which can only be determined after they have become actualised. Or as they write: “[p]olitics
is active experimentation, since we do not know which way a line is going
to turn” (Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 137).
Detecting deterritorialisation in the dynamics of fashion would thus
entail looking for those instances in which the coding and overcoding of
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– depending on the effectiveness of the deterritorialisation – is at work
creating new expressions through dress that have not been overcoded
(yet) by fashion’s abstract machine: commercial fashion communication
channels (brands, magazines, celebrities, visual merchandisers, stylists).
A clarifying and concrete example of supple lines that deterritorialise and
consequently reterritorialise is found in the processes of appropriation
or bricolage (Lévi-Strauss, 1962a, 1962b; Clarke, 1976; Hebdige, 1979).
Most directly related and redirected to fashion is John Clarke’s partial
and eclectic use of Lévi-Strauss’ concept of bricolage:52
Together, object and meaning constitute a sign, and, within any one culture, such signs are assembled, repeatedly, into characteristic forms of
discourse. However, when the bricoleur re-locates the significant object
in a different position within that discourse, using the same overall repertoire of signs, or when the object is placed within a different total ensemble, a new discourse is constituted, a different message conveyed.
(Clarke, 2006 [1976]: 149)

Both Clarke and Dick Hebdige’s adaptation of Lévi-Strauss’ concept of
bricolage is useful for examining the dynamics involved in respectively
subcultural approbation and approbation of style. When American
actress Katie Holmes appeared wearing what looked like her husband
Tom Cruise’s jeans in 2008, for instance, she deterritorialised the jeans
from her spouses body and reterritorialised it on her own. Some young
women picked up the idea and also started wearing their boyfriends’
remarkable while they were being worn by a male, they might now signify
comfort, belonging, or independence from female stereotypical dress.53
52 Clarke refers to Lévi-Strauss’ concept as follows: “the re-ordering and
re-contextualisation of objects to communicate fresh meanings, within a
total system of significances, which already includes prior and sedimented
meanings attached to the objects used” (Clarke 1979: 149). Lévi-Strauss, however, emphasises mythical thought as bricolage and how through language
“ideological castles” are built, “out of the debris of what was once a social
discourse” (Lévi-Strauss 1966 [1962b]: 14).
53 Also see Woodward, Jeanealogies (Miller & Woodward 2011: 155).
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I would, however, like to take the concept of bricolage one step
further and include the extended concepts of re-appropriation or
counter-bricolage as coined by communication and cultural studies
scholars Marita Sturken and Lisa Cartwright (2001: 58-70). Sturken
and Cartwright use the term ‘counter-bricolage’ to indicate “the way in
which advertisers and fashion designers have become highly skilled at
designing and packaging the style of subcultures and selling them back
to the mainstream public” (2001: 69). In continuing the example of the
boyfriend jeans, one can use the idea of counter-bricolage to indicate the
vast range of jeans that are marketed as being boyfriend jeans, whereas
they have never been worn by, nor were originally created for males to
wear. Apart from the deterritorialisation of the original jeans that were
taken from the boyfriend and consequently reterritorialised on the female
body, commercial fashion industry has carried out a process of counterterritory
on the plane of organisation apparent in fashion.
the girlfriends take the jeans out of the binary oppositional and rigid
segments by appropriating them for their own bodies. They succeed in
‘suppling’ the segments by means of deterritorialising the pair of jeans
from their original male position within the organisation of fashion.
This deterritorialisation of the pair of jeans, however, was relative (or
migrant) for it was compensated by the reterritorialisation on the female body. In addition, the jeans were territorialised by the overcoding
abstract machines – the fashion group – into fashion when they were
being ‘in fashion’ and sold to the masses. The dynamics in which a deterritorialised and decoded item of clothing is ultimately territorialised by
the fashion industry ensures a constant renewal of what is regarded ‘in
fashion’.
alised onto supple – and possibly even rigid – segments can be found
in the formation of subcultures within fashion. According to Deleuze
and Parnet all segmentations emerge from what were originally lines of

attributes and signs, it appears as a spontaneous and chaotic departure
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from what we knew hitherto. Or, as Hebdige writes in relation to the
punk subculture:
Punk reproduced the entire sartorial history of post-war working-class
youth cultures in ‘cut up’ form, combining elements which had originally
belonged to completely different epochs. There was a chaos of quiffs
and leather jackets, brothel creepers and winkle pickers, plimsolls and
paka macs, moddy crops and skinhead strides, drainpipes and vivid
socks, bum freezers and bovver boots – all kept ‘in place’ and ‘out of
time’ by the spectacular adhesives: the safety pins and plastic clothes
pegs, the bondage straps and bits of string which attracted so much
horrified and fascinated attention.
(Hebdige 1979: 26)

The ‘cut up’ form and the chaos mentioned by Hebdige, combined with
the group was – at least when Punk started out in the 1970s – dynamic,
open to transformation and thus, although recognisable, not easily dedesigner Deborah Lloyd (1988: 104). Lloyd researches the Casuals, a
mainly British subculture consisting of stylishly dressed football hooligans. She comes to the conclusion that the Casuals cannot be pin-pointed
through the clothes they wear, since ongoing changing of brands, styles
and details lie at the core of the movement: “As soon as more than the
few catch on to this, the initiators change to another ‘fad’” (Ibid.). In addition, the Casuals are secretive about their dress codes and they cannot
style wars, they appear as an undifferentiated mass to the untrained eye.
Deleuze and Guattari name such dynamic groups – that one cannot
more or less rigid behavioural codes – subject groups (2004 [1972]: 71,
72). Unlike subjugated groups – in which “what a member is refers back
to a distinct identity or substance [– subject groups] are not governed
by an image or identity” (Colebrook, 2002: 60). The distinction between
dress codes to which a new member would need to adapt, and more
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calls subcultures. I would like to suggest that subjugated subcultures are
characterized by segmentation, whether this is rigidly or more supply,
they construct a territory to which members must adhere. Or as Hebdige
writes: “as soon as the original innovations which signify ‘subculture’ are
translated into commodities and made generally available, they become
constantly deterritorialising and therefore their ways of dressing are
untranslatable into commodities that can be made readily available for
purposes of consumption. Subject groups, such as the early Punk movement or the Casuals described above, actively resist subordination to
The fashion industry, however, is constantly in search for new expressions to overcode. Punk style was discovered by commercial parties
and hence overcoded as early as 1979, when advertisements for “punk
clothing, badges, and T-shirts” started appearing in music papers such as
NME and Sounds (Cartledge 2005: 68). Today one can purchase a The
Ramones T-shirt for six-month old babies. As such, punk has become
fascination Hebdige described at the time (Hebdige 1979: 26). Although
there is little expression to be found in Normcore dress, even such a
‘youth culture’ has been picked up and commercialised, as was described
come swiftly reterritorialised unto supple or rigid segments.
from more
or less segmented fashion identities. One, in addition, need not think
in terms of replacement, reaction, or revolution when trying to grasp a
rupture; when examining what an effective deterritorialising line – a line
that wanders, creates and transforms rather than customises – does. And
pressed by, for instance, the current focus upon fashion and sustainability. See, for instance, Dialogues (1977) where Deleuze and Parnet write:
One might say in a certain sense that what is primary in a society are the
lines, the movements of flight. Far from being a flight from the social, far
from being utopian or even ideological, these constitute the social field,
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trace out its graduation and its boundaries, the whole of its becoming.
(Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 135)

which solid (molar), rigid segments may result. The process, however,
does not entail a one way, linear movement. Rigid segments constantly

an anti-movement nor is it to be regarded as an ideal; it is what underlies
result
ended, limitless and potentially perilous.
Such a perspective upon fashion does not only describe its dynamics
well, it also enables one to distinguish where changes in fashion come
about, how there may be ruptures (punk) and new fashion’s invented.
Even though we seem to experience very little truly new designs in our
every-day wear, a shoe may still function as a hat (Elsa Schiaparelli 193738), coats may be made out of wigs (Martin Margiela, 2009), dresses can
be created out of meat (Franc Fernandez for Lady Gaga, 2010), or worn
upside down (Viktor & Rolf, 2006). These examples are, of course, drawn
from existing fashion designers and presented here to illustrate that lines
the ideas of what fashion can be and supply the public with previously
unthought-of designs.
Within a more everyday sense of fashion, as that which is worn on
the streets, one, however, does not come across many of such extravagant designs. People in general seem to settle for items of clothing that
comply to a code of what is regarded acceptable, rather than experimenting with what wigs, meat or shoes may do when placed on the body in
an unexpected manner. One could say the radical designs created along
of clothing that do fall within what society at large accepts and expects.
On the other hand, the public does not seem to make much use of fashions’ potential and seems happy to remain within the representational
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segmentations and overcoded styles offered by the fashion industry. As
Deleuze and Guattari phrase it:
We flee from flight, rigidify our segments, give ourselves over to binary
logic; the harder they have been on one segment, the harder we will be
on another; we reterritorialise on anything available; the only segmentary we know is molar […]
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 250)

Conclusion
Fashion revolves around representation in a fourfold manner. When getsent ourselves for the occasions the day will bring – unless a uniform is
compulsory and there remains little else to think about than grooming
oneself. As researched in this chapter, we dress out of habit and this habit
is the result of cultural conventions and dress codes we generally do not
think about extensively. As such, most people have internalised conventions and what is regarded normal is experienced as natural. Not thinking
about how others will perceive us on the basis of what we represent
through the clothes we are wearing, involves the risk of being ridiculed,
scorned or even excluded. Dressing inappropriately for job interviews, for
instance, may have crucial effects upon one’s future. People may exclude
others on the basis of what they wear, as can be noticed in the way we
may be repelled by a homeless person who has many other worries than
thinking about what to wear, but also in more subtle ways where children
at school are teased and bullied because of their clothing. We, obviously,
do judge people by the way they look and hardly stop to think about what
made us do so.
Mainstream fashion brands, secondly, further encourage us to think
in representatives with which they overcode their items of clothing. They
offer a wide range of different options to choose from, disguise themselves with people-like qualities that we will recognise as representative for whom we would befriend or like to be and represent themselves
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through a brand identity that must ensure we recognise our ‘friends’ at
all times. They encourage us to regard ourselves as being like them (a
brand), which consequently can be managed by carefully maintaining
an identity for which they will cater. These fashion brands want their
customers to buy more than they would perhaps need to feel comfortable,
even for representational purposes, in their clothes. They do so by offering us successive choices of items of clothing that may give the idea that
we can represent ourselves anew, but which are factually mere variations
of similar themes. As such, the fashion industry actively promotes overconsumption on the basis of a myth of change, whereas they are mainly
offering a renewal of what we already had stored in our closets anyway.
Closely related to mainstream fashion brands the fashion group
(magazine editors, stylists, advisors, bloggers et cetera) forms the third
party involved in reinforcing and encouraging representational practices
through overcoding. By addressing individuals as beings of a certain
style, or combinations of styles, they further induce representational
thought with their clientele and as such serve as the perfect ‘soldiers’ of
fashion brands. However, perhaps it is the fourth member of fashion’s

Nielsen and Atlas, I have mentioned in this chapter, but also the growing
ing people as representational beings through the monitoring of their
online behaviour can perhaps be treated as a road we should not want to
travel. Although critics such as danah boyd and Kate Crawford emphasise
that behavioural networks (that which we do online) are not the same as
personal networks (the true friends we exchange our thoughts and fears
with) the unaware contribution that we make with every swipe, mouseclick, or Facebook-like to grasping us as consumers of a certain kind revolves around what Mirko Tobias Schäfer has named ‘implicit participation’ (boyd and Crawford 2012: 671, Schäfer 2011: 51-53). Without being
our online activities are monitored so that companies may make personal
suggestions we did not realise yet would appeal.
Deleuze, however, emphasised that representational practices revolve
around a single centre which lead to false depths (Deleuze 2004 [1968]:
67). We, as I have demonstrated in the two former chapters, are not
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merely unchanging individuals with an identity that can be represented.
Such an identity is essentially a social construct, a myth that does not
take into account what more there is to our lives. It cannot motivate nor
explain why we are moved and by what exactly, who we befriend and
what makes us do so. We are, however, increasingly faced with and surage us to think of ourselves as brands with a more or less unique identity
that in return may be represented by fashion brands. I would therefore
like to emphasise that the practices performed by the fashion industry,
I described in this chapter, are in fact part of fashion’s false depths; they
stream fashion industry, moreover, actively reinforces – overcodes – the
view upon fashion as a discursive and representational practice, whilst
encouraging the changing of discourses and representations frequently,
but never beyond representation. Since the majority of consumers favour
frequent change for little money, the mechanisms of the fast fashion industries have contributed to the concept of disposable fashion, the blank
expressionless uniform of ‘normal dress’, and to a society which accepts
small changes in dress, but seems no longer interested in making use of
fashion’s deterritorialising potential.
Viewing fashion through Deleuze’s prism enables adopting a perspective that on the one hand allows one to focus upon the pure difference
that precedes the concept of identity and representation. On the other
hand, his and Parnet’s concepts of coding, decoding, and overcoding enable one to develop a perspective upon fashion’s dynamic nature in which
meanings and representations are also undone, carried away and altered.
I therefore suggest moving beyond ‘a delineated fashion’, and leaving
the molar, representational segments of fashion behind in the following
chapter, in order to examine where the cracks that show a breaking with
representation – and not in the least with exploitation of both the environment and workers, and a relentless focus upon the ego – may occur.
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4.

Clothed Connections
The only question is how anything works,
- none of which mean anything.
Félix Guattari1

F

ashion branding largely succeeds in arousing a desire for the clothes
we think we lack for an upcoming party, public appearances or

the coming new season, for instance. As was argued in the previous
chapter, this results in fast fashion being a disposable fashion which,
in turn, leads to an enormous pressure on our environment both at the
beginning of the production chain by claiming resources as well as at
the end by having to deal with disposal of the items of clothing, which
2

In addition, fashion’s lifestyle branding is a

representational practice that encourages us to view ourselves as brands
that can be represented through adopting the brands’ identities for
self-representation. As I argued, following Deleuze, fashion’s overcoding
representational practices lead to false depths (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 67).

1

Guattari in Gilles Deleuze’s Negotiations 1972 - 1990 (1995: 22), original
emphasis.

2

House of Commons 2010: 20; Allwood 2006: 65.
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in other words, ultimately contributes to it being regarded as a shallow
serious or even disastrous environmental and ethical problems.
Common solutions to the problems we are faced with regarding
fashion and consumption rely heavily on creating public awareness
for the downsides, such as making exploitation of workers visible, and
emphasising the urgency with which we need to start thinking about
the strains that are being made on the environment (SOMO and ICN
2014; Greenpeace 2012). The attempts to make consumers value their
clothing more by carefully considering the way they are produced hence

valuable brands, and ZARA, H&M and C&A are expanding their activities
to the Brazilian market.3 In relation to the latter the following words by
Paolo Borges, founder and artistic director of Brazilian Fashion Week,
are telling: “Fast fashion is a process which allows a greater number of
consumers to satisfy their fashion desires. Brazil is 10 years behind in
terms of consumption, as compared with international markets. It will
continue to buy a lot more.”4 Buying more may boost economies, but it
must also be directly linked to more CO2 emissions, more wastewater
pollution, more unethical methods of production, and an increasingly
unequal distribution of wealth (Klein 2014, SOMO 2014, Greenpeace
2012).
It can be argued that due to different powers, groups and interests
involved, an agreement of how to solve the potentially disastrous
destructions that must be related to fashion remains out of reach.
Collective action can be said to remain paralysed since the perspectives
of the different parties involved differ greatly. The fashion industry

3

See, in order of reference: http://www.fashionunited.nl/Nieuws/Leads/
Primark_boekt_17_procent_omzetstijging_in_2014_2014110445310/,
http://www.forbes.com/companies/hm/,
https://fashionunited.com/news/fashion/ (5 November 2014).

4
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From: https://fashionunited.com/news/fashion/, accessed 5 November 2014.

and economy are focused on growth and increase of sales; consumers
demand cheap items of clothing to communicate their being; scientists
are focussed on the collecting of data; and politicians are driven by
political principles, elections and reaching consensus. One may conclude
that the drives and motives of the parties involved differ too greatly to
result in united actions. Dutch scholar Arjen Kleinherenbrink writes
that a common reaction to the frustrations of not undertaking any
actions towards climate change and environmental problems is the
wish for one powerful actor that will decide what actions need to be
undertaken (Kleinherenbrink 2014: 12). He also argues that Deleuze
would suggest the opposite: rather than appointing one overarching
power all the different perspectives can also be regarded for their
problematic overcoding practices, which in turn can be taken out of the
equation. Capital, identity, political power, and representation can then
be regarded as secondary processes that obscure a perspective upon the
multitude of connections that precede these overcoded perspectives.
Furthermore, the relations and processes between the different practices,

come into effect (Ibid.).
In this chapter I therefore suggest examining Deleuze’s concept of
assemblage (agencement) in relation to the production, wearing and
discarding of a pair of jeans.5 Furthermore, I propose that viewing
fashion through a concept of assemblage may direct one towards
unravelling how new fashion realities, new forms and materials, may
be invented. As Kleinherenbrink emphasises, inspired by the last
sentence and word of A Thousand Plateaus: ‘Mechanosphere’, Deleuze’s
philosophy enables a thinking in which all processes and forces involved
can be related to one another, rather than seeking for one essential and
decisive structure (Kleinherenbrink 2014: 7). Adopting such a perspective
would enable a heterogenetic analysis in which the encounters of the

5

It needs to be mentioned here that the ‘lines’ (rigid, supple, flight) as described
in Chapter 3, “function[ing] in the assemblages of which they form part”
(Deleuze & Parnet 1987 [1977]: 128). For reasons of clarity, however, I have
decided to treat the concept of ‘lines’ and that of the assemblages they form
separately. In this chapter I will focus upon the latter.
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multipleelements that are involved, the territories they encounter, and
the transitions and transformations that occur are taken into account,
rather than focussing on one of the involved perspectives above all others
(Kleinherenbrink 2014: 7; Deleuze 2007 [1993]: 361). Executing such a
heterogenetic analysis will enable me to research fashion for all forces
and processes involved in what we wear and thereafter, which has been
my aim from the start of this dissertation.
One of the overcodings I have examined in the previous chapter was
that of fashion’s preoccupancy with representation of identity. Apart
from the fashion industry reinforcing and as such overcoding this idea,
one may also question our own relationship with the clothes we wear as
such an overcoding of identity. French philosopher Olivier Assouly, for
instance, has argued that the fashion industry, whether it entails fast
fashion or luxury products, encourages consumption through increasing
the renewal of aesthetic factors. Fast fashion brands do so by renewing
their collections as frequently as once every two weeks, luxury fashion
brands do so by means of extending the products they sell under the
brand’s name for a larger public. This mechanism may be economically
relationship with the fashion product to become ephemeral which in
turn contributes to more waste (Assouly 2007: 16). We have a desire
to shop for subjectivity and we do so when we are introduced to new
products and trends, which are in fact only variations of existing styles.
The value we give to these products diminishes when we are introduced
to yet newer products that arouse our desires, and disposing of the ‘old’
products becomes facile.
Assouly ends his text by posing the question how fashion can gain
responsibility, but leaves this question unanswered (Assouly 2007: 16).
I would like to suggest that apart from distinguishing the forces and
processes involved in fashion, we may begin by examining the concept of
‘desire’. Assouly emphasises that a desire to consume is always present
in a latent manner, but it is only truly aroused when we are faced with
new aesthetic forms. How can we then look upon desire in a new way so
that it does not necessarily lead to thoughtless consumption of renewed
aesthetic forms? Which other potential encounters with fashion may then
come to the fore, and how may these alter the homogeneous looks, the
production of waste, and the exploitation of workers we are faced with
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today?
Elizabeth Wilson emphasised that “fashion, the child of capitalism,
has, like capitalism, a double face” (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 13). She
relation to capitalism of which the paradox of the capacity to create and
that of wastefulness is one (Wilson 2003 [1985]: 15). In this chapter,
I will examine both the creative and the wasteful aspects of fashion
and propose that Deleuze’s heterogeneous perspective of productive
assemblages may very well reveal the scope of fashion’s problems and
offer an analysis of where new expressions and materials in fashion can
be detected. Apart from the ecological problems one must associate with
the current ways of producing and consuming items of clothing, one
may question to what extent fashion’s creative potential is explored in a
society where individuals increasingly look alike. The global expansion
of fast fashion as well as cheaper extensions of luxury brands further
contribute to the homogenisation of looks. As creativity drifts out of

Deleuze’s Desire
In L’Abécédaire de Gilles Deleuze, a French television program produced
by Pierre-André Boutang between 1988 and 1989 and broadcast by Arte
after Deleuze’s death in 1996, Claire Parnet interviews Deleuze and does
so, as the title suggests, by posing questions about his philosophical
concepts in alphabetical order.6 During the episode titled D comme
Désir (‘D’ for desire) Deleuze says that “in desiring an object, a dress
for example, the desire is not for the object, but for the whole context,
the aggregate […]: the aggregate of the skirt, of a sun ray, of a street, of
a woman, of a vista, of a colour.” What makes us want to purchase and

6

See, for instance: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrZdOZzr4as, accessed
November 2014, or Charles Stivale’s written summary through: http://www.
langlab.wayne.edu/cstivale/d-g/abc1.html
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wear a dress or skirt is, according to Deleuze, not solely found in the
object itself. We imagine wearing it on a sunny day, in public, and picture
the colours of the dress interacting with the sunlight, the other colours
present, our moving body, and the movement of the dress. Deleuze
thus emphasises how body, dress, street, colours, movement, and more
connect and work together to produce what he and Félix Guattari name
intensities rather than representations (Deleuze and Guattari 2004
[1972]: 270). The multiplicity of intensive connections that can be
detected whilst imagining wearing a dress is what is desired, apart from
what the dress may signify or represent.
An intensive desire hence is always ambiguous, experimental and
productive, and changes when an element of the aggregate changes, such
as the sun disappearing, for instance (Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1972]:
with which fashion brands overcode items of clothing are extensions of
dress that may change but still appear determined and are regarded as
being representational at a certain time and place. As examined in the
previous chapter, one is encouraged to focus upon a desire for overcoded,
identity shaping qualities in clothing, whilst when actually wearing an
item of clothing much more than representation and identity comes
into play. For instance, we may remember what we wore during our
graduation ceremony, who were present, what the weather was like,

as well as to each other. Had it rained, would one of your parents have
been late, would you have worn something different; all these little events
would change the way the intense day was experienced.
In Anti-Oedipus

Capitalism and Schizophrenia

(2004 [1972]), Deleuze and Guattari describe how, ever since Plato and
culminating in Freud’s theory of the unconscious, desire is experienced as
a lack. Whereas for Freud desire is essentially negative (we desire an item
of clothing that is absent) and as such exemplary for the relation between
a desiring subject and a desired object, Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
anything; it does not lack its object. It is rather the subject that is missing
as Deleuze and Guattari suggest it, is productive through its potential
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sunlight, wind, a piece of skin showing, sounds, fabric moving, et cetera.
Or as they write: “Desire constantly couples
objects that are by nature fragmentary and fragmented” (2004 [1972]:
6 [emphasis added]). Hence desire is not representational, nor is it
fundamentally human; it is, as Claire Colebrook wrote, “just the creative

encountering its host and eventually possibly killing it, are all desires.
Whilst comparing Deleuze and Guattari’s positive and productive
concept of desire to the desires fashion brands arouse, it can be noted
that the latter are essentially Freudian or psychoanalytic desires, in which
there is a desiring subject (the consumer) and a desired object (the item
of clothing), which is lacked. It is a desire that may be regarded as being
a fabricated fantasy expressed by the fashion industry in which our desire
is directed towards, and translated into, images and representations
that become the objects of desire. Whereas for Deleuze and Guattari
desire is productive, the fashion industry reduces production “to mere
fantasy production, production of expression” (2004 [1972]: 62). This
is a production that produces nothing new and relies heavily on images,
identity, and representations. It is a desire that is essentially human,
rather than a potential connection of all living, and to some extent nonliving, entities. “Desire”, Deleuze writes, “never needs interpreting, it is it
which experiments” and it is through experiment that new connections,
new ways of thinking, and new manners of analysing become possible
(Deleuze [2007] 1993: 136).
For Deleuze desire “only exists when assembled or machined. You
cannot grasp or conceive of a desire outside a determinate assemblage”
(1993: 36). Hence, before introducing new ways of viewing fashion and
its experimenting desires, the concepts of agencement (assemblage) and
machinique (machinic) require examination. Apart from attempting to
analyse the potential connections between our body and fashion that
precede a perspective of representation, what fashion may do before
an identity is prescribed to either the wearer or the item of clothing is
of importance. The question then becomes: What may be said about
the connections that are being made between the body and the fabric
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experiences that can be related to cloth or clothing – often invested with
representatives – one can also focus upon the a-subjective qualities of the
materiality and functionality of the connections between clothing and the
underlies representation.
In this chapter I will therefore concentrate on creating materialistic
mappings of bodily and textile agents in connection.
Denim – the material jeans are made of – may show how one can
examine the status and theoretical implications of researching embedded
and embodied relations we have with clothing. Being the most ubiquitous item of clothing around these days, jeans make a case that helps to
As scholars Daniel Miller and Sophie Woodward state:
Jeans are a quintessential example of material culture. […]; they are
about the least identifying form of appearance available to us today.
They are not objects that represent subjects.
(Miller and Woodward 2011:19)

The non-representative character of jeans allows me to focus on the
territories where denim and skin, denim and body movement, denim
the material of the body where connections are being made and it is
where I seek to uncover potential alternative functions and expressions of
fashion.
In order to move beyond overcoded identifying and representational
perspectives, I will in this chapter focus on the encounter of jeans with
Deleuze’s concept of assemblaged or machined desire. As emphasised
in the previous chapters, Deleuze is wary of a Platonic grounding of
any entity, including human beings, as being One. His is a philosophy
of multiplicities and movement in which human beings are of no more
principal importance than, for instance, insects. Guattari’s words
presented at the start of this chapter illustrate the fact that these
philosophers are not predominantly interested in a meaning that can be
represented; their focus lies in how things work, how they are organised,
and what happens when they encounter each other. It is this perspective
on materiality, functioning, and connections that may lead to opening
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up a new way of thinking about what fashion may do and express.
Looking at fashion through such a prism enables one to emphasise which
encounters take place, and which connections are made and undone to
connect elsewhere.
Apart from focussing upon fashion’s transformative and experimental
qualities, a perspective upon connections that can be related to fashion
also includes those connections that are being made before one can put
on a pair of jeans. I will therefore, in the second half of this chapter,
examine the production process of cotton from plant to jeans and all the
connections that are being made between cotton, chemicals, pesticides,
water, and workers. By extending the perspective of what fashion may do
to what happens before it can do anything in connection with a human
body, I will show that such a perspective enables one to think about
what it may do in all instances. I hence argue that we cannot regard what
fashion may do for us, without including how it may affect others and the
environment.
Since most human beings have a habitual tendency to think of
themselves as representing an ongoing unity of personhood I see
common connections that occur between humans and clothing to the
more complex and molecular connections that can be examined with the
aid of a thorough understanding of Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
assemblage. I therefore ask the reader to follow me on a path that leaves

Contextualising Fashion
This morning I put on a pair of Lee jeans. It is to be a day behind my
desk writing, revising, and thinking about this text. I may rush out to
clear my mind and run an errand, but otherwise the day will be mainly
jeans was still in the bathroom from last night and will perfectly suit my
activities for today. I may even put them on again tomorrow when I am
lecturing a class. They are respectable enough to wear to work and by no
means look like they need a wash. As anthropologist Sophie Woodward
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indicated, jeans function as comfortable ‘default wear’ (2005; 2007).
When I do not want (or have no time) to think about getting dressed,
I turn to jeans. A few weeks ago, however, I was busy with so many
the university. I just made it in time, but had not found the opportunity
to change into something that would suit the occasion better than my
jeans. As a result I felt underdressed and uncomfortable in the situation
I was in. Even if there may have been others wearing jeans and nobody
commented on me doing so, it just did not feel right.
The situation described above may lead one to think about what is
suitable attire for different public occasions, personal shame and the way
we relate to others. However, rather than thinking about the way human
beings adjust their style of clothing to apparent standards, guiding codes

clothes are worn. On the one hand, one can think about the meaning of
that wearing jeans is regarded as normal behaviour in some, but not in
other contexts. On the other hand, one can think about the relationships
herself in, the onlooker, the weather and many more possible contexts
and connections that are of interest if one wants to examine the complex
relationships between human beings and the item of clothing one is
presented with.
In following this more complex notion of productive connections
that can be considered when thinking of the possible relations between
a body, its surroundings and garments worn, further examining Deleuze
and Guattari’s concept of assemblage may prove productive (2004
[1980]: 554-556). In the common use of the word an assemblage can
be regarded as a whole created from heterogeneous parts. A dress,
for instance, is assembled when the pieces of a particular pattern are
sewn together. Yet, as is the case with many of their terms, Deleuze and
an assemblage is regarded as “a multiplicity which is made up of many
heterogeneous terms [and] which establishes liaisons, relations between
them, across ages, sexes, and reigns” (Deleuze & Parnet 1987 [1977]: 69),
they also emphasise the fact that assemblages are never to be regarded
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they call an assemblage. Or put differently: “[a]n assemblage is not a set
of predetermined parts […] that are then put together in order or into a
already-conceived structure” (Wise 2005: 77). Hence the example of an
assembled dress from pieces of a predetermined pattern does not provide
us with an adequate example to grasp the Deleuzeoguattarian concept of
assemblage.
In his chapter on Deleuze’s concept of assemblage in Gilles Deleuze
Key Concepts scholar J. Macgregor Wise analyses the common (or
traditional) perspectives one may adopt when thinking about the
connections that are being made between humans and objects (2005: 7787). Although Wise is interested in a better understanding of the relation
between the technological and the human, his analysis also proves to be
insightful to understand the connections that are made between clothing
and human beings. When looking at the relation between mobile devices
and human beings, for instance, Wise argues that the relation has often
been posed in an unproductive and overly simple manner. He illustrates
this issue by describing the three most common views on these relations,
taking the mobile phone as an example: the received view of culture,
the contextual view of culture, and the view of articulation (2005: 81). I
suggest following these three perspectives, yet I will replace the example
of the mobile phone by that of a pair of jeans. Similar to mobile phones,
jeans may be seen as ubiquitous objects in relation to humans: “outside
of the admittedly rather large exceptions of China and South Asia, on
any given day, nearly half the world’s population is wearing blue jeans”
(Miller 2010: 415). Jeans, as mentioned, function as default clothing;
they serve as a safe alternative and antidote to anxieties that may arise
when making a more varied clothing choice (Miller 2010: 420). The
combination of these two aspects – its ubiquity and default status –
makes denim more comparable to a technology such as the mobile phone
than any other item of clothing. I therefore propose following Wise
closely in order to distinguish common connections from encounters in
assemblage.
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Received and Contextual Views of Culture and Clothing

Wise calls the received view of culture, “posits the human and the object
one another” (2005: 81). According to this view, one may actually be
wearing a pair of jeans but they are still regarded as being external to,
as being exactly that: an item of clothing that may be studied regardless
of the one who is wearing it. In this perspective jeans and humans are
separate entities: jeans are not human and humans are not jeans. Wise
notes that this received view of culture and technology leads to debates
between technological determinists – who believe technologies are
controlling human beings – and social determinists – who favour the
idea that human beings control technologies (Wise 2005: 81). In a similar
vein, one could say that adopting a received view of culture and clothing
leads to the debates between those who consider people that purchase
a lot of clothing ‘fashion victims’ and those who prefer calling them
‘fashionistas’. Or put differently, it leads to a debate between those who
favour Veblen’s theory of fashion as ‘conspicuous waste’ and dismiss its
qualities, and those who adhere to Wilson’s idea of fashion as meaningful
performative play (Veblen [2007] 1899; Wilson [2003] 1985).
If one were to study a pair of jeans from this received perspective,
one would, for instance, study the development of jeans and the
transformations they have undergone: from work wear, to symbolising

and the shape of jeans. From the same received perspective one could
also study the impacts and effects of jeans on society, such as the
large number of denim brands; or the average number of jeans people
possess. Whether one focuses on the development and transformation
of jeans or on the impacts and effects that may be related to them, the
received perspective views a pair of jeans as a discrete object – it remains
a separate entity that can be studied in isolation.
Wise’s second perspective to distinguish the different ways in which
one may view the relations between humans and objects, the contextual
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view of culture, entails the need to examine objects such as the mobile
phone or, in this case items of clothing, in their context. With regard
to the mobile phone Wise notes the importance that is reserved for
examining the way communication devices are embedded in personal
lives. When adopting this perspective the focus will be put on the way
mobile phones are being used and both capacitate and constrain human
action. In a similar vein, one can say that clothing cannot be separated
from its context, and also capacitates and constrains human action.
Clothing is created, bought and worn by human beings and as such
always relates to a human body in a particular context. We cannot then
consider an item of clothing in isolation; it is always in use in context
somewhere. Sociologist Joanne Entwistle adopts this perspective in
her examination of fashion as embodied practice (2001: 33-58). In this
perspective a pair of jeans is to be studied in its local and immediate
presence and related to the body of the wearer, rather than regarded as a
discrete entity.
Anthropologists Daniel Miller and Sophie Woodward also adopt
a contextual view in their ethnographic study of people wearing blue
jeans in North London (2010). In this study they try to understand an
individual’s life history as seen through his or her relationship with
denim, and they randomly select three streets in North London to
represent the people of contemporary London.7 They thus study jeans
streets represent the context of where and when the jeans are being
worn and studied. In addition, they focus on the ethnographic aspects
of this context and discover that the “the population of these streets is
highly dispersed in origin, with people from West Africa to Latvia, from
Croatia to China and the Caribbean, as well as from different parts of the
United Kingdom” (2010: 421). By relating the wearing of blue jeans to
clothing to the social body and identity of the wearer and, furthermore,
Hence questions regarding who is wearing the jeans, when and for
what purpose are not answered in an abstract or general manner, but
attention is paid to the actual use and situation in which denim is worn.
7

See: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/global-denim-project, accessed 10 June, 2012.
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In addition, the fact that human beings and jeans constrain each other
is taken into account: there are no three-legged jeans around, since the
human body only has two legs, and once somebody is wearing a pair of
jeans he or she is not likely to be wearing another pair of trousers also.
Returning to and following Wise’s critique of common perspectives,
one can criticise the contextual perspective because although it does
relate an item of clothing to the way it is being worn (its use), the body
of the wearer and the social situations it is being worn in, the item
of clothing is still being treated as a singular entity. The pair of jeans
“that was not a part of the context was introduced to the context and
is now used in this context” (Wise 2005: 83). In other words, a pair of
jeans is something that can be embodied and embedded in a particular
context, but it can also be disembodied or disembedded from its context.
Entwistle, for instance, reveals that she views dress in a contextual
manner when she writes that “what a woman wears is still a manner of
greater moral concern than what a man wears” (Entwistle 2001: 29). In
this sense the contextual approach still “posits human beings and items
of clothing as separate and unique” (Wise 2005: 82). And since we are
solely in search of the connections between the body and the jeans –
regardless of whether this body may be male or female in principle – the
fact that the pair of jeans may be studied differently when worn by a
man than by a woman does not overcome a perspective in which unique
entities are studied in separation.

Articulation in Relation to Culture and Clothing
Wise’s third approach is that of ‘articulation’. In following Stuart Hall’s
use of the concept of articulation Wise argues that “[t]he concept
of articulation is the idea that different elements can be connected
(articulated) or disconnected in order to create unities or identities”
(2005: 83). Hall explains the term ‘articulation’ and uses the example of
an ‘articulated lorry’ (quoted below) as an exemple of his concept. I will,
however, relate it to instances of articulation that can be found when
trying on a pair of jeans. Thereafter I will return to Wise’s critique of –
and addition to – Hall’s concept of articulation to specify the important
characteristics for developing a productive perspective upon jeans in
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articulation.
Hall illustrates his ideas of how one may envisage an articulation as
follows:
… a lorry where the front (cab) and back (trailer) can, but need not
necessarily, be connected to one another. The two parts are connected
to each other, but through a specific linkage, that can be broken. An articulation is thus the form of the connection that can make a unity of two
different elements, under certain conditions. It is a linkage which is not
necessary, determined, absolute and essential for all time. You have to
ask, under what circumstances can a connection be forged or made? So
the so-called ‘unity’ of a discourse is really the articulation of different,
distinct elements which can be rearticulated in different ways because
they have no necessary ‘belongingness’.
(Stuart Hall 1996 [1986]: 141)

If one is to relate Hall’s ‘articulated truck’ example to the wearing of
clothes, one can imagine a human body and a pair of jeans as two different elements that can be, but not necessarily are, connected to one
another. When shopping for a pair of jeans one is likely to try on several
pairs, every pair providing the consumer with a new connection. The connection itself – whether it is between a cab and a trailer or between a human body and jeans – is not precisely the articulation Hall speaks of. It is
between a human body and the pair of jeans, but what does the articulation of this connection entail?

is “the form of the connection that can make a unity of two different
elements”, and one must question “under which circumstances a
connection can be forged or made” (1996 [1986]: 141 [emphasis added]).
In other words, an articulation is the connection that is presented to us
as a unifying form in combination with the context – circumstances – in
which the connection is being made. If one now looks for the articulation
that occurs when the connection between the body and the jeans is being
made, a whole range of related aspects surface. The unifying form of the
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a sound connection, the pair of jeans must be the right size for the body
the fore here; a pair of jeans may be of the right size, but may still not
‘feel right’ for the wearer. Such a non-unifying, and thus unsuccessful,
connection may be related to a range of attitudes and feelings towards
clothing: the denim ‘not feeling comfortable’; a brand one does not
wish to relate to; details such as industrially evoked wear and tear or

are tried on – and takes into account that both connection and context
constitute an articulation – the range of possible questions one can
phrase becomes even larger. Even though I do not want explore these in
detail here, since Hall’s concept of articulation is only leading us up to
Wise’s critique and addition, a few examples will clarify the questions
that can now be posed. One may, for instance, study whether the same
pair of jeans tried on in a small boutique, at a market, or in a large
department store evokes the same articulations. Or one may question
other customers and many more contextual factors on whether or not a
connection is successfully articulated.
Wise critiques Hall’s illustration and example of articulation since it
does not overcome the problem that occurred while adopting a contextual
view (Wise’s second perspective). When a disconnection occurs, the item
of clothing and the wearer can once again be seen as separate entities that
may be studied in isolation. And even if all emphasis were placed on the
articulation (connection), one is faced with the problem Jennifer Slack
reveals in her response to Hall when she states that “multiple researchers
in: Wise 2005). Crucial to the concept of articulation, according to Wise
and Slack, then becomes regarding the context as being constitutive
of the item of clothing and vice versa. In this perspective any study
of clothing starts with posing questions about the context in which a
connection is being made. To put it differently, an item of clothing can
be disembodied (one can take a pair of jeans off) but not disembedded
from its context. Hence the embeddedness of clothing within the model
of articulation means that an item of clothing is always regarded as being
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An articulation, furthermore, presents us with “complex connections
of elements that are themselves articulations. These elements […] might
be social practices, discursive statements, ideological positions, social
forces or social groups… The unities they form can be made up of any
combination of elements” (Slack 1989: 331). Thus, an articulation is
not only a connection of which the context is constitutive, but also a
connection that is contingent on time and place. We may study the
articulation of a certain item of clothing in a certain shop at a certain
is being studied in the context of a different shop in a different time.
In addition, one may now take into account the more complex social
practices, forces, groups as well as discursive statements and ideological
positions mentioned by Slack in the quotation above. Moreover, one may
realise that articulations are not passive situations; connections between
objects and ideas are actively made or broken and to do so power is
required.
Returning to the example of the ethnographic study by Woodward
and Miller (2010), in which certain non-branded, cheap pairs of denim

certain articulations as being of greater importance than others. For
instance, Miller and Woodward found that the migrants of the three
North London streets have a tendency to want to overcome identity
markers that clothing may signify:
In this struggle against identity, perhaps one of the migrants’ most valuable allies is denim blue jeans. This is because blue jeans have become
perhaps the first ever postsemiotic garment, in the sense of marking
nothing other than their own ordinariness, which corresponds to some
ideal of the global ecumene.
(Miller 2010: 421)

Blue jeans hence have become a powerful tool for immigrants who
wish to transcend identity. They are then to be seen as the articulation
of a ‘comfortable state of ordinariness’ empowered by the choice to
blend in with the crowd that provides the immigrants of North London
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with “a sense of having achieved the inconspicuous, unobtrusive, and
unremarkable that attracts no unwanted gaze when a person just
becomes one of a crowd” (Miller 2010: 424). This articulation is, of
course, a particular one. And even if the majority of the jeans worn
in North London articulate a wish to overcome unhindered identity
marking, there remain a vast number of jeans that may articulate
stylishness, wealth or status, and by doing so form rather different
articulations.
Studying blue jeans within the context of Wise’s perspective of
articulation raises many complex questions, quite different from the
ones that were posed within the context of the received or contextual
perspective. Apart from studying the articulation of the jeans in relation
to the particular uses and functions, such as that of migrants in North
London seeking to overcome identity markers, one may question how
jeans have been articulated to discourses of gender and gendered bodies.
One may also ask how jeans have been articulated to discourses of style,
convenience, and self-expression. Moreover, the question of how jeans
have been articulated to particular populations becomes relevant. There
is, for instance, a difference between an elderly man wearing a pair of
jeans because they enable him to show off his trim body, and a young
father who dresses his six-month old son in a pair of Ralph Lauren jeans
because he equates designer jeans with possessing fashionable good
taste.8 One may also question what jeans’ changes articulate towards
existing styles in dress – think about the world’s leading politicians such
as Barack Obama, Nicholas Sarkozy and Dmitry Medvedev appearing
dressed in jeans.9 Lastly, one may ask of what articulations a pair of jeans
itself consist of. Just as Wise emphasises that a mobile phone as a unity
must be a result of particular articulations, jeans can vary in design,
material and appearance, and are thus always the result of particular
articulations themselves.
Wise writes that the perspectives he provides us with – the received,
the contextual, and the articulated view – are common perspectives
upon the way humans interact with objects, mobile phones in his case
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8

These examples were taken from Miller, 2010: 422.

9

See Binkley 2009.

and jeans in relation to my study. He emphasises that “the discussion
of articulation gets us part way back to assemblage” and suggests
that “perhaps assemblage is a more complex model of articulation”
(2005: 84). I therefore suggest making one more step to arrive at the
concept of assemblage as Deleuze and Guattari intended it, rather than
appropriating the concept of articulation to other practices and instances
of wearing clothes. By doing so one will discover that there is even
more complexity involved than meets the eye through a perspective of
articulation.
In the conclusion to A Thousand Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari
emphasise that “[a]rticulation, which is constitutive of a stratum, is
always a double articulation (double pincer). What is articulated is a
content and an expression” (2004 [1980]: 553 [original emphasis]).
The strata are what Deleuze and Guattari call the organising principles
of the world, situated on the segmental, molar or striated level. What
you are, what this means, and who you are, are examples of organising
principles that divide society into one in which males, females and
children, and their rights, values and identities are coded.10 The ways in
to represent the identity of the wearer (as described in Chapter 3) – can
be regarded as articulations that organise society in distinct segments. In
the next section, I will elaborate on the distinction between content and
expression, and as such will introduce Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
assemblage.

Machines in Assemblage
By distinguishing content from expression, Deleuze and Guattari
already indicate that there is more to be said about the organisation of
society than the strata reveal. Therefore they introduce the concept of
assemblage. Assemblages, Deleuze and Guattari write, “are produced
in the strata, but operate in zones where milieus become decoded: they

10 See, for instance, Patricia Pisters’ The Matrix of Visual Culture. Working with
Deleuze in Film Theory for an elaboration of ‘Molar and Molecular Levels of the
Subject’ (2003: 110).
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begin by extracting a territory from the milieus” (2004 [1980]: 553
[original emphasis]).11 Whereas content and expression constitute the
horizontal axis of an assemblage, a vertical axis deals with the territories
in which the assemblage takes place and is stabilised. It is on this vertical
axis where Deleuze and Guattari situate the deterritorial ‘cutting edges’
which are capable of breaking with the territorial forces and carry the
assemblage away. Or as Deleuze and Guattari phrase it:
On a first, horizontal axis, an assemblage comprises two segments,
one of content, the other of expression. On the one hand it is a machinic
assemblage of bodies, of actions and passion, an intermingling of bodies
reacting to one another; on the other hand it is a collective assemblage
of enunciation, of acts and statements, of incorporeal transformations
attributed to bodies. Then on a vertical axis, the assemblage has both
territorial sides, or reterritorialized sides, which stabilize it, and cutting
edges of deterritorialization, which carry it away.
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 97-98 [original emphasis])

Comparing the above to the concept of groups and individuals as
made up of lines (as examined in the previous chapter) may clarify the
quotation effectively, after which we can continue examining the wider
machinic character Deleuze and Guattari envision in relation to their
concept of assemblage.
As an individual one experiences passions and actions with
which our body intermingles with other bodies (content). One also
experiences incorporeal transformations when distinguishing between,
for instance, work wear and leisure wear (expression). The segment of
content and that of expression is stabilized by the territorialisation or
reterritorialisation in which it takes place. The difference between how
we feel and act at a workplace and at home, for instance, is dependent
on them. One may, however, also experience a schism or break from

11 In his ‘Notes on the Translation and Acknowledgements’ to A Thousand
Plateaus Brian Massumi states that the term ‘milieu’ is a technical term which
combines the three French meanings of the word: ‘surroundings’, ‘medium’,
and ‘middle’ (2004 [1980]: xvii). Here it can be regarded as the middle between
expression and content, where a territory is enveloped.
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stabile territories in which content and expression are carried away
(deterritorialised) in order to invent an individual or group anew. In
the previous chapter early punk as well as the Casuals, who constantly
invent themselves anew in a manner that outsiders are not likely to grasp,
12

Content and expression, (re)territorialising and deterritorialising
forces are not limited to individuals and groups of people. As described
in the introduction to this chapter, Deleuze and Guattari are after a
heterogenetic analysis to replace a thinking in overcoded structures from
politics, industry and society. Such an analysis implies a ‘mechanosphere’
well as the molar, the macroscopic, and the cosmos as a whole can be
examined for the territories they appear in, break off, or re-enter into;
the assemblages they may form; the forces and processes that take place;
and the transformative qualities that potentially emerge. The following
diagram may clarify Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblages and
is used to elaborate upon what a pair of jeans may do, and into which
territories its particles enter during production.
In the top-left part of the diagram fashion is organised according to
a pragmatic system for what it does. The example of a woman putting on
her partner’s pair of jeans can be situated here; the pair of jeans is coded
for its material content, reterritorialised from the man’s body onto that
of the woman. The top-right section deals with the organisation of signs
into a semiotic system. Operating on the strata, and as such creating rigid
segments, one could say that the overcoding of the ‘boyfriend jeans’ by
fashion brands offering it ready made involves regulating the expression
of such a pair of jeans, providing it with a territory, without involving the
actual former territory of a man’s body.
The solid line dividing what fashion may do (content), and what it
may say (expression) when operating on the strata indicates that the two
are not reciprocal and hence a real distinction can be made here. The
bottom half of the diagram deals with what fashion may do and what it
may say after decoding and deterritorialisation has taken place on a line

12 Rei Kawakubo, as described in Chapter 2, of course, also operates along lines
of flight.
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heterogeneous realm. In addition, the distinction between what
fashion does and what it says is largely absent and rather a reciprocal
presupposition. It is here where corporeal alterations and incorporeal
transformations take place; where new forms and new materials
are created which enable new expressions; and where material and
expressive forces come into play.
As examined in Chapter 2 in relation to smooth and striated spaces,
organised matter and signs are not worse or better than deterritorialised
ones, just different. They are, furthermore, dependent upon each other.
Or as Deleuze and Guattari write: “The territory is just as inseparable
from deterritorialisation as the code from decoding” (2004 [1980]:
556). I, however, am interested in the machinic aspect (content) of the
assemblage that is not necessarily distinct from its expression (as content
and expression are situated in the lower part of the diagram). On the one
hand, it is here that new expressions, forms and materials for fashion
may be detected. On the other hand, such a perspective upon fashion
allows me to view it as a heterogeneous system, which, in fashion’s
case, may lead to viewing its ethical and environmental problems in
assemblages and their character below, after which I will examine the
pair of jeans as a ‘little machine’ in the subsequent section.

Little Machines
As an assemblage, a book has only itself, in connection with other assemblages and in relation to other bodies without organs. We will never
ask what a book means, as signified or signifier; we will not look for
anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with, in connection with what other things it does or does not transmit intensities, in
which other multiplicities its own are inserted and metamorphosed, and
with what bodies without organs it makes its own converge. A book exists only through the outside and on the outside. A book itself is a little
machine; […]
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 4)

In the quotation above Deleuze and Guattari regard a book as a ‘little
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machine’. So is a bicycle, a pair of jeans, a watch, a bag, a dress, a pen,
a language, a body – whether human or not – and all other entities –
whether material or not – in this world, including life itself (Deleuze and
Guattari 2004 [1980]: 12). How is one to understand their use of the
term ‘machine’, and how is it related to their concept of assemblage? In
Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature they write that “[t]he fact that […]
singularities are active and creative becomes evident in the way they
assemble (s’agencent) and form a machine in turn” (1986 [1975]: 86). A
machine is thus the result of an assemblage (agencement) of particular
singularities. The book as a machine is then the result of the assemblage
of words as creative singularities.
Whereas the machinic part of the assemblage determines the content
of it, on the same horizontal axis the collective assemblage of enunciation
is in effect that caters for the expressive part of the assemblage; the
transmission of intensities. Moreover, and as described at the end of the
former section, an assemblage is stabilised by its (re)territorial sides,
and may ‘break off’ through deterritorialisation. Reading a book hence
involves a multiplicity of assemblages that determine what happens in
relation to their (re)territorialisations or potential deterritorialisations
– the latter accounting for contingent, surprising, and experimental
outcomes, and as such for ambiguity: we cannot know what a body and a
book may do (see Figure 4.1).
A machine, in the sense that Deleuze and Guattari use the term, is
thus not to be regarded as a metaphor that represents the book or a pair
of jeans in some way or another. The machinic character of a book as an
assemblage emphasises the possible productive connections that can be
made. The book itself – as ‘a little machine’ – is an assemblage of words
that in turn are assemblages of letters. Within a common perspective
one would most likely view a machine as an entity that has been created
assigned task nor the meaning of a book, a pair of jeans or a bicycle that
is of interest. By emphasising the process of assemblage that coincides
with the becoming of a machine, the concept of assemblage enables them
meaning to an object or organism.13 According to Deleuze and Guattari
13 Here the concept of a ‘Body without Organs’ (BwO) is of interest. This »
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constitutes of its potential connections. A book, a bicycle and a pair of
jeans are little machines; they exist of connectives capable of connecting
with other machines through creating assemblages on a distinct territory.
When Deleuze and Guattari write that they will not look for meaning
in a book, nor will they try to understand a book, they emphasise that
they are predominantly interested in how a book functions in connection
with other ‘machines’. A connection, as Deleuze and Guattari posit it,
illustrated in the previous section by emphasising that the connections
are constitutive of understanding the functions of things and practices
- jeans and the way immigrants use them to ‘unmark’ their identity, for
instance. How then is one to understand these machinic connections?
Since machines are the result of assemblages, we must also question
how they relate to one and another into ‘machinic assemblages’ before
we can examine how this perspective contributes to the productive and

mentioned by Deleuze and Guattari, I would like to emphasise that for
Deleuze and Guattari there are only machines and they consider life
itself a machine. When reading a book, for instance, the eye-machine
is connected with the book-machine and with the sophisticated brainmachine; the book-machine is connected to the hand-machine that holds

in its turn is connected to the mouth-machine when it is made moist in
order to make turning the pages easier. All these machinic connections
involved in reading a book are the result of assemblages of heterogeneous
elements, and the assemblage must be understood as the process of
bringing these elements together. Once brought together, the machinic
aspect of the assemblage is ‘in connection’ temporarily. That is to say,

» concept can be related to ‘bodies’ (including plants, water, animals, fabrics)
that are viewed from a perspective that thinks about them before assigning
them any organisational elements. It is hence a body that is populated with
intensities not organised and as such opposed to the organising principles
(strata) that structure society.
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longer forms a machinic part of the assemblage.
Why would Deleuze and Guattari regard relatively simple activities,
such as the reading of a book, in such a complex manner by emphasising
the connections that are being made in the process? What is lost in
thinking of a reader as someone who simply picks up a book and starts
to read? By stressing the machinic character of bodies, actions and
passions, Deleuze and Guattari emphasise the potential connections
that can be made between, for instance, a book and a reader, a book
and a writer, a book and a shelf, and so on. Such a perspective upon
elements in assemblage enables them to develop heterogeneous analyses
of the elements involved, without giving superiority to any one of them
human subject or object we usually determine before thinking about
the connections that are being made. In this sense the book and the
reader, or the pair of jeans and the wearer, become of equal importance
since the connections that are being made are of primary interest. These
connections made in assemblages determine the functioning of the
machine; they govern what happens and what does not. In addition,
Deleuze and Guattari consider a human subject predominantly for its
potential connections that can create new functions. As such, the human
subject does not make a more determining machine than an item of
clothing or a book, which would lead to a homogeneous analysis in
which a human perspective prevails over all other potential perspectives
one may adopt. Moreover, a human subject is also only regarded as a
contingent – and ever-changing – potential of little and larger, or more
or less sophisticated, machines.
By focussing on the potential – minute – connections between
entities, Deleuze and Guattari omit grounding perceptions onto
the dominance of a subject. When they “ask what it functions with,
in connection with what other things it does or does not transmit
intensities” (1987 [1977]: 4), they do not foreground the importance of
and as mentioned, Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of machines in
assemblage enables one to adopt a heterogeneous perspective in which
no one entity prevails over others, and the focus is drawn to which
connections enable which transformations. This entails that in a study
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of jeans it is not necessarily the human subject wearing the jeans that
provides us with the most valuable perspective (or connections) to
discover new ways of functioning. Deleuze and Guattari’s concept
of machinic assemblages thus overturns the common perspective in
which we – as human subjects – are the principal entity. Whereas we
habitually perceive ourselves and objects surrounding us as unities that
possess an identity, Deleuze and Guattari open up a line of thought that
focuses primarily on the contingent relations between entities and hence
stress the multiplicity of potential functions. They seek to go beyond an
identity-based perspective and are more interested in the connections
that produce new ways of thinking, new expressions and new realities.
Claire Colebrook provides us with a clear description of ‘the machine’
that reveals both Deleuze and Guattari’s perspective on – and aims
with – ‘the concept of machines’ when she distinguishes a machine from
organisms and mechanisms.
An organism is a bounded whole with an identity and end. A mechanism is a closed machine with a specific function. A machine, however,
is nothing more than its connections; it is not made by anything, is not
for anything and has no closed identity. So they [Deleuze and Guattari,
RLB] are using ‘machine’ here in a specific and unconventional sense.
(Colebrook 2002a: 56 [original emphasis])

Colebrook uses the example of a bicycle to elaborate upon the concept
and to remind us what thinking through machinic connections entails.
She explains that a bicycle has no end in itself; it only becomes a vehicle
when connected with a human being. One can ascend a bicycle and
thus engage in a machinic assemblage with the bicycle in which body
and feet, and bicycle and pedals form a new machine that can create
movement and speed, which will take both the bicycle and the human
being (who has now become a cyclist) to a destination. There are also
bicycles in museums, such as Jean Tinguely’s 1959 Cyclograveur,
Marcel Duchamp’s 1913 Bicycle Wheel, and Ai Weiwei’s 2011 Forever
Bicycles.14 And there are bicycles at rest submerged in a canal, locked
14 Although Colebrook provides the reader with the general example of bicycles
in museums, the specific examples given here are my own.
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on the street or on sale in a shop. Although one refers to all the bicycles
in the examples above as being bicycles, it is clear that they have quite
distinct locations (territories), functions and variable ways in which a
human being can relate to them – or connect in an assemblage with
them. A machinic perspective upon the bicycle thus enables a thinking
about bicycles and the way they function in context before adopting a
habitual perspective in which we regard the bicycle mainly as a means of
transport. I suggest examining how one would regard a pair of jeans in
this perspective in the following section.

A Pair of Jeans as a Little Machine
If we study jeans from a machinic perspective, we must start by
foregrounding that, like a bicycle, a pair of jeans in itself has no end: it
is merely a shape created through sewing pieces of patterned denim into
a whole. A pair of jeans in itself does not signify anything; it is only in
system that one can assign meaning to a pair of jeans at all. As in the
bicycle-example above, one can view a pair of jeans as being part of an
artwork, such as the giant ball of bulk jeans that appeared at the Chinese
Fashion Slave exhibition in Xiamen in 2006, which intended to express
the poor labour conditions of the workers that produce our jeans.15
Whereas meaning is assigned to jeans in the strata, the giant ball of jeans
expresses new affective forces that one may relate to the material jeans,
such as those effectuated by the potentially overwhelming size of the ball,
or the body shapes still present in the individual pairs of jeans.
In addition, one can look at the ways in which jeans and human
bodies connect and the materiality of jeans is altered – a perspective
art historian Kitty Hauser adopts in her article ‘The Fingerprint of the
Second Skin’ (2005: 153). Hauser examines the forensic practices of
denim analysis and provides us with a particularly interesting case in
which Dr. Richard Vorder Bruegge (of the Special Photographic Unit of

15 See, for instance, https://www.bandmark.com/denim-globe-for-all-mankind/,
accessed September 2013. Apparently balls consisting of bulk jeans have
appeared in several places since.
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Figure 4.2
Giant Ball of
Bulk Jeans,
Fashion Slave,
Xiamen (2006)
Photograph:
Bbc.co.uk

the FBI) investigated the individuating properties of worn denim jeans.
Faced with a series of unresolved crimes, in which the only individuating
characteristics of the criminal caught on CCTV were the jeans he or she
was wearing, Vorder Bruegge developed an interpretative theory in which
he combined the manufacturing process of the jeans with “[t]he way an
individual washes his/her jeans, whether they iron them, what they carry
in their pockets, the way they walk, and so on.” Vorder Bruegge came
to conclude that this results in “particular patterns of fading and wear”
(Hauser 2005: 153). The ‘distinctive barcode’ or individualised jeansDNA, as Vorder Bruegge characterised the pattern on the seam of the leg,
is the result of the connection between the wearer and the pair of jeans
on the one hand, and between the manufacturer, or seamstress, and the
pair of jeans, on the other. As Vorder Bruegge discovered, the particular
pattern of wearing and fading on (mainly) the outside seam of the leg of a
pair of jeans is at least partly dependent on the way the jeans were sewn
together. He explains that “[w]hen, in making up jeans, the operator
pushes the denim through a sewing machine, unavoidable tensions are
created in the fabric, causing a puckering along the seams, a series of
‘ridges and valleys’ that is effectively unduplicable” (Hauser 2005: 158).
Furthermore, the connection with the wearer becomes visible since the
‘ridges’ or raised portions of the seam will fade more easily and do so
whereas the lower sections of the seam – the ‘valleys’ – remain their
original dark denim blue.
If we are to view Vorder Bruegge’s jeans barcode in the light of
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Figure 4.3
Jeans DNA
Photograph: New York University, public
files

Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblage, one can detect a ‘jeansmanufacturer-body assemblage’. The unique qualities of the pair of jeans
– the distortion (pucker) that occurs along the seams – depend entirely
on the way the seamstress has sewn the seams: an assemblage between
the hands of the seamstress, the tension on the fabric caused by the
sewing machine, having their effect on the ‘territory’ of the jeans. Once
the jeans are being worn, an assemblage between the body of the wearer,
his or her movements and habits (washing, ironing, where and how they
are being worn) and the previous assemblage of the seamstress and the
jeans comes into effect. Or as Hauser writes, “[w]hat was illuminated –
inadvertently – was an otherwise hidden relationship between garment,
maker and wearer” (2005:164 [emphasis added]). If one is to name
the Deleuzeoguattarian ‘machines’ that are connected in these jeansrelated assemblages, one realises there are the body-physique-movement
machines in connection, which in their turn connect with the jeansmanufacturer machine. On a minute level, molecule-by-molecule, these
connectives will cause the jeans DNA – or barcode pattern – which
Vorder Bruegge managed to reconnect to the criminals wearing the jeans
at the time of the robbery, caught on CCTV.
Contrary to regarding the brand, style and cut of a garment as a
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the individuating features of the pair of jeans are the result of both the
physique of the wearer and the manufacturing process. The innovative
unique machinic assemblages becomes apparent when one takes into
account that Vorder Bruegge was able to successfully connect the jeans
to an otherwise unrecognisable criminal. As Hauser demonstrates, the
second aspect that emerged from the research was that a seemingly
ordinary pair of jeans becomes unique since “the hands and machine of
an anonymous worker left their involuntary signature in the garment,
a signature which was made visible through the habits and wear of
its purchaser” (2005: 166). The wear and tear of the higher and lower
areas in the four-ply thick seam may thus be regarded as an example
of ‘machines’ at work in connection; an assemblage through which
transformation of the materiality of the jeans is created.

Fashionable Assemblages
The example of the individuated jeans in which the body and movement
of the wearer, the hands of a seamstress, the sewing machine and the
denim, and the resulting pair of jeans are shown to be in assemblage and
transformed (by wearing, walking, washing and fading) into a unique
the differences between common views on contexts and connections in
relation to clothing and Deleuze and Guattari’s assemblages, I will, in
this section, turn to the ways in which predominantly men relate to what
one names ‘raw denim’, and how this may be regarded as an example of a
fashionable assemblage.
Situated on the strata, the molar level of fashion, what fashion may
do (content) and what it may say (expression) appear distinct and the
two are not necessarily related (see Figure 4.1). This is the homogeneous
level of fashion in which material, bodies and clothing are organised
according to what they do or what they signify. For instance, studying the
development of jeans overalls from nineteenth century workwear to the
high fashion jeans overalls that appeared on the Ralph Lauren catwalk
for their Spring 2010 collection entails adopting such a perspective.
Although I by no means want to claim that such a study would be
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without interest, Deleuze and Guattari enable a perhaps more profound
examination of fashion in which the changes, transformations and
alterations that occur are related to deterritorialising forces that appear
on a molecular level. These nomadic forces and creations inform, and
are informed by, the molar ones. Before segmented organisations can
come into effect, however, there must have been molecular forces and
processes that precede them. Molecular forces may become sedentary
cut through them and cause a breakage.
The molar and molecular, furthermore, “are not simply distinguished
by size” (Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980]: 237); it is the difference
in organisation that is of importance here. Whereas fashion as we
commonly and dominantly approach it is to be regarded as a strong
molar organisation in which the coding of what fashion may do and
the overcoding of what it may signify appear distinct, minoritarian, or
molecular, forces also play their part (see Figure 4.1). On a heterogeneous
level these molecular forces operate along lines of deterritorialisation,
and are extendable and can potentially reterritorialise in all directions.
Furthermore, they connect content (what fashion may do) and expression
(what it may say), rather than the two remaining distinct.
Unlike molar forces, molecular forces are overlooked easily, such
as that of the voice (and hands) of the seamstress that has created our
clothing. On the one hand, by following Deleuze and Guattari one is
enabled to distinguish dominant, molar organisations from molecular
ones and open up a perspective in which the latter are regarded as an
important part of the whole, rather than being left unthought-of. On
the other hand, further research into the actual molecularity of fashion
may mobilise a perspective on assemblages in fashion that are being
overlooked by a predominantly molar perspective, which favours identity
molecularity thus can be regarded as one that emphasises the role of
minorities, such as the seamstresses that make our clothes, while it is
also a concept that inspires an examination of the minute exchange of
are connected in an assemblage.
Deleuze and Guattari’s interests thus lie in ‘what happens’ when
body and jeans are in movement and connection with other external
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of knees against the jeans when cycling, walking, or resting. Consider the
following:
[…] we ask each time into which assemblages [these] components enter,
not to which drives they correspond, nor to which memories or fixations
they owe importance, nor to which incidents they refer, but with which
extrinsic elements they combine to create a desire […].
(Deleuze and Parnet 1987 [1977]: 97)

Neither the identity of the wearer nor the item of clothing itself is to be
regarded as a principle source of information. In Deleuze’s perspective
both the wearer and the item of clothing are to be seen as ‘machines’
of which the connections that are being made are of principle interest.
We may hence conclude that Deleuze and Guattari add the concept of a
‘breeding ground’ to what fashion may say and do. And it is on this level
where content and expression are not necessarily distinguished, where
new forms, materials and expressions occur, which account for fashion’s
transformative, dynamic and ambiguous character. I therefore propose
focusing on jeans from such a perspective in order to question where
machinic assemblages are in effect and contribute to fashion’s expressive
qualities and the creation of (Deleuzian) desires.
created during the production process through rubbing, sandblasting
or stone-washing, raw denim is not treated as such and hence features
the original dark blue (indigo) colour. Admirers of raw denim prefer the
unique fading that occurs through wearing and moving around in the
pair of jeans, appearing much like the jeans Dr. Richard Vorder Bruegge
examined. In addition, they wash their jeans as little as possible to
emphasise the fading that occurs naturally, rather than through washing
them. For instance, RAWR denim, an online resource for raw denim,
features a forum where raw denim fans submit photographs of their
individualised pairs of jeans, mentioning the number of months they
have worn them and the number of washes or soaks the pair of jeans has
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Figure 4.4
Detroit Denim Heritage Jeans (18 months, 1 wash)
Photograph: Terry, through rawrdenim.com

undergone.16
As such the pair of jeans is granted its expressive qualities through
wearer and the pair of jeans itself. The materiality of the jeans is altered,
which also makes its expressive forces apparent. The admirers of raw
denim jeans do not predominantly adhere to their jeans through the
representational value brands may communicate. Even though brand
names are included in the descriptions of their ‘fades’, most attention
is given to the quality of the pair of jeans and the number of months (or
years) they last. The longer they last, the better, since particular patterns
of fading will become more explicit.
One may say that the admirers of raw denim relate to fashion (or
and say
(expression) due to molecular changes that occur. On the one hand,
these changes are actually molecular: the faded areas appear when
indigo molecules deterritorialise from the jeans. On the other hand, one

16 From: http://www.rawrdenim.com/2014/11/fade-friday-detroit-denim-heritagejeans-18-months-1-wash/, accessed March 2015.
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may notice a qualitative alternative to fashion’s molar representational
character, and molecular forces of individuated wear prevail over those
of an overcoded brand identity. Without stating it as such, the raw denim
wearers are attached to their jeans for the unique expressions that are the
result of their bodies, the items carried in their pockets, the movements
these undergo, and the transformation of the material of their jeans in
assemblage, which can be directly related to the treasured and expressive
fading. It is, furthermore, a way of engaging with fashion that succeeds
to diminish the dominance of overcoded practices fashion brands
encourage, and as such reveals an alternative to relating to fashion for its
representational practices by emphasising the individuated qualities of
the pair of jeans.
Washing their jeans as little as required, mending them when
necessary, and wearing them for as long as they possibly can, also
reduces wastefulness and overcomes the ephemeral character of fashion
as it was emphasised in relation to fast fashion being a disposable fashion
in the introduction of this chapter. Even though this is only one example
of how we may relate differently to our clothes by adopting a perspective
of assemblage, there are bound to be more ways of doing so. Before
looking into how one may relate to the production of clothing differently
through thinking in assemblages, it is necessary to examine the
assemblages that come into effect, occupy different territories and break
off to reside elsewhere during the production of a pair of jeans. Since
it is my contention that examining fashion through a heterogeneous
perspective, the concept of machinic and molecular assemblages may
also reveal the scope of the problems one may detect in relation to the
way clothing is produced.

Dirty Clothes
Before we can dress in a pair of jeans they obviously need to be produced;
cotton is planted, irrigated, fertilised, treated with pesticides and
insecticides, grown, harvested, spun, woven, bleached, washed, dyed,

assemblages are being created that occupy differing territories whilst
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temporarily to reconnect in new machinic assemblages performing new
functions on new territories. According to the European Union 9.982
litres of water are used in the average life cycle of a for a pair of jeans
(EU 2012: 7). Most of the water used in connection with jeans consists
of indirectly used water, such as the water used during the several
production phases of cotton mentioned above. Around 25 per cent of
the water used, just under 2.500 litres (the equivalent of 35 bathtubs), is
used when washing the items of clothing (EU 2012: 5). Throwing out an
unworn pair of jeans would hence still account for wasting around 7500
litres of water, which in Amsterdam amounts to 12.50 Euros.17
Most of the water used during the production of cotton is not from a
European source; cotton is typically produced in Mediterranean or desert
climates and the top six cotton-producing countries – producing seventyPakistan, Uzbekistan and Turkey (Soth et al. 1999: 2). And although
cotton grows best in hot climates, it is also the most freshwater-intensive
crop to be found in agriculture: whereas potatoes require 500 litres
of water per kilo, a kilo of cotton requires up to 29,000 litres of water
(Soth et al. 1999: 10). Furthermore, seventy-three per cent of all cotton
agriculture is irrigated, which entails drawing fresh water from rivers,
lakes or reservoirs, which causes lower lands to be deprived of water or
ground water depletion (Soth et al. 1999: v). In addition, ten per cent
of all the pesticides and twenty-four per cent of all insecticides used in
extremely hazardous types (Ibid.). The water and particles of pesticides,
they enter into new assemblages which cause salinization of the earth
and increasing growth of algae in open water. The insecticides, especially

(Soth et al. 1999: 16). This instance received attention due to its size and
its territory being the United States, but all over the world chemicals
17 From: http://www.cijfernieuws.nl/waterprijzen/, accessed November 2014.
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deterritorialise to enter into new assemblages and reterritorialise and
function in ways that are particularly harmful to the environment.
suffer from health issues or even death through acute pesticide
poisoning, 2008 research into cotton growers in India showed that
almost half of the applications contained organophosphates which cause
“adverse effects on the central and peripheral nervous systems” (Mancini
et al. 2008: 230). The World Health Organisation also acknowledges
the problem and writes that the risk of pesticide poisoning is expected
to be highest “[i]n
regulation, lack of surveillance systems, less enforcement, lack of
training, inadequate access to information systems, poorly maintained
or non-existent personal protective equipment, and larger agriculturallybased populations” (Thundiyil et al. 2008). Buying products made out of
organic cotton eliminates the usage of highly hazardous chemicals since
only non-synthetic pesticides are allowed, and in addition, genetically
not come without its controversies. In 2010, for instance, Eco Textile
of clothing that were labelled ‘organic cotton’ from H&M and C&A and
admitted “reports from reliable, trusted organisations and producer
groups about fraud within the Indian sector of the organic cotton
industry have been common-place.”18
Further research into the assemblages into which the material of
a pair of jeans has entered before we can wear them will only paint a
grimmer picture. I have merely described the growing of the cotton and
may already conclude that a great strain is being put on water resources;
water and ground pollution are ubiquitous and traces of pesticides are
these and in the people that work on the land. Organic cotton provides
an alternative, but is not free from fraud and perhaps also used in certain
items of a brand’s collection for gaining favour from customers. Dutch
jeans brand G-Star, for instance, holds a membership of MADE-BY, a

18 John Mowray, Organic Cotton ‘Fraud’ Uncovered from Eco Textile News 24
January 2010, cited on: http://www.treehugger.com/style/hm-caught-inorganic-cotton-fraud.html, accessed November 2014.
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Figure 4.5
G-Star scorecard
Chart: MADE-BY

and social conditions within the fashion industry.
As one may notice, the top left pie chart indicates that more than

fashion and ethical trading.19 MADE-BY collaborates with six major
initiatives for their benchmark for social standards, such as the Ethical
Trading Initiative (ETI), the Fair Labour Association (FLA), the Fair
Wear Foundation (FWF), and Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000),
which are rated class A, and the B-rated class of the Business Social
Compliance Initiative (BSCI) and the Worldwide Responsible Apparel
Production (WRAP). G-Star, however, has its own foundation: the
GSRD Foundation, which is focussed on the support of education and

19 From: http://www.made-by.org/consultancy/tools/social/, accessed November
2014.
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entrepreneurship.20 It is not clear why G-Star has not chosen to comply

cotton G-Star uses is largely conventional (almost eighty per cent)
rather than organic, and rated class E material, which entails the least
sustainable greenhouse gas emissions, human toxicity, eco-toxicity,
energy, water and land use.21 One may conclude that G-Star connects
with people in the countries where they produce their jeans and supports
the education and entrepreneurship of the locals. On the other hand,
viewed from the perspective of molecular assemblages, they continue
to turn away from the ecological damage that is caused in the machinic
assemblages between cotton plant, water, soil, pesticides and people. It
is, nevertheless, these ‘hidden’ assemblages that precede the possibility of
producing jeans to begin with.
line companies they work with,although these companies often do
not produce their own fabrics, but purchase them from cotton mills
where cotton lint is spun into yarn. In October 2014, the Dutch Centre
for Research on Multinational Corporations (SOMO) and the India
Committee of the Netherlands (ICN) published a research report titled
Flawed Fabrics in which they examine the abuse of girls and women
in the South Indian textile industry. The results of this investigation
spinning industry are alarming and have until now remained largely
products are not in direct contact with the mills. In other words, fashion
brands have started monitoring the factories where their products
are being produced – especially since the collapse of the Rana Plaza
garment factory, killing 1.129 people in 201322 – but they have little to
no knowledge of the practices in cotton mills where the cotton for their
20 See: http://www.gsrd.com, accessed November 2014.
21 From: http://www.made-by.org/consultancy/tools/environmental/, accessed
November 2014.
22 See: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jun/23/rana-plaza-factorydisaster-bangladesh-primark, accessed June 2013.
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products is produced. These cotton mills are, nevertheless, part of the
fashion producing assemblage, since without them no cotton would be
ready for weaving and knitting.
Primark, C&A, underwear and sportswear brands under the
parent company HanesBrands, and baby- and children’s clothing
brand Mothercare were in direct contact with the cotton mills, but,
as mentioned, most brands are connected to the mills indirectly since
second-line producers of cotton purchase the yarn from the mills for
them. Amongst those are fast fashion brands such as H&M, Gap, and
although there are bound to be many more brands involved that have
and Overeem 2014: 16, 17). SOMO and ICN report that “[g]irls and
women are being lured from their home villages by false promises and
are working under appalling conditions amounting to forced labour”
(Theuws and Overeem 2014: 5). Many girls start working at the mills
premises, work up to sixty hours a week, receive salaries of between 20
and 52 euros, do not receive a contract nor a minimum wage, and have
no right to association (Ibid.). SOMO and ICN, furthermore, “found an
alarming lack of transparency […]. The market parties, both producers in
Tamil Nadu and buyers from all over the world, are not forthcoming with
even basic information” (Theuws and Overeem 2014: 7).
Overlooking the machinic assemblages between the bodies of the
workers, the cotton, and the machines within the mills, means ignoring
a workforce of over 400.000 workers involved in producing the ground
product – under appalling conditions – for fast and cheap fashion
products. All brands mentioned, however, communicate their social
responsibility and environmental actions, drawing attention away
from, for instance, the highly toxic cotton growing and circumstances
in factories of second-line suppliers such as the cotton mills mentioned
above. Some brands choose to foreground their best practices in order to
convince consumers that purchasing their products is an ethical thing to
do - see for instance G-Star’s Raw from the Oceans campaign (featuring
popular pop-star Pharell Williams) or H&M’s Conscious Collection.
Gap, Mothercare and HanesBrands also foreground their goals or best
practices on their websites, whilst withholding important information
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from consumers, such as the use of conventional cotton.
These practices are, obviously, part of the strategies of these brands.
While it is encouraging to see that the brands are bettering their
practices, one may also notice they are highly skilled communicators set
to emphasise and overcode their ethical practices to draw attention away
from those that are not. It is their task to make consumers believe it is
not a problem to purchase fast fashion products, and it must be noted
they are very skilled at doing so. The assemblages in which the 400.000
workers in the spinning industry in India or the cotton growing farmers
enter, let alone those in which the environment enters, remain largely
hidden.
Before we can dress in a pair of jeans more is needed. The spinning
mills sell yarn or unprocessed cotton fabric as a half-product to
production companies that pre-treat the fabric, dye it, secure the dyes
23

The fabric used for a pair of jeans will need to be chlorine bleached
which, according to MADE-BY’s Wet Processing Benchmark, involves
methods used for the following dyeing process may vary, but seven out
of contamination with hazardous chemicals. The after-treatment during
which residue dyes are washed out involves hazardous chemicals in
may involve using bleach shading or formaldehyde resins (hazardous
permangrade washing, which all involve possible concern for serious
occupational health and safety issues.24 Once again, there are numerous
hidden assemblages taking place connecting water, workers, and

our clothes do not completely wash out at the production facilities and
as such do not just reterritorialise with water, people, and soil in their

23 See: http://www.made-by.org/consultancy/tools/wet-processing-benchmarkpretreatment/, accessed November 2014.
24 All information from MADE-BY.org, see previous note.
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Figure 4.6
Wet Processing Benchmark: Finishing
Source: made-by.org

countries of origin. Greenpeace’s 2012 publication titled Toxic Threads:
The Big Fashion Stich-Up, reveals that nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPE’s)
used for dyeing textiles, and azo dyes containing toxic phthalates (which,
the wastewaters of the factories, but also in those of countries where the
chemicals are banned. Through washing garments that have been treated
our domestic wastewaters, which then become their territory.
disrupting nonylphenol (NP) once in assemblage with wastewater. In
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Figure 4.7
Toxic Brands
Source: Greenpeace International, Toxic Threads. The Big Fashion Stitch-up (2012)
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Following release in
wastewaters, NPEs
break down to form the
persistent, toxic,
hormone-disrupting
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can accumulate in
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and other wildlife.
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substances including
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Figures 4.8 and 4.9
The Toxic Trail of Clothes
Source: Greenpeace International, Toxic Threads. The Big Fashion Stitch-up (2012)
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addition, toxic phthalates (acids) and carcinogenic (cancerous) amines
wildlife, into the food chain in the vicinity of the factories. Although
the usage of NPEs is banned in Europe NPs are found in domestic
wastewaters through washing items of clothing which contain the
hazardous chemicals as well as from leakage of items of clothing dumped
The distribution of chemicals that are known to cause hormone
disruptions and cancer is alarming wherever this occurs. The fact that
the items of clothing tested by Greenpeace are all fast fashion items
that are being purchased, washed and discarded by the masses, and
cause pollution of the environment in countries that have banned the
chemicals, reveals yet another assemblage that remained unexpected
until Greenpeace performed their research.
Apart from C&A, Gap, H&M, and ZARA (brands that are also
associated with using conventional rather than organic cotton, and
labels Levis and Diesel and more upmarket brands such as Giorgio
Armani, Calvin Klein, Victoria’s Secret and Benetton. All brands listed
consumers to buy more clothes and to buy them more frequently. […]
This, combined with poor quality and low prices, can lead to a throwaway
mind-set and shorter lifespans for clothes – even though the fabric itself
could last for decades” (Greenpeace 2012: 31).
I have chosen not to research CO2 particles emitted in the
production process, even though the coal-fuelled factories as well as
to be considered an additional environmental hazard. Instead, I have
focussed on the less visible problems we encounter when studying the
microscopic assemblages that are being created in fashion. Sadly the
deterritorialisation and reterritorialisation of the hazardous chemicals
heavily contributes to environmental damages and dangers. In addition,
the assemblage reveals groups, such as the 400.000 workers in the South
Indian spinning industry alone, that are overlooked in many current
initiatives to improve labour in the fashion industry. The analyses of
molecular assemblages of all instances involved in the creation of items
of clothing therefore is important in order to create transparency and
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awareness of the full impact of the clothes we wear on ecological and
human resources.
Although organisations such as MADE-BY, Greenpeace, SOMO
and ICN, and the associated institutions monitoring fair and ecological
fashion deliver much needed work, they appear to be too fragmented;
are (apart from Greenpeace) certainly less known by most consumers
than the large fashion brands; and lack the power to communicate the
a pair of jeans with an ‘organic cotton’ label may very well have been
spun in one of the South Indian factories mentioned above. In addition,
used dyes and other chemicals are not mentioned on the labels, and it
requires intensive research, such as Greenpeace has performed, to deliver
results. The situation could improve and awareness can be raised through
enforcing legislation that obliges fashion brands to make all production
instances transparent – from cotton growing and pesticides used,
through to factories involved, including their policies about chemical
usage and worker rights. We seem far from such a situation, and what is
most worrying (though not surprising) is that fashion brands increasingly
choose to communicate and emphasise the responsible steps they are
taking towards sustaining an ethical workplace and environment, even
25

Follow the (actual) molecules, their

deterritorialisations, reterritorialisations and the assemblages these
(also) enter into and see how fashion ties all of these together into
numerous different assemblages that create ample opportunity for
destruction of human dignity and our ecology, all because consumers
and awareness of the fact that particles are in assemblage temporarily
and reterritorialise to become part of other assemblages, may begin
to offer an understanding of the complexity and widespread hazards
involved in producing something as seemingly simple as a pair of jeans.
With a Deleuzeoguattarian perspective upon fashion that emphasises
what happens before
a fuller perspective upon all forces and processes involved in what we
wear can be established and taken into account. Deleuze and Guattari do
25 The discrepancy between what is being expressed and what is actually done
may be regarded as an overcoded practice (see Figure 4.1).
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not so much ‘solve’ the related problems; their thinking in assemblages
may ‘deepen’ our understandings of what happens in fashion, what is
involved and what is at risk. In addition, one may realise that a more
radical change in the way the material for our clothing is produced can
contribute to solving the aforementioned problems. In the following
section I therefore turn to two alternative approaches of producing
clothing and examine their future expressive and material potential.

Alternative Assemblages in Fashion
British journalist and author of Fashion Futures (2012) and Textile
Futures: Fashion, Design and Technology (2010) Bradley Quinn
foresees radical changes in fashion due to the future implementation of
technology in fabrics. In the introduction of his book Textile Futures,
Quinn writes:
Our world seems polarized around sensory extremes: hard and soft,
protection and exposure, intransigence and tactility. As textiles embrace
new types of fibres and fulfil new roles, they bridge these polarities
better than any other material. Fibres are dramatically transforming the
world around us, and as they do so, they also inspire radical new visions
for the future.
(Quinn 2010: 5)

Interested in Quinn’s ‘radical new visions for the future’, I have examined
the material since both can be regarded as Deleuzeoguattarian ‘machines’
in potential assemblage. Human skin is an important entity – or machine
– in relation to fashion and it is here where fabric connects to the body.
The fabric, however, can be regarded as an equally important machine

machinic assemblages they enter while doing so.

ions or silver nanoparticles – known for destroying bacteria – to knitted
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per cent of bacteria in less than an hour of contact” (Quinn 2010: 87).

in many mainstream stores. Wearing a pair of these socks creates an
assemblage between silver ions and the bacteria that cause feet to
smell. The new function of this assemblage is the ability to overcome
the problem of smelly feet even without paying any special attention to
the prevention by the wearer. In other words and more broadly put: the
assemblage between bacteria on the skin and the silver particles creates
the new function of sanitising body odours before they will be detected.
In relation to technological assemblages as the one described above,
one can study the further assemblages the used particles may enter into.
Once one takes off silver infused items of clothing, for instance, and
washes them, new assemblages will occur and new territories will be
occupied. What we could name the double assemblage of silver particles,
with water, shows the way assemblages function. Only when connected
there is an assemblage; when this assemblage becomes disconnected its
particles can reconnect and create new assemblages with new functions.
When washed, the nanoparticles of silver enter our wastewaters and
build up in our environment. Since it is not clear what the environmental
risks entail exactly – bacterial resistance to silver has already been
reported – researchers advise to be cautious with the infusion of silver
into garments (Benn and Westerhoff 2008: 4138, Diener 2011: 37). The
preserving aerogel particles bind more easily, is also more problematic

biodegrading bacteria very well and as such put more pressure on our
ecological system.
Through examining microparticles and nanoparticles through a
prism of potential assemblages, one is able to discover the full scope
of potential connections that may be taken into account, similar to
the deterritorialisation and reterritorialisation of chemicals discussed
in the former section. Whereas a number of the assemblages of, in
this case, polymers (aerogels) and silver particles may be regarded as
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welcome technological innovations, through the principle of continuous
assemblages one can also consider those assemblages that are better
avoided. Deleuze and Guattari emphasise that all parts in connection in
an assemblage are equally important (2004 [1980]: 4). By implementing
technologies before the impact of the future assemblages in which the
materials used may enter are fully known, we foreground the problemsolving qualities for human beings, rather than those of our environment
or of expression. As such it becomes more important to innovate and
create new products for consumers with which they can stay free of
odours, than to think about potential environmental effects and creative
affects of the materials used. Ironically a perspective upon assemblages

Figure 4.10
Cellulose Denim Jacket, Suzanne Lee
Photograph: BioCouture / Suzanne Lee

shows that we are, and in the future will remain, mere little machines
entering in assemblages with an ecology that is increasingly hazardous to
our lives.
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Lastly, as emphasised by new media and design scholar Susan
Elizabeth Ryan in her book Garments of Paradise (2014), developing
problem-solving technologies must be related to the motives of
commercial consumer industries that promise us that:
all our needs or wants might be anticipated if only the right technology
can be found, if only the right combination of application and garment
can be determined, that will absolutely modernize our habits of dress
and allow [corporate industries] to commandeer this new market.
(Ryan 2014: 117-118)

As such, apart from neglecting to consider the ecological pitfalls that
must be related to new fashion technologies, also fashion’s aesthetical
qualities are omitted as criteria for innovation. Keeping warm and
odourless, in other words, are practical problems, whereas fashion
also has a creative and experimental character and potential. In the
development of fashion technology, the latter is reduced to functional
forms of, amongst others, socks, snow boots and outdoor jackets in which
fashion’s creative and expressive potential is overshadowed by a practical
and technologically driven functionalism. The pragmatic problem-solving
through the implementation of new materials, as described above, takes
place on the molar and organised level of assemblages (see Figure 4.1).
One may, however, also focus upon those new materials that also imply
the invention of new expressions, which operate on the molecular,
heterogeneous level of the assemblage.
In search for ethical and creative innovations in fashion that
operate along the inventive lines of Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
assemblage, the works of London-based fashion designer and founder
of BioCouture Suzanne Lee come to mind. When undertaking research
for her 2005 book Fashioning the Future. Tomorrow’s Wardrobe, Lee
met Scottish biologist David Hepworth and was intrigued by the idea of
fabricating clothes from cellulose. Whereas the materials commonly used
extraction and processing of natural sources, which, as examined above,
lays heavy claims on the environment, Lee teamed up with Hepworth to
approach things differently.
As Lee describes in her book, she was inspired by the ways in which
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indigenous cultures, such as the Inuit, have deployed natural resources
2005: 61). In our era biotechnology enables us to grow materials using
tissue engineering, and Lee teamed up with Hepworth to examine the
four slides of her 2011 TED talk titled Grow Your Own Clothes, she used
to think about fashion’s materials as being cotton, leather or synthetic,
which need to be harvested, slaughtered or extracted after which several
production phases take place, much like the description of the production
of cotton presented in this chapter. As a result of her teaming up with
Hepworth, however, she now regards green tea, sugar, microbes, and
time as the prerequisites for creating material.26
Lee grows cellulose from a symbiotic mix of bacteria, yeast, and
with green tea and sugar. During the fermentation process thin cellulose
threads are spun, which after two to three weeks will have formed a mat
of about an inch thick. Since the material consists of ninety per cent
water at this stage, it is either left to dry, after which it can be sewn with
a conventional sewing machine, or is formed around a three-dimensional
shape when still wet. Once dry the cellulose has obtained the colour of
the green tea, which gives it a skin-like quality, or it can be treated with
fruit and vegetable stains to create organic patterns. In addition and
interesting in relation to jeans, is the fact that she has also coloured
one of her items of clothing, a jacket, with indigo. Unlike cotton which
requires numerous dippings in a bath with indigo, Lee’s material is highly
absorbent, which results in one dipping for it to become blue and antimicrobial due to the qualities of the plants used to comprise the dye.
come about through examining alternative assemblages and omitting
the hazardous reterritorialisations present in conventional manners of
producing cotton, leather or synthetics, Lee also invented new expressive
forces that are directly tied to the creation of a new material. The skinlike colour of the untreated cellulose, for instance, may resemble paper
or vegetable leather; it bears with it a new aesthetic that is unlike other
26 From: https://www.ted.com/talks/suzanne_lee_grow_your_own_
clothes#t-18629 , accessed March 2015.
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materials around. As such Lee can also be regarded as moving beyond
fashion’s organised assemblages into the molecular ones in which new
expressions and new materials are reciprocally connected (see Figure
4.1).
The cellulose, in addition, is biodegradable - one could in effect put
it in one’s garden where it will dissolve leaving no harmful traces. Even
though there are still some downsides to Lee’s growing of clothes, such
as the fact that the cellulose will remain absorbent and when sweating or
walking in the rain will eventually fall apart, her approach is promising
for it entails a rethinking of the ways in which we relate to fashion that
the same time contributing to the exploration of new potentials. Rather
than closing our eyes to what may be wrong with fashion as we know it,
Lee, through experimenting with new approaches, reveals the creative
potential that may surface when thinking differently and alters the
connections commonly in effect when preparing fashion’s material.

Conclusion
Gaining an insight into Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblages
and their tetravalent character allows one to follow the molecules,
nanoparticles and microbes, and create an itinerary to discover into
which assemblages they enter, disconnect and where they re-enter into.
By distinguishing between those assemblages situated on the strata,
and those that are a result of productive deterritorialising forces, one is
furthermore able to analyse fashion through a heterogeneous prism. This
perspective enables regarding fashion’s affective, creative and destructive
attention from quantity to the qualities our items of clothing may possess
in assemblage with our bodies is then bound to also decrease the amount
of clothing being wasted.
Even though the assemblages of the strata are generally not worse
or better than those of deterritorialisation, just different, in relation to
fashion one may conclude that the overcodings of the fashion industry,
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as described in Chapter 3, not only fuel consumption, they can also
be directly linked to increased pollution and exploitation. Whereas
the fashion industry, and particularly the large fast fashion brands,
have the means to organise and perform the required monitoring
clothing comes into being, one may wonder why they have not been
held responsible. Amounts of water, pesticides and insecticides used to
grow cotton are measurable and can be indicated per item; wages and
conditions of spinsters can be traced and mentioned; factories in which
known; and the pollution of soil and wastewaters can be measured and
communicated. When consumers are presented with the exact effects
their purchases have on workers and the environment they are enabled
to make conscious choices, and their behaviour and that of the fashion
brands may change.
A focus upon fashion’s qualitative aspects, furthermore, encourages
opening up a perspective in which material and expressive forces present
in fashion are viewed as being interconnected. This entails that new
material forces will also bring about new expressive forces. The faded
(individuated) jeans hence entail a corporeal alteration of the jeans which
can be directly related to the incorporeal transformation apparent in
the way raw jeans fans express their admiration through the comments
section of rarwdenim.com. In addition, experimenting with the creation
of new materials and forms in fashion, such as Lee practices, can also
be directly tied to the new expression the paper-like quality her material
brings about (see Figure 4.1). Lee’s ‘grown garments’ take the concept
of what fashion may do and say in the future into new directions, new
expressions and into new assemblages which inhabit new territories. And
even though it must be acknowledged these are only two examples of how
fashion can be rethought, they do indicate the presence of experimental
and productive desires in which the connections that produce new
fashion realities are emphasised.
In an interview about Lee’s and his own work, computational
architect Skylar Tibbits remarks that bacteria, unlike man-made
systems, are fuelled by ‘desire’.27 His explanation of the term overlaps
27 From: http://fashiontribes.typepad.com/fashion/2015/01/
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with Deleuze’s positive concept of desire as an experimental and
productive striving for life in assemblage. When Tibbits emphasises that
bacteria such as the ones Lee uses to grow fashion know how to change
themselves in order to acquire what is needed to grow, he is referring to
the fact that the bacteria desire growth and put in the right conditions
(the assemblage with green tea, sugar and warmth) will do exactly that.
Man-made systems, on the contrary, lack desire and need to be coded.
Furthermore, it is these connections created through intensive desire that
produce new fashion realities.
Regarding fashion for its assemblages hence directs us to radically
rethinking what we desire and in which aggregates we may discover
the ways to do so. Experimenting with undiscovered and speculative
potentials, as Lee does, may not lead to direct results, but it does seem
to be what is needed to eventually come up with new affective relations
a creative fashion may bring. Obviously, Lee is not the only designer
that experiments with new assemblages. I therefore suggest concluding
this dissertation with an exploration of where creative potential, and
ecological and ethical change for fashion may come about. Let us
therefore leave behind fashion as it is currently organised and in the
fashion’s material forces may be regarded in direct relation to the
invention of new expressions.

suzanne-lee-sklyar-tibbets-future-eco-fashion-bio-couture-biomimicry.html,
accessed March 2015.
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5.

The Three Ecologies
The task of schizoanalysis is that of tirelessly taking apart egos and
their presuppositions; liberating the prepersonal singularities they
transmitting, receiving, or intercepting; establishing always further
and more sharply the schizzes and the breaks well below conditions of
identity; and assembling the desiring-machines that countersect everyone and group everyone with others.
Deleuze and Guattari (2004 [1972]: 396)

A

s examined throughout this dissertation, Deleuze and Guattari’s
philosophical concepts can be characterised as inseparable concep-

other extends, opens and expands the notions established by the former.
The conceptual pairs of smooth and striated spaces, molecular and molar
realms, minoritarian and majoritarian forces appear in mixture, are
entangled and as such exist in productive assemblages that determine
their functioning. Whilst ‘What fashion may do’ is coded through organising its matter into a pragmatic system, it is at the same time open to a
deterritorialising forces that disrupt established notions of what fashion’s
capacities may be. In addition, ‘What fashion may say’ is being overcoded by erecting semiotic systems of signs that determine its expression
whereas molecular and nomadic forces destabilise assigned meanings
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and expressions thus enabling new expressions to emerge.1
By developing a perspective upon fashion through Deleuze and
Guattari’s ontological philosophy, this dissertation proposes an analysis
of fashion in which its dynamic, ambiguous and open character is connected with its affective and signifying traits. Apart from predominantly
examining fashion through a homogeneous prism in which representation of identity becomes the overarching structure of thought, I have
argued it may also be regarded through a heterogeneous perspective in
in the former chapter, it is an examination of fashion through the latter
perspective which may contribute an insight that delves not solely into
the scope of fashion’s ethical and environmental problems, but also facilitates a discussion of how these can be connected to the relentless focus
upon the ego that often determines fashion’s theoretical and practical
focus.
As the title of this dissertation suggests, it has been my contention
that extending our thinking about what fashion may do beyond the limits

fully scoped mapping of its socio-ethical and environmental problems.
Viewing fashion through a heterogeneous prism enables one to regard
the machinic character of the involved elements, entities and ethics
which lead to a perspective in which overcodings by fashion brands can
be dismantled as offering ‘false depths’ revolving around representation
as the all-important character of fashion. In this concluding chapter, I
will therefore seek to further open up traditional and representative models of fashion and examine how these can be extended and expanded by
relating Guattari’s The Three Ecologies (2000 [1989]) to fashion’s ethical
and environmental problems as well as to its affective potential.
The aforementioned text by Guattari opens with the following sentransformations. If no remedy is found, the ecological disequilibrium
this has generated will untimely threaten the continuation of life on
the planet’s surface” (2000 [1989]: 27). Two and a half decades later,
1

Also see Figure 4.1, The Tetravalence of Assemblages, as presented in the
former chapter.
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politicians are still to reach universal agreement as to which goals they
will legally bind themselves to in an effort to prevent further disastrous
climate changes occurring in the future. The focus lies upon reducing
greenhouse gasses to halt global warming – of which carbon dioxide is
the most important.2 Although the emission of carbon dioxide must be
linked to fashion through the production, transportation and selling of
clothing in shops that are heated, there are many more issues at hand
that become apparent when we critically examine the fashion industries,
as I have demonstrated in the previous chapter. Life on earth is not only
endangered by global warming but also by polluted wastewaters, contaminated soil, infected animals and ultimately poisoned humans.
It is not only the environment that urgently needs protection from
further destruction; an unethical approach in which Western consumption is regarded more important than the conditions of workers in
developing countries (which is as much part of the deadlock with regard
to the climate conferences as it is in relation to fashion),3 and a relentless focussing upon fashion as a means to represent identities prove to be
problematic. Guattari underlines the incapability of political groupings to
understand the full implications of the issues at stake when he emphasises that they “are generally content to simply tackle industrial pollution
[…] from a purely technocratic perspective” (2000 [1989]: 28). The core
business of climate conferences revolves around reducing carbon emissions by decreasing the usage of fossil fuels and increasing awareness
with the people. For more profound social changes to take place, obviously more is needed.
Guattari coins the term ‘ecosophy’ in order to introduce a thinking in which social, mental and environmental issues are regarded as
operating in an interconnected, rhizomatic structure (2000 [1989]: 28).
Only the implementation of fundamental changes in social, mental and
2

See: http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/SYR_AR5_SPM.pdf,
retrieved November 2014.

3

Carbon emitting industries in the Southern Hemisphere argue western countries need to compensate them for the historical climate debts of the West
and frustrate agreements without financial compensations. From: http://www.
mo.be/nieuws/dit-wat-u-moet-weten-over-de-klimaattop-new-york, accessed
November 2014.
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environmental attitudes may arrest the destruction we are inevitably
faced with, as is Guattari’s contention. In this dissertation I have elucidated how a radical change of our mental stance towards fashion has the
potential to change our social attitudes regarding fashion from a means
to represent our identities with to viewing it as being in an affective and
creative connection to our bodies. In order to arrive here, I have demonstrated that in fashion theory, society at large, in particular fashion
branding and marketing, people are constantly reminded of – and
thrown back upon – a thinking in representations. Rather than examining fashion’s capacities through one overarching system such as identity,
Deleuze and Guattari’s heterogeneous perspective of interconnected,
rhizomatic machines enables one to view both the destructive as well as
productive processes and forces one may relate to fashion.
In Chapter 1, Fashioning Identities, we saw that fashion theory displays a thinking in which the focus predominantly lies upon the ways in
which one may use fashion to construct and communicate a desired identity. Whereas Elizabeth Wilson’s idea of fashion as ‘unspeakably meaningful’ may still stand, it has been my endeavour to create a philosophy of
fashion that allows one to think the unspeakable. Apart from extending
fashion theory beyond notions of ambiguous identity performances, and
as such attempting to rethink traditional notions of selfhood, it has been
my contention that doing so may not only enrich our concept of fashion but may also contribute to resolving the ethical and environmental
problems associated with the current methods in which we engage with
fashion.
In the second chapter of this dissertation, Undressing Plato, I therefore examined those philosophers that encourage a thinking beyond ‘being’ and representation thereof, in order to arrive at a concept of fashion
that is open-ended, creative and emphasises the limitless potential which
accounts for its ambiguous and affectual qualities. Moving beyond representation opens up a perspective of fashion that challenges traditional
notions in which expression (What fashion may say) receives foremost attention. With David Hume, I have argued and elucidated that sensational
experiences precede and inform rational concepts. Friendrich Nietzsche
encouraged an examination of fashion’s innovative aesthetical forces that
may challenge existing concepts and thinking about dress. Gilles Deleuze
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and Félix Guattari provided me with the conceptual pair of the smooth
and the striated, which lead to emphasising the interconnectedness of
fashion’s creative and representational forces.
Henceforth, after extending the concept of fashion with what one
may name its limitless and open-ended ‘breeding ground’ that accounts
for change, ambiguity and unlimited innovation, I turned to questioning
how a perspective upon fashion’s representational qualities became to
prevail over its affective aspects. In the third chapter I coined the concept
of a ‘delineated fashion’ to indicate the limited potential of fashion as a
representational phenomenon and demonstrated that fashion’s branding and marketing mechanisms may be regarded as emphasising and
representational aspects adheres to the capitalist value system which,
aesthetic creativity (Guattari 2000 [1989]: 64, 65). He emphasises that
we are being “manipulated through the production of a collective, mass
media subjectivity” (Guattari 2000 [1989]: 33) and are in need of what
he names a mental ecology.
As discussed in Chapter 4, Clothed Connections, an alternative mode
of thinking through connections and their potentiality or more precisely,
potential machinic assemblages, reveals the transformative processes
apparent in both fashion’s ecological and ethical relations as well as enabling an alternative for a dominantly capitalistic subjective approach to
fashion. In other words, by taking the ego out of fashion, ecology and ethics are also bound to change since it is no longer solely for representative
functions that we dress. Creative experiments, interdisciplinary research
and speculative aesthetics in which representation of identity is no longer
the main point of focus reveal the potential of creating new connections,
as was the case with Suzanne Lee’s BioCouture. Furthermore, realisation of all the machinic assemblages and their related processes at work
whilst items of clothing are created may awaken social responsibility
and create awareness for the idea that we need to pay more and buy
fashion professionals and consumers to start thinking about potential
alternative approaches and innovation of industries centred around the
affective relations one can experience with fabric and clothing, which
move beyond those common in an advanced capitalistic perspective.
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With this dissertation it has therefore been my aim to initiate a different stance towards fashion, and as such I have also contributed to
setting wheels in motion for much welcome and needed changes within
society and politics. As said earlier, I do not think people will walk about
However, her still largely non-utilitarian experiments are not merely utopian and do provide us with an outlook upon potential alternatives that
operate below conditions of overcoding, identity politics, and problem
solving technologies in fashion. In addition, I see the need to expand my
ing this dissertation by examining existing practices that are adjacent to
my views of a fashion that is connective, transformative and affective,
which may indicate where we can begin to start changing our actions.
In the following, I will therefore connect Guattari’s mental, social and
environmental ecologies to those experimental and creative innovations
in fashions that are already here.

Fashion and Mental Ecology
Rather than complying with the overcodings suggested to us by the
fashion industry, which leads to serial representations of identities
through fashion, Guattari’s mental ecology advocates a perspective upon
subjectivity that includes and liberates singularities (2000 [1989]: 12).
As emphasised by Deleuze in The Logic of Sense, singularities are not
necessarily tied to individuals or persons, but can be regarded as the
impersonal and pre-individual potential that produce ideas of self and ‘I’
through actualising them (Deleuze 1990 [1969]: 103). Hence, for Deleuze
and Guattari a subject is constantly in the making, or becoming, and in4

4

Also see Gabriel Tarde’s idea of having properties or relations rather than
being someone (Chapter 1), and David Hume’s idea of a subject as a bundle of
perceptions (Chapter 2). These two concepts resemble Deleuze and Guattari’s
concept of subjectivity by emphasising the constantly changing constellation
and relation with outer events and intensities, rather than suggesting a stable,
unchanging and interior unity and concept of self.
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These singularities are processual and event-centred, and as such can be
both unique to a particular body as well as bear the potential of connecting everyone with everyone.
Thinking about yourself as belonging to a certain style category in
dress or identifying with a mainstream fashion brand obscures a perspective upon productive singularities also present. The manner in which
Dick Hebdige describes the emergence of the British punk subculture in
the extremely hot summer of 1976 perhaps provides one with the range
and extensive qualities of the singularities that may be involved (1979).
Apart from the extremely long heatwave, which turned into a drought in
late August of the year, Hebdige discusses the large number of musical
Caribbean Notting Hill Carnival, traditionally a happy and harmonious
festival, which exploded into violence and lead to riots between the angry
youth and the police. Hebdige writes “Apocalypse was in the air and the
rhetoric of punk was drenched in apocalypse” and therewith indicates
that the birth of the early British punk subculture was the result of several elements that occurred together. Dressing in what Hebdige names
punk’s reproduction of “the entire sartorial history of post-war cultures
in ‘cut up’ form” can then be regarded for the combination of ‘liberated
singularities’, rather than representations (Hebdige 1979: 26).
In a more individual manner, one can also rethink the notions of
selfhood presented to us by fashion’s commercial branding and marketing and choose to focus on the physical connections we experience when
relations our body, the items of clothing worn and the surroundings undergo and can potentially create, rather than subordinating them to the
idea that what we wear is representative of who we are or pretend to be.
Replacing identity and representation thereof through fashion by heterogeneously thinking about intensive connections furthermore enables one
to take the ‘I’ out of fashion that has become so predominant in western
commercial communication. Hence changing the attire of our thought
may very well enable a change in the fashion system as it is currently
perceived and practiced.
In this light the designs by Canadian professor and fashion designer
Ying Gao come to mind. Gao uses wearable technology in her garments
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to mobilise a view upon the perception of the garment itself. Whereas we
commonly relate to clothing insofar as it represents us, Gao questions
able of transmitting, receiving or intercepting” regardless of the wearer
(Deleuze and Guattari [2004] 1972: 369). Her 2011 interactive project
Playtime for instance features two dresses with implemented wearable
technology that prevents them from being photographed.5 The garments
and clear photographic recording is obstructed.
Gao’s 2006 Walking City project features three dresses of which the
sown into the fabric comes into contact with moving air. And her 2013
project titled (No)where (Now)here consists of two dresses of which the
embedded eye tracking technology activates the photoluminescent thread
to light up and move when a spectator gazes at the dress.6 All examples
of Gao’s work presented above are what Deleuze names “objects of an
essential encounter rather than of recognition” (Deleuze 2004 [1968]:
356), and as such provide us with a perspective upon, and an experience
of, an experimental fashion that moves beyond representational categories.7 Furthermore, Gao’s dresses materialise immaterial assets such as a
gaze, light, and air. And lastly, they do not predominantly revolve around

5

This project was inspired by Jacques Tati’s 1967 film Playtime, which “presents
a world where modern architecture and urban surveillance are overtly present,
while using stylistic techniques to fool the viewer, such as trompe l’oeil and
mirror effects” (from: http://yinggao.ca/eng/interactifs/playtime/, accessed
November 2014).

6

From: http://yinggao.ca/eng/interactifs/nowhere-nowhere/, accessed
November 2014.

7

“The best word to desinate these [objects]”, Deleuze writes, “is undoubtly
that forged by Samuel Butler: erewhon” (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 356). “Butler’s
Erewhon seems to us not only a disguised no-where but a rearranged nowhere” (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 380, n7). Perhaps Gao’s designs can also be
regarded as coming from no particular place, but, more importantly, emphasise the fact that they are suddenly, and under influence from external forces,
there for a little while.
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the representation of the wearer, but rather connect him or her to outer
intensities such as those of a look, luminescence or wind.
With Deleuze and Guattari one can distinguish between wearable
technologies that emphasise the subjectivity of the wearer and those that
– like Gao’s designs – surpass such a subjectivity and experiment with
side’, the former emphasises a biometric stance towards fashion and processes happening within or upon the body. Monitoring bodily processes
through wearable technology largely centres on solving problems rather
than creating new expressive qualities for fashion. Silver infused socks
that overcome unwanted body odours to occur, for instance, reinforce a
focus upon the self, rather than extending fashion's expressive potential.
In addition, the idea that wearable technologies that monitor the body
control individuals and society entails a return to representative identities.8
Wearable technology that monitors the body may very well control
what Guattari names the ‘dominant capitalistic subjectivity’ of the near
future (Guattari 2000 [1989]: 68). In other words, it can operate much
like the ways in which data collecting agencies work today by monitoring
online behaviour to grant people a segmented subjectivity. It is not difand offering consumers wearable solutions for improvement of their bodthe technologies. As mentioned in the former chapter, new media scholar
Susan Elizabeth Ryan has analysed such corporative motivations for implementing wearable technology. She argues that Philips’s New Nomads
(1997-2000) prototypes, of which some designs feature technologies that
monitor the wearer’s health or location, display a controlling ambition
(Ryan 2014: 116). Furthermore, Ryan argues that corporate industries
such as Philips, Google (Glass), and Apple (Watch) are motivated by
commandeering new markets, rather than experimenting with affective

8

See, for instance, Alexander Galloway and Eugene Thacker’s The Exploit. A
Theory of Networks (2007: 74).
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and spiritual potential.9
Ian Pindar and Paul Sutton, translators of Guattari’s The Three
Ecologies, take on a similar stance towards new technologies when they
to liberate human potential remain instead in the service of a capitalist
suggest new technologies could be used to contribute to help the poor
and vulnerable, one may also exchange the word ‘human’ for ‘fashion’
in the quotation above. That is to say that leaving the implementation of
wearable technology in corporate hands rather than in those of imaginaturn to fashion’s representative function rather than expanding fashion’s
creative potential.
In order to make creative usage of the ways in which technology
can enhance fashion’s affective potential it is therefore in the interest of
designers to combine their creative design skills with the possibilities
succeed in overcoming a commercial subjective emphasis in dress. In addition, it becomes possible to replace the idea of ‘I want it now, because
it makes me look good’ with a mental stance in which fashion is regarded
for its connective ideas, affects and relations in which expression and
experiment appear as important as those of the workers that have created
the garments one wears. I therefore propose examining the manner in
which Guattari’s mental ecology is related to the social ecology in the
following.

9

An interesting example in which new technologies and affective and spiritual
qualities are combined can, for instance, be found in the work of Dutch
designer Daan Roosegaarde. Together with fashion designer Anouk Wipprecht
he created Intimacy White and Intimacy Black, two dresses made out of
“opaque smart e-foils that become increasingly transparent on close and
personal encounters with people”, form: https://www.studioroosegaarde.net/
project/intimacy/info/, accessed March 2015.
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Fashion and Social Ecology
Although regarding fashion as more than a means to represent one’s
identity can be (and actually also is) done individually, more than scattered dissidents are required for a different attitude towards fashion to
be adopted at large. Guattari therefore emphasises that a social ecosophy
in which people work together is required to counter consumerism as it
stand by itself but is obviously related to the mental reinvention of subjectivity described above (Guattari 2000 [1989]: 34). Guattari writes that
in order to cultivate dissensus with the current capitalist system we are in
need of ‘dissident subjectivities’ that reject consumerism (Guattari 2000
[1989]: 50). In relation to fashion, this dissidence was perhaps most obviously felt during the emerge of the punk subculture and its anti-establishment expressions in the 1970s. There are, however, more contemporary
examples to be found in which the dominant capitalistic subjectivities
offered by the fashion industry are collectively undermined.
One may say that the concept of fashion has become a label herself,
printed on helmets, diaries, and pink toys, and deployed by bloggers
that primarily seem to want to display themselves as being ‘in fashion’.10
Fashion as such can be regarded as revolving around the representation
of being someone in fashion. Chief editors of magazines, bloggers at
fashion weeks, and celebrities on red carpets decide what fashion is
Chapter three, the fashion industry encourages consumers to identify
with their brands and represent being fashionable through frequently
changing styles which are, however, mostly successive changes of existing
themes.
During the past years, criticism is being expressed towards this
dominant image of fashion; designers and other fashion professionals

10 See, for instance Suzy Menkes 2013 article The Circus of Fashion is which she
writes that bloggers, unlike journalists, judge fashion according to their own
personal taste. “Look at me wearing this dress! Look at these shoes I have
found! Look at me loving this outfit in 15 different images” (see: http://tmagazine.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/02/10/the-circus-of-fashion/, accessed January
2015).
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are increasingly distancing themselves from the concept of fashion as described above. Japanese designer Yohji Yamamoto, for instance, said he
no longer wants to be regarded a fashion designer after his 2013 readyto-wear show in Paris:
I am a dressmaker; I am not a fashion designer. From 10 to 15 years ago
the fashion market became shit. My role is to get the value of clothing
back for everyone: cutting, draping, tailoring. There was no real theme
to this collection, I just wanted to make dresses, to tailor and enjoy the
value of clothing.
(Yamamoto interviewed by Furniss, 2013)11

During that same year at the Fall New York Fashion Week, online vintage
retailer Byronesque launched their #outofhand campaign by spreading
posters throughout New York with quotes by Andy Warhol, Vivienne
Westwood, Johnny Rotten, and singer Ian Curtis, whose 1979 song
Disorder featured the lyrics “It’s getting faster, moving faster now, it’s
getting out of hand” that inspired the title of their campaign.12
Curtis’ words were not directed towards the fashion business at the
time, however in the context of a fashion week and presented alongside
Warhol’s “I never think that people die. They just go to shopping malls”;
Rotten’s “Your future dream is a shopping scheme”; and Westwood’s
“Buy less, choose well”, these clearly are dissident voices amidst the

they hold the industry responsible for the excavation of the concept of
fashion, the disappearance of sub-cultural expressions and the homogeneity of looks. Or as Byronesque writes:

11 A similar statement was made by Dutch trendwatcher Li Edelkoort during
her trend presentations for autumn/winter 2016-2017, in which she declared
fashion to be dead and celebrated the life of items of clothing. See: https://
fashionunited.nl/nieuws/mode/li-edelkoort-de-mode-is-dood-leve-het-kledingstuk/2015021623031, accessed January 2015.
12 From: https://www.byronesque.com/editorial/number-outofhand-fall-fashionweeks-2013#1, accessed January 2013.
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Fashion has become so driven by mass consumerism that everyone
looks the same and it’s hard to be inspired anymore. […]
[O]ur dominant culture is ‘fast’.
Designers create too many collections each year, only to be copied in
mass quantities by the high street. The pillaging of vintage archive looks
and designers’ ideas has become the accepted order of business.
We should take inspiration from the people who did things better the
first time around and create something authentically new. Instead, we’re
going around in fast creative circles rather than making progress.
Fashion week should be a privilege.
Only for the most creative, inspired minds.
Who push our imaginations.
And challenge today’s overly commercial fashion mediocrity.13

Byronesque argues that fashion weeks should be reserved for the truly
innovative who actively contribute and change the concept of fashion.
As examined in the second chapter of this dissertation, designer Rei
Kawakubo proves to do so, but she is obviously not the only designer that
actively challenges what fashion may do.14
Apart from advocating originality in design, Byronesque features
an online vintage store from which original designer items of clothing
from the late 1970s and 1980s can be purchased.15 Purchasing vintage
or second hand clothing is a social activity that undermines the capitalist system of the fashion industry. Using the Web to couple designers
and consumers is another way of doing so. While there are many ways

13 From: https://www.byronesque.com/editorial/number-outofhand-fall-fashionweeks-2013#2, accessed January 2013.
14 Think about Dutch fashion designer Iris van Herpen, for instance. Her 2015
Magnetic Motion collection revolved around visualising magnetic fields that
are always present but hardly thought about. Her work, furthermore, encourages thinking about the ways in which bodies and fashion’s material relate to
external forces and processes, and as such enables one to change our thinking about fashion for its intensive powers, rather than for how we may use it
to represent our identities.
15 From: https://www.byronesque.com/shop/, accessed February 2015.
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to exchange and purchase used or unique items of clothing through the
Web, ranging from Etsy to Ebay, the Dutch initiative called Grannies
Finest is a good example of how several groups of people can work together to change the ways in which clothing is produced and consumed.16
A group of young designers, young photographers, writers, models and
an array of over 300 elderly with an average age of 71 have teamed up
and formed a collective in which the elderly meet up in weekly knitting
clubs to knit the designs developed by the young designers. The young
photographers consequently portray the items for the lookbook and website, which enables them to build a portfolio and create visibility.
In addition, the elderly enjoy getting together as a group, which
in turn overcomes feelings of loneliness often experienced by them.17
Grannies Finest is a social enterprise and as such focuses upon condevelop the patterns together with the elderly from which they learn, and
as such preserve the skills they possess. The elderly in turn create those
items that the public will prefer, since the young designers have a solid
sense of societal and fashionable trends. All materials used are from fairtrade sources and organically produced and anyone purchasing an item
from Grannies Finest is encouraged to send an e-card to the granny that
has knitted or crocheted the item. Whilst the young creatives are enabled
to build a name for themselves, the elderly are rewarded for their tasks by
a trip to the museum, a high tea or a beauty treatment.18
Combining forces to counter the dominant capitalist character of
fashion, such as the Grannies Finest project described above, provides
us with an alternative perspective upon our clothing. In addition, it may

16 There are many more similar initiatives to be found. In the United Kingdom
alone one finds Grannies Inc., The North Circular, and Grannies Knits. I will,
however, focus upon the Dutch initiative since its concept seems most complete and is comunicated very clearly.
17 43% of all elderly report feeling lonely, from: Perissinotto, Carla M.; Stijacic
Cenzer, Irena; E. Covinsky, Kenneth E. (2012) ‘Loneliness in olders persons. A
Preditor of Functional Decline and Death’ in JAMA Internal Medicine Vol. 172
(14).
18 From: http://www.grannysfinest.com/about, accessed March 2015.
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enlarge the relationship we have with our items of clothing. Whilst a
three euro Primark shirt is generally easily replaced and discarded, and
as such by all means is of little value, knowing who created your scarf and
actually thanking the person for doing so, likely implies a different and
more affective relation to fashion.
Apart from choosing what to purchase and where one does so more
consciously, Guattari’s social ecology also enables a thinking about the
people involved in producing our clothing. A true social ecology hence
does not limit itself to western practices, but extends globally so that
acknowledging the hands and lives involved in creating our clothing
comes to the fore. For instance, United Kingdom-based Web store People
Tree has realised that by changing the means of production, fashion can
become a way for workers in developing countries to improve their lives.
Apart from giving a voice to the farmers, artisans and local producers
who are involved in the creation of the items of clothing they sell, People
Tree actively promote hand skills such as weaving, knitting, embroidery
and block-printing by displaying them on their website. As a result, the
traditional skills of the people in developing countries are preserved.
Furthermore, hand work is more environmentally friendly and enables
families in developing countries to sustain a living in their rural environments, rather than having to move to overcrowded cities to work in
factories.19
to conquer the fast fashion industries and corporate power of large fashion brands. Apart from offering and cultivating collective dissensus and
acknowledging a social responsibility that reaches beyond the West, it
is therefore important to also change our mental stance towards fashion
from a means to represent our identities to one of active and affective
experiment and creativity. Or, as Guattari emphasises; mental, social
and ecological ecologies must be regarded as being interconnected and
entangled, and are as such ‘tri-ecological’ (Guattari 2000 [1989]: 67). I
will therefore examine his concept of how the social and mental ecology
relate to environmental ecology in the following section.

19 See: http://www.peopletree.co.uk/about-us/who-makes-our-products, accessed May 2015.
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Fashion and Environmental Ecology
As researched in chapter four, Clothed Connections, following (often)
microscopic and (always) multiple assemblages and their functions in
relation to the environment reveals the true scope of destructive processes that must be related to the production of clothing. We more often
than not have no idea where the raw materials our clothes are made from
originate, let alone who contributed to the production process in which
Dutch designer Christien Meindertsma realised that developing such an
understanding has become increasingly complicated due to globalised
industrialisation and has set herself the task of “reveal[ing] lines that link
raw materials with producers, products and consumers” in her projects.20
Much like Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of assemblage, Meindertsma
follows the steps that are undertaken to produce, for instance, a woollen
cardigan or jumper.
Realising that one woollen item of clothing is made from the wool
of numerous, untraceable sheep, Meindertsma initiated the One Sheep
Cardigan project (2005) for which she, as the title suggests, used the
wool of one sheep to create a cardigan. By doing this Meindertsma
its source. As such the size and amount of wool the sheep gives is decisive
for the end product rather than the identity or personal preferences of
the wearer. Since the wool must be treated separately from those of other
sheep in order not to mingle, the people involved in shearing, spinning
and washing the wool can also be easily traced. And although the creation
of the jumpers is more time consuming and can only be produced on
a small scale, Meindertsma succeeds in “reshaping the objectives of
production of material [the wool] and immaterial assets [the connection
between sheep, workers, wearers]”, Guattari regarded prerequisites for
radically different and revolutionary ways of thinking and living (Guattari
2000 [1989]: 28).21

20 From: http://www.christienmeindertsma.com/index.php?/about/bio/, accessed
November 2014.
21
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Another project that rethinks the ways in which we connect with the »

Focussing on the way we connect with our clothing has been an
important element throughout my research. This last chapter reveals
that apart from relating to fashion as a means to represent our being, one
may also regard our bodies, the fabric that covers it and the environment
which it extends upon as being interconnected, affecting, and transforming each other. Since the time in which Guattari wrote The Three
Ecologies (1989), attending to the environmental situation as well as
changing our attitudes towards it has become more urgent. The climbing
of temperatures, shifting seasons and rising of sea levels can be directly
related to the way we produce and consume. The consumption and prowhile prices have gone down.22
however there is so much more that fashion can do and one can do
with it. Apart from appreciating the material source of our clothing, as
Meindertsma demonstrated, or the one who has created it, as Grannies
Finest and People Tree foreground, one can also ‘make, do and mend’.
Creating or altering clothing to make it last longer therefore also implies
a different affective relation with the clothes we wear. Through investing
time and dedication in making or mending items of clothing, they are
bound to become less ephemeral, more personal, and more expressive of
what one can do.
Lastly, technological developments may alter the ways in which we
relate to clothing. From the invention of the sewing machine, to methods
of mass production or the invention of new materials, fashion has traditionally changed through technological advances. Whether material or
production-wise, artistically or practically, it does seem that a focus upon
» environment is found in the Garments for the Grave project by Australian designer Pia Interlandi (2012). Interlandi noticed that unlike for weddings, there
is no special attire for a deceased. She therefore designed a funeral dress,
made out of easily degradable organic hemp, cotton or linen that connects the
body to the earth, returning the bodies nutrients to the soil whilst enriching
it. From: http://www.piainterlandi.com/garments-for-the-grave/, accessed
November 2014.
22 See, for instance: http://qz.com/359040/the-internet-and-cheap-clothes-havemade-us-sport-shoppers/, accessed March 2014.
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fashion’s material, experimental and spiritual qualities and its productive assemblages can (and needs to) reclaim its ground. For instance,
around what it may do rather than what it may signify. Hence, thinking
about our relation with clothing differently, and opening up to fashion’s
creative qualities may transform the environmental disaster we are faced
with when continuing business as usual.

Final Recapitulation and Thoughts Beyond this Dissertation
The intuition that fashion could not merely revolve around the communication of identities initiated the thoughts that have ultimately led to
this research project. I wondered whether my children would look at me
strangely if I returned home from university dressed in the apparel of one
of my students. I questioned whether swapping clothes with someone
else would also somehow entail trading identities. And I asked myself
whether students or colleagues would change their thoughts about me
when they encountered me in plain jeans, sneakers and a T-shirt while
doing my weekend grocery shopping. The answer to all three questions
above was ‘no’ or ‘hardly’, yet the idea that fashion conveys information about who we are or who we want to be regarded has proven to be
persistent. During seminars, exhibitions and research meetings related
to fashion, the phrase ‘Fashion can provide you with an identity’ was
repeated frequently and left me wondering what more there could be to
fashion.23 Even though I realised we all think about what we wear to cer-

23 In this light it is interesting to refer to Andrew Morgan’s 2015 documentary THE
TRUE COST

(2015), which explores the impact of fashion on people and the plan-

et. In the introduction of the documentary it is stated that “fashion is complex
as it extends all the way around the world, it is also simple and connects us
to the hearts and hands of those that make our clothing”. These words are,
however, followed by those of Italian fashion designer and campaigner for
sustainable fashion, Orsola de Castro who emphasises that through clothing
we communicate who we are. The film as such does not endeavour to »
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tain occasions and do dress differently for work than for a day at home,
I was still not convinced that our attire mainly or solely revolves around
communicating who we are or who we are supposed to be.
A way of moving, gestures being made, a good joke or smart remark,
a tone of voice, showing emotions, a style of writing, all seem to signify
more about what someone is like than the way he or she is dressed. As
such, it can be noted that fashion does indeed have two different faces;
one of delineation and representation, and one which extends our bodies
and one that surpasses it and expands it in all directions. One that ties
appearance to being, and one that experiments with and acknowledges
what it may move, motivate and set into motion.
Even though Deleuze and Guattari emphasise that one ‘face’ is not
better than the other but rather just different, and I do not contest this
generally is the case, it can also be noted that the delineated, representattention in both theory and practice. This has furthermore resulted in
utmost unfavourable conditions for mainstream fashion itself, which
appearance, and most importantly for the environment that ties all of
us as well as our expressions together. Regarding fashion as a means to
represent one’s identity can be regarded for an emphasis upon the self
that denies a perspective upon the role this ‘self’ plays within the social
realm, and obscures the exploitation of workers at whose cost this occurs.
In other words, there has been an overemphasis upon striating forces
in fashion that are more than likely to result in disastrous effects: the
destruction of the space we inhabit. Nevertheless, and as Deleuze and
Guattari emphasise, smooth forces can and will emerge from perhaps
over-striated ones. It has been my aim to show how and where this
process can be aided by creating a perspective upon fashion that moves
beyond representation of identity.
I, however, do not underestimate the power of the corporate industries, and do realise a few insightful artists, creative designers and
innovative scientists are only a beginning. It has therefore been my aim
» question the function of fashion as a representative tool, which, as is my
contention, is much needed to bring about fundamental changes.
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to reveal the possibility to adjust our thinking, to come up with a counterweight for one-sided practices, and to become aware of all extended
processes and forces involved in what we wear. Viewing fashion in a
heterogeneous manner – rather than through one organising principle be
it that of, for instance, revenue, representation or exploitation alone –
spectives involved in fashion. As I have argued, it also allows one to
discover how our mental stance towards fashion is inextricably connected
with the environmental and ethical issues that must also be related to
current practices. The examples I have provided in the former section, as
well as those alternatives presented in the former chapters, reveal that
however radical regarding fashion beyond its representational function
may be, there are actually many different ways of doing so to be found
already. It is hence my contention that changing the attire of our thought
relate to what we wear.
Due to my emphasis upon what fashion may do, certain related aspects that reinforce a thinking in, and shopping for, subjectivity may have
remained underexposed. I have, for instance, not taken the development
of representation of identity through social media, such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter into account. And although I have touched upon
how these media emphasise representational being through limited
categories, I have not examined their power or the effect these have upon
fashion and its representational practices. One could say that fashion
does not stand on its own, and critically examining the emphasis upon
representation of identity in broader circles and cultural practices is
required for change to come about. In addition, I have not concentrated
on the viability of my alternative approach to fashion. Corporate powers
may be extremely hard to conquer and alternative approaches can be said
to currently appear too limited to do so on a large scale. Furthermore,
I have not concentrated on addressing the economic and productional
consequences of rethinking our relation with the clothes we wear. And
lastly, I have centred my examination of fashion around western perspectives and practices and have not looked into what potential other cultural
discourses of fashion may have to offer.
On the other hand, I have shown the limitations and problems inherent to a focus upon identity and representation for fashion. I have also
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suggested that a profound change in the way we think about ourselves
may be what is required to successfully overcome the overcoding practices as encouraged by high-street fashion brands. If we no longer think
of fashion as predominantly a means to represent our being, and as such
change the way we mentally relate to clothing, the true costs of our current practices on a social and environmental level come to the fore and
can begin to be addressed. I have hence created an alternative manner of
thinking about fashion in which its expressive, open-ended and experimental qualities are thought of as being inseparably connected to its
social and environmental effects.
Taking the ‘I’ out of fashion and moving beyond identity does not only
challenge existing discourses by opening up a perspective that enables a
study of fashion that focuses upon productive assemblages and affectual
qualities. It, at the same time, succeeds in revealing how actual molecular
assemblages present in the people and environment where our clothing
is created are intrinsically tied to the current concept of fashion as a
means of representation. And as such it is my contention that in order to
begin to solve fashion’s ethical and environmental problems, which are
directly related to regarding fashion a means to represent our identities,
a profound change towards traditional models of identity must be opened
up. Whilst corporate powers will most probably not disappear, they may
become less powerful when their mechanisms and effects are revealed.
It has therefore been my task to create an alternative path of thinking
about fashion, in which identity and representation are debunked, and
experimentation, creativity and social and environmental relations are
thought transversally. And since fashion is so intimately related to the
body, which is in turn inseparable from mental, social and environmental
ecologies, it may very well be that the onset of a different stance towards
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Summary
Fashion Beyond Identity:
The Three Ecologies of
Dress

A

of research until the turn of the century, in recent years consider-

able attention has been devoted to studying sociological, cultural and
economic aspects related to fashion. Academic research, commercial
fashion communication (fashion branding and marketing) and everyday
practices mainly revolve around the idea that clothing can provide you
with an identity and can communicate who you are (or want to be) and
what you stand for. The idea that the clothes you wear create a certain
image and impression may very well be generally accepted, although
presupposing that fashion and identity are intrinsically connected reveals
many philosophical assumptions. To say that clothing communicates who
being. It presumes that there is an essence, or a oneness to our existence
that may be represented by the way we adorn ourselves. In addition,
it presupposes that this essence, or identity can readily be represented
However, if we question the idea of possessing an ongoing identity
question the function of fashion. On the one hand, one may say that
fashion provides us with the idea of a continuous being within a multifaceted society in which we are increasingly faced with fragmentary
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performances. Through the clothing styles we adopt we may feel in
charge of who we are regarded to be, and experience a freedom to play
with our identity performances. On the other hand, the fashion industry
thrives on frequent adjustments of these identity performances through
changing trends or suggesting an update for certain personality styles in
dress. The latter, however, must be associated with overconsumption and
hence puts great, and eventually disastrous, strains upon our environment and results in unequal treatment of the workers that produce our
clothing. Fashion and its relation with identity must hence be connected
exploitation of workers.
What may fashion do if a perspective is mobilised that moves beyond
representation of identity? And how may such a perspective contribute
to resolving the related problems of overconsumption, the destruction of
the environment and the exploitation of workers? These are the questions that I endeavour to answer with this dissertation. The philosophical
ontology of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari provides me with a prism
through which a new light on fashion’s future functioning can be shed.
By focussing on their concept of pre-personal and a-subjective connections which they situate in assemblages (agencements) wherein desire is
both the alternatives for viewing fashion as an identity marker as well
as raise attention for the socio-political problems involved in what we
wear. Fashion, as the concept is viewed throughout this dissertation,
is hence regarded for all process and forces involved in what we wear.
This includes those in effect during production and those that come into
effect after we discard our clothing. Rather than exclusively focussing on
avant-garde fashion, I include everyday contemporary wear from jeans to
trendy clothing and work-wear since these are the clothes that are worn
most often, play a major part in the socio-political problems involved and
are suggested to communicate our identities on a daily basis.
Fashioning Identities) commences by combining the insights of Judith Butler (1990) with those of
novelist Luigi Pirandello (1926) to emphasise and illustrate the cultural constructedness and groundlessness of the concept of identity.
Thereafter, existing academic theories about fashion and identity are
explored, since one must know what one is attempting to move beyond
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before being able to do so. In addition, research into why and how what
we wear does succeed in communicating who we are or want to be, is a
fashion. The reader is therefore provided with an overview of theories
from a wide range of disciplines that all regard the signifying character
clothing as the main function of fashion.

what one wears. After examining ancient sumptuary laws which regulated social hierarchies by limiting the wearing of certain colours, materials
and accessories to distinct aristocratic ranks, fashion and the concept of
social imitation are researched. Thorstein Veblen’s (1899) theory of
fashion as conspicuous waste and imitation of higher classes by lower
ones is compared to Georg Simmel’s (1905) dynamical perspective upon
fashion as revolving around imitation and differentiation. In addition,
Gabriel Tarde’s (1903) more philosophical perspective upon fashion’s innovative character contrasted by more traditional manners of dress is explored to conclude that the sociological perspectives upon fashion reveal
the pecuniary identity of the wearer. This part ends with Roland Barthes’
(1967) hypothesis of fashion as a signifying system and his conclusion
that meanings adhered to what we wear are essentially arbitrary.
In the second part, Jean Baudrillard’s (1976) perspective upon fashion as an enchanted play devoid of meaning is contrasted with Elizabeth
Wilson’s (1985) persuasion that fashion is ‘unspeakably meaningful’ and
as such conveys meanings one may adhere to dress that are paradoxical
and ambiguous, never settled and communicated silently rather than
(2005) critique of the reduction of identity to appearance and the manner
in which this encourages consumers to behave the way the advertising
industry wants them to, is included. Furthermore, Negrin’s perspective
reveals that apart from playing with our identities according to the rules
by the fashion industry, we have in recent years adopted increasingly
homogeneous looks. Hence the chapter concludes that although fashion
may be regarded ‘unspeakably meaningful’ in essence, its predominant
focus upon representation and performance of identity has lead to overconsumption and as such to pollution and exploitation.
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The second chapter (Undressing Plato) reveals that a focus upon
identity, of the self as well as that of items of clothing that may signify
certain traits, is essentially related to a Platonic thinking in oneness,
absolutes and unchanging ideals. Since fashion revolves around change
and is essentially ambiguous, three philosophical theories that provide
us with alternative perspectives for Plato’s theory are examined and
combined to overcome a static view upon who we are and its relation
with what we wear. David Hume’s (1739) empiricist exploration of the
sensory forces one may relate to the wearing of clothes – such as comfort
or discomfort of materials worn close to the skin, smell and the effect of
colour – are extended by Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophy of art (1888).
With Nietzsche and Hume a static view upon identity is replaced by a
thinking in multiplicities in which the bodily and creative forces one may
relate to fashion are foregrounded. This leads to an exploration of Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s (1980) conceptual pair of ‘the smooth and
the striated’ as open, extendable and endless forces (smooth) existing in
which are suggested as an alternative prism for studying fashion and
what it may do rather than what it may signify.
Furthermore, this second chapter reveals that a perspective upon
man habitual tendencies. Thinking of ourselves as the bearers of an ongoing and unchanging identity provides us with a sense of security and abilthe constructed unity we call ‘self’. With Deleuze, the chapter concludes
that a perspective upon being is not only constructed and groundless,
it also repudiates a perspective upon the more creative and constantly
transforming forces that one may also relate to fashion. Since it is a major
aim to provide an analysis that emphasises what fashion may do rather
than what it may represent, Deleuze’s rhizomatic philosophy, which
focuses on processes and connections, is adopted to create an alternative
perspective upon fashion in the remainder of the dissertation.
However, before researching how Deleuze’s concepts may aid in
revealing potential forces in fashion that are habitually overlooked, the
power Llewellyn Negrin assigned to the fashion industry and its branding
and marketing mechanism is explored. In the third chapter (A Delineated
Fashion), the communication practices the mainstream fashion industry
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the conclusion is drawn that fashion brands, their constructed brand
identities and brand extensions through lifestyle branding, fashion magazines and online fora designed to construct a fashion personality type, all

identify themselves with the representations on offer. It is argued that the
preferences and ideas of a majority of people. On the one hand, the usage
ing homogeneity of appearances. On the other, they limit incidents and
adventures to occur since only that which can be measured in relation to
what we wear is taken into account and emphasised.
In the second part of this chapter, I therefore name this way of approaching fashion ‘A Delineated Fashion’, which is a concept that limits
ideas of identity and representation, and focuses on measurables for
monetising purposes. By studying Deleuze’s alternative to representation
in the form of his concept of difference in itself, which entails a positive
difference that is multiple and transformative and cannot be captured
by representations, one is introduced to an analysis of fashion practices
through Deleuze’s idea that society consists of several ‘lines’ that can be
followed and studied separately, but nevertheless appear intertwined.
The three types of lines Deleuze distinguishes are those of rigid segmenlignes de fuite).
Whereas the latter function on the basis of creativity, adventure and
transformation, and may be called incidental, Deleuze regards these
rigid or more supple, prevails. The fashion industry, with its focus upon
types, identities and representatives, typically encourages us to relate to
segmented categories. In addition, the industry is determined to translate
sentable segments that can be sold to a larger public.
The conclusion of this third chapter recaptures the fashion industry’s
mechanism as revolving around the representation of identities in four
continuous beings is emphasised. Secondly, fashion brands themselves
construct brand identities that they represent and with which they
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encourage consumers to identify. Thirdly, fashion magazines, trend
watchers, bloggers and personal style advisors reinforce a thinking in
identity categories through which they offer their readers and customers
advice and inspiration. And lastly, the accumulation of what is named
‘Big Data’ revolves around identifying what digital information reprecreasingly play its part in a society that emphasises identity performances
and representation thereof through the goods and clothing we consume.
With Deleuze, I conclude that these practices create false depths, which
are based on calculable, categorical and identifying characteristics, while
omitting a perspective upon what fashion may do and say beyond representation.
The fourth chapter (Clothed Connections) reminds the reader of the
ethical and environmental problems that must be related to the practices and commodities of fast fashion brands and the ephemeral extensions of luxury brands, which are ubiquitous, relatively cheap and easily
discarded. Deleuze’s concept of desire is introduced and contrasted with
fashionable desires for frequently updating one’s wardrobe through the
purchasing of cheap fast fashion items, and the idea of buying into luxury
brand names by means of cheap accessories that feature the brand’s
name. Whereas a common idea of desire is related to experiencing a lack
objects and an experienced lack thereof, but around the intensive connections that are productive of what he names the complete aggregate. The
concept of desire for Deleuze lacks a subject and is regarded only for the
productive and transformative processes that are enabled when elements,
such as a body, a sound, a touch, a ray of sunlight, et cetera are in connection with each other momentarily.
In order to clarify the complex concepts put forth by Deleuze, denim,
the material that jeans are primarily made of, functions as an exemplifying tool to reach an understanding of his concept of productive assemblages in which denim and skin, denim and body movements, and fabric
concept of assemblages from more common contexts and connections, a
thorough understanding is developed pertaining to the transformations
that occur through the processes that are initiated when connections
are being created. Once such an understanding has been established,
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machinic assemblages of desire are examined in relation to the production of jeans. By following the molecular connections between water, soil,
that come into effect during production, the full scope of environmental
damage and unethical practice is revealed. It is established therefore that
lack power and are too fragmented to inform consumers about the ethical
and environments impact the garments they purchase have. Hence, it is
ultimately concluded that the fashion industry can be held responsible
for, and is most equipped to convey this information.
The second part of this chapter explores potential (future) alternatives along a thinking in assemblages. Rather than developing new
solving problems, without thinking about the implications these particles
may have when in assemblage with wastewaters, animal life and the food
chain, a perspective upon experimental potential is advocated. Fashion
designer and founder of BioCouture, Susanne Lee and her biodegradable
garments grown from microbes are presented as exemplary for thinking
about alternative assemblages through which fashion’s future material
may come about.
In the concluding chapter (The Three Ecologies) Félix Guattari’s
text with the same title is used to interconnect the mental, social, and
environmental issues related to fashion in what Guattari names an
‘Ecosophy’ (1989). It is demonstrated that due to their homogeneous
character, neither politics nor society will be able to change the current
focus upon fashion independently. Adopting a heterogeneous perspective upon fashion and its interrelated problems, reveals that our mental
attitude towards fashion as representation of identity is inextricably tied
to ethical and environmental issues. It is argued that rather than thinking
of representing our being, regarding ourselves as interconnected with,
and transforming through, exterior forces, may set the wheels in motion for social and environmental change also. The designs by Canadian
designer and scholar Ying Gao, which change shape when in contact with
light, wind or gazes, are introduced to clarify how fashion’s material and
immaterial assets may reshape our relation with these exterior forces.
Reshaping the social relation to fashion furthermore requires dissident voices and groups of people working together for other than purely
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monetising goals. Here, Grannies Finest serves as an example in which
young designers and photographers team up with a group of elderly to
create hand-knitted products, which are sold to the public. Whereas the
work. Lastly, it is suggested by Dutch designer Christien Meindertsma
that awareness for the materiality and origin of clothing is raised. Her
One Sheep Sweater project (2011) revolves around the creation of sweaters on the basis of the wool of one sheep, rather than pre-setting the
desired design and size.
By presenting current examples of a different image of thought in
relation to fashion, I, however, do not implicate that habits nor corporate
powers will change overnight. It has been my modest goal to initiate a
thinking that moves beyond identity, a technology that moves beyond
problem solving, a fashion that moves beyond its industries and media,
and codes by focusing upon affects, intensities and potentials that may
be seen as early indications of what fashion may do in times to come. As
such, I mobilise a perspective that foregrounds fashion’s open-ended,
limitless, and dynamic potential, which may serve as an antidote to the
focus upon functionalism, representation of identity and overconsumption palpable in fashion today.
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Samenvatting
Mode voorbij identiteit:
de drie ecologieën
van kleding

T

ot aan de eeuwwisseling was mode als academisch onderzoeksgebied
zo goed als braakliggend terrein. De afgelopen jaren daarentegen is

de aandacht voor de sociologische, economische en politieke aspecten
commerciële modecommunicatie (branding en marketing) als de praktijk
draait het om het idee dat mode je een identiteit kan geven, dat mode kan
vertellen wie je bent (of wilt zijn) en waar je voor staat. Dit idee, dat kleding een bepaald beeld of een imago oproept, is algemeen geaccepteerd,
maar veronderstellen dat mode en identiteit intrinsiek verbonden zijn,
niceert wie we zijn of willen zijn, zegt impliciet dat ons ‘zijn’ onlosmakelijk met onze kern verbonden is. Anders gezegd, het veronderstelt dat er
een essentie, een eenheid aan ons bestaan ten grondslag ligt die kan worden gerepresenteerd door de manier waarop we ons kleden. Bovendien
veronderstelt deze aanname dat de essentie, oftewel identiteit, kan worden gerepresenteerd door kledingstukken met eenzelfde betekenis.
Als we echter het idee van ‘identiteit’ onder de loep nemen en als
een ongefundeerde aanname ontmaskeren, wat blijft er dan over van de
functie van mode? Enerzijds kun je zeggen dat mode ons in staat stelt
de idee van ‘zijn’ te bevestigen in een veelvormige maatschappij waarin
we in toenemende mate worden geconfronteerd met gefragmenteerde
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performances. Door onszelf een zekere kledingstijl aan te meten ervaren we wellicht een zekere macht over hoe men naar ons kijkt en kunnen we tevens een vrijheid ervaren en spelen met hoe anderen ons zien.
Anderzijds is het juist de mode-industrie die garen spint bij het veelvuldig aanpassen van de manier waarop we ons kleden door nieuwe trends
te introduceren of te suggereren dat het tijd is om de persoonlijkheid die
we met behulp van kleding communiceren aan te passen. Dit laatste moet
echter in direct verband gebracht worden met overconsumptie, en betekent een enorme, en uiteindelijk fatale, druk op het milieu en resulteert
in een ongelijke behandeling van degenen die onze kleding produceren.
Mode en haar relatie met identiteit moet dus in verband gebracht worden
met een beperkte communicatie van het ego, vervuiling van het milieu,
en uitbuiting van arbeiders in de mode-industrie.
Wat kan mode doen als we een perspectief inzetten van mode zonder
de communicatie van identiteit? En hoe zal zo’n perspectief kunnen
bijdragen om de eraan gerelateerde problemen van overconsumptie,
vernietiging van het milieu en uitbuiting van arbeiders op te lossen?
Deleuze en Félix Guattari voorziet me daarbij van een prisma waarmee ik
een nieuw licht op de toekomstige functies van mode kan laten schijnen.
Door me te richten op hun concept van pre-personale en a-subjectieve
connecties, die zij assemblages (agencements) noemen, en waarin verlangen als een productieve kracht wordt gezien in plaats van het ervaren van
een behoefte, heb ik de juiste hulpmiddelen gevonden om alternatieven
te analyseren voor mode als representatie van identiteit, en tegelijkertijd
aandacht te vestigen op de sociaal-politieke problemen. Mode, zoals ik
het concept in deze dissertatie beschouw, wordt dus onderzocht aan de
hand van alle krachten en processen die betrokken zijn bij hetgeen we
dragen. Dit is inclusief de processen die van kracht zijn als onze kleding
wordt geproduceerd en de processen die in werking treden wanneer we
onze kleding afdanken. In plaats van me op avant-garde mode te richten,
onderzoek ik juist de alledaagse kleding, van jeans tot trendgevoelig tot
wat we naar ons werk dragen, die als zodanig een grote rol speelt in de
eraan gerelateerde sociaal-politieke problemen. Bovendien communiceren deze kledingstukken op dagelijkse basis onze identiteit.
Het eerste hoofdstuk (Fashioning Identities) begint met het leggen
van de verbinding tussen de inzichten van Judith Butler (1990) en die
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van schrijver Luigi Pirandello (1926) om zo de culturele constructie en
het niet-fundamentele concept van identiteit te positioneren. Vervolgens
onderzoek ik bestaande theorieën over mode en identiteit, omdat het
nodig is te weten waaraan men precies voorbij wil gaan alvorens dit
daadwerkelijk te kunnen doen. Ook is het onderzoek naar het hoe en
waarom we erin slagen onze identiteit te communiceren met behulp van
kleding waardevol om zo de dynamiek te ontdekken die een rol speelt in
onze relatie tot mode. De lezer krijgt dan ook een overzicht van verschillende theorieën uit een breed scala aan disciplines, die stuk voor stuk het
betekenisvolle karakter van kleding benadrukken. Ook wordt waar van
toepassing de invloed van historische overlevering op de hedendaagse
problematiek onderzocht.
Deel een van het hoofdstuk is gewijd aan een verkenning van systemen in de mode, waarbij talige betekenissen verbonden worden aan wat
men draagt. Na studie naar aloude weelde beperkende wetten, die de sociale hiërarchie trachtten te reguleren door bepaalde kleuren, materialen
en accessoires te reserveren voor bepaalde rangen en standen wordt het
concept van mode als sociale imitatie onderzocht. Thorstein Veblens theorie over mode als opzichtige verspilling en imitatie van hogere door de
lagere klassen (1899) wordt vergeleken met Georg Simmels dynamische
perspectief op mode dat zich beweegt tussen imitatie en differentiatie
onderzocht, waarin het innovatieve karakter van mode vergeleken wordt
met traditionele manieren van kleden (1903), om vervolgens te concluderen dat de sociologische perspectieven op mode de dynamiek wel goed
in kaart brengen, maar vooral draaien om mode als betekenisgever voor
van Roland Barthes, waarin hij mode als een systeem van betekenissen
probeert te ontrafelen en vervolgens concludeert dat de betekenissen die
we aan kleding hechten in essentie arbitrair zijn.
In het tweede deel zet ik Jean Baudrillards perspectief van mode
als frivool spel zonder betekenis (1976) tegenover Elizabeth Wilsons
overtuiging dat mode ‘onuitspreekbaar betekenisvol’ is (1985) en op die
manier paradoxale en ambigue betekenissen laat zien die nooit vast staan
en stilletjes in plaats van uitgesproken worden gecommuniceerd. Hoewel
dat laatste niet wordt weerlegd, betrek ik wel de kritiek van Llewellyn
Negrin (2005) op het reduceren van identiteit tot verschijningsvorm en
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hoe dit consumenten aanspoort om zich te gedragen zoals adverteerders
dat willen. Negrins perspectief legt niet alleen de manier bloot hoe we
volgens de regels van de mode-industrie met onze identiteit spelen maar
legt ook bloot hoe we, de afgelopen jaren, een steeds homogener uiterlijk zijn gaan aannemen. Daarom eindigt dit hoofdstuk met de conclusie
dat mode, hoewel in essentie ‘onuitspreekbaar betekenisvol’, door de
alomtegenwoordige aandacht voor de manier waarop we met behulp van
mode onze identiteit kunnen uitdragen tot overconsumptie en daarmee
vervuiling en uitbuiting leidt.
Het tweede hoofdstuk (Undressing Plato) toont aan dat het zich
richten op identiteit, of dat nu het zelf of die van kledingstukken betreft,
het resultaat is van denken in eenheid, absolute waarheden en onveranderlijke idealen. Omdat mode over verandering gaat en in essentie ambigu
theorie om zo voorbij dat statische perspectief te komen van wie we zijn
in relatie tot wat we dragen. Het empirische onderzoek van David Hume
(1739) naar zintuigelijke krachten die gepaard gaan met het dragen van
kleding – zoals het al dan niet comfortabel zijn van bepaalde materialen
die op de huid gedragen worden, geur en het effect van kleur – breid

door een denken in veelheden zodat lichamelijke, materiële en creatieve
aspecten gerelateerd aan mode op de voorgrond treden. Dit leidt naar een
onderzoek van Gilles Deleuzes en Félix Guattari’s conceptuele koppel van
‘the smooth and the striated’ waarin de open, uitbreidbare en eindeloze
krachten (smooth) bestaan in gemixte vorm met de krachten die begrenstriated). Zo ontstaat een alternatief prisma om
mode te bestuderen, en te onderzoeken wat mode kan doen in plaats van
wat het zou kunnen betekenen.
Het hoofdstuk toont tevens aan dat een perspectief vanuit mode als
mens zich als gewoontedier te gedragen. Door onszelf te zien als bezitters
van een doorgaande en onveranderlijke identiteit, creëren we een gevoel
van zekerheid en verschaffen we onszelf de mogelijkheid de wereld te
begrijpen door deze te benaderen vanuit de geconstrueerde eenheid die
we ‘zelf’ noemen. In de conclusie van dit hoofdstuk wordt duidelijk dat
het benadrukken van een ‘zijn’ niet alleen geconstrueerd en ongegrond is,
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maar dat het ook een perspectief vanuit de creatievere en transformatieve
aspecten die men met mode zou kunnen associëren in de weg staat. Doel
van mijn onderzoek is een analyse aan te dragen die de nadruk legt op
wat mode doet in plaats van wat mode representeert; daartoe gebruik ik
gen, om vandaaruit een ander perspectief op mode te geven.
Alvorens te onderzoeken hoe de concepten van Deleuze behulpzaam
kunnen zijn bij het ontdekken van mogelijke aspecten van mode die
gewoonlijk vergeten worden, moet de macht die Llewellyn Negrin heeft
toegeschreven aan de mode-industrie en de bijbehorende branding- en
marketingmechanismes onderzocht worden. Daarom worden in het
derde hoofdstuk (A Delineated Fashion) de communicatiepraktijken die
de mode-industrie gebruikt aan een kritisch onderzoek onderworpen. In
het eerste deel wordt de conclusie getrokken dat modemerken, hun geconstrueerde merkidentiteiten, de extensies van die merken door middel
van lifestyle branding, modetijdschriften en online fora die bezoekers van
een persoonlijkheidstype voorzien allemaal uitgaan van de representeerworden aangeboden aan klanten die op hun beurt uitgenodigd worden
in dit hoofdstuk tevens beargumenteerd dat dergelijke identiteitsprode voorkeuren en ideeën van een meerderheidsgroep. Enerzijds kan een
zijn een verklaring vormen voor de toenemende homogeniteit van ons
turen omdat slechts datgene wat meetbaar is in verhouding tot dat wat
we dragen meegenomen en benadrukt wordt.
In het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk noem ik daarom deze manier
van het benaderen van mode, die zich beperkt tot identiteit en representatie en die zich richt op datgene wat meetbaar is en in geld kan worden
omgezet, ‘een begrensde mode’. Door daarnaast Deleuzes alternatief voor
een representatie-denken te bestuderen ontstaat ruimte voor zijn concept
van ‘verschil in zichzelf’, dat een positief verschil omvat dat meervoudig
en transformatief is en niet door middel van representaties gevangen kan worden. Hiermee wordt Deleuzes idee geïntroduceerd dat de
maatschappij bestaat uit verschillende ‘lijnen’ die onafhankelijk gevolgd
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en bestudeerd kunnen worden, maar desalniettemin in de praktijk door
elkaar heen lopen. Deleuze onderscheidt drie lijnen, van rigide segmentariteit, van soepele segmentariteit en vluchtlijnen. Waar deze laatste, de
vluchtlijnen, de basis van creativiteit, avontuur en transformatie vormen
en ‘incidenteel’ genoemd kunnen worden, acht Deleuze ze tevens als
zijnde constitutief voor een maatschappij waarbinnen segmentariteit, of
deze nu rigide of soepel te noemen is, de hoofdaandacht krijgt. De modeindustrie die zich richt op types, identiteiten en representaties kenmerkt
zich door het feit dat ze ons voortdurend aanmoedigt te vereenzelvigen
met gesegmenteerde categorieën. Bovendien is de mode-industrie er continu op uit om creativiteit, zoals die van opkomende subculturen, zich toe
die verkocht kunnen worden aan een groter publiek.
De conclusie van dit derde hoofdstuk vat de mechanismes van de
mode-industrie samen en benadrukt dat ze zich op vier manieren richt op
de representatie van identiteiten. Ten eerste wordt de gewoonte van het
over onszelf en anderen denken als zijnde continue wezens benadrukt.
Ten tweede construeren modemerken zelf merkidentiteiten die ze repreTen derde zijn er de modetijdschriften, trendwatchers en persoonlijke
stijladviseurs die het denken in identiteitscategorieën versterken om zo
hun lezers en cliënten van advies en inspiratie te voorzien. En ten slotte
is er de accumulatie van wat ‘Big Data’ genoemd wordt, waarin digitale
zouden kunnen representeren. Deze tendens zal in toenemende mate een
rol spelen in een maatschappij waarbinnen het uitdragen van een identiteit en de representatie daarvan door middel van de goederen en kleding
die we kopen benadrukt wordt. Met Deleuze concludeer ik dan ook dat
deze praktijken valse dieptes creëren die gebaseerd zijn op berekenbare,
mode kan doen voordat het iets representeert, wordt genegeerd.
In het vierde hoofdstuk (Clothed Connections) wordt de lezer gewezen
op de uitbuiting en milieuvervuiling, die voortkomen uit de handelswijzen en producten van grote modemerken en de maatschappijbrede
consumptie van accessoires van luxe merken die alomtegenwoordig,
relatief goedkoop en vrij gemakkelijk af te danken zijn. Deleuzes concept
van ‘verlangen’ wordt besproken en gecontrasteerd met het modische
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verlangen om veelvuldig kleding te vernieuwen door goedkope modeitems te kopen en het idee van deel uit te kunnen maken van de wereld
van luxe merken door goedkopere accessoires met merknaam te kopen.
Waar een gebruikelijk idee van verlangen gaat over een gevoeld gemis
dat moet worden gevuld, draait Deleuzes concept van verlangen niet om
objecten en het gevoelde gemis, maar om de intensieve connecties die
productief zijn voor wat hij het complete aggregaat noemt. In Deleuzes
gelang de productieve en transformatieve processen die mogelijk worden
wanneer verschillende elementen, zoals een lichaam, een geluid, een aanraking, een zonnestraal, et cetera voor een moment met elkaar verbonden
zijn.
Om de complexe concepten van Deleuze te verduidelijken fungeert
denim, het materiaal waarvan spijkerbroeken worden gemaakt, als
voorbeeld om te kunnen komen tot zijn concept van productieve assemblages waarin denim en huid, denim en lichaamsbeweging, en stof en
vlees veranderen. Door een zorgvuldig onderscheid te maken tussen meer
bekende contexten en verbindingen en Deleuzes assemblages ontstaat
een goed begrip van het belang van de transformaties die ontstaan wanneer connecties gemaakt worden. Zodra een dergelijk begrip tot stand
gekomen is, worden machinaire assemblages van verlangen onderzocht
in relatie tot de productie van spijkerbroeken en T-shirts. Door de moleculaire verbindingen tussen water, aarde, werknemers, chemicaliën, afvalwater, insecten, vissen, en andere dieren en de voedselketen te volgen,
ontstaat een compleet beeld van de milieuschade en onethische praktijk
die de mode kenmerkt. Ook wordt geconcludeerd dat
organisaties, die de mode-industrie moeten controleren, te weinig macht
hebben en te gefragmenteerd zijn om consumenten goed te informeren
over de ethische impact en aanslag op het milieu van hun aankopen.
Daaruit volgt dat de mode-industrie zelf verantwoordelijk zou moeten
worden gehouden om de consument te informeren.
Het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt potentiële (toekomstige) alternatieven die mogelijk worden middels een denken in assemblages. Waar sommige nieuwe technologieën voor mode, bijvoorbeeld het
implementeren van nanotechnologie in kleding dat zich richt op problemen oplossen zonder door te denken over de implicaties van dergelijke
nanodeeltjes in assemblage met afvalwater, dieren en de voedselketen,
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dragen andere technologieën een ander perspectief op esthetisch potentieel aan. Modeontwerpster en oprichtster Suzanne Lee van BioCouture
is, met haar biologisch afbreekbare kledingstukken die ze laat groeien uit
micro-organismen, exemplarisch voor een denken dat zich richt op alternatieve assemblages waaruit toekomstige materialen kunnen bestaan.
In het concluderende hoofdstuk (The Three Ecologies) wordt Félix
Guattari’s tekst met dezelfde titel gebruikt om mentale, sociale en milieuproblemen die met mode in verband moeten worden gebracht te verenigen in wat door Guattari een ‘Ecosophy’ wordt genoemd (1989). Er wordt
aangetoond dat de politiek noch de maatschappij de huidige houding ten
aanzien van mode kan veranderen vanwege hun homogene structuur.
Het aannemen van een heterogeen perspectief ten aanzien van mode en
de bijbehorende problemen, en het aanpassen van ons denken zodat we
onszelf zien als verbonden met en veranderend door externe invloeden,
kan de raderen in beweging zetten voor sociale en milieubewuste veranderingen. Om te verduidelijken hoe de materiële en immateriële aspecten van mode in de toekomst onze relatie met externe invloeden vorm
zouden kunnen krijgen, worden de ontwerpen van de Canadese academica en modeontwerpster Ying Gao, die van vorm veranderen wanneer ze
in contact komen met licht, lucht of een blik, gepresenteerd.
Hervorming van de sociale relatie met mode vergt dissidente geluiden
en groepen mensen die samenwerken voor andere redenen dan zo veel
mogelijk winst maken. Als voorbeeld wordt Grannies Finest genoemd,
een initiatief van jonge ontwerpers en fotografen die met ouderen samenwerken om handgebreide producten te maken en te verkopen. De ouderen genieten van het contact, de jonge ontwerpers hebben een platform
voor hun werk. Tot slot suggereer ik dat bewustzijn voor de materialiteit
en oorsprong van onze kleding bijvoorbeeld wordt aangewakkerd door de
Nederlandse ontwerpster Christien Meindertsma. Centraal in haar One
Sheep Sweater-project (2011) staan de truien op basis van wol van één
schaap, in plaats van gewenst ontwerp of maat voorop te stellen.
Met deze voorbeelden van een andere manier van denken over mode
wil ik niet impliceren dat gewoontes of bedrijfsleven van de ene op de andere dag zullen veranderen. Mijn doel is een andere manier van denken
te initiëren die zich voorbij identiteit beweegt, een denken over technologie die zich voorbij probleem-oplossen beweegt, en mode die zich
voorbij haar industrie en haar media beweegt, en ten slotte, een esthetiek
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die zich voorbij herkenbare betekenissen, identiteiten en codes beweegt
door te experimenteren met affecten, intensiteiten en mogelijkheden die
gezien kunnen worden als eerste indicaties van wat mode kan beroeren.
Dit geeft ook een perspectief dat de interconnectiviteit van mode belicht,
dat bovendien het open, ongelimiteerde en creatieve potentieel van mode
naar voren haalt en dat als tegengif kan dienen voor de destructieve focus
op functionalisme, identiteit en overconsumptie.
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Rencontres
W

riting a dissertation requires years in both time and solitude. The
dissertation demands these in space, perseverance and precision.

It cannot possibly be completed, however, without rencontres (encounters) in which ideas are exchanged, sympathy is in the air, experiments
are born and something new is created. Researching fashion and gathering the theory needed to build my arguments would not have been
possible without the Amsterdam Fashion Institute granting me the time
to do so. I would like to thank the management team for allocating me
this time during the moments at which it was most needed. In addition,
I want to thank the Amsterdam University of Applied Science and, more
which allowed me to earn a living and provide for my family whilst being
a part-time researcher.
The creation of a new line of thought for fashion would have been
impossible without my supervisors prof. dr. Patricia Pisters and dr. Marie
Aude Baronian. I met them at a period where new thoughts, encouragement and insights were essential in evolving my thoughts into the dissertation they have become. Thank you dear Patricia for your optimism
and enthusiasm when taking me on as a PhD researcher. The energy
whether my research would ever amount to what it is now, was priceless.
And merci beaucoup wonderful Marie, for your patience, your intelligent
precision and your elaborate comments on the writing I shared with you.
Without your insights and knowledge about researching fashion and
philosophy an utmost vital rencontre would not have occurred.
My sympathies and, moreover, my feelings of friendship to Fred
Goudswaard, librarian at the Amsterdam Fashion Institute, who inspired
me to the title of this section. Thank you for our rencontres. Your ideas,
elaborations and passion towards my often-preliminary thoughts and
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writing have made me think beyond myself. And, in a similar sympathetic
light: thank you Asher Boersma, for being such a dear friend and fellow
academic who is open to radically thinking things differently. You have
provided me with invaluable support, precise criticism, and an unlimited
source of courage. I treasure your constructive remarks, approval of my
ideas and ambitions, your encouragement, and would like to thank you
for the many beautiful conversations we have had and the patience and
dedication with which you have designed the layout of this dissertation.
I am grateful that you have agreed to be my paranymph and it is a great
relief to have someone besides me who knows all the ‘ins and outs’ of this
dissertation.
My gratitude and feelings of sympathy also reach out to Geert Lovink
and Margreet Riphagen of the Institute of Network Cultures. I have
never felt so at home within the university as during the times I visited
you. Geert, your relentless criticism towards identity politics, and the
numerous articles and links you have sent me, have supported the idea
that a critical voice must be raised. A sense of belonging has also been
provided by my dear colleagues of the Amsterdam Fashion Institute:
René, Han, Frank, Ciska, Herman, Charlotte, Kim, Nienke, Jo, Casimir,
Koert, Xandra, Cora, Manan, Linnemore, Sander, Jos, Suzanne and Vaji,
thank you all for being the warm and caring people you are, for believing
in me and for providing me with the input and knowledge about fashion
and education that has been irreplaceable. A very special thank you is
reserved for Florence van Berckel, Andrew Kerven and for my colleague
and English lecturer Stephen Fetherston, for agreeing to correct my writing and ‘dotting the i’s and crossing the t’s’. I would also like to express
my sincere gratitude towards the many students that have participated
in the fashion theories programme during the past years and joined
me in researching how Deleuzian theories can be related to fashion. I
Amsterdam Fashion Institute, for allowing me to use her creative work
on the cover of this dissertation.
Thank you, lovely Andrea Meuzelaar, for our friendship, the times we
spent at your precious little caravan and the people you have introduced
me to. Thank you also for agreeing to be my paranymph and standing
by me. Dearest Maarten Rijnbeek, thanks for having been my all-time
friend for so long and being so close and supportive, and for reminding
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me (every once in a while) that those who work hard are also entitled to
thorough relaxation. Thanks to my parents Marianne and Gerard, for the
songs we sang and wine we drank together; I will make a point of doing
so with you more often now this endeavour has been completed. River,
Flint and Lot, my three beautiful children, I am sorry for all those times I
ies. I will make up for it, I promise. Lastly, my deepest love and sympathy
goes to my partner Mike. Your unconditional love and support make you
the most precious person in my life. Having you on my side during all
these years is so truly special it cannot be valued.
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